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Abstract: ‘Radical Fantasy: A Study of Left Radical Politics in the Fantasy Writing of Michael Moorcock, Angela Carter, Alan Moore, Grant Morrison and China Miéville.’ 

In this thesis I draw upon recent formulations of fantasy theory from Rosemary Jackson’s psychoanalytic interpretations, to the socio-historical approaches of José Monleon and Mark Bould, and the poetics of fantasy literature of Farah Mendlesohn, to illuminate the interlocking political debates about fantasy fiction which are important to literary theory: whether fantasy is a minor sub-set of literature or the basis of all fiction; whether fantasy functions primarily as a satirical or utopian idiom, or as sheer escapism; and whether fantasy is a liberating expression of the imagination or a limiting and commodified form. My research asks what strategies writers use to express political ideas within fantasy as an aesthetic form with an awareness of the implications of these debates. 
Fantasy modes analysed include pulp fantasy, magic realism and superhero comics in context of radical political positions including socialist, anarchist and Marxist traditions. Through examination of the diverse traditions of the five writers, this thesis identifies the characteristics of fantasy mobilised by Left radical political critique; it proposes that fantasy fiction can offer a unique critical perspective on contemporary modernity that is historically important for Left radical aesthetics. 
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Introduction
This thesis will analyse the uses of fantasy in the work of five British fiction writers with left radical politics: Michael Moorcock, Angela Carter, Alan Moore, Grant Morrison and China Miéville.  It is concerned with identifying key debates which structure a left radical perspective on the use of fantasy and exploring how they are worked through in the fictions of these particular writers.  I focus around questions of the social value of popular fantasy as mode, as genres and as sub-genres (what is also sometimes known as ‘paraliterature’), and the potential of fantasy fiction to function as a vehicle for political critique.  While this frame of reference inevitably borrows from science fiction criticism, particularly the work of Darko Suvin and Frederick Jameson, the present thesis will define the relationship between fantasy and SF differently: Suvinian criticism tends towards separating the two modes and privileging SF over fantasy, arguing that there is an inherent aesthetic affinity between SF and progressive thought and between fantasy and reactionary thought.  I argue that fantasy and SF are intimately related forms, and consider the writers here to represent traditions of progressive fantasy.  The analysis of fantasy requires a brief critical discussion of the many ways of understanding the term ‘fantasy’ as it applies to literature.  This thesis rests on a number of debates as to the operation and function of fantasy which will be discussed below.  
Because of the different sub-genres of fantasy which the writers under discussion work with, the working definition of fantasy here will be a broad one: fantasy fiction will refer to the use of the fantastic (frequently as the unexplainable or as metonym for either the imagination or for art in general) within impossible world narratives which are commodified and marketed as fantasy.  The forms of fantasy in question are Sword & Sorcery, alternate history, magic realism, Surrealism, superhero comic books and secondary world narratives; these terms connote quite different traditions, and have each been argued to constitute different relationships with dominant ideology.  By analysing how the writers under discussion use these forms, problematising them as categories, I will explore the ways in which they engage with the same political and cultural debates of the relationship between form and content.  

Discussing Fantasy: The Problem of Definition
To discern what is meant by ‘fantasy literature’ as an object of study, it is necessary to negotiate between a series of attempts to define or limit the term and the extended debates which emerge from them.  In rehearsing some of these it will become apparent that the debate over how we understand fantasy is very much ongoing, and may even be intensifying.  One of the major distinctions required to engage with fantasy as literary object has been the effort to distinguish it from science fiction (SF).  In their Encyclopedia of Science Fiction (1993), John Clute and Peter Nicholls write: ‘[t]here is no definition of SF that excludes fantasy [….] In the real world, we recognise that both sf and fantasy, if genres at all, are impure genres’, ‘[t]hey are not homogenous’.​[1]​  They go on to describe their construction of fantasy and SF in the schema of literature: ‘[t]he usual way is to regard fantasy as a subset of fiction, a circle within a circle’, while SF exists within fantasy as ‘a subset of a subset’; this means that ‘all sf is fantasy, but not all fantasy is sf’ (408).  
The subsequent Encyclopedia of Fantasy (1997), offers valuable expansion on what fantasy is and how it operates.  In it John Clute and John Grant suggest that fantasy narratives are structured by four movements, the grammar of fantasy, by which fantasy’s manifestations of the impossible acquire meaning: wrongness, ‘a sense that the whole world has gone askew’; thinning, ‘a fading away of beingness’ manifested through ‘a loss of magic or the slow death of the gods, or the transformation of the land’; recognition, where ‘the protagonist finally gazes upon the shrivelled heart of the thinned world and sees what to do’; and healing, a transition or return to a better (thicker) state of beingness ‘often accomplished […] through literal metamorphosis’.​[2]​   The Encyclopedia of Fantasy extends the scope of the term fantasy to encompass the use of the fantastic in narratives which might be categorised variously as ‘afterlife, allegory, dark fantasy, fabulation, fairytale, folklore, folktales, horror, science fantasy, science fiction, supernatural fiction, surrealism, taproot texts and wonderlands’, emphasising that there ‘is no rigorous critical consensus over the precise definition and “reach” and interrelation of any of the terms listed above’.​[3]​  
Clute and Grant argue that fantasy is ‘a self-coherent narrative’ that ‘tells a story which is impossible in the world as we perceive it’;​[4]​ this ‘impossible tale’ will likely be set in an ‘otherworld’, ‘an internally coherent impossible world in which that tale is possible’.​[5]​  Their argument rests on an historical distinction between pre- and post-Enlightenment where it is only after the Enlightenment has established a dialectic of real/fantastic that fantasy writing in the modern sense can exist.  This is partly the basis on which Brian Aldiss famously dates science fiction in Billion Year Spree (1973) to the publication of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein in 1818, expanding upon this ‘Stone Age truth’ in Trillion Year Spree (1986) to explore in greater detail ‘the dream world of the Gothic novel, from which science fiction springs’ as a kind of historical unconscious which SF emerges as reaction against.​[6]​  Whether such distinctions of pre- and post-Enlightenment can be applied to fantasy is in question.     
In The A—Z of Fantasy Literature (2009) Brian Stableford contends with the understanding of fantasy as a post-Enlightenment category.  Stableford writes: 
To claim that there was no manifest opposition between the real and the imaginary is to imply far too much; it is true that the Enlightenment refined ideas about the definition and determination of ‘reality’, but it is certainly not true that previous storytellers were unaware of any contrast or tension between the naturalistic and supernatural elements of their stories.​[7]​  

Stableford begins from the premise that the mode of fantasy is as old as writing itself, locating the contemporary uses of fantasy against a history which extends back to the uses of the term ‘fantasye’ in Chaucer, where it is described as ‘strange and bizarre notions that have no basis in everyday experience’, already containing the pejorative associations of escapism which are familiar today: ‘[a]ny dalliance with “fantasye” in the Chaucerian sense tends to be regarded as self-indulgent folly, whether it is a purely psychological phenomenon (a fanciful aspect of “daydreaming”) or a literary one’.​[8]​  Stableford describes fantasy in both historical and cognitive terms as a mode which extends throughout the history of literature.  
A similarly inclusive use of ‘fantasy’ appears in A Short History of Fantasy (2009) by Farah Mendlesohn and Edward James, which traces the development of fantasy from myth and legend to contemporary commercial multimedia forms.  In respect to science fiction and the question of how and to what extent SF and fantasy require strict separation, this text designates fantasy as ‘the presence of the impossible and unexplainable’ in literature and art, distinguishable from SF ‘which, while it may deal with the impossible, regards everything as explicable’.​[9]​  Mendlesohn and James note that this description is hidebound by being culturally specific and allowing in other categories such as horror, so they base their discussion on reference to four key theorists of the fantastic:   ‘Michael Moorcock, whose Wizardry and Wild Romance locates fantasy in the language in which it is written’; Brian Atteberry’s Strategies of Fantasy for providing the model of ‘fantasy as a “fuzzy set” with a core and an ever hazier corona of texts’; John Clute, for his ‘grammar of fantasy’ linking fantasy to narrative as four movements in The Encyclopedia of Fantasy (see above); and Farah Mendlesohn’s own Rhetorics of Fantasy (2008).​[10]​  
In Rhetorics of Fantasy, Mendlesohn argues ‘that rather than a single fuzzy set, from which fantasy moves from genre to slipstream, we can actually identify several fuzzy sets, linked together by what John Clute has termed taproot texts’.​[11]​  The relationship between taproot texts and the fuzzy sets which surround them within the fantasy field (or set of sets) has parallels in Harold Bloom’s Anxiety of Influence (1973); the positioning of each text within a fuzzy set in respect to its taproot text is a similar relationship to that which Bloom identifies between great poets.  Bloom describes his model of ‘influence’ as a combination of multiple cultural factors surrounding the reception of great works which create ‘immense anxieties of endebtedness’ in poets who follow them while wishing to escape that ‘influence’. ​[12]​  
Bloom takes a schematic view of the relation between great poets and their poetic texts which we can use in a limited sense to understand the fuzziness of fantasy sets.  He identifies the anxiety of influence as producing a staged process in the production of poetic texts: 1) the poet ‘swerves’ away from their precursor implying a ‘corrective movement’; 2) opposition, where ‘[a] poet antithetically “completes” his precursor, by so reading the parent-poem as to retain its terms but to read them in another sense, as though the precursor had failed to go far enough’; 3) an aesthetic break with the ‘parent-poem’ to avoid imitation or repetition; 4) the production of a ‘personalized Counter-Sublime to the precursor’s Sublime’ where the poet produces a counteractive equivalent to the precursor poet’s text, an extension of the opposition to their work; 5) a poetic sublimation of this opposition, a curtailing of influence, which by comparison implies that the precursor’s influence is similarly curtailed; 6) finally, a process of return where the new poet’s reading can dominate readings of their precursor.​[13]​      
‘Poetic influence’, then, is the result of a new author drawing ‘inspiration’ from a great work, and the concurrent attempt to write their way out from under the power relationship that this implies.  For Bloom, an act of writing that avoids actual imitation (idealisation) of a writer who has inspired it is inevitably subject to the anxiety of influence (a sense of the overbearing presence of great poets, which he describes as both Nietzschean and Freudian).  This anxiety results in a ‘poetic misprision’, that is a deliberate critical ‘misreading’ of the originary text which enables the new writer to ‘clear imaginative space for themselves’.​[14]​ We can identify this with the example of taproot texts as identified in the Encyclopedia of Fantasy as literary landmarks, texts such as The Divine Comedy, Beowulf, Faustus or Gulliver’s Travels,​[15]​ and intertextually, with recent popular publications, texts which begin to dominate the perception of their fuzzy sets.  Elements of such a process can certainly be identified between, for example, the worlds of Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings and Stephen Donaldson’s Chronicles of Thomas Covenant, or between Poul Anderson’s Broken Sword with its incest and poisonous blade motifs and Michael Moorcock’s Elric novels; considering the relationships between such texts as a structure of complex influences produces a nuanced vision of collections of fuzzy sets.          
Mendlesohn’s Rhetorics of Fantasy approaches fantasy from a primarily structural perspective in a similar way.  Dealing at length with the structures common to certain types of fantasy, the book generates a ‘poetics’ of contemporary fantasy based on considering ‘how particular rhetorics deliberately or unavoidably support ideological positions and in so doing shape character, or affect the construction and narration of a story’.​[16]​  Its discussion is based on analysing four distinct categories: portal-quest fantasy, where ‘a character leaves her familiar surroundings and passes through a portal into an unknown place’;​[17]​ immersive fantasy, ‘a fantasy set in a world built so that it functions on all levels as a complete world’;​[18]​ intrusion fantasy where the world of the novel is ‘ruptured’ by an intrusion ‘which disrupts normality and has to be negotiated with or defeated, sent back whence it came or controlled’;​[19]​ and liminal fantasy which insists on the undecidability of the fantasy.  Liminal Fantasy, as Mendlesohn conceives it, is that which creates ‘a moment of doubt, sometimes in the protagonist, but also in the reader’ through either irony or some form balance between dichotomies.​[20]​  Rhetorics of Fantasy concludes with a fifth category of ‘Irregulars’, which break with these recognisable forms.  
There is a degree of blurring present within Mendlesohn’s categories themselves which emphasises her discursive view of fantasy categories in general.  For example, she argues that contra to the expectation that Intrusion fantasy must necessarily begin from ‘our’ real world (into which fantasy intrudes), the form can be combined with or ‘hosted’ by Immersive fantasy.​[21]​  Immersive Fantasy also overlaps with science fiction for Mendlesohn; revising Arthur C. Clark’s observation that ‘[a]ny sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic’, Mendlesohn suggests that the immersive quality of fantasy becomes a rationalisation: ‘[a]ny sufficiently immersive fantasy is indistinguishable from science fiction’.​[22]​  While Liminal fantasy as a form is obviously flexible in its limits, it has perhaps the greatest conjunction with categories such as ‘slipstream’, ‘fiction which feels like science fiction but isn’t marketed as such’ and with ‘interstitial fiction’,​[23]​ or other categories such as ‘postmodernism’, because of the myriad ways in which irony can enter the text, such as self-referentialism.  Mendlesohn’s study explores how these fuzzy set structures defined by the influence of taproot texts affect the ideological content of fantasy fictions.  
Clute, Stableford, Mendlesohn and James study the relationship between form and function across a spectrum of the texts called fantasy, producing a group of consensus-based uses of fantasy within a history of fantasy as a term which embraces contrary notions from radical to reactionary categorisations of the essential qualities of fantasy.  From the above debates we can see that the categorisation of fantasy as a mode is characterised by simultaneous contrary tendencies: on the one hand, tendencies towards codification and the rigorous defence of boundaries (and the creation of sub-genres), which conceives of the fantastic as a set of narratologically determined devices, where the use of the devices determines the content that can be conveyed, and on the other hand counter-tendencies towards totalising views of fantasy as an expression of liberating imagination which resists or subverts boundaries.  Fantasy provokes these contrary classifications because, even in its most commodified form it still retains some element of the purely imaginary, a core acknowledgement that its structures and logic are predicated on reading the impossible as if it were the real.  
Any attempt to discuss fantasy depends on a series of assumptions about how fantasy operates which produce a methodological effect: selecting from the many interpretations of fantasy inevitably leads towards a selective view of what constitutes a fantasy text.  Each fantasy text can be considered as expressing an implicit theory of fantasy which favours a particular formulation of fantasy’s function as a literary mode.  The present thesis is concerned with a related project: how does a left radical political perspective analyse the codified and the radically undecidable qualities of fantasy? and: how do left radical writers actually use fantasy?


Left Radical Critique of Fantasy: Darko Suvin and SF-Fantasy
Politicised perspectives on fantasy theory frequently find themselves defending fantasy against a charge of escapism; I argue that this is a necessary consequence of evaluating fantasy literature on social grounds which reveals the cognitive potential of fantasy literature as a medium for ideological critique.  
What does ‘ideology’ mean in this context?  Ideology is generally conceived of on the radical Left as being a sort of ‘inverted consciousness’ of capitalist social relations; for Marx it is ‘constituted by the operations of the market and competition in capitalist societies’ to reproduce the conditions of production (i.e., to justify and valorise commodity capitalism). ​[24]​  The problem of escapism is bound to the idea of importing political critique into fantasy as a way of escaping from the strictures of ideology to pose questions to its dominance.  The distinction between ‘escape’ and ‘escapism’ is important for theorising the relationship of fantasy to the Real.  It raises the question of how and to what extent it is possible to escape ideology through the expression of the imagination, and is central to utopian writing and the history of SF criticism; it is of particular interest to left radicals insisting on the capacity of fantasy to operate as materialist critique.  However, it is not solely the province of radicals but is tied to all attempts to defend the writing of fantasy on social grounds.  
The germ of a distinction between fantasy as an active attempt to escape from ideology versus its construction as passive escapism is present even in the attempt to theorise fantasy as ‘Faerie’ of J.R.R. Tolkien.  In ‘On Fairy-Stories’ (1947), Tolkien insists that his own defence of faerie is on the grounds that it is a form of escape ‘the Escape of the Prisoner’, not escapism, ‘the Flight of the Deserter’;​[25]​ even though the reactionary values of Tolkien’s metaphor muddy the issue, this is important because it is an attempt to discern the social values in the fantastic as well as the social value of the fantasy as art.  Tolkien goes on to allow politics, in a rather limited sense, into his discussion, indicating that he refers to ‘real Escape, and what are often its companions, Disgust, Anger, Condemnation, and Revolt’,​[26]​ which are the substance of political fantasy and satire.  Moreover, although he stops far short of advocating politically critical fantasy, in likening the paradigmatic battles of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ in fantasy to a desire to escape from social evils such as ‘hunger, thirst, poverty, pain, sorrow, injustice [and] death’ he concedes the potential importance of materialist engagement to fantasy.​[27]​  
Because Tolkien’s perspective is in so many other ways, obviously ideologically opposed to the perspectives of left radicals, and because ‘On Fairy Stories’ is inconsistent in its definitions, the part of his ‘defence’ which deals with politics and social value is easy to overlook.  The latter half of ‘On Fairy Stories’ emphasises the importance of the ‘eucatastrophe’ to fantasy narratives; this is an ideological narrative construction which effectively reinstates ‘escapism’ on the grounds of Christianity, but his basic idea of fantasy’s primary function in the first half of his argument is concerned with using fantasy to propose a form of ‘escape’ that is materialist in its terms.  As Farah Mendlesohn and Edward James point out in A Short History of Fantasy (2009), ‘[t]hose who mock The Lord of the Rings frequently miss the point that it is as much a novel of the Great War as Erich Maria Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western Front’.​[28]​  Tolkien’s ideas of fantasy have a conjunction with left radical critique because they are informed by the same social fears and desires.  Michael Swanwick, whose anti-fantasy novel The Iron Dragon’s Daughter (1993) inverts many of the ideological positions Tolkien assumes, has observed that Tolkien’s ‘portrayal of evil events was informed by things he knew only too well […] all the ills of his times are implicit in his works’, creating a ‘vision of the combined horrors of the twentieth century [that] ended with hope and forgiveness’ in a utopian attempt to imagine a better world.​[29]​  However, ‘On Fairy Stories’ concludes with a defence of escapism where it is only in the afterlife can we really escape.  It is a limited and limiting theory of fantasy which Tolkien proposes, rejecting both the materialist and undecidable qualities of fantasy which his essay initially opened up in favour of an ideological orthodoxy.                      
The market-pervading influence of Tolkien and his reinstatement of escapism in the eucatastrophe are reasons why left radical theorists turn away from examining fantasy’s ability to function as a lens for gaining a critical distance.  Another reason is the way in which fantasy has been constructed as the Other to SF in Marxist criticism in the development of SF as an object of study, where it has also been condemned for being ideologically compromised as a commercial category.  The criticism of Darko Suvin has been particularly influential in this through both his co-founding of the journal Science Fiction Studies in 1973 and his publication of theories on the social and aesthetic functions of SF as a mode in his key texts, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction (1979) and Positions and Presuppositions in Science Fiction (1988).  
 For Suvinian criticism, SF is a literary form concerned with escape in order to find a critical perspective on material conditions, while fantasy is a commercialised form of escapism which avoids engaging with material conditions.  The present thesis uses ‘escape’ in fantasy to mean the potential of fantasy to offer an effect of cognitive estrangement akin to that which Suvinian criticism locates within SF.  Suvin writes:
[SF] can be defined as a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are the presence and interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whose main formal device is an imaginative framework alternative to the author’s empirical environment, and that is distinguished by the narrative dominance or hegemony of a fictional ‘novum’ (novelty, innovation) validated by cognitive logic.​[30]​   

‘Cognitive estrangement’ implies a double movement of domesticating the unfamiliar and defamiliarising the familiar, to create an imaginative space for social critique.  Deriving the term ‘novum’ from the Marxist philosophy of Ernst Bloch, Suvin explains the effect of cognitive estrangement rests on the ability of the new conceptual element, the ‘novum’, to posit a fictive world which operates differently from the Real but can be used to reflect critically upon the Real.  This novum is necessarily ‘a totalizing phenomenon or relationship deviating from the author’s and implied reader’s norm of reality’, it establishes an escape through a ‘change in the whole universe of the tale’.​[31]​  This ‘escape’ is crucial to the social value of SF texts for Suvin, allowing critical space for considering the ‘dominance or hegemony’ of ideology in the real world through implicit or explicit comparison with that of the novum.  
In his early article ‘On the Poetics of the Science Fiction Genre’ (1976), Suvin explains how this comparison operates.  He conceives of SF as a form of hypothetical writing: ‘SF takes off from a fictional (“literary”) hypothesis and develops it with extrapolatory and totalizing (“scientific”) rigor’. ​[32]​  Suvin clearly states that his terms are elaborations of the work of Bertolt Brecht and Viktor Shklovsky and the Russian Formalists: he translates Shklovsky’s term ‘ostranenie’ as ‘estrangement’ (criticising the common translation of ‘defamiliarisation’ and finding the translation of Brecht’s Verfremdung Effekt as ‘alienation effect’ to be misleading).  To Suvin, estrangement is a specific ‘formal framework’ for the production of SF as an artistic genre,​[33]​ not a description of the fantastic or art in general.  SF’s critical orientation towards society and its emphasis on the future provide its cognitive effect: ‘SF sees the norms of any age, including emphatically its own, as unique, changeable and therefore subject to a cognitive glance’ which sees how they might be changed;​[34]​ SF critiques the Real from a position of progressiveness by subjecting the social values of the Real world to doubt, speculating on possible alternatives.  From this position, Suvin argues that cognitive estrangement is unique to SF: 
The estrangement differentiates [SF] from the ‘realistic’ literary mainstream of the 18th to 20th century.  The cognition differentiates it not only from myth but also from the fairy tale and the fantasy.  The fairy tale also doubts the laws of the author’s empirical world, but it escapes out of its horizons and into a closed collateral world indifferent toward cognitive possibilities.  It does not use the imagination as a means to understand the tendencies in reality, but as an end sufficient unto itself and cut off from real contingencies.​[35]​
            
Suvin is describing SF in terms of its ability to engage with the material world and opposing it to a fiction which he defines in terms of a passive escapism, compared to an active attempt to escape from ideology ascribed to SF.  Suvinian criticism proposes a strong differentiation between SF and fantasy, insisting that the rationalist epistemology of SF, and the non-rational epistemology of fantasy are rigid distinctions.  Based on this Suvin privileges SF over fantasy, famously describing fantasy as ‘a genre committed to the interposition of anti-cognitive laws into the empirical environment’, he comments that the ‘commercial lumping’ of fantasy ‘into the same category as SF is thus a grave disservice and rampantly socio-pathological phenomenon’.​[36]​   He has since moderated this view, but it still informs his perception of the relationship between SF and fantasy based on the conditional use of the term ‘possible worlds’.  He explains his distinction of these worlds from fantasy worlds using a cognitive discussion of metaphor in the conception of alternate worlds, ‘“possible” refers to their not being ruled out by the basic invariants of verisimilitude (e.g. the philosophy of science) dominant in the social addressee’s ideology’.​[37]​  Suvin takes the ‘possible worlds’ of SF as ‘models (more precisely as thought-experiments) or as totalizing or thematic metaphors’,​[38]​ which operate in predominantly consistent ways.  However, he does acknowledge that both ‘bad SF’ and Science Fantasy challenge the boundaries of his definition if not its core thesis.
With the rise in popularity of fantasy fiction in general, and forms which prioritise play with rigid generic definition such as postmodernist, slipstream and interstitial fantasy writing, the permeability of the boundaries of SF and fantasy have become of more interest to theory than defence of an impermeable core.  Theorists, writers and critics with an equal interest in fantasy and SF are happier to extend the remit of cognitive estrangement to include fantastical texts which may or may not make claims towards rationalist epistemology.  After all, even for Tolkien, ‘escape’ is accomplished in fantasy in surprisingly similar ways to how it is accomplished in science fiction for Suvin: ‘Recovery (which includes return and renewal of health) is a re-gaining—regaining of a clear view’ which he describes as a perspective ‘freed from the drab blur of triteness or familiarity’, a liberating estrangement.​[39]​    
Fantasy and SF criticism has moved away from rigid distinction and towards more discursive, fuzzy delimitations of generic and modal boundaries drawn from Clute, Atteberry and Mendlesohn.  In Science Fiction Studies #91,  SF critic Mark Bould writes: 
For its first 86 issues, Science Fiction Studies carried a statement describing its contents as ‘articles and book reviews on all forms of science fiction, including utopian fiction, but not, except for purposes of comparison and contrast, mythological or supernatural fantasy.’  With issue #87, the wording of this statement reverted to a variant of its original form—‘scholarly articles and book reviews on science fiction, broadly defined’—but without the specific exclusion of varieties of fantasy.​[40]​  

Bould notes that this shift coincides with the ‘British Boom’ in SF-fantasy fiction and speculates as to the cultural reasons which might account for some of the questions Istvan Csicsery-Ronay poses about this boom: ‘[w]hat is it that permits [writers such as] M. John Harrison, Jeff Noon, China Miéville, Philip Pullman, Michael Marshall Smith, etc., to be read unambiguously as sf while they can also be read unambiguously as fantasy? Are there historical reasons why the blending is happening without loss of intellectual rigor? And why is it so strong in the UK, where an independent fantasy boom is happening as well?’.​[41]​  Although Bould does not attempt to answer all of these questions, he suggests what might be termed ‘atmospheric’ reasons why such a conjunction might occur in Britain, picking out elements which are in the cultural air.  If the widespread renegotiation of genre boundaries of a publishing ‘boom’ inevitably reflects upon cultural and political determinants then the analysis of fantasy which takes a specific political stance must be considered to have particular importance within the field.  
Michael Moorcock, Angela Carter, Alan Moore, Grant Morrison and China Miéville all partake in this shared atmosphere in direct and indirect ways.  My thesis will situate each one in the specific intellectual contexts which inform their work and give it its particular character as fantasy.  I argue that, taken together, the diverse perspectives which they bring to the writing of political fantasy enable us to conceptualise the function of contemporary fantasy in a non-reductive way which preserves its radical potential within its social formations as genres within an overarching mode.  From the perspective of this thesis it is important for conceiving the social value of fantasy, in relation to its value for individual readers as social subjects, that the irreducible core of fantasy remains its undecidability: its foundation on a consciousness of the impossible which can be mobilised to resist and critique its codification.  

The Social Value of Fantasy: Marxist Theory and Left Radical Fantasy
In 2002, under the editorship of China Miéville, Historical Materialism published a ‘Symposium on Marxism and Fantasy’ which attempted to reassess the Marxist view of the fantastic and produce a framework for a new Marxist theory of fantasy.  In this publication, Mark Bould links the theory of fantasy as a commodity which formalises the expression of the imagination with the theory of the formation of the individual subject under capitalism.  Bould writes that they are related concepts which have both found their irreducible individual qualities neglected in Marxist theory; in ‘The Dreadful Credibility of Absurd Things’ (2002), he explores the relationship between them.  He begins by summarising some of the stances that fantasy theory has taken over the last forty years and calls for a Marxist theory of the social value of fantasy and the fantastic.  Bould argues that ‘Marxist theories of fantasy and the fantastic offer an opportunity not only to engage with extremely popular areas of cultural production but also to better model the subject for political praxis’.​[42]​  In order to show how this might come about, Bould works through several of the best known theories of the fantastic, from Tzvetan Todorov and Rosemary Jackson to José Monleon.  These theories are worth summarising again here in order to evaluate their usefulness to my own investigative project.  
Tzvetan Todorov’s The Fantastic: A Structural Approach to a Literary Genre (1975) sought to categorise fantasy taxonomically according to whether the text manifested the qualities of ‘the uncanny: the fantastic-uncanny: the marvellous-uncanny: [or] the marvellous’, the highest form of fantasy in Todorov’s conception of it is that which is predicated on ‘hesitation’ (much more like Mendlesohn’s definition of Liminal Fantasy above).​[43]​  The ineffable nature of Todorov’s categories makes his determination of fantasy limited when considering the diverse forms of contemporary fantasy as a social formation.   
Rosemary Jackson’s Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion (1981) takes a materialist approach to fantasy using insights drawn from psychoanalytic techniques.  Jackson’s use of psychoanalytic criticism produces interesting readings of how fantasy operates but limits its idea of what ‘true’ fantasy might mean to a sub-category of fantasy which exhibits a close affinity with her choice of theory and which she terms ‘paraxial’, a form derived from optics which describes the point where an object seems to meet its reflection within a mirror.  For Jackson, the paraxial area can ‘represent the spectral region of the fantastic, whose imaginary world is neither entirely “real” (object), nor entirely “unreal” (image), but is located somewhere indeterminately between the two’.​[44]​  This formulation tends towards dealing with specific types of fantasy narrative rather than fantasy in general, and leans on a construction of fantasy as a mode which is most akin to the expression of the unconscious.  Bould critiques Jackson for persistently failing to ‘adequately distinguish between phantasy (in psychoanalytic terms, the source of unconscious fears and desires) and the genre of fantasy’, with the result that this, ignoring the latter’s mediated nature as fiction and its historical nature as commodity, ‘expung[es] the different material bases and modes of production of psychic and literary fantasy’.​[45]​  However, I argue that the ambiguity over phantasy/fantasy is partly a function of the use of the term ‘fantasy’ itself rather than simply a fault of Jackson’s categorisation.  Even if Freudian phantasy is separated, social use of the term ‘fantasy’ retains associations with daydream and fancy because it calls upon the history of describing the faculty of the imagination in a way which is not wholly reducible to a single formulation of the term.    
Both Todorov and Jackson are criticised by Bould for referring to fantasy based on already-canonical literature, a practice by which the labour involved in producing fantasy texts ‘is reduced to the familiar biographical and contextual details of individual writers, solitary geniuses who transcend the material conditions of their historical and material situations’, contributing to the reification of ‘the social division of labour underpinning the ideological notion of authorship’.​[46]​  He writes that ‘Jackson, like Todorov, is engaged in the sly application of nonuniform values in order to introduce a hierarchy consonant with a pre-existing canon’.​[47]​  In dealing with formulations of fantasy writing confined mainly to texts with an already assured literary status Jackson and Todorov do not account for the modal or generic formulations of fantasy which would allow them to be applied to broader interpretations of fantasy.  Again, I argue that this problem is immanent to fantasy: its usage oscillates between being an expression of the universal and an expression of the contingent and historically specific.    
Bould draws more on José Monleon’s A Specter is Haunting Europe: A Sociohistorical Approach to the Fantastic (1990), which holds to a post-Enlightenment interpretation of fantasy as ‘an artistic production articulating a social concern about the essence of nature and law on the one hand, and the threats and fears derived from such a concern on the other’ a condition which ‘could not exist prior to the objectification of nature and the “triumph of reason”, which he dates at around 1760’.​[48]​  However, this definition of fantasy is historically limited as Monleon ‘argues that fantasy ended in the 1930s’.​[49]​  Because Monleon insists on a rigorous historical periodicity, which ‘collocates fantasy and other texts of sociohistorical importance in the realm of ideology’, Bould considers it valuable to left radical perspectives but only as a partial reading of the historical period it addresses and does not deal directly with contemporary formulations, rather demonstrating a way that they might be analysed.​[50]​  
Bould builds his own theory of the fantastic on the conjunction of Althusserian conceptions of the subject and Carl Freedman’s conception of how paranoia operates in the work of Philip K. Dick.  Bould writes that: ‘[a]ccording to Marx, human species-being and species-life consists of conscious labour undertaken in a collective or community framework’ composed of ‘a cybernetic process of imaginative construction and material construction’.​[51]​  The social meaning of ‘perform[ing] such operations on material reality can be seen as a fundamentally paranoid act [of] re-ordering of a pre-existing order so as to make a sensible system of meaning within a traumatically and intransigently elusive Real’, something which ‘also applies in the manipulation of language and the production of text, where the limits of matter are replaced by the limitations of language, discourse, ideology and the commodity system’.​[52]​  Writing fiction is always an attempt to impose a pre-existing order on the Real, and it presupposes a model of the individual subject in both its characterisation and its implied reader which form part of this attempt to make sense of what it means to be an individual in terms of experience and feeling.  From this position, Bould argues that fantasy as a form is both analogous to the processes of commodity production on the one hand and analogous to the process of subject formation on the other.  He argues that the codification which the fantasy text is subject to, while ostensibly being an expression of the individual imaginary, can be directly applied to understanding subjectivity in gerneral: ‘the (paranoid) fantasy text is […] homologous to the (paranoid) subject within ideology’.​[53]​   
Under capital the individual is interpellated into many different ‘subject positions’ in the process of being formed as a subject of ideology (producer, worker, consumer, writer, reader, etc.) which form a fuzzy set of possibilities open to the ‘concrete individual’ (Althusser).   The fuzziness of the individual is held together by a paranoid grand system which creates a sense of meaning and of being in the world.  Similarly, the fantasy text draws upon ‘this force, this continual location and dislocation’ under ideology in its world-building; the secondary worlds of fantasy implicitly acknowledge a central paradox by which they are defined: ‘they are not only not true to the extratextual world but, by definition, do not seek or pretend to be’.​[54]​  Because fantasy texts can explicitly thematise the sense of being both codified and regulated in the world, while being simultaneously concerned with the fantastic and irreducible, they can model the process by which the individual under ideology can acknowledge their own status as concrete individuals.  Bould speculates that fantastic texts might ‘be seen to constitute a vernacular modernism’ in this sense: a populist response to contemporary modernity which describes the experience of the individual under capitalist modernity and offers a personally therapeutic and politically reinvigorating estrangement to the social subject.​[55]​   
Bould adds that ‘[a]ny Marxist attempt to eulogise fantasy fiction as a mode as being “subversive” or “progressive” will be as one-sided as the alternative stern denunciation of the form as “mystificatory” or “reactionary”’,​[56]​ he explains that it is precisely fantasy’s undecidability between these extremes which enables it to be mobilised for radical critique.  It has a unique potential for modelling the actually existing social relations of capital from a radical perspective because of its position within ideology.  Bould concludes: ‘[i]t is, paradoxically, the very fantasy of fantasy as a mode that, at least potentially, gives it space for a hard-headed, critical consciousness of capitalist subjectivity’;​[57]​ the persistence of the impossible within the most formulaic and codified forms of fantasy is not necessarily radical in itself but means that they can be mobilised to radical ends.  
Bould’s ‘vernacular modernism’ places its emphasis on the popular or populist aspect of fantasy as its most significant.  I would instead suggest that, far more important than its actual or even perceived popularity, the vernacular modernist potential of fantasy lies in its accessibility and its ability to infiltrate other idioms and make them into aspects of its own underlying contradictions.  My own thesis will explore work of varying popularity across different subgenres within the general field of fantasy.             
By exploring the social contexts of different manifestations of fantasy in the work of five writers with left radical politics, this thesis will conceptualise the political-aesthetic determinations which limit fantasy and the ways in which the undecidability of fantasy can be consciously used for the immanent critique of formula fantasy.  Following on from Bould, I argue that fantasy will always have a distinct capacity for opposing the aesthetic determinations of form while being bound to them: intense codification only accentuates the internal contradiction with the undecidability that it rests on.  Further, I contend that the theorisation of fantasy in this way can similarly resist critical orthodoxies, such as the utilitarian interpretation of the social function of art, and provide a renewed interpretation of the value of fantasy literature for the radical Left.  
Left radical theorists tend to privilege the social function of literature over its aesthetic value, but Left radical fantasy writers as producers of literature are attempting to relate the qualities of fantasy to its individual experiential manifestation, as well as to its social function.  Edward James quotes Robert Silverberg saying to a panel which included Darko Suvin, that the ‘utilitarian’ view of literature ‘is rather dreary to a practising writer’;​[58]​ it reduces or belittles the subjective power of literature to a side-effect of its production.  In the case of fantasy this is potentially reductive of the element of the fantastic itself (however one might wish to interpret it).  It can be seen as a defining tension between a politically functional stance and the artistic power of literature, which structures the Left radical approach to the fantastic: the tension between the demands of a politically committed impulse and an aesthetically orientated impulse.  The dialectic of ‘committed’ versus ‘aesthetic’ is important for Left radical theory in considering the question of how and to what extent a writer’s politics and aesthetic interests govern one another, and whether they can or should be separated or held apart.  The writers under discussion in this thesis negotiate between these impulses in different ways at different times in their work.  My analysis will situate these changes in respect to their Left radical perspective, their individual work, and the implications for theorising fantasy.    
An extreme example of this tension between political commitment and aesthetic interest in Left radical thought is the case of the very different responses of the Surrealist group and Leon Trotsky to the fascist sympathies and literary value of Louis Ferdinand Céline.  The Surrealists condemned the aesthetics of Céline’s fiction as contaminated by his politics, while Trotsky found that Céline’s aesthetic interests elevated the value of his fiction above his politics.​[59]​  Such debates as to the differentiation or unity of political perspectives still inhere in the politics of literature: in his essay ‘Starship Stormtroopers’ (1977), Michael Moorcock openly deplored the reading of Robert Heinlein by revolutionary leftist writers,​[60]​ while in interview with The Observer Magazine (2004) China Miéville echoed Trotsky’s stance, saying: ‘I don’t judge fiction writers by their politics [….] Louis Ferdinand Céline was scum, but a superb writer’.​[61]​  




In chapter one I identify Michael Moorcock’s politics within a left anarchist milieu and relate this to the development of his fantasy fictions.  I show that Moorcock’s writerly development from pulp or hack writing to speculative fiction and literary writing are informed by the parallel development of his political stance.  I read Moorcock’s use of recurring and mutually echoing characters’ names and roles as a political formulation closely derived from his experience of producing ‘Sword and Sorcery’ fantasy under the economic pressures and populist practices of pulp fiction.     From this basis I argue that the metaphysical structures of Moorcock’s multiverse, originating as pulp fiction motifs, become symbols of the political and socio-economic structures by which he defines his anarchism.  

ii) Angela Carter
Chapter two proposes that the writing of Angela Carter is Surrealist, arguing that her Socialist and feminist positions find their expression in a late version of surrealism which she derives from personal encounters with Surrealist texts during her time in Japan. Carter’s use of Surrealism has been noted before, but has previously been analysed primarily for its contribution to her writing as a form of allusion, situating it within a postmodernist framework.  I argue instead that Surrealism influences Carter’s fantasy on a structural level, and relate Carter’s fantasy to conceptions of Surrealist methods of generating materialist critique through the use of the fantastic.   

iii) Alan Moore
In chapter three, I argue that Alan Moore’s work is defined by a post-1960s underground culture, including anarchist and alternative lifestyles, which draws on a tradition of visionary antinomianism.  Central to Moore’s fantasy fictions is a conception of the importance of visionary writing as a concretisation of the imagination.  I demonstrate that his work spatialises the imagination in fantasy lands or alternate dimensions as a way of providing a shared ground for dissent which can transcend the confines of local experience without losing the specificity of particular material circumstances.  From this I analyse the ways that Moore uses the spatialised imaginary to dramatise conflicts between ‘unofficial’ and ‘official’ histories, where ‘unofficial’ means both underground and radical.   

iv) Grant Morrison
Chapter four analyses the mainstream superhero comic book work of Grant Morrison.  I argue that Morrison attempts to import ideas and techniques drawn from Surrealist and Situationist art and theory into mainstream superhero comics in order to offer a critique of contemporary consumer society and the commodity form.  This chapter analyses the development of Morrison’s superhero comics for DC and Marvel in terms of the relative degrees of Surrealist disjuncture and Situationist critique of society they manage to convey within the economic and editorial strictures of mainstream comic book publication.  I compare Morrison’s use of the superhero in his creator-owned series with his corporate-owned work to show how the expression of his politics changes, and argue that the anarchic political sensibility of his creator-owned fictions is actually closely related to the Surrealist aesthetic of his corporate-owned work.     

v) China Miéville
Finally, in chapter five, I analyse how secondary world construction in China Miéville’s Bas Lag novels relates to his Marxism.  I argue it is based on the principles of dialectical materialism, and constitutes an attempt to conceive of the individual within society in Marxist terms.  This chapter suggests how Miéville locates his work in relation to diverse traditions of writing and thought, and demonstrates that his literary techniques represent a particularly strong innovation in the use of fantasy for political ends.   












Chapter One: Michael Moorcock and Anarchism


1: Anarchist history and theory





Michael Moorcock describes himself as an anarchist; as George Woodcock indicates above, anarchism as a set of ideas is deceptively simple to invoke yet difficult to really grasp.  In this chapter I relate Moorcock’s aesthetic interests as a writer of fantasy directly to his political stance.  By exploring the anarchist elements of his fantasy I demonstrate how Moorcock’s political interests have become, increasingly systematically, affirmed in his writing and consequently chart a map of how we can begin to locate contemporary anti-authoritarian leftist writers in respect to Moorcock and his work.  
We must begin by attempting to describe what is meant by anarchism.  Peter Kropotkin described anarchism in his article for the 1910 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica as follows:
Anarchism (from the Gr. An, and Arche, contrary to authority), the name given to a principle or theory of life and conduct under which society is conceived without government—harmony in such a society being obtained, not by submission to law, or by obedience to any authority, but by free agreements concluded between the various groups, territorial and professional, freely constituted for the sake of production and consumption, as also for the satisfaction of the infinite variety of needs and aspirations of a civilized being.​[63]​  

Kropotkin’s ideas are drawn from his own study as a geographer researching anthropology, history and cartography, and are concerned with naturalising and rationalising anarchist ideas of self-organisation and organisation without competition, he uses the example of voluntary organisations such as the Royal National Lifeboat Institution; these ideas form an alternative to the principles of social Darwinism that could be used to justify hierarchical inequality.  Kropotkin’s central tenet is the importance of mutual aid as a survival mechanism operating in contradistinction to outright competition for resources, and he proposes the scientifically informed study of the social and geographical demands of place on culture, principles which he extends in his discussion of Anarchist-communism.     
Much anarchism leans towards communism as the preferred ultimate state of human relationships as the founders of anarchism were involved in the same historical struggles as the early proponents of Marxism.  However, although contemporary anarchism is clearly connected to the emergence of the New Left (including hippie culture, black power, feminism and gay rights groups), not all anarchism is recognisably Marxian in derivation.  A considerable swathe of anarchist thought, drawing on Max Stirner’s ideas of ‘Egoism’,​[64]​ holds views more distinctly of the Right, often identified as libertarian individualism, advocating freedom from taxes and state interference/intervention in private life and on private property.  It marks an important distinction between the main formulations of anarchism and is sometimes called Nietzschean anarchism.  Seán M. Sheehan is careful to delineate between the divergent strands of contemporary anarchism, describing how in US libertarian individualist anarchism, particularly the work of John Rawls (A Theory of Justice, 1971) and Robert Nazick (Anarchy, State and Utopia, 1974), ‘Utopia becomes a community where property enjoys the same inviolable rights as the sovereign individual, and law courts and essential services like those of policing are provided by private agencies’.​[65]​  The anarchist rhetoric of liberation and freedom can thus contrarily be seen as sometimes in favour of, despite being more typically understood as antithetical to, the forces of the free-market, or, as Sheehan puts it: ‘freedom can be invoked to support the freedom to be selfish’.​[66]​  Sheehan writes that contemporary Left anarchism identifies this Right libertarian stance with the incredulity towards metanarrative of postmodernism and observes that (left) ‘[a]narchism has little truck with the theoretical filigree of postmodernism and prefers to acknowledge Marx’s alienation as a lived, sensuous reality that is complex but codified, and seeks to replace it with an alternative’.​[67]​  This echoes aspects of the position that Moorcock takes, but, as this thesis will indicate, the relationship between anarchism and postmodernism is more complex than Sheehan suggests.  
In terms of theorising how to operate, anarchism is equally contrary in that its proponents often refuse to make wider theoretical generalisations:  
A realistic anarchistic manifesto will be drafted as a network of contingencies.  There are no lists of contradictions or ordering of these as primary and secondary; crises are not automatic outcomes of political economy; and there is no historical inevitability.  Anarchist collectives will create their own forms of struggle as anarchy and the conflicts with agents of the state grow.  
The anarchist movement will be its own laboratory.​[68]​  

Precedent is seen as existing only in order to be adapted in this conception of anarchism; ‘Anarchism is not just a political philosophy or social theory; it is a matter of living’.​[69]​   For these writers the position of anarchism must acknowledge that its proponents are ‘all products of a particular society, and we are bound by it—perhaps more than we like to admit’ and, in full knowledge of this ‘[n]evertheless, we must live its negation’.​[70]​  In describing this process there is a distinct movement away from prototypical Marxist class-struggle terms towards language similar to the terminology of the avant-garde which infused the New Left of the 1960s and which in turn informs postmodernism: 
We must refuse to become prisoners of its standards of reality and practicality.  Our task, as the old anarchist slogan goes, is to ‘build the new society in the vacant lots of the old’. Or, as Marge Piercy puts it in her poem, Rough Times, ‘we are trying to live as if we were an experiment conducted by the future’. ​[71]​    

The language here is appealing to the idea of a ‘revolution of everyday life’ theorised by Raoul Vaneigem and the Situationist International.  Although it is based on Marx, Situationist theory refuses some of his class-based theorisation in favour of a generalised resistance to the trappings of modernity which Vaneigem, Guy Debord and others describe as ‘the spectacular society’ or ‘the society of the spectacle’; ‘spectacle’ for the Situationists is the totalising system of distractions by which capital seduces and lulls the members of society.​[72]​  Situationist resistance is based on spontaneity, the discovering of ‘situations’ outside the norm and the seeking out of forgotten urban spaces for their affective qualities (psychogeography) which can be put to imaginative new uses to find anarchic ways of living in urban environments.  This more avant-garde interpretation of anarchism has clear parallels with works of imaginative fiction, and the expressions of anarchism in literature commonly make this connection.  
What all interpretations of anarchism share can be thought of trans-historically as a continuing tendency towards anti-authoritarianism.  Anarchist ideas are possessed of a marked optimism regarding the ability and willingness of the ordinary person to empower themselves, a factor which perhaps explains their dissemination amongst and association with other liberation movements.   This optimism is perhaps the defining characteristic of anarchism then, which unifies the late nineteenth- and mid-twentieth-century strands of the movement, a utopian impulse and an orientation toward the working classes.  Anarchist rhetoric often evinces a fetishisation of the state as the ultimate source of social evils; anarchism and anti-statism are almost synonyms from the writings of Mikhail Bakunin onwards, and anarchists frequently display antipathy towards ‘mainstream’ or ‘party’ politics.  This is typified by the common anarchist slogan ‘Don’t Vote, it only encourages them!’ where ‘them’ is always negative and almost always the forces of the state or those in collusion with the state.  As the slogan suggests, most anarchists oppose the very idea of voting as an alienation of political expression from lived existence; ‘Don’t vote, it only encourages them!’ can be seen as the mirror image of the ‘oxygen of publicity’ rhetoric used against far-right extremist groups.  Michael Moorcock does not advocate abstention from voting but, following from the more pragmatic, perhaps more nineteenth-century common-sensical, theories of Peter Kropotkin, advocates using all available media to engage with contemporary politics in order to advocate an anarchist position.  In this and other ways, he is an unusual anarchist in his particular practice and theory.    
Moorcock’s engagement with anarchism begins with the fluctuations of the anarchist movement in London in the late 1950s and ‘60s.  Historically, Albert Meltzer writes that ‘[u]p to the period of the First World War, the London movement, although small, had been extremely vigorous and an integral part of the “working class movement”’ that was ‘supported by a somewhat larger, if floating, immigrant movement’ which kept its ideas attuned to struggles in Europe. ​[73]​  This meant that, for a brief period ‘London was a centre of international revolutionary activity and thought, something which Lord Palmerston had thought “only added to England’s greatness” and which Herbert Morrison later thought “only caused unnecessary trouble for the police”’.​[74]​  The reasons for the movement dying down are speculated upon further in Meltzer’s The Anarchists in London and may relate to tensions within the working class movement, but Meltzer insists this is a fluctuation: ‘Throughout the years of Fascism, Anarchist groups in England and America kept in touch with the struggle against Mussolini; although written off by socialists as a “dead movement”, they appeared everywhere in Italy after Mussolini fell’.​[75]​  Declared dead once again in the 1940s and early ‘50s, due to drastic reduction in the number of supporters in London, the movement was seen by David Miller in resurgence by the early 1960s, the period when Moorcock was associating himself and his ideas with anarchism via the bohemian environs of Ladbroke Grove: 
Ladbroke Grove was pretty much an exact equivalent of [San Francisco’s] Haight Ashbury [district] and for fairly similar reasons – I of course lived there before the phenomenon and saw it all grow up around us. Anyone reading about Notting Hill in the very early 60s or before will find a very different world mostly of gang battles and so on. And yes we moved there as everyone did originally because it was cheap and considered dangerous (while being only a 20-minute walk from the West End).​[76]​  

This milieu attracted anarchic (and declared anarchist) groups such as Hawkwind (whom Moorcock was to play with and write for) and the counter-cultural magazines such as Oz and International Times which friends of Moorcock (such as illustrator Mal Dean) worked with; Moorcock gives his frank opinions of some of those associating themselves with counter-cultural publication in interview with the present author at Reality Studio.org.​[77]​  But, although these were the circles Moorcock would move in, his inspiration to become an anarchist appears to have come from far more intimate family associations: the man who acted as Moorcock’s father-figure—his own father having left, as he puts it, ‘more or less on VE-Day’​[78]​—was a Jewish European émigré with close ties to previous generations of European anarchists.  In interview with anarchist website Corporatemofo.org, Moorcock describes him as a heroic man who took part in getting many Jews out of Nazi Europe.​[79]​  Moorcock’s expectations of 1960s anarchism must have been high, as his own involvement appears to have been, from his writings at the time and reminiscences since, determined and demanding.  The networks of bohemians developing around him in Ladbroke Grove encompass many of those whose work he would champion in later years.     
In fact, this bohemian network of revolutionaries, rights campaigners and counter-culture writers and artists became the paradigm for many subsequent contemporary constructions of anarchism; it is closely wedded to the mythology of the 1960s.  In Anarchy Alive! Anti-authoritarian Politics from Practice to Theory, Uri Gordon offers a number of characteristics of anarchism which follow the 1960s model, describing anarchism as a contemporary ‘social movement, composed of dense networks of individuals, affinity groups and collectives’ which are in turn embedded in a ‘political culture […] understood here as a family of shared orientations to doing and talking about politics’. ​[80]​  Suggesting that anarchism cannot, or should not, be understood as a singular or unified object or movement, Gordon lists the sources of its current manifestations as ‘anti-nuclear and anti-war movements […] movements for women’s, black, indigenous, LGBT and animal liberation’, groups which might otherwise be thought of as largely separate in composition and interest.​[81]​  Anarchism then, from the period when Moorcock was most involved with it, is a shared tendency towards something rather than a singular, totally cohesive group.  From Gordon’s description of contemporary anarchism, it is composed of groups of ‘us’ against ‘them’ in loose movements whose interests occasionally meet in conjuncture and generally draw upon a shared cultural heritage of 1960s resistance and protest.  
Moorcock’s relationship with anarchism also fluctuates; in the introduction to The Retreat From Liberty (1983), Moorcock details the development of his personal political standpoint.  This development begins with his active involvement with the anarchist movement of the fifties and with ‘CND and anti-racist activities in Notting Hill (where Mosley made his last bid for parliament in 1959)’ through to joining the Labour Party ‘in the belief that it was possible to achieve change through traditional party politics.’​[82]​  A change in this view led him away from Labour and, consequently
[f]or a while (during the so-called “Liberal Revival”) I worked at Liberal Party headquarters, as an editor and leaflet-writer, since I believed that the radical noises then being made by young Liberals like David Steele were genuinely libertarian in nature.  Another spell of membership in the Labour Party and I returned to my original position as an anarchist where I was able to express both my own coherent political views while also speaking to fellow anarchists as an opponent of terrorism.​[83]​

Moorcock’s description of his developing politics above is clearly intended to suggest someone with a specific utopian vision of their own.  In articulating his own position Moorcock sets his writing against the self-congratulatory utopianism found in the ‘fashion for radicalism in the sixties which Tom Wolfe characterised as “Radical Chic,”’ as something born out of a peculiar combination of cynicism and naïveté, even though he finds himself drawn to the same bohemian milieu.​[84]​  He characterises this period, perhaps Romantically, as a time of general leftist consensus (both a popular and populist response), when perceptions of ‘the inevitability of Utopia was taken for granted by seasoned politicians and journalists quite as much as by flower children.’​[85]​  Qualifying his own perception of Utopia as an apparition he observes: ‘large numbers supported the views of people agitating for equality and justice on behalf of women, blacks and a whole variety of sexual and racial minorities [….] because the economic system itself no longer survived by means of these injustices’;​[86]​ Moorcock’s utopian desire and Romantic attachment to bohemia are accompanied by a certain hard-nosed pragmatism. 
In his personal political choices at the time Moorcock describes a certain feeling of ambivalence to the practicalities of living with contemporary modernity while operating within this milieu of dissent and protest.  He says that although he ‘went along with friends in the Ban the Bomb movement, I knew it wouldn’t be banned and rather relished the idea of it’.​[87]​  He attributes this marked ambivalence to his personal relationships with J.G. Ballard and Brian Aldiss, saying, ‘Ballard had been liberated by the Bomb, as had [Brian W.] Aldiss, another friend. Ballard from the Japanese civilian camp and Aldiss from having to begin the invasion of Japan. I think I was born a little too late to worry’.​[88]​  Indeed, in ‘Working in the Ministry of Truth’ he writes that he would sooner see the energy put into the Ban the Bomb movement put towards fighting for women’s rights not just as a more desirable goal but as a more practically realizable one. ​[89]​   Moorcock’s anarchism may thus be seen to be broadly derived from his taking part in the subcultural and countercultural milieu, part of the New Left’s unification of interests (women’s rights, black liberation, homosexual rights, the new possibilities of hippie culture and so on) but tempered with a pragmatic approach to the application of anarchism taken, he says, from the ideas of Peter Kropotkin.  




2: Anarchism, Fantasy Literature and the Underground
This section is concerned with the underground or counter-culture movement and Moorcock’s reception within that milieu.  It questions whether Moorcock’s writing conveyed politics in the way he intended and whether this led him away from intentionality in his writing, and moves towards an analysis of some of his early Sword & Sorcery fantasy.  It begins to address the question of what an anarchist aesthetic might mean: should it be construed as an anarchic mixing of styles, registers and forms such as Modernism or Surrealism.  
 Herbert Read is an important figure for understanding and appreciating anarchist ideals as they relate to the development of an aesthetic because he has written widely on artists, Modernism and the nature and meaning of art from a declared anarchist perspective.  Read writes that the ‘function of art is to express feeling and transmit understanding’, and that the role of an artist always ‘depends on the community’, from which the artist takes their ‘tone’ or ‘tempo’. ​[91]​  However, Read argues that individual belief is what drives the artist to offer their art up to the ‘wider mutations of history’ to be ‘magnified or diminished, taken up or dismissed’ according to fluctuations of taste or fortune (ibid., 267—8).  The artist is anarchistic for Read in that artists uphold the utopian hope of finding an ideal organic community in the face of present historical reality and perhaps in direct contrariness to circumstance.  He uses the language of anarchism to explain the status of art and Surrealist art in particular, as something which can encapsulate the revolutionary impulse in its form.  As Seán M. Sheehan writes ‘Anarchism and Surrealism are not synonymous’ but can rather be thought of as sharing ‘a provocative intent to discredit common suppositions about our possibilities for being’, such as hierarchical organisation and bourgeois society; he emphasises the affinity of ‘cultural anarchism’ with both Surrealism and Modernism as ‘the espousal of art as an anti-official form of freedom and autonomy’, something available to be mobilised in resistance.​[92]​    I argue that Moorcock’s Cornelius novels are explicit attempts to express the complexities of the 1960s anarchist environs Moorcock embraced as something ambiguous and contradictory, and that they are an attempt to express resistance by drawing on fantasy and pulp fiction, Surrealism and anarchist history to do so: an attempt to write an anarchist aesthetic drawing on the underground.  Moorcock repeatedly states his political beliefs in respect to the fiction he writes: describing his own politics in The Retreat From Liberty he refers to his Cornelius book The Final Programme, discussing the recuperation of rebellion as a status symbol for the wealthy: ‘[t]he book—or at least its hero, Jerry Cornelius—was taken as a model by the very same young men whose euphoria and ambitions it satirised’,​[93]​ a process which, he emphasises retrospectively, was one of the things he was opposing at the time.  In a 2008 interview, Moorcock also casts some doubt on the proximity of the ideas of the underground movement to his own, observing that he felt that many of its ideas of rebellion were ‘an excuse for a lot of middle class boys to say “fuck” a lot’.​[94]​  Here Moorcock discusses his impression of his own relative aesthetic position at the time in light of certain of his avant-garde contemporaries: 

I was generally disappointed by what was offered as literary experiment (by the likes of B.S. Johnson for instance) which just seemed like the mixture as before presented in modified forms. Few were working on finding new forms for the novel. Apart from what we were doing in New Worlds (that is, Ballard’s “condensed novels,” Bayley’s weird notions) I didn’t see much which tried to match [William S.]Burroughs. We looked back a bit to [Boris] Vian, [Alfred] Jarry, [Ronald] Firbank and a few other absurdists, but found little other than Burroughs in fiction to inspire us. (ibid.)  


There is ambivalence towards experiment here which does not see it as necessarily connected to either aesthetic or political radicalism but rather as something with its own logic.  He therefore conceives of the underground movement as a rather limited idea of intellectual (rather than political) transgression whose primary function is to scandalise, rather than make a socio-political point, describing the phenomenon as having ‘[l]ittle sense of attacking the infrastructure and re-inventing it’.​[95]​  Yet Moorcock’s Cornelius fictions also tread this very boundary, placing their political content precariously close to the same brand of scandalousness and the same possibility of being ignored or misunderstood.  It is the difference between politicised rebellion and the recuperation of politicised rebellion as scandalousness which Murray Bookchin has critiqued as ‘lifestyle anarchism’, and it exists, perhaps necessarily, in an uncomfortably close relationship with political anarchism.   
The aesthetic of Moorcock’s writing from the mid-1960s onwards shows an increasing tendency to develop avant-garde and populist modes both separately and in combination in his fantasy work.  The success of this depends on his use of parallel universe narratives and the development of an overarching multiverse.  Parallel universe narratives directly allegorise cultural struggle as a complex and self-contradictory selection of meanings battling for dominance.  Linking them through a multiverse develops a sense of the continual presence of possibilities present in each narrative concerned with it.  The multiverse comes to stand for possibility, multiplicity of (political) worldviews and an expanding heterogeneous series of possible universes each nested within one another where the spaces between them can be traversed when seeking to literally find a better world.  Originating as a pragmatic writerly technique the concept of the multiverse becomes increasingly focussed towards performing cultural and political positions in respect to the established characters.  Character and place are both in flux in a multiverse, each continually open to reinterpretation as metonym of the social flux of modernity.    
The connection between fantasy and the social flux of modernity is something which Moorcock, in common with other New Wave writers allegorised, with increasingly overt political directness, as ‘entropy’ and ‘chaos’ in his multiverse (Moorcock allocates specific political parties to the sides of Law and Chaos, Order and Entropy in his later fictions, particularly The Dreamthief’s Daughter and The Metatemporal Detective).  For Moorcock the response to flux which seeks to establish or re-establish a singular notion of identity in an absolute sense is a politically reactionary, anti-progressive one: this is the negative side of Law and Order in the multiverse; of the ‘New Wave’ writers, Ballard’s condensed fiction and M. John Harrison’s ‘Running Down’ (1975) make particularly striking use of entropy. It is a stance which resonates clearly with the ideals of the 1960s Underground.  David Glover writes:
Moorcock fully embraced the new Underground, regarding his ‘most intelligent’ appreciation as coming ‘from that section of the public most at ease with what’s these days called the “alternative” society’.  And he appears still nostalgically to regard this period as his own ‘imaginative area’, one of ‘dirty cellars, three o’clock in the morning, looking for a dog end…that whole seedy romanticism, or romantic seedyism…the attraction of contemporary bohemianism’.  Though his muse is often treated ironically, Moorcock seems caught between the twin poles of individualism and communalism in hippie ideology and his debunking of the hero figure was only effectively accomplished, appropriately enough, as the counter-culture began to go into decline.​[96]​
      
I argue that Moorcock is quite necessarily ‘caught between the twin poles of individualism and communalism’ and that this is not a problem of ‘hippie ideology’ but rather one which coincides with it: it is the problem of the political in general and the Left in particular to negotiate between them; Moorcock’s specific political position as one who leans strongly toward Left anarchism manifests quite intensively within his writing.   However, Moorcock’s particular brand of sword and sorcery fantasy is not the only form to be enthusiastically embraced by the anarchist counter-culture, as Glover goes on to discuss.  They also embraced the modes which Moorcock considered antithetical to his own ideals regarding identity, namely the work of J.R.R. Tolkien.  
In his more polemical essays Moorcock characterises Tolkien’s fantasy as backward-looking, demonstrating a dependence upon paternalistic ideas of statecraft with every class in its place.  The writing marks, in Moorcock’s view, a vision of the nadir of liberty and responsibility for both ends of the political spectrum, yet it was received alongside his own writing as another expression of utopian idealism.  In Tolkien’s idyll of the Shire, Moorcock finds a celebration of all that he considers short-sighted and parochial in English fiction: in particular, an idealisation of ‘the petit bourgeoisie, the honest artisans and peasants, as the bulwark against Chaos’.​[97]​  This construction in Middle-Earth stands for the social myths Moorcock wishes to tear down, arguing that such sentimental visions of ‘solid good sense opposed to a perverted intellectualism’ are simply a conservative gloss of contentment on the fact that this social group is ‘always the last to complain about any deficiencies in the social status quo’.​[98]​  His chief objection to this portrayal of the stoicism of the ‘ordinary’ English was that it is actually based upon an imposed class perspective and should not be popularly embraced.  Yet Moorcock’s prose is not just concerned with the same tropes, it is related to the same subculture.  He openly despairs, in ‘Starship Stormtroopers’ of the reactionary writing of utopian fantasy fiction (naming Tolkien), yet it is the utopianism of Tolkien’s concern for ideas of community that saw Moorcock and Tolkien as a shared frame of reference to the 1960s ‘Underground’.  
There is a clear underlying sense, in both Tolkien’s appeal to fantasy-as-myth and creation of a new epic, and in Moorcock’s attraction to political anarchism, of organic community as an ideal.  The fact that Tolkien’s is more literally a non-industrialised, or pro-agrarian, pro-rural, idea of ‘organic’ community makes a clear attitudinal separation, but although Moorcock is pre-eminently concerned with metropolitan life in much of his fiction, he too is concerned with writing narratives of people living outside of actually existing cultural relations in dystopic and utopian scenarios explicitly concerned with questions of community.   Both he and Tolkien express dissatisfaction and arguably offer a new alternative (even though Tolkien draws on mythic modes, his usage may also be characterised by its conscious difference from the myths he draws upon).  Where Moorcock’s fiction concerns heroes he says that he uses them in a way which ‘lead[s] always to final statements where gods and heroes and grand designs are shown to be pointless’,​[99]​ concurring with the anarchist ideal of ‘no gods, no masters’.  Yet this is not always a straightforward a task, there are considerable tensions in representation which carry over between Moorcock’s various modes of writing.  Moorcock’s antipathy towards Tolkien, and Tolkien imitators, may be related to his own early use of the Sword and Sorcery subgenre in the creation of Elric of Melniboné.  Elric’s first incarnation, in Stormbringer and its subsequent stories, represents an early, sketchy attempt to create a problematic, subversive figure within an established genre environment. 
Moorcock states that, in writing his fantasy novels, he deliberately situated himself oppositionally within an alternative, satirical tradition of Sword and Sorcery fantasy, acknowledging ‘[his] debt to Anthony Skene (Monsieur Zenith), Fletcher Pratt (Well of the Unicorn), James Branch Cabell (Jurgen), Lord Dunsany, Fritz Leiber and Poul Anderson, as well as The Castle of Otranto, Ivanhoe, Melmoth, and others’.​[100]​  This list suggests a blending of stylistic techniques, mixing absurdist and parodic approaches to fantasy and the fantastic (Jurgen, Otranto) with pulp conventions (Monsieur Zenith) and those of the historical novel (Ivanhoe).  The fact that Moorcock includes Dunsany, Leiber and Anderson in this list also suggests that he is engaging in a strong social-allegorical tendency in the kind of tradition Moorcock wishes to align himself with, further born out by the allegories of the nature of Art and male-female relationships which structure Jurgen.    
If Elric is to be read in this tradition then Moorcock’s early stories mark only the beginnings of a gesture in this direction, and are significantly less sophisticated than those mentioned above.  What defines the character of Elric most strongly is Moorcock’s reaction to another tradition entirely; Moorcock claims to have written Elric as an alternative to Tolkien’s Middle-Earth heroes and the Conan stories of Robert E. Howard, and the Sword & Sorcery imitators they engendered.  Where Howard’s Conan is confident and physically powerful Elric is fragile and haunted; his difference in physique makes him an anti-hero to Howard’s definition.   Despite this the impulses which drive Elric lead him to be accepted by the same fans who read Tolkien and Howard.  
It seems at this stage as if Moorcock’s pulp writing is leading him towards an idealisation of authorial intention in quite a didactic way.  This is however in tension with the enthusiastic manner in which he embraces the fluidity of interpretation which he seeks in the writing of others.  Given that Moorcock was young and still developing his style this need not be entirely surprising.  What is perhaps more unusual is that he never abandons these early developments in the process of refining them and modifying his approach.  Moorcock chooses to draw attention to them, to make it a feature of his approach which, as we shall see, grows in importance when considering his aesthetic as a whole.  
Aware as Moorcock is that his work is read alongside and favourably compared with writers he has polemicised against in Sword & Sorcery, he nevertheless maintains the connection to the pulp subgenre.  There is obviously some financial pragmatism behind this decision, he knows how to write these novels quickly and knows that they will sell, but I suggest that there is also another reason, which might have more personal and political resonance for Moorcock.  Pulp fantasy writing was a literary manifestation of a popular culture that was involved in a direct way with the image of the unregulated masses, both the bohemian rebels and the working classes.  Pulp fiction generally invokes that image of the masses in a way which is concretely related to some of the experiences Moorcock describes from his early life in London, while pulp fantasy in particular shows the impulse of the imaginative escape to other worlds at work in working class and bohemian environments: it represents a popular utopian impulse (irrespective of whether it might be actually popular).  
This carries over into Moorcock’s editorship of New Worlds SF.  Michael Butterworth of Savoy Books, recalls that ‘Moorcock always said that the appeal he wanted New Worlds to have was to factory workers in the North’;​[101]​ people from working class backgrounds with an interest in imaginative, perhaps utopian or escapist fiction, comprised a significant part of Moorcock’s ideal audience.  His stated goal is to reach out to an aspirant, educated working-class readership; a socially and intellectually mobile group with roots in both the Marxian traditions of radicalism and in proletarian mass culture, this is an evangelical Leftist position.    
I will now discuss some of the specific details of Moorcock’s aesthetic development with reference to, first, Moorcock’s Sword & Sorcery fantasy hero Elric of Melniboné, and, second, his bohemian dandy Jerry Cornelius as a revision of Elric.  As I have already indicated, Moorcock later reprised Elric; this and other revisions can be read as the progressive unification of Moorcock’s political and aesthetic interests.  


3: Elric of Melniboné: the Sword and Sorcery genre in tension 
This section considers Moorcock’s early Elric narratives as a site of distinct creative tension between the demands of quickly produced genre writing and the impulse to subvert established genre conventions as an aesthetic tension which stands in allegorically  for other political tensions of representation in fantasy.  I will juxtapose Moorcock’s intertextual references and his stated intentions with their manifested effects in the Elric narrative to show how this emerges and where Moorcock’s attempts to resolve this lead.   
Colin Greenland speculates that the central difficulty of the early Elric stories in respect to the political questions which interest Moorcock is a problem of form, and of genre expectation and reception.  Greenland writes that post-war British literature expresses a distinct intellectual scepticism of the hero, choosing instead to focus on the anti-hero, ‘in whose hunched form the death of the social hero is perfectly expressed’ and the angry young man ‘whose righteousness is born of disillusionment, not idealism, and who resists elevation to heroic status through his passionate concern for the everyday’. ​[102]​  He notes that Elric remains part of the problem Moorcock is attempting to engage with: ‘the romantic, doomed champion’ remains ‘a fetish’ not yet demystified,​[103]​ I argue that Elric is a subversion of the hero; although he is morally problematic, haunted and physically the opposite of strong fantasy heroes, being physically frail and introspective, he is still adolescent in his emotions.  While the form of Elric’s adventures is broadly derivative of the quest narrative with occasional strong subversions of meaning (‘Dead Gods Laugh’) they are still firmly within the subgenre of Sword and Sorcery.  Elric remains an epic fantasy hero; his heroism is determined by the genre in which he finds himself, although when placed in another genre – as Moorcock has observed elsewhere​[104]​ – epic fantasy heroes’ obvious shortcomings (a reactionary and extremist nature) can be rendered more clearly by alienating them from their genre context.  Moorcock’s writing in the Elric stories displays a distinct tension between the demands of the genre and his own stated interests in developing more complex scenarios manifesting as interplay of textual details which resist the overarching narrative.  
Elric’s albino skin acts as the mark of an outsider, making him stand out against the weathered skin of those around him, a device derived from the titular anti-hero of pulp novel Monsieur Zenith the Albino by Anthony Skene.  Moorcock took Skene’s character as a model and blended the characteristics of Monsieur Zenith with those of Skene’s Jack the Ripper from his (now rarefied) novel The Ripper Returns (1948).  Described by Jack Adrian as ‘a chilling fantasy [where] the Ripper survives beyond his normal life-span and constantly changes identity, by stealing the “life-force” of his victims’ it foreshadows both Elric of Melniboné and Jerry Cornelius.​[105]​  This sinister underlying model from Moorcock’s pulp reading leaves certain traces upon both Elric, through which Moorcock clearly intends to complicate the reception of his own albino hero.  Zenith shows the physical competence and theatrical dandyism which Moorcock would reproduce in Elric: 
Zenith in his immaculate evening clothes, with his thin patent shoes upon the snow of the sill and his theatrical cloak draped around his shoulders, smiled as he listened.  This was the kind of thrill he lived for.  He had begun this game of thrills a long time ago, being in himself both the setter and the solver of the problem.  A means of excitement, it was a means of forgetfulness, forced upon him by the abnormality of his albinism.  For years in his role of taskmaster he had been in the habit of saying to himself, “Here is something that you cannot do,” and forthwith; slave of egotism; puppet of his own strange complexes, he had attempted and succeeded in doing that something.  Ridiculous game, but at the same time, productive of the excitement whereby he truly lived.​[106]​  
  
Zenith is both attentive to the particulars of dress and recklessly egotistical in his approach to his own body.  As a ‘puppet of his own strange complexes’ he is presented as a being not fully in control of himself but always seeking control, he is fundamentally adolescent in his subordination of his own body to his desires.  These details are emulated in the first description of Elric in Stormbringer, where Elric’s sartorial style is ‘obscure’ and ‘affected’, making him a dandy in a Sword and Sorcery universe:
He wore his long hair bunched and pinned at the nape of his neck and, for an obscure reason affected the dress of a Southern Barbarian[:] long knee-length boots of soft doe-leather, a breastplate of strangely-wrought silver, a jerkin of chequered blue and white linen, britches of scarlet wool and a cloak of rustling green velvet.​[107]​  

Elric has a self-destructive streak of recklessness which, taken with his affected dress, mannerisms and habits of becoming depressed and introspective, suggest an existentialist impulse in Moorcock’s characterisation, a clear opposition to Howard’s Conan, but nevertheless a recognisable hero-type: the Romantic hero.  This feeds into a strong egotism, which, with its hint of chivalry, connects Elric directly to the Byronic myth of the tortured individualist.  
As Jenni Calder notes in her study Heroes: From Byron to Guevara, Byron represents all the complexes of the Romantic eighteenth-century hero to us: he is ‘[t]he hero of sensibility, the man of feeling characterised in terms of his ability to respond to moments charged with beauty or emotion’ combined with the mores of ‘the sexual hero’, and incorporates the darker action heroes who are ‘embittered outcasts and outlaws, with a ruthless courage which stems from some inner compulsion rather than choice.’ ​[108]​  This particular description by Calder gets to the most formalistic designation of the Byronic as a generic figure and is therefore most appropriate for considering Elric, who conforms to its outlines.  Elric clearly feels deep emotions constantly, he is a chivalric lover setting off to save his beloved when we first encounter him, and is clearly an outcast.  Further he is an action hero of considerable egotism, his superiority in battle described as an ambivalent mixture of skill and the arrogance of privilege; Elric feels that being a Melnibonéan gives ‘him the right to enjoy what would shock lesser mortals’ and he retains a sense of his own innate superiority which is explicitly amoral: ‘He was a sorcerer and had shed blood in many devious ways in pursuit of his art’.​[109]​  Here the character embodies ideas of elitism and aristocratic privilege which oppose Moorcock’s developed political position as a left anarchist, but are nevertheless bound up with the same concerns: Elric’s sense of himself as a privileged individual, were it in another genre, would seem quite fascistic.  The problem is that within such a particular formulation of the subgenre this is obfuscated by the demands of plot and story.  What Moorcock’s writing at this early stage seems to suggest is that the formulas for understanding this particular type of fantasy are already too closely bound to ambiguous political positions to be separated out.  The reader is left in some doubt as to how much of the ‘anti-’ is intended in Moorcock’s construction of Elric as a subversion of the concept of ‘hero’ and how much is incidental to the necessity of creating the impression of a fantasy hero.  
As a character Elric is frequently little more than an automata, standing for the genre of sword and sorcery itself in these stories.  In the thick of battle he is described as a ‘whitefaced ghoul’, fighting automatically with his soul-drinking sword,​[110]​ becoming, in the duel with his cousin, ‘like a puppet […] the blade […] deciding his actions for him’ (echoing Skene’s Zenith as ‘puppet of his own strange drives’), with the result that he accidentally kills Cymoril, the woman he is trying to rescue.​[111]​  Attempts at sophisticated, adult relationships are slain by the basic requirements of plot: Cymoril’s only function in the Elric mythos is to be killed by Elric in the heat of battle so that he can take up his mantle as ‘Elric Womanslayer’ and become suitably Byronic, enabling him to become a ‘tortured’ individualist.  Moorcock later observes that Elric provided some moral ambiguity—the question of whether it is ever ‘right to serve evil in pursuit of good’​[112]​—but in order to raise what he considers more pertinent moral questions Moorcock began to move closer to modernity in his writing, specifically towards SF and spy fiction:
I made the form up as I went along, taking elements of the Chandleresque detective story, with its laconic asides, and combining them with elements of the chic Avengers-style caper—not James Bond, because I hadn’t read any then, or seen the films; but I was influenced by things that were influenced by them.  There was William Burroughs; and my own sword and sorcery, which I based it on—all as a way of celebrating the modern age: using the new world of electronics and technology as toys; careless action, gender-bending; all that.  Relationships so knowing that they’re consciously conducted in terms of roles.  I don’t believe in that now, but I did then.​[113]​  
  
Beneath the Cold War spy narrative Moorcock’s work suggests we can see a Sword & Sorcery view of the world which the author considers potentially dangerous; this view consists of specific functions: a capable hero who embodies or represents his people/country; a sinister, powerful villain who is the symbolic opposite and embodies or represents Other peoples/countries; a quest-object to be stolen, liberated or discovered, and an unfamiliar territory to traverse (wilderness/foreign land).  Moorcock’s essay ‘Starship Stormtroopers’ and in his support of satires such as Norman Spinrad’s The Iron Dream, suggests that this was his dominant view of genre at the time.  Such an understanding of genre fiction seems to begin from the practical narratological base of being a pulp writer, treating genre as a series of multivalent ‘elements’, ‘motifs’ and ‘(stock-)characters’ which form different reactions depending upon the conditions under which they are combined, or as Vladimir Propp suggests: ‘Functions of characters serve as stable, constant elements in a tale, independent of how and by whom they are fulfilled’ therefore the differences in narratives depend on how and by whom the functions are carried out.  But, in emulating an epic or folk-tale form ‘[t]he number of functions known to [that form] is limited’ and thus the sophistication of what can be accomplished is reduced.​[114]​  Moorcock’s vision of the writer is based on the one hand on his experience of hack-writing and its antagonistic relationship with literature and on the other on his interest in literary experiment and the avant-garde.  In attempting to fuse these influences Moorcock articulates one of the central problematics of revolutionary leftism in general and anarchism in particular: the simultaneous appeals to vangardism and populism which manifests in intellectual and artistic traditions as either experiment with form (as an attack on aesthetic conventions) or as the use of populist forms (conventions) to convey a political message.  
Moorcock approaches the fantasy subgenre of Sword and Sorcery from a sense of its functions and structures as limited and fixed but with multiplicitous permutations. As Jenni Calder writes ‘[b]y making the aristocrat an outcast’ and ‘robbing him of the benefits of privilege (but remembering his claim), by forcing him to prove himself […] you grant him an independent personality’, effectively granting him the status of someone who resists all authority from a position of self-possession.​[115]​  Moorcock seems to follow this same logic: most of his fantasy heroes are noblemen who have become estranged from their homelands by banishment or conquest, or have rejected the social system which produced them.  Given that Moorcock’s favoured anarchist, Peter Kropotkin, was a prince who rejected his class because his father owned serfs there is clearly something in such figures which appeals to both Moorcock’s political and aesthetic sensibilities.  
Many of Moorcock’s characters are similar types: Elric’s weak physical demeanour is compensated for by dark forces, which in turn render him an outcast; Corum, the Prince with the Silver Hand, is conquered and horribly maimed and makes a similarly dubious pact with powers he does not understand to regain some semblance of ‘wholeness’; the first Von Bek is a nobleman warmonger who makes a pact with the devil while the second Von Bek is an aristocrat turned revolutionary sympathiser who finds himself rejected by the ideal French republic he sought to build and is forced to flee the Terror.    In later narratives Moorcock explicitly renders historical anarchists as Byronic heroes, as he does with Nestor Makhno in The Entropy Tango​[116]​ (Makhno was from a Ukrainian peasant class, he is widely mythologized for his resolute opposition to all authorities: Bolsheviks, Whites, Nationalists or foreign forces​[117]​), and fantasy heroes, such as fallen noblemen like Von Bek, as mouthpieces for anarchist sensibilities.  
In The English Assassin Moorcock’s romantic conception of anarchism reveals his utopian side.  In a world of aggressive English imperialism a Scottish general, Gareth-mac Mahon rebels because he has ‘discovered the creed of anarchism while serving as a soldier in the capitals of the civilized world’ and ‘brought the creed back to his native land, adapted it and turned it into a philosophy capable of bringing together all the previously disunited tribes.’​[118]​  Anarchism is thus offered as an alternative to political paternalism only in a changed, conceptually rewritten form, but its oblique presentation in a satirical mode also suggests that, as a utopian ideal, it can still only be presented within a fantasy scenario.   It differs significantly from Le Guin’s attempt to present a political divergence between two systems in serious dialogue with each other in her novel The Dispossessed (1974), in that it does not spend as much time on the mechanics of how Anarchist thought might flourish.  More importantly, Le Guin works through more of the shortcomings of anarchism in The Dispossessed, presenting it as a mindset which is every bit as in need of revolutionary recuperation to prevent it from stagnating as the ideologies it replaces.  Rather more fully than Moorcock, Le Guin discusses and works through how an organisational or bureaucratic class might emerge and preserve its own interests even in a wholly anarchist society and also how the social pressure towards retaining anarchist ideals might produce its own tensions.  
These same questions are raised throughout Moorcock’s work but not explored in such detail in the Cornelius novels, although in his historical Pyat Quartet he does tackle the historical manifestation of some of these issues within specific contexts.  In his fictions Moorcock is more interested in the struggle towards anarchism from an actual historical point than in positing a future anarchist utopia.  For this reason his anarchism manifests as a constant negotiation between utopian anarchist communities and various alternate versions of historical periods.  What gradually becomes apparent is that Moorcock does not see the essence of anarchism in any single creed or political position but in the act of negotiation between them.      
The essence of the Moorcockian approach to anarchism in fantasy fiction is to twist a particular characteristic against the ‘type’ or expected function of what otherwise appears to be a very derivative character.  The real development of this from simple subversion of stereotype into a way of negotiating between aesthetic demands of genre fiction and other, sometimes more experimental modes of writing, is focused around the figure of Jerry Cornelius.    

4: Jerry Cornelius and Anarchic Aesthetics
In charting the genesis of Jerry Cornelius I argue that he represents a turning point in the development of Moorcock’s aesthetic interests which allows him to more closely integrate his political interests into his writing.  This is significant because Jerry Cornelius as a character is composed of heterogeneous heritage, who, being partly developed in collaboration with other writers at New Worlds (also appearing in comic strips in It—the International Times—written by people other than Moorcock, such as M. John Harrison​[119]​) represents the unification of Moorcock’s pulp fictional uses of the multiverse with his interests in experimental literature.    
The Cornelius Quartet foregrounds the formalistic process by which Moorcock worked elements of Elric into Jerry by displaying two passages from ‘The Stealer of Souls’ and The Final Programme echoing one another:
‘What’s the hour?’ The black-bearded man wrenched off his gilded helmet and flung it from him, careless of where it fell.  ‘We need Elric—we know it, and he knows it.  That’s the truth.’
‘Such confidence, gentlemen, is warming to the heart.’
The Stealer of Souls, 1963
‘Without Jerry Cornelius we’ll never get it.  We need him.  That’s the truth.’  
‘I’m pleased to hear it.’  Jerry’s voice was sardonic as he entered the room rather theatrically and closed the door behind him.  
The Final Programme, 1968.​[120]​
 
On one level, by juxtaposing this revisionism in his writing Moorcock is attempting to reach back into the subgenre he is apparently moving beyond and draw his Sword and Sorcery audience with him.  This might be taken as a comforting gesture: demonstrating that the overlapping of different heroes is continuing in a slightly different guise.  Equally, it also represents a separation with Elric: it is the breaking apart of expectation precisely by revealing the genre formula which generates the expectations in order to more clearly demonstrate how it will depart from them.  Elric’s invasion and sacking of his home city of Imyryr to liberate his cousin Cymoril from her brother Yyrkoon’s sorcery in ‘Stormbringer’ is replayed in The Final Programme as Jerry Cornelius attempting to liberate his sister Catherine from the family estate where his brother Frank has their sister drugged.  Written the first time as subgenre fantasy, the second as farce, this plot structure takes on different resonances through a process of play with the conventions of fantasy.               
Moorcock states that his conception of Jerry Cornelius is as a being defined in terms of ‘a form of exaggeration not dissimilar to Italian Commedia dell’Arte’.​[121]​  Moorcock sees his creation as a manifold of personalities and personae ‘combining the endearing and enduring traits of a number of my contemporaries as well as being a latter day Pierrot, Columbine, and Harlequin’.​[122]​  Each Jerry Cornelius is arguably the representative of a different and peculiar moment in a shadow history of the world; each is thus an expression of the historical moment of his conception rather than a continuous character.  Each narrative, then, concerns a different Cornelius but also constitutes a different Cornelius according to the new ‘rules’ or definitions of the moment.  Jerry Cornelius is thus not a modern character but a characterisation of modernity, an anthropomorphic personification of counterfactual history.  His adventures are increasingly outlandish and discontinuous because they are indexically bound to the material events of the exterior world over the logic of plot.  Each Cornelius adventure is a reference to an ‘ideal’ Jerry Cornelius that is then adapted to the moment.  Cornelius novels and stories are thus a sequence of anarchic ‘breaks’ with a shared ideal frame of reference.  
In this sense Moorcock is consciously making the Commedia dell’Arte both a layer of representation, a symbol of a popular tradition in art and an example of a popular tradition recuperated to avant-garde ends (Jules Laforge and T. S. Eliot’s use of the Commedia are both discussed by Robert F. Storey in Pierrot: A Critical History of a Mask).  Moorcock explains some of his use of the Commedia’s motifs to Colin Greenland in Death Is No Obstacle:

I came across the poet Jules Laforgue, who in the 1880s was using Pierrot in an intensely modern way.  As I said in New Worlds 213, he really was a precursor of Ezra Pound and T S Eliot.  Laforgue was the first person to take an existing Romantic image – Pierrot exemplifying the enduring dilemma of the human heart, fundamental to all stories – and place it in a context of modern mythology.  That was the first time anyone had used urban, scientific, technological images in poetry.  ‘A strange lamp swings in my sorry brain,’ says Lord Pierrot.  ‘I’ll go spend the night on the train.’ And he did it with an anarchic attitude: ‘The universe is in reverse!’ Everything was malleable.  ‘Descend, unconscious, through our reflexes, Mix up cards, dictionaries, sexes.’  Which was classic New Worlds!
That’s the point when it suddenly hits me, why they produced this stuff, what it was for; and then I’ve got another tool I can use.  I’m just distilling that, all the time, out of what I’m taking in.​[123]​  


The ‘anarchic attitude’ Moorcock observed in Laforgue’s use of the Commedia also leads us to the impulse toward an anarchist aesthetic ascribed to Modernism in Herbert Read’s theory of art.  Moorcock is following on deliberately from this aspect of Modernism in its emphasis on a sense of rupture which manifests through the disruption of established forms (here meaning genres such as Sword and Sorcery as well as other literary modes).  Although he has said in interview that he felt Modernism to be solipsistic, reading it as a separation of the self from everyday working life,​[124]​ Moorcock’s own interests as manifested in the Cornelius novels are aesthetically similar in their means of expression to Modernism in their emphasis on the idea that there is a sense of fragmentation inherent in modernity.   
Moorcock is taking from the Commedia dell’Arte the characteristic which Robert Henke considers its ‘heart’ and making it central to his production of fiction: ‘the structural tension between linear, well-constructed plot based on a literary model and the centrifugal improvisations of the stand-up performer’.​[125]​ The most important strand which Moorcock adds to the Commedia to make this leap towards a set of images and techniques which he considers appropriate to his own epoch is from the theatrical techniques of Brecht: the masks of the Commedia archetypes are ‘put on’ by characters from the genre fiction Moorcock grew up with and as an aspect of his hack-writing.  I intend no pejorative sense in my use of the term; hack-writing is necessarily bound to the idea of populism as that which may be of low or mediocre quality but primarily as that which appeals to the largest number of people by selling itself to the masses as the ‘common denominator’.  This inevitably dovetails with the political interpretations of populism as an appeal to the people, and, for any leftist writer, the idea of popular revolt as a spontaneous uprising which constructs ‘mass-audience’ as ‘working-classes’.  Moorcock’s work as a hack-writer is thus already negotiating with the utopian tradition of interpreting fantasy as an expression of a political desire for better things, and the cultural tendency towards dismissing fantasy written for popular entertainment as an ‘escapist’ distraction from the material conditions of life (that which is sometimes troped as ideological, a diversion, robbing the revolutionary mindset of its willingness to act—Darko Suvin’s early criticism of fantasy fiction in general).  So, from an early point in his career as a writer, Moorcock is operating in the oscillating terms by which contemporary leftism defines its field: the construction of the masses as mostly working-class, passive consumers of sensationalist and fantastic fiction, versus the view of the masses as the revolutionary classes (working-class, bohemian and intelligencia) with the potential to usher in a new age of equality if they mobilise themselves to do so.  This is embodied in the Cornelius fictions.    
Discussing the Cornelius narratives of The Nature of the Catastrophe, Ralph Willet described these texts as experiments which foreground and then fragment the ‘arbitrary nature of literary beginnings and endings’ by their contingent approach to plot: 
‘The Delhi Division’[…] begins with the identical sentences opening the chapter ‘The Hills’ in The English Assassin although the protagonist is different: ‘A smoky Indian rain fell through the hills and woods outside Simla and the high roads were slippery.  [Major Nye in The English Assassin/Jerry Cornelius in ‘The Tank Trapeze’] drove his Phantom V down twisting lanes flanked by white fences.’​[126]​

Reading this in the context of the multiverse he asks: ‘Are we witnessing merely different points in time or events in identical universes? The knowledge of the two passages is unsettling like a recurring dream’.​[127]​  Although the cause for repetitious sentences and structures could as easily be unconscious as deliberate authorial strategy, the technique itself is what allows for this ambiguity to become a part of the Cornelius canon rather than something to be excised in editing.  The style of the texts is anarchic, open to being invaded by random meanings and disruptive interpretation.  As Colin Greenland points out to Moorcock in Death Is No Obstacle, in the Cornelius novels the disruptions, the tendency to be suggestive and allusive in an oblique way, can even affect Moorcock’s planned structure (even confusing his own resolutions​[128]​) but the effect on the reader is maintained as an openness to anarchic meanings or as an open, anarchic sensibility.  
It makes something of a post-hoc virtue of the necessity of repetition found in texts which use stock characters.  Ralph Willet’s early assessment of Moorcock described the repetitious nature of the narratives to be an important feature of their effect as avant-garde writing.  Moorcock is employing his references to the form of the Commedia as a pattern, or a series of malleable archetypes; he is synthesising what he sees as the essence of the original Commedia: their semi-improvisational nature; their demotic or popular artistic origins; their symbolic relation to ideas of carnival; their recuperation to aesthetic and political agendas.  Willett finds the anarchic undecidability of these texts’ aesthetic to be an important strategy of Moorcock’s for challenging the limits of the individual novel or story whereby the ‘action is enfranchised and, in its mirror image, made more ambiguous’.​[129]​  
As such, Jerry Cornelius is‘[n]ot so much a character, as [M. John] Harrison pointed out, as a technique’.​[130]​  The technique resembles that of the Dada movement lauding the populist novels of Fantomas, and the Surrealists championing Lautréamont for borrowing from the popular literatures of the mid-nineteenth century in Maldoror and the Poésies, frames of reference which were shared by many of the writers involved in New Worlds.  The representation of character through discontinuous and fragmentary ‘selves’ features prominently in Brian Aldiss’s Barefoot in the Head (1966), which, although its opening chapter was published by Harry Harrison elsewhere, was serialised in New Worlds and is closer aesthetically to the avant-garde interests of key New Worlds contributors who employed and celebrated characters without defined ‘character’.   
In this sense, the Dada group’s celebration of Fantomas as a blank cipher without a defined character, might certainly be considered as a precursor of such writing, particularly J.G. Ballard’s Traven/Travers ciphers in the ‘condensed novels’ eventually collected as The Atrocity Exhibition (1970).  Moorcock and his contemporaries’ artistic interests were already embracing avant-garde art and ideas and drawing on formalistic conventions for structuring narrative as Ballard’s novels The Drowned World, The Burning World and The Crystal World demonstrate.  These texts can be mapped against a clear schema: Story: an apocalypse; Main Character: a doctor and/or scientist who has a near-Gnostic obsession with the shapes of his changing world; Plot: a symbolic journey from the margin to the centre of some primordial event interwoven through a journey narrative which recalls Conrad’s Heart of Darkness.  Their conclusions reverberate, character distinctions blurring between them so that they seem to be the same:  
The Drowned World: ‘So he left the lagoon and entered the jungle again, within a few days was completely lost, following the lagoons southward through the increasing rain and heat’[.]​[131]​
The Drought: ‘To his surprise he noticed that he no longer cast any shadow on to the sand, as if he had at last completed his journey across the margins of the inner landscape he had carried in his mind for so many years.’​[132]​
The Crystal World: ‘Half an hour later, as they moved up-river, Sanders leaned back in his seat when they passed the central wharves […] she watched Sanders without waving, as the boat sped up on the deserted river.’​[133]​

Each man, so similar to the last, embraces the bleakness and the loneliness of total self-annihilation in the heart of environmental catastrophe at the same point in their narrative (the same page in the first and last examples).  What Ballard is giving to other writers is an incredibly programmatic set of structures, contracted down to basic forms and interchangeable characters and scenarios based around alternative visions of socio-environmental apocalypse of which The Atrocity Exhibition is one logical extension.   
Moorcock’s fictions differ in their approach to this open multiplicity.  The distinction is based on his use of the multiverse motif; the structure of which allows such simultaneous contraries to exist in chorus and/or continuity and Jerry Cornelius’s adventures take full advantage of this flexibility.  The figure has certain fixed details (he is a dandy, he is the hero, he has gadgets and is both adventurous and slightly naïve) but many of the rest of his characteristics are in flux: occupation and habits, chronotope, nationality and skin-colour are all variable, shifts which certainly echo Ballard’s fictions.   Perhaps in response to Moorcock and Ballard’s shared interest in William Burroughs’s famous recommendation that Naked Lunch could be read by starting from any point in the novel, the cover of Moorcock’s Cornelius Quartet states that the four Cornelius novels may be read in any order, conceiving of them ‘as a faceted structure, like a diamond, with a lot of different planes which can be seen through other planes’.​[134]​  Moorcock later retracted this, but the image is an important one for understanding the approach to the problem of how to unify political and aesthetic interests.  The image of a crystalline structure echoes a similar image from anarchist philosopher Herbert Read’s utopian novel The Green Child (1935).  In Read’s novel, a subterranean (alien) civilisation—presumably inspired by the Vril’ya from Bulwer-Lytton’s The Coming Race (1871)—who live in harmony through anarchist principles have a mode of artistic creation based entirely on creating complex crystals: 
The science which we call crystallography—the study of the forms, properties and structure of crystals—was the most esteemed of all sciences in this subterranean country; indeed it might be regarded as science itself, for on it were based, not only all notions of the structure of the universe, but equally all notions of beauty, truth and destiny.​[135]​

In this concluding utopian section of the novel crystalline structures embody all forms of art: ‘Aesthetic pleasure was a perception of the degree of transgression between artificial form and its natural prototype’. ​[136]​ Preferences for the different phases (cubic, monocyclic, hexagonal) ‘correspond to various phases of art in the terrestrial world—at one extreme the baroque fantasy of the cubic system, at the other extreme the classic simplicity of the hexagonal system’.​[137]​  Benedict Read observes in his overview of Herbert Read’s art criticism that the ‘description of the aesthetics of these crystals, particularly in their (aesthetically) highest forms parallels some of the forms and thinking’ of his writings on modernist art.​[138]​  The idea of reading the Cornelius novels as if they too were a crystalline structure suggests that Moorcock intended an interpretive approach to the Cornelius novels resembling Read’s anarchist aesthetic, something operating as a Barthesean free play of interpretation, where reading is not authoritatative but constantly itself in flux. ​[139]​  
Moorcock seems to have considered free fluid interpretation to be the essence of the aesthetic expression his texts were reaching towards, implying that an anarchist aesthetics should be anarchic in mixing of style and form, and also fluid and open in its interpretive matrices.  Since Moorcock retracted his statement we have to wonder if he retracted or merely refined his aesthetic stance and, more importantly, how this manifests in his work.  It must be observed, for example, that the Cornelius novels of the Quartet are actually dependent upon a cumulative reading for their effect.  When read in chronological order they form a sequence of constant supersession, of conflict and synthesis.  The plot of The Final Programme performs its supersession by ultimately undermining the distinction between Jerry Cornelius and his opponent Miss Brunner, amalgamating them into a single figure, the hermaphrodite Cornelius Brunner, who leads a revolution across Europe which sees humanity become amphibious and take to the oceans.  Bathetically, everyone except Cornelius Brunner drowns.  Similarly, the final text of the Quartet returns to its beginnings by undermining the reality of Jerry Cornelius himself, and, in the process, it also undermines the distinction between Jerry’s universe and ours.  In this way, Moorcock’s Quartet follows a process of establishing boundaries for itself and then exceeding those boundaries over and over.  
To return to David Glover’s comment (‘Moorcock seems caught between the twin poles of individualism and communalism in hippie ideology and his debunking of the hero figure was only effectively accomplished, appropriately enough, as the counter-culture began to go into decline’​[140]​) we can suggest that it was necessary in order for Moorcock’s fantasy to become more like a non-violent version of the infamous concept of ‘propaganda by deed’.  Nick Hubble of Brunel University speculated that it is most significant for reading the development of Moorcock’s Cornelius fictions that we view him as being very much ‘on the losing side in the “liberal humanist” war on utopian thought’,​[141]​ that, in effect, it is through having the belief in positive utopian alternatives refused that Moorcock’s writing finds the energy to really start imagining how to unify his political and aesthetic interests; by no longer being surrounded by quite the same subculture he stretches out to find new points of contact with wider subcultures.   
It may be suggested that Moorcock was at this time invoking and exploring the contradictions between pulp populism and literary experiment and between utopian ideals and political pragmatism.  Rather than abandoning experiment, Moorcock reworks and reinterprets it constantly: thus we have the foolish Jherek Carnelian from The Dancers at the End of Time; the spirit of the Runestaff in Dorian Hawkmoon’s adventures being embodied as a strange, innocent boy named Jehamia Cohnahlias; while Corum’s full name Corum Jhaelen Irsei is a Cornelius anagram.  In this way, Moorcock is disseminating his central idea from the Quartet, the crystalline structure of interpretation, across multiple series of books.  The books may be read in trilogies or quartets but the network of characters formed by the multiverse has taken on an overarching interpretive quality which is distinctly anarchic by being multiple, divergent and contradictory.  
Tom Beament gave a useful lecture on the relation between Moorcock’s multiverses and the origins of the term ‘multiverse’, drawing on Leibnitz.  In Leibnitz, ‘multiverse’ refers to the plenitude of phenomena present in the universe—in opposition to the singularity implied by the term ‘universe’; Beament suggested that Moorcock’s early use of the term may owe as much to Leibnitz’s idea of a ‘labyrinth of freedom’ as it does to the popularity of alternate universes in the work of Moorcock’s contemporaries.​[142]​  The idea of freedom being a labyrinth of social choices certainly has obvious resonance for an anarchist.  Moorcock’s most commonly cited philosophical influence on his idea of what anarchism means is Kropotkin, conceived the ideal for anarchist communes and community as a federation of endless permutation; it is summarised by Daniel Guerin as follows: 
In Kropotkin’s estimation, every commune is not part of just one federation of communes, which cherishes liberty above all else, but of all manner of federative links which overlap, interweave and superimpose themselves one upon another [….] 
In the same way, Kropotkin is attractive when he moves on from the local communes proper […] to the affinity groups which can no longer be tied to a given territory and whose members would be ‘scattered over a thousand cities and villages,’ and where […] ‘a given individual will find his needs met only by banding together with other individuals sharing the same tastes’.​[143]​ 
     
Here we find a description of the social linkages between neighbours in communities and looser ‘affinity groups’, such as shared familial or cultural background, which structures them in a way directly recalled by Moorcock’s later, more developed, descriptions of his multiverse.  (It also offers a clear analogy with the rhizomatic or non-hierarchical networks posited by postmodernist philosophy, particularly that of Deleuze and Guattari in A Thousand Plateaus (1972/74).)
We can thus begin to see the multiverse not just as a way of linking characters, as it was initially, but continually reinterpreting the meaning of the characters and their adventures: for example, the distinctions between Law and Chaos as to which is a positive and which a negative force are constantly shifting between the different series of novels; in this way Moorcock’s multiverse insists on the continual questioning of evaluative assumptions and of all unifying authorities.  Like Jerry Cornelius, the multiverse is remade or reinterpreted in each series, even sometimes in a single novel.  I suggest that The Condition of Muzak is a key text for understanding this development.   This work, its relation to the multiverse, and Moorcock’s aesthetic interests, is dealt with in more detail in the following section.
  
5: Towards an Anarchist Aesthetic: The Multiverse, Experiment and the Differences between Moorcock and B.S. Johnson

To arrive at a discussion of Moorcock’s anarchist aesthetic drawn from his experimental work I would like to briefly consider the Cornelius novels in light of the author B.S. Johnson.  Philip Tew’s book on Johnson describes his works as defined by ‘the impulse to reflect a random chaos in the texts’ on the one hand and ‘a radical political awareness of praxis and a broad notion of engagement’ on the other, two impulses which might also be said to define the experiments of the New Worlds writers in general and Michael Moorcock in particular.​[144]​   Like Moorcock, Bryan Stanley Johnson was a Londoner from a working class background, born in the same decade, Johnson in 1933 and Moorcock in 1939.  A number of their aesthetic interests overlap, as we shall see, but their fictions are distinctly different in tone and style on a number of levels which renders the similarities between them all the more useful as a comparative exercise.      
At ‘The New World Entropy’ conference in 2008, Nick Hubble gave a paper suggesting that we might productively read Moorcock’s A Cure For Cancer (1969) and B.S. Johnson’s House Mother Normal (1971) comparatively as mirroring texts concerned with the same themes.  In A Cure For Cancer Jerry Cornelius moves obliviously through a world filled with violence and violation, of human rights and the body, and encounters with militarism, evoking a society in severe cultural and moral decay.  When faced apocalyptically with a ‘bright relief map on which little spots of light flickered where cities had been’ he simply wonders ‘if you could change the channel’.​[145]​  Jerry accidentally tunes-in to a discussion of tactics and ethics for dealing with military invasion and marshal law, from looting to sexual acts committed by soldiers:  ‘Sexual Intercourse By Force, Sexual Intercourse Between Members Of The Same Sex, Sexual Intercourse With Animals, Sexual Intercourse With Minors, Sexual Intercourse With Enemies Or Those Likely To Be Potential Enemies Or Enemy Sympathizers,’ and ‘Conditions Under Which The Use Of Torture May Become Necessary, Conditions Under Which The Orders Of A Commanding Officer May Be Disobeyed, Conditions Under Which Allies May Be Killed Or Confined’.​[146]​   The presentation of these ‘Conditions’, suggesting the moral ambivalence of General Cumberland and the military, builds into a kind of Horatian Ode where the General is praised in terms which increasingly remind the reader of Conrad’s Kurtz.  The General sees his job as using the position of the military to inculcate a very specific view in the minds of the invaded: from ‘American strength, American manhood [and], American know-how’ to ‘American love, American humour, American health, American beauty, American virility’.​[147]​  This Burroughsean riff on militaristic thought equates virility and love with money and warfare in a relentless tirade of associations, a symptom of reactionary politics spawned from the infection of history (texts) by reactionary authoritarians.  
In Johnson’s House Mother Normal (1971) the matriarchal, sadistic House Mother can certainly be compared as a satirical figure to Moorcock’s vicious authoritarians on a microcosmic scale.  House Mother boldly declares her violent and depraved treatment of her geriatric charges: ‘I disgust them in order that they may not be disgusted with themselves’.​[148]​  She makes them play pass the parcel with her dog’s faeces, rationalising: ‘I am disgusting to them in order to objectify their disgust, to direct it to something outside themselves, something harmless’ so that they do not ultimately ‘turn their disgust on God’.​[149]​  Like A Cure For Cancer, the novel presents a microcosm of a society which is irredeemably decayed and still decaying; both writers seem to be suggesting that there is no real cure available for the social ills they perceive.  The text concludes with a metafictional gesture which reveals the artifice of House Mother the character and baldly states that such disruption is the only means of escape on offer.  Moorcock’s A Cure For Cancer concludes with a similarly bleak gesture whereby London is bombed with napalm and chemical agents, although, significantly, Moorcock’s text still appeals to hope and to love while Johnson’s does not.   
It is also worth briefly comparing The Condition of Muzak (1979) with Johnson’s Albert Angelo (1964), as their structures are remarkably similar and their interests once more overlap but to still more divergent conclusions. Johnson divides Albert Angelo into five sections titled: ‘Prologue’, ‘Exposition’, ‘Development’, ‘Disintegration’ and ‘Coda’.  While Moorcock’s guiding structural model for each Cornelius novel, and the Quartet as a whole, is described by him as ‘something approaching sonata form: Introduction; Development (1 and 2); Recapitulation; Coda’.​[150]​  In this pattern A Cure For Cancer and The English Assassin constitute separate developments of Jerry Cornelius and alternate versions of one another.  However, I suggest that the books could be better likened to different musical genres unified by similar motifs and samples: The Condition of Muzak is where the arrangement coalesces.  
B.S. Johnson’s ‘Development’ section holds a particular passage on the nature of integration, disintegration and reintegration in socio-cultural terms which, given his awareness of Johnson’s fictions, Moorcock’s texts might be read as specific responses to: 
There was this tremendous need for man to impose a pattern on life, Albert thought, to turn wood into planks or blocks or whatever.  Inanimate life is always moving towards disintegration, towards chaos, and man is moving in the opposite direction, towards the imposition of order.​[151]​

This stark description of a chaotic universe which man tries to resist, to impose order upon, is the opposite of what Moorcock’s aesthetic is reaching towards.  Albert Angelo seems here to deplore entropy and negentropy, the tendency towards chaos and the tendency towards order, equally as exercises which are full of remarkable potential but, by lacking an overarching meaning, are ultimately hopeless.  Hence Johnson breaks up the narrative of Angelo’s fictional life with a metafictional burst of ‘fuck all this LYING’,​[152]​ spending the subsequent section, titled ‘Disintegration’, foregrounding the nature of literary artifice as something which is fundamentally inadequate to its self-appointed tasks.  Although Moorcock constantly interrupts and disrupts the narratives of Jerry Cornelius with newspaper stories and adverts, the Real imposing on the fictive, he does not surrender the power of the fictive through the same kind of self-annihilating metafictional gestures which characterise Johnson’s major novels.  Instead of revealing all literary artifice to be insufficient The Condition of Muzak subverts some of its techniques to reinstall others: chiefly, it foregrounds the possibility of a return to realism through fantasy, an accepting of the power of literary narrative to create meaning in the real world.  I suggest that Moorcock’s complaint regarding Johnson’s experiments with form is that in their metafictional rupture they do away with the social meaning of what happens to characters; this is precisely the step that the final novel of the Cornelius Quartet avoids making.  
The opening section of The Condition of Muzak contains a telling allusion to the nature of this book as it unfolds for the reader, a throwaway intimation dropped into the dialogue:  
Major Nye carefully packed up the rest of the rations.  
‘I wouldn’t mind getting back to Blighty myself.  Better the devil you know, eh? A return to reality.’
‘Oh, Christ.’  Jerry began to shiver again.  He rose.  
‘That’s the last thing I need.’​[153]​


The worst possible scenario for Jerry Cornelius is reality; it is what his whole existence is concerned with escaping from.  From here the text begins to push this scenario closer, collapsing elements from the previous novels into this one in the process, gradually writing Jerry Cornelius into “reality”. 
An extract from the Kensington Post of 1965 details the death of a mother and her three children in a fire, an echo of Jerry, Frank and their sister Catherine:  
Verdicts of “Accidental Death” were recorded.  ‘I left the three children sleeping when I went to work that morning,’ said Mr Colum Cornelius who had been staying in the house at the time.  Fire Officer Cyril Powell said after the fire had been put out the bodies of the mother and her three children were found in the front attic room.  Pathologist Dr R.D. Teare said that the cause of death was asphyxia due to the inhalation of fire fumes.​[154]​  

The placement of this brief epitext suggests the possibility that the “real” Jerry Cornelius may have existed and may have died tragically young; or, more significantly, it suggests that Jerry Cornelius is someone who cannot live in reality.  
The opening of the novel proper—a section headed ‘J.C.’—reprises sections from both A Cure For Cancer and The English Assassin.  It reintroduces us to Derry and Tom’s Department Store, this time as an ‘abandoned shell’, which has become ‘like the ruins of Tintagel and Angkor, a mere relic’.​[155]​  This comparison blurs the distinctions between the discovery of the healer Jerry Cornelius in the Edenic roof garden of Derry and Tom’s (A Cure For Cancer) with his rescue from suspended animation at Tintagel bay (The English Assassin).  A new Jerry Cornelius is about to appear, and this new style of introduction in a more traditionally mimetic Realist vein intimates that it will be a different Jerry Cornelius, neither the fantastic one of A Cure For Cancer nor the raving entropy vampire of The English Assassin.  He is introduced as an idle adolescent with precisely the proprietary attitude towards women that Moorcock has written against vociferously in The Retreat From Liberty and his essay ‘Working in the Ministry of Truth’:  
The young man had lived most of his life in the three-room apartment and had an intimate knowledge of the nun’s movements as well as an affectionate proprietorial attitude towards them: several had nicknames—Old Ratty, Sexy Sis, Bigbum, Pruneface—for he had grown up with them; they were his pets.  Given the opportunity, he would probably have died to protect them.  He did not, of course, regard them as human beings.​[156]​  

Until this point we have never seen a Realist Jerry Cornelius; nor have we been given prior indication that Jerry would ever be portrayed as a Realist character.  It actively undermines the figure already established to the reader as a character derived from genre fantasy stereotypes.  We are suddenly allowed to see the attitudes of someone who might want to see themselves as the untouchable, glamorous figure of Jerry Cornelius the all-purpose human being: a naïve, fundamentally impractical and immature romantic.  From this perspective, a pragmatic, hardworking but ruthless businesslike attitude to the world would appear oppositional, confrontational—perhaps villainous.  Predictably then, the villainous Frank of The Final Programme is here (re)cast as a smartly-dressed spiv dressed in ‘a blazer with polished steel buttons, grey flannels, an open-neck white shirt, a yellow cravat with a horseshoe motif’ who exclaims when he sees Jerry: ‘They should never have abolished National Service.  Look at you!’​[157]​  The upwardly mobile Frank intends to make money selling local property on to the council during its gentrification of the area.  Jerry’s response to this sets the tone for the Realist passages of the book and raises the themes of much of Moorcock’s project:  
Absently, Jerry popped a mandy into his mouth.  ‘It’s idealists like me the world needs.  Not grafters like you.’  
This seemed to improve Frank’s spirits.  He put a condescending hand on Jerry’s forearm.  ‘But it’s a grafter’s world, my son.’
‘Yeah?’
‘Most definitely, young Jerry.’ 
Jerry sniffed.  ‘I’ll let you get on with it then.’​[158]​  

This conflict of approaches to the world is worked through to several different conclusions during the course of the Cornelius novels and stories.  It is a position which Moorcock himself might be read as occupying, as the roles of pulp writer and literary editor combine elements from both the grafter Frank and the idealist Jerry as they are presented in this section.  It is indicative of this that neither approach is presented as ‘whole’ during the course of the novel, the conflict between them is essential to Moorcock’s project; anarchism does not lie on one side or another in a dispute but in the negotiation, the balance, between them.
At least two different Jerry’s co-exist within The Condition of Muzak, the idealist adolescent, Realist-Jerry, and the Fantasy-Jerry of the earlier narratives. The two versions double one another: where Realist-Jerry merely watched the nuns from afar, Fantasy-Jerry walks calmly into a gadget-laden version of the convent to access its secrets with the simpering nuns standing in his shadow:
Jerry struggled into his pink tweed Cardin suit.  The waistcoat was a little tight and he had to undo the shoulder holster by a notch but otherwise he looked as sharp as he had always done.  He pulled his needler free and checked that the magazine was full, each hollow dart containing a neat 50ccs of Librium: a perfect hunting charge.  He smoothed his long, fine hair about his face as he stood in front of the looking-glass, well satisfied, in the circumstances with his appearance.  He checked his watches.  Both waited at zero.  He crossed his wrists and started the watches.  The hands moved at a steady rate.  [….]
Turning right into Westbourne Park Road he stopped outside the main gate of the Convent of the Poor Clares.  He did not bother to lock the car.  He knew he could rely on its aura to protect it.  
Sister Eugenia, the Mother Superior, herself greeted Jerry as she opened the grilled steel door which led directly into the shadowy Visitor’s Chapel with its hideous green, yellow and pink Crucifixion above the green marble tiles, the brass, the tasselled purple of the alter.​[159]​  

It is a telling descriptive detail that this Jerry stands before a looking-glass, not merely a mirror; his is a looking-glass world in relation to the Realist-Jerry’s fantasy life.  ‘[H]igh on pain-killers and a sense of his own immortality’ he embodies the absolute assurance which the Realist-Jerry cannot attain.​[160]​  He is the opposing, idealised figure of the self-conscious awkwardness with which Realist-Jerry moves through the world:
‘Bloody hell,’ said Jerry miserably as he backed into the corner of the white room, his elbow almost dislodging a particularly ugly china dog on a shelf, ‘there must be every trendy in the King’s Road here, Cath.’[….]
Jerry tasted his punch.  He had got his new brown and white William Morris shirt sleeve wet ladling the stuff into his cup.  He had only come because Catherine had told him he would be able to make the right sort of contacts.  The trouble was that every time someone spoke to him in one of those high-pitched voices his throat tightened and he could only grunt at them.​[161]​  

Realist-Jerry is a socially inept male, reliant on the confidence and capability of his sister to rescue him; he is a far cry from the suave, slick Fantasy-Jerry in whose world male power, and the power of Jerry Cornelius, predominate and women are happy to reflect men.  
Fantasy-Jerry is one who has, in the words of Walter Pater with which Moorcock opens the novel, achieved the ‘condition of music’, but in a warped world of male fantasy, distorted to Muzak.​[162]​  It is the Realist Jerry whose self-absorption and lack of success will drive the fantasy of an invincible, glamorous and Fantasy Jerry Cornelius, thus subverting and parodying itself through its protagonist’s own dream-life.  Frank Cornelius in the world of Fantasy-Jerry is a decaying, physically and mentally inferior figure figure:  
‘Get out of my car,’ said Jerry.  ‘You’re coming to bits all over the upholstery.  You used to be such a nice young man, too.’  
‘I’m a martyr to science, that’s my trouble.  I abandoned a lucrative profession in the property business in order to further my researches and thus become a slave to tempodex.’  Frank’s skin twitched all over.  Then, as Jerry watched, he changed to the colour of grey flannel.​[163]​  

As a grafter in Realist-Jerry’s world, taking advantage of others for financial advantage becomes literal vampirism in the Fantasy-Jerry narrative:
Even as Jerry came in he saw Frank stoop and kiss one of the girls full on the mouth, seeming to suck the last of her substance from her.  Now she was in pretty much the condition in which Frank had been a moment or two ago.​[164]​  

For Realist-Jerry, Fantasy-Jerry is a straightforward escape, a departure from his all-too-familiar life into one which conforms more proximately to his own drives, an egocentric universe, but since we see that Realist-Jerry does not live in the same universe, nor have access to the universe of Fantasy-Jerry, it becomes apparent that this fantasy is ideological and escapist.  The landscape of London reflects the romantic idealism of Realist-Jerry as mundane details in one narrative world come to reveal a deeper, more authentic substance behind them, a world of adventures, mysteries and occult devices:
He recalled a rumour he had heard from a fourteen-year-old biker speed freak who had given him a lift when his Phantom had been shot up by local vigilantes just outside Birmingham.  According to the biker there was at least one ancient tunnel running under Ladbroke Grove from the Convent of the Poor Clares.  The tunnel, the speed freak had told him, led into all sorts of other dimensions.  It was a familiar rumour.  A family legend hinted at something similar.​[165]​  

These rabbit holes beneath the familiar world of London lead to the wonderlands of the multiverse allowing the novel to be read in several ways.  Taken together, these sections either turn the narrative into a fantasy anti-novel or a novel containing, and confining fantasy elements within a Realist world as psychological representation.  One interpretation might suggest that the text creates specific expectations, suggesting fantasy as a frame of reference, only to subvert these expectations in the following section where the point of resolution lies with the reader accepting them as hallucination.  Alternatively, they can be read as presenting unresolved contrary versions which must be negotiated or tested by each reader in turn, as anti-novel where there is no absolutely authoritative narrative which confines or structures our reception of them.  The effect in each instance is an aesthetically anarchic one: it either offers no end to the possible interpretations or presents firm interpretations which are constantly under threat of multiple subversions.      
There is, however, a point at which the Realist and Fantasy Jerrys begin to blur which, while accentuating the tension between the two styles of narration, reveals a third Jerry Cornelius, more like the protagonist(s) of the first three novels with his appearance in this forth novel complicating the reader’s acceptance of the text.  He disrupts the tension between the fantasy, non-fantasy and anti-novel interpretations by existing in a layer beyond them which seems to definitively reinstate the multiverse as the authoritative metanarrative.  This is much like the conceptualisation of fantasy of M. John Harrison, particularly visible in his Viriconium sequence of texts The Pastel City (1971), A Storm of Wings (1980), In Viriconium (1982) and Viriconium Nights (1985).  
In Harrison’s Viriconium texts the city of Viriconium is always different and always the same.  Each ‘return’ there is a re-imagining of the setting and characters of the previous novels: ‘Geography shifts and epochs waver but Viriconium survives, an aspect of the Eternal City: at once fluid and intractable’.​[166]​  The city is much like Moorcock’s Tanelorn as symbolic heart of, and metaphor for, the multiverse; it is sometimes substituted for the idea of itself, sometimes only exists as an idea.  Colin Greenland and Nick Pratt describe Harrison’s deliberate undecidablity as a process of deliberately unsettling the reader by ‘sabotaging the familiar machinery of SF’, refusing its demands of logical relationships with progress in favour of a more associative use.​[167]​  It is clearly related both to Ballard’s techniques in his ‘condensed novels’ and Moorcock’s Jerry Cornelius fictions, but it remains aesthetically distanced by necessity at this time; Harrison’s fiction does not address politics directly, his fictions are aesthetically anarchic but not politically anarchist.  As Nick Freeman observes, ‘it has never been Harrison’s intention to provide answers to the problems he identifies and dramatises’ in his Viriconium narratives so they do not reach ‘a harmonious political position beyond the broadly humanistic’.​[168]​  
Harrison’s later novels have clearer political critique; Light (2002), for example, critiques postmodernism as an aesthetic of escapism.  The following passage seems to be a response to the use of the ‘carnivalesque’ in postmodernist criticism where Harrison uses Light to question the desire to be unique through commodified forms: 
Circus was in the streets.  It was inside people’s heads.  Eat fire? Everyone was a fire-eater.  Everyone had geek genes and a story to tell.  Sentient tattoos made everyone the Illustrated Man.  Everyone was high on some flying trapeze issue of their own.  It was the flight into the grotesque.​[169]​

Here, Harrison is perhaps alluding to the fantasy of writers like Angela Carter (particularly Nights at the Circus) where characters are knowingly symbolic and use story self-reflexively.  What clearly links Harrison and Moorcock’s techniques are two interrelated ideas: 1) that fantasy forms are constituted afresh each time they are written and so the ‘same’ character/setting can have different qualities each time it is used; and 2) that fantasy forms have an implicit politics embedded within them.  Intriguingly, although Moorcock retains a more overt political focus, his later work and Harrison’s fictions have moved closer to one another in style and content: both presenting worlds which dramatise political and social problems in detail while offering only provisional responses rather than closure.    
Moorcock’s recent extensions of his multiverse extend the idea of open-ended fiction to both narrative structure and the overarching fantasy mode.  Although he has continued to write Cornelius narratives (most notably Firing the Cathedral, a response to George W. Bush’s response to 9/11, written and published in 2002), he has curbed some of its stylistic extremes and sublimated them to alternative forms.  The Surrealist entropy of Jerry’s multiverse reappears, or is re-written, as cultural entropy: where one historical form of energy release is taken up and mobilised by many other groups in the polyglot language of the imposing city of London in King of the City (2000).  The verbose style of King of the City, with its knowing Cockney narrator Denny Dover and intensely rhythmic pacing imitates the chant-like urban shamanism of Iain Sinclair, mixing contracted metaphors with personal and local history.  Through Denny’s narration Moorcock attempts to express the constant exchanges and historical cultural linkages of contemporary multicultural modernity as a linguistic process whereby the entropy of one generation’s ‘system’ is used to organise new urban identities by contemporary generations moving in wider systems of social order.   In this novel Moorcock celebrates the conveyance of history by language, calling on the ‘vital heart’ of communication as the true spirit of London:
From Brookgate to Bombay to Boston all these rich lagoons of argot and cant, pidgin and patois and parlay spill one into another and make a stream and make a flood that roars back into every gutter and pipe and crack in the London pavement.​[170]​  
     
Language as major bodies of water suggests two images: first, the constant flexible and negotiated process of re-naming seas, lakes and oceans according to historical regime or national origin where the same ‘territory’ can be known under many signs and which can be both colonial and post-colonial, authoritarian and resistant; second, the image of fluidity itself as something which is inherently constantly deterritorialising itself, constantly flowing away somewhere else, something which resists authority and ‘finds its own level’, unfixable precisely because it is process itself.  Here Moorcock’s vision of the language of the urban environment has moved on from the failed romantic figure of the disappointed 1960s, represented by the ‘real’ Jerry Cornelius, to become the more cynical voice of paparazzo photographer Denny Dover.   
Further, Moorcock’s language in the novel has returned to a renegotiation with Realism.   Where the ‘real’ Jerry Cornelius of The Condition of Muzak failed to play in a successful rock band, Denny succeeded and then moved on to more lucrative enterprises; Denny is thus partly a synthesis of the bohemian Jerry with his hard-nosed brother Frank and partly something closer to Moorcock’s own background.  He becomes a means for placing some autobiographical detail within the structure of the novel as a figure who might represent an alternate Michael Moorcock, as he might have been had he made certain choices.  This savvy, swaggering voice allows Moorcock to blend his own polemical position with that of a tabloid newspaper, creating a ‘hard-edged’ rant capable of swinging from media hyperbole to social justice.  Into  King of the City Moorcock squeezes shorthand forms of his own passionate interest in progress, making Denny acquainted with the East End characters and novelists, such as Robin Cook (a.k.a. Derek Raymond), and with the real members of Hawkwind and The Deep Fix, such as the ubiquitous Ian 'Lemmy' Kilmister, whom Moorcock has known and played alongside.  Denny Dover is an autobiographical avatar of Moorcock in one sense, yet remains clearly distanced in many important respects.  He represents some aspects of Moorcock’s personal history one moment, embodying character flaws Moorcock has always condemned in others the next.  This indirect relationship to the author mimics the relation of the multiverse to the universe outside the fiction: a(n internally consistent) parallel which implicitly critiques its original, both reflecting and deviating, as a mirror and a filtering lens.  
King of the City concludes in the near future where Denny, having Quixotically journeyed to Kosovo to cover the conflict and been injured by ‘friendly fire’ concludes his convalescence in a cyberpunk-infused London where a more Anarchistic form of governance has arisen in the world.  In this political environment and social order corporations and governments are made accountable and responsible directly to community groups.  This New World(s) Order proposes a peaceful dialogic system of international democratization, starting by removing ‘Monetarism [as] a philosophy of division’, to build a world of egalitarian communities and liberation, free from monopoly (in both state and multinational form) making companies ‘responsive rather than aggressive in their trading techniques’.​[171]​  It suggests a post-revolutionary society which is not unrecognisably altered but clearly differently organised, a fleeting vision of an anarchist future logically connected to our present.  
In this connection it is difficult not to relate Moorcock’s work to the currents of postmodernism, particularly since the intellectual circles which have produced the chief theorists and theories of postmodernism are of the same generations as Moorcock.  Postmodernism is much like New Left anarchism in certain ways because it has emerged from the same set of cultural networks which extend between Europe, America and Britain.  Richard Gombin’s work, such as The Origins of Modern Leftism (1975) and The Radical Tradition (1978), details how one way of constructing the movements as a unified tradition was superseded by a tendency towards dividing them into interest groups.​[172]​  The reality of postmodernism can be argued to be derived from whether or not this tendency is viewed as a cultural move or a movement of cultural theory.  Moorcock has termed, half-jokingly, his own Cornelius fictions ‘postmodernist before the term was invented’,​[173]​ but his own political commitments are firmly against the idea of treating all possible metanarratives as a unified plane irrespective of their relevant ethical claims.  His politics demands a political commitment.  As we shall see, so do those of the writers who will follow in this thesis, although their relative positions in respect to postmodernism vary, their commitment to ethical and political ideals does not.      

Conclusions
Moorcock’s multiverse unifies the demands of an anarchic avant-garde aesthetic with political commitment to an anarchist perspective.  Moorcock’s use of the form of the multiverse—consisting of both parallel and nested universes which overlap and interact—has developed from a simple technique for linking his heroic fantasy narratives together into a statement of unending plurality and development, an overarching anarchic framework for a free play of interpretation.  Where a writer can create sequels and prequels in a single continuity where consistency, and the status quo, must be maintained, in a multiverse alternate continuities can be developed in parallel to suggest radically different alternatives to the present world as it is now as alternate nows.  What Moorcock’s corpus of writing makes clear mimetically by having a multiverse linking Jerry Cornelius, von Bek, Karl Glogauer, Jherek Carnelian and the parallel stories of historical fictions, is that he writes with intense deliberation in each genre, exploring themes and characters through a multiplicity of scenarios.  Moorcock’s multiverse is one long manifesto for progressive change. The multiverse is also the name of Moorcock’s online discussion community forum: through this forum he maintains an interest and engagement with anarchist thought and with the contemporary voices of protest whose allegiances go along with anarchism <www.multiverse.org>; the forum has specific threads for disseminating commentaries about the infringement or validation of civil rights and freedom of speech around the world.​[174]​  It becomes a kind of concrete support network of readers with shared interests loosely but persistently connected to his fictions. 
As a literary device the multiverse unites the farce of the Dancers at the End of Time, the black comedy and ironic positioning of Jerry Cornelius and more character-driven novels such as King of the City without closing down potentialities.  The multiverse operates as an opening bracket with no possibility of closure—to which further opening brackets can be added—constantly allowing for complimentary or contradictory rewriting by refusing finality.  There is a constant opening out, the continuous unfolding of the multiverse, which allows the possibility of allegorical and historical comparison in genres concerned with immediacy.  I suggest that Moorcock’s early conception of the Cornelius Quartet as a ‘faceted structure’ was wholly sublimated to the overarching structure of the multiverse, at first unconsciously and then with increasing deliberateness; that his rewritings of early texts and writing of sequels to them which cross-reference his other novels represent the more significant fulfilment of this ideal anarchist aesthetic than his impulses toward Surrealism or absurdism can accomplish in themselves.  The multiverse as a whole can thus be understood as a series of ‘different planes’ of meaning ‘which can be seen through other planes’ in an anarchic free play of interpretation where each interpretation is equal to each other interpretation: the multiverse as a whole can function ‘as a faceted structure, like a diamond, with a lot of different planes which can be seen through other planes’ in a way that the Cornelius Quartet cannot because of the demands of narrative.​[175]​  
Moorcock’s multiverse has both politically anarchist content and an anarchic aesthetic.  It stands anarchically against the concept of monocultures, celebrating the interaction of multiple world views, expressing Moorcock’s desire to see an end to centricism (phallocentricism, ethnocentricism) in favour of equality and plurality.  The multiverse has thus developed into a means for asserting his anarchist politics in an aesthetic medium.  It allows him to retain both Realist narratives, where alternate historical perspectives can be offered within the mode of the dominant literary discourses of historiographic fiction, in parallel with his interests in Surrealism as an anarchic aesthetic of resistance.  The multiverse is a practical tool for holding both approaches together as of potentially equal value: as alternate ‘universes’ they share the multiverse on an equal plane.  Moorcock describes the multiverse as being dependent on a ‘cosmic balance’ and this balance is directly analogous to his vision of anarchism, something not affiliated to law or chaos but naturally produced through the balance between them; the form of the multiverse stands for Moorcock’s strategy of pluralistic dialogue, dialectical progression, through negotiation and debate, and it functions as the technique through which he maintains its process in his fiction.  








This chapter considers Angela Carter as a Surrealist, an argument extended from Nichola Pitchford’s verdict that Carter’s fiction demonstrates her strong political inclinations because ‘it is impossible to separate fantasy from pragmatism, substance from style, or old stories from new versions if one is to understand the real political power of fictions.’​[176]​  How then, is political commitment, such as a feminist stance, to be located in respect to Surrealism in the writing of Angela Carter and how are we to situate her writings within a continuum of other writers?  
As ever, the question remains the same as that asked by the Left Review in the early twentieth-century: what is the most effective or appropriate way to express radical political ideas within an aesthetic medium?; should these ideas be explored with a measure of distance or expressed more directly in overtly political terms?; should formal considerations or ‘content’ be privileged in political fiction? This chapter examines how the aesthetic of Surrealism in Carter is linked to left radical politics, specifically how it connects her Socialist and feminist perspectives.    
Carol McGuirk, reviewing three separate books on Carter for Science Fiction Studies, demonstrates the problematic nature of describing Carter’s work with a series of queries on how to locate Carter:
Is she best approached through her ideas or through her images—i.e., her by turns gothic and festive representations of the body? Is she a philosopher or a gadfly? Is she tragic or comic, postmodern or surreal or realistic? Are we being invited to a lustily transgressive carnival or a grim and decadent masquerade? Did Carter write fantasy, historical fiction, science fiction, feminist polemic, or anti-feminist polemic? The answer is Yes.​[177]​

The distinctions McGuirk establishes (and finds unresolved in all three books under review) are all questions of whether Carter’s prose is ‘aesthetically distanced’ and ironic, or ‘committed’, unironically, to an emancipatory politics.  It is perhaps so difficult to define Carter’s work as a corpus because it maps a series of shifts which are themselves related to wider shifts in the interests of the Women’s Movement and the historical development of feminism.  
In her anthology charting the development of Feminism and the Women’s Movement,’67, ’78, ’88: From Women’s Liberation to Feminism (1988), Amanda Sebestyen describes some of the difficulties of definition she encountered in trying to collate a set of histories within a feminist framework.  In the process she offers a very useful distinction:    
In the course of 20 years, Women’s Liberation has thrown up its waves of opposition.  First lesbian women, then working-class women, then Black, then women with disabilities have changed the movement that they joined.  You could call these groups the official opposition, the political conscience.  
There has to be an unofficial opposition, eventually voting with their feet [….] Most are not ex-feminists, even less post-feminists, more what I once wrote about as graduate feminists: ‘that moment when a woman shifts from being feminist-as-noun (radical feminist/ socialist feminist/ lesbian feminist) to feminist-as-adjective: feminist academic, feminist writer, feminist therapist.’​[178]​

When considering the work of Angela Carter as a politically engaged writer it is important to note that her writing demonstrates some of the same characteristics of this ‘unofficial opposition’ within the history of feminism: the shift from feminist-as-noun (Socialist feminist) to feminist-as-adjective, which, Sebestyen argues, occurs when feminism becomes an integral part of the work of the writer/artist/activist within a wide critical vision of contemporary society.  I suggest that Carter’s fictions thematise these shifts through the relations between her characters, and that we can locate her as feminist Surrealist; she demonstrates her feminist leanings within a process of Surrealist rupture with the ‘generic’ modes she employs within her texts.  
Numerous other commentators have discussed the relation of specific Carter texts to the imagery of the Surrealists and to the ideas of Surrealism: from Sue Roe’s ‘The Disorder of Love: Angela Carter’s Surrealist Collage’ and Susan Rubin Suleiman’s ‘The Fate of the Surrealist Imagination in the Society of the Spectacle’ (Flesh and the Mirror ed. Sage, 1994); to more contemporary conference papers on ‘Re-reading Surrealism Through Angela Carter: The Femme-enfant Tears Through the Text’ (Catriona McAra, ‘The Fairy Tale After Angela Carter’, 2009) comparing key images from Angela Carter’s Bloody Chamber (1979) with Dorothea Tanning’s Surrealist novel Chasm: A Weekend (2004), first published as Abyss (1977).  Other scholars have drawn attention to lost or forgotten links between Carter and the Surrealists, such as Anna Watz of Uppsala University who tells us that in 1972 Carter was contracted to translate Xaviére Gauthier’s Surréalisme et Sexualité (1971) and did so, the final text never emerging for evaluation.​[179]​  There are ample indications of continuous interactions between Carter and Surrealism, and if we take into account certain redefinitions of Surrealism as a specifically political and emancipatory aesthetic, an argument forwarded variously in The Surrealist Mind (1991), The Genres and Genders of Surrealism (1999) and by the editors of Surrealism Against the Current (2001), we can review the whole of Carter’s corpus in light of her varying engagements with Surrealism in her anti-realist and fantastic fictions, and see how this might be unified with Carter’s political interests.  
Carter’s left wing political stance is well documented, from her famous utterances such as: ‘I’m a Socialist damn it! How can you expect me to be interested in fairies?’ (1984​[180]​) to her placing of socialist rhetoric in the mouths of incongruous characters such as Oberon, king of the Fairies in O Come Unto These Yellow Sands (1979).  Because she insists on the interpenetration of political and aesthetic interests her work must be considered in respect to a tradition of politically engaged literature.  Moorcock is a useful comparison: Carter shares both historical ties and fictional interests with Moorcock; she is from a similar area of London and is of the same generation.  Like Moorcock, she demonstrates an abiding interest in popular literatures as a cultural manifestation of the interests of working class, bohemian and youth cultures.  Carter employs the generic modes of popular fiction and mass culture throughout her work to enter into a political dialogue with culture as a whole, by exploring how its fringes are formulated in respect to its centres.  Unlike Moorcock she is quick to demonstrate scepticism and offer critique of the fringes: where he often spreads his critical messages over a number of texts, due to developing his technique within a populist, pulp milieu, Carter concentrates her critical techniques, starting from a distanced position, outside the ‘generic’ modes she is engaging with.  Her work appears to begin from a position which implicitly favours an aesthetically distanced perspective over a politically committed one, yet she seeks to close down the distance in other ways, actively embracing genre techniques for specific purposes; this immediately suggests a critical relationship with postmodernism.  

I: Postmodernism and Magic Realism
Where then does Angela Carter’s work stand in respect to postmodernism? Given that she has often been discussed as belonging to postmodernist categories such as magic realism, is her relationship with postmodernism less problematic or critical?  As we have seen, Moorcock’s stance in respect to postmodernism is necessarily a hesitant one, since he is committed to the emancipatory metanarrative of anarchism.  I suggest that Carter’s stance is equally cautious and that, in fact, postmodernism is a problem which she engages with through her work: the fictions of Carter’s which have been most often described as postmodernist are in fact negotiations between the intellectual impulses identified as postmodernism and other politically committed positions.    
I resist the tendency in literary criticism to place Carter within a tradition of ‘magic realism’ derived from Borges and Marquez because in claiming Carter’s writing as a ‘British version’ of magic realism there is a distinct tendency towards (unintentionally) exoticising the magic realist tradition in the act of appropriating it, which works against the postcolonial critique of much magic realist fiction.  Postcolonialism is crucial to understanding magic realism in context; Maggie Ann Bowers’ book Magic(al) Realism gives a rehearsal of the critical stance of postcolonial magic realism as follows:
The Indian critic Kum Kum Sangari proposes that the magical realist attack on dominant culture and its authoritative version of the truth actually provides a new and more ‘comprehensive mode of referentiality’ (1987: 163 [​[181]​]).  By this she means that it provides a new way of understanding categories without having to rely on absolute truth or fixed definitions.  This point of view is shared by many critics of magical realism who recognise that by breaking down the notion of an absolute truth, and a singular version of reality, magical realism allows for the possibility of many truths to exist simultaneously.  ​[182]​  

In this instance, the truths which co-exist are the contrary metanarratives of colonising and colonised cultures.  The problem with this perspective when it applies to Western-orientated books is that it can still perpetuate a tacit Orientalism: it incidentally puts forward the implication that inserting magical elements into Realism is more ‘authentic’ because it is non-Western.  It is based upon an assumption that the Realist genre is inherently normatively Western (metaphysically) and that the inclusion of the fantastic within it is therefore automatically subversive of this.  Moreover, ‘magic’ is, in this schema, considered intrinsically progressive in a way that an experimental Modernist or Surrealist frame of reference, or other genre fiction techniques, would not be because of their association with European (or Eurocentric) art.  Surrealism and the borrowing of genre fiction tropes are tacitly assumed to be equally bound to modernity and to Western metaphysics and therefore less authentic positions from which to question the validity of Western values; this is problematic.  
The introduction of ‘magic’ becomes codified as an exoticising gesture complicit in ideology despite the fact that this is exactly the reverse of its intent.  In this context the presence of pre-literate cultural traditions succumbs to a de-politicisation where the ‘magic’ of ‘magic realism’ is consumed as an authentic novelty characteristic of a non-Western perspective (despite the audience for novels in general being predominantly Western orientated), and appears primarily as a market-category: local colour, minority interest.  This tension can disrupt the functions ascribed to magic realism, even in the process of asserting it, and it is precisely such thinking that Carter’s writing explicitly opposes.  On the comparison between her work and Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Carter comments in interview with John Haffenden that ‘the kinds of social forces which produce a writer like Marquez are in fact very different from those that produced, say, me’.​[183]​  She refuses the conceptual conflation of her own work with that of a magic realist tradition, saying ‘we don’t have an illiterate and superstitious peasantry with a very rich heritage of abstruse fictional material’ in Britain and North Western Europe, ‘[o]ur literary heritage is a kind of folklore’.​[184]​  Her fictions concentrate on the social forces that produced herself: Carter critiques those social forces from within using the traditions of literary fiction which most clearly express the underlying social character as she sees it, focussing on the ‘moment when things of which you have a theoretical knowledge actually start to apply to oneself’.​[185]​  To place Carter’s work into a ‘magic realist’ tradition would be to place it into a field of knowledge where magic is presumed to operate counter to the materialist concerns of her fiction rather than as a metaphor for expressing a materialist critique of her own society.     
The distinction is important; it reorientates how we might receive Carter’s relationships with other modes of fiction in terms of category resistance and category invocation within her writings.  Anne Hegerfeldt’s introduction to Lies That Tell the Truth: Magical Realism Seen Through Contemporary Fiction from Britain explains that her approach to the question of category is based on the conjunction of literary effects which ‘give rise to magic realism’s typical features’:        
(1) magic realism’s adaptation of other genres and modes; (2) its use of ex-centric focalisers; (3) its critiques of paradigms of knowledge production; (4) its inversion of the Western categories of ‘real’ and ‘fantastic’; and (5) strategies of literalization.  It will be seen that these techniques, while on the surface quite dissimilar, actually are complementary, each contributing to the postcolonial project that is central to magic realist fiction.​[186]​ 

The three categories of Hegerfeldt’s which can be most directly applied to Carter’s work are: ‘ex-centric focalizers’, ‘strategies of literalization’ and ‘critiques of paradigms of knowledge production’.  These features are present in Carter’s work in ways which are not ‘magic(al) realist’ nor ‘postcolonial’ but are associated with a recognisable historical critique of the avant-garde, specifically, Surrealism and its affliation with contemporary SF and fantasy.  From an avant-gardist perspective the ‘adaptation of other genres and modes’ and inverting the ‘Western categories of “real” and “fantastic”’ are both part of the same overall project, bringing about revolutionary thought through juxtaposition and defamiliarisation (ostranenie​[187]​): we can identify this impulse from Brecht to Breton and their followers, and also through Darko Suvin’s conception of ‘cognitive estrangement’ within SF and fantasy.    
The idea of ‘Ex-centricity’ is important to both aesthetic and political avant-gardes: upsetting the definitions of the centre requires a focus on the marginal.  It is a point Gayatri Spivak makes in her comparison of the ‘deep structures’ of Marxism, Freudianism and feminism in terms of their shared emphasis on the importance of the latent content of language and culture (‘Feminism and Critical Theory’​[188]​).  From this idea Spivak theorises that the history of critical theory indicates that it is primarily from marginalised positions that the cultural centre can be effectively critiqued.  Hegerfeldt argues that a defining characteristic of magic realism is the ‘multiple encoding of marginality’ through ‘the recurring combination of the female gender with two other traditionally recognisable categories of the marginal: the physical abnormality and an affiliation with the world of entertainment (varieté, the circus)’ which are highly visible in Carter’s work.​[189]​  I argue that Carter’s use of multiply-encoded marginality follows a similar ‘deep structural’ path to Spivak, dramatising a conflict between various forms of ‘incredulity towards metanarratives’ (Lyotard), both intellectual and anti-intellectual, and between various permutations of Marxian critique, all of which Carter treats ironically.  This might be regarded as similar to Linda Hutcheon’s description of postmodern irony as that which irreducibly subverts; where non-postmodern irony is based on the implied superiority of a transcendent subject position (one who is ultimately knowing): ‘[p]ostmodern irony is suspicious of any such claim to transcendence, universality and power’.​[190]​  Although both forms of irony rely on self-reflexive distancing, Hutcheon argues that postmodern irony does not seek to resolve or transcend the contradictions it foregrounds, avoiding aesthetic closure in its exposition of the ‘disjunctive’.  In the process postmodernism can be said to avoid actively expressing any positive position without irony, a political critique of its power common among modern Marxists and feminists.  Hutcheon demonstrates an awareness this problem,  writing: ‘postmodern irony is the structural recognition that discourse today cannot avoid acknowledging its situation in the world it represents: irony’s critique, in other words, will always be at least somewhat complicitous with the dominants it contests but within which it cannot help existing’.​[191]​ The most significant problem of postmodern irony is the one which she acknowledges as the major criticism from both Marxist and feminist positions, ‘whether this “lightness of thoughtfulness” can go beyond the destabilising and dismantling to construct something new’.​[192]​   
In Postmodern Revisionings of the Political, Anna Yeatman goes further, stating that the foundations of feminism and postmodernism are firmly based within the structures of representation they offer critique of: universal liberalism and Enlightenment reason.  In being dependent on concepts of ‘the value of individual self-determination and its relationship to the self-determining properties of the citizen community or polity’ these principles must be cautious to avoid undermining their own position. ​[193]​  She writes that ‘the hallmark of a postmodern emancipatory politics is taken to be its insistence that meaning, truth, identity, right and community are all values that lie within a politics of representation’ and that this should be a step towards making a practical, positive change.​[194]​  Following these perspectives I suggest that Carter’s novels are predicated on writing an immanent critique of the cultural forms which became known as ‘postmodernism’, drawing on a history of politically committed positions while acknowledging that the formation of her own criticism in the post-1960s critical theoretical framework is necessarily bound to repeat a number of the same characteristics of ‘postmodernity’.  As Patricia Waugh writes, ‘Carter’s resistance to a fully postmodern semiosis was always based in her recognition that without an identity grounded in “experiences of the body”, even one fractured by differences of race, class, sexuality, and ethnicity, feminism could hardly survive as a political movement of solidarity among women.’​[195]​   I believe that Carter recognises postmodernism’s dominance as a set of techniques, but while using the same frame of reference, does not wholly accept ‘postmodernism’ as a critical tactic, offering instead a return to a politically committed approach.  Carter uses dialectical exchanges between postmodernist techniques and approaches which maintain the political metanarrative of emancipation and I argue that these correspond to the dialectic of imagination and materialism embedded in Surrealism.    
David Punter offers a description of the dialectical formations within Carter’s fictions in his essay on ‘Angela Carter’s Magic Realism’.  Despite Punter’s title I contend that the aesthetic Punter is actually describing is not magical realism but Surrealism.  Punter’s reading of Carter seizes on moments within her fictions where characters undergo crises of realisation about the overdetermined nature of their own existence.  He argues that such moments for characters lead to corresponding readerly moments and thus form an important part of Carter’s political engagement.  At these moments, Carter’s texts present worlds where everything is a plenum of contradictory metanarratives always already too full of contradictory histories and meanings in the form of stories.  These moments present simultaneously a world of illusions and trickery, language and mind games, while also saying that everything in her fictions remains exactly as it seems: image is essence.  This is a critical adaptation of Surrealist use of fantasy: contradictory images reflect a greater contradiction of essence.  Punter writes that her fiction demonstrates some of the death of affect found in postmodernist and ‘blank generation’ writing (Punter refers to Bret Easton Ellis’ Glamorama) while exhibiting an obsession with meaning and detail: 
What Carter is saying here is, perhaps, of a piece with [the] fear of cultural reductivism [of Glamorama].  To be exactly what it seems, the world would have to stand between such reduction [to ‘What you see is what you get’] and the manic roaring in the ears of vertigo, of being exposed to ‘too many roses’[Carter, ‘Lady of the House of Love’]; a balance would have to be struck on this difficult, geometry-defying terrain.  But if everything is ‘exactly as it seems’, why would this simultaneously imply that we are trapped in illusions? Because, to use the most obvious key from Carter’s own work, we have to run the tricky course between admitting the unyieldingness of the woods, the immovable fixity of the castle on the one hand, and on the other the ceaseless restlessness of desire; which may be illusion but nevertheless makes the world go round [.]​[196]​

Punter is describing a distinctly Althusserian sense of materialism within the fantastic elements of Carter’s prose which is orientated simultaneously towards two loci:  First, an externalised perspective, exposing the linkages of economic, political and ideological practices as an actually existing real world, independent of subjective experience; second, a perspective, employing psychoanalysis and an emphasis on subjectivity, which insists on the power of fantasy to shape the real and to invest it with meaning.  These two loci, underpinning Carter’s fictions, are also part of the central debates of feminism with the left in the 1970s, as the contributors to Papers on Patriarchy: Conference London 1976 indicate by referring explicitly to Althusser in articulating a need for feminism to formulate an ideological critique of the ‘acceptance of patriarchal oppression as natural [with] alternative explanations of it as socially determined’ to open up an imaginative space for what gendered relations might become, alongside an objective critique of how they actually exist.​[197]​  Hard-headed critical vision and experimental creative whimsy are clearly co-existent in Carter’s writing; in Surrealism they are similarly intimately related.   
Carter’s engagement with both the imaginary potential offered by fantasy and with the objective relations of the world simultaneously, are aspects of her political perspective as seen through juxtaposition and the mixing of registers and images.  One of the key characteristics of Carter’s work can thus be said to be an interest in collage which draws directly on Surrealism in both imagery and concepts; for Annette Shandler Levitt ‘The multiplicity-within-unity of collage’ makes it the ideal metaphor for grasping the essence of Surrealism.  She writes that the ‘experimentation of the avant-garde in Paris during the first decades of this [twentieth-]century, as well as its willingness to break rules, to mix media and genres, moods and techniques’ formed a unifying aesthetic: ‘“[u]nderlying all Surrealist art […] is the collage aesthetic”’.​[198]​  Significantly, Levitt concludes that the only way to continue the Surrealist tradition is to subvert it, suggesting that:  
[I]f it becomes more and more difficult to create illusion (‘illusion is no longer possible, because the real is no longer possible,’ says Jean Baudrillard) or to tell the difference between illusion and reality […] then it seems logical for artists of daring who understand the tradition to make use of [Surrealism] to dissect and, in part, to parody itself.​[199]​  

Although this statement is open to some critique it expresses a certain dissatisfaction with the existing modes of understanding relations between postmodernity and postmodernism, and with the ways that ‘subversion’ can become accepted as commonplace without being considered; the avant-garde is continuous aesthetic revolution.  It characterises the discontents of postmodernism, some of which have been dealt with in chapter one and more will be discussed in subsequent chapters, but what is of interest here is the way that Carter’s approach to Surrealism as fantasy manifests in her novels through a process of subversion and dialectical self-interrogation similar to that which Shandler Levitt identifies as crucial to its efficacy as an avant-garde form.  Sarah Gamble writes that: 
In an interview conducted in 1977, Lorna Sage quotes Carter’s description of The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman as the first book in a trilogy of ‘speculative novels’, the second volume of which was The Passion of New Eve.  However, as Elaine Jordan points out, the third volume of this supposed ‘trilogy’ was either never written, or remained purposely ambiguous.​[200]​

For all its ambiguous relation to them, I argue that the third book of this speculative trilogy, which completes the dialectical movement, is Nights at the Circus, which brings to fulfilment some of the Surrealist ideas of The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman and The Passion of New Eve.  


II. Surrealism: Identifying the Political Aesthetic
We must now understand Surrealism’s claims toward being a politically emancipatory mode.  The prolific art critic and anarchist Herbert Read embraced Surrealism as the fullest extension of his own left political interests available in the aesthetic arena.  He described the Surrealist impulse in Marxian materialist terms, stating that:  
Surrealism is the only movement in modern art outside Russia which: 
	has an aesthetic embracing every manifestation of the creative impulse,
	breaks with every convention of bourgeois academic art,
	claims to be the only true application of the principles of dialectical materialism.​[201]​  

Read favours Surrealism’s wide-ranging approach to the function of Art as something which is concerned with striving constantly towards the fullest possible expression of the status of being in the world, hence its claim to be the ‘only true application of the principles of dialectical materialism’.  It emphasises the importance of the internal and external world being understood together as a totality of human experience.  For Read, Surrealism aims to express how both rational and non-rational elements of the human mind can operate together to provide an emancipated way of life.  
J. H. Matthews argues that ‘the surrealist mind’ finds the pinnacle of its expression in a pure expression of duality: simultaneously ‘self-reflexive whilst nevertheless seeking to devise and implement extra- or anti-reflexive creative methods’, designated by Matthews as the ‘antirational’, and which operates in constant, unsettling dialogue with the rational.​[202]​   In the Surrealist tradition, to Matthews, the opposite of the rational becomes the ‘anti-rational’; it is not the lack of rationality, the irrational, but the conscious exploration of what lies beyond the scope of the rational, i.e., the fantastic in the imagination is also the fantastic in reality.  In this sense, Surrealism is something which is always working to find and engage with that which is ‘beyond’ the purview of the immediately real through fantastic worlds or estranged views of the existing world and through inquiry into the modes of expression of other cultures.  
Surrealism is historically concerned with understanding the perspectives offered by different cultures on its own materialist theory; this manifests as an interest in how other cultures describs the relationship between the rational and anti-rational aspects of subjective experience, something discussed by a number of commentators in Refusal of the Shadow: Surrealism and the Caribbean (ed. Michael Richardson).  The Surrealists themselves describe their attempt to find a ‘beyond’ in terms of ‘spirit’, where the term can act as a catch-all for both secular and non-secular meanings; deriving some of their ideas from Hegel, this use of the term implies a parity with the translations of ‘geist’ as something potentially unresolveable as ‘mind’ or ‘spirit’, where it can also stand for the materialist conception of a historical idea that has reached its apogee.   
Ruth Braddon’s lengthy and comprehensive biography Surreal Lives (2000), opens with the description of how the term ‘Surrealism’ was coined by Guillaume Apollinaire around 1917 (although he used it earlier, it was not yet defined) as a forward-looking description for ‘the New Spirit now abroad’; its description a product of ‘Apollinaire’s quenchless appetite for the new’, ​[203]​ where it implies that Surrealism is the zeitgeist or spirit of the age as well as alluding to Marx’s famous opening of The Communist Manifesto where he writes that ‘[a] spectre is haunting Europe—the spectre of Communism’.​[204]​  Braddon goes on to suggest that this appetite received relatively little welcome in the French culture of the time, suffering as it was under the shadow of the First World War.  This sceptical and distant reception of Surrealism is one which Carter’s own descriptions of Surrealism tend towards miming: a celebration of its revolutionary potential but then a withdrawal from its ‘excess’, she sees in it the power of revolutionary desire but interrogates it from a feminist perspective.  

III: Feminism versus Surrealism
How does Surrealism relate to feminism? Penelope Rosemont writes on this subject in the introduction to her anthology, Surrealist Women (1998):
Unlike most twentieth–century cultural and political currents, the Surrealist Movement has always opposed overt as well as de facto segregation along racial, ethnic or gender lines.  From the very first issue of La Revolution surréaliste, movement publications have featured writings by women alongside those of their male comrades [….] As one perceptive commentator has pointed out, ‘No comparable movement outside specifically feminist organizations has had such a high proportion of active women participants’.​[205]​

There is a problem here: despite the assertion of the egalitarianism of the Surrealists it can be noted from the volume of writings on Surrealism that many critics perceive it to be a primarily male-orientated or male-centred mode, either because of the preponderance of discussions of Breton, Brunel, Ernst, Tzara and others which situate them as central artists, or because of excess emphasis on certain marginal male figures.  The case of Artaud is particularly telling as an example: Antonin Artaud’s reputation for disruptive drama and personal ‘madness’ has been given a certain Byronic glamour in counter-cultural circles which has been denied to, say, Leonora Carrington, who also suffered from mental illness and had even closer ties to key figures like Max Ernst and whose writings and art are at least as eclectic and interesting.  Rosemont’s anthology attempts to demonstrate through its range and scope of work that this archival fever for centralising the movement around its most visible men was not part of Surrealist practice, something that the editors of the anthology Surrealism Against the Current concur with.​[206]​  They state that the Surrealist ideal is ‘proteiform, defined not by what it is but what it will become [….] the will to discover the point at which opposing categories are no longer perceived contradictorily (the “supreme point”)’ and for the Surrealists as a group, the collective egalitarian method was essential to this.​[207]​  The shared thesis of both anthologies is that much Surrealist thought and publication was grounded in the idea of group production and against emphasis on ‘central’ individuals, sanctioning all Surrealist activity primarily in respect to the group as a solidarity movement; as such it would be at the disposal of all members, internationally and across gender divides.    
In Carter’s major essay on the Surrealists as a group, ‘The Alchemy of the Word’, she gives a brief history of Surrealist ideas and her own encounter with them which reveals much about her own attitude to art and literature.  Carter celebrating wonder and pleasure from a left radical egalitarian perspective, finds Surrealism to be a defining aesthetic: ‘Surrealism celebrated wonder, the capacity for seeing the world as if for the first time’ but in a way which was ‘not a naïve wonder’, because ‘[t]he surrealists did not live in naïve times’, this aesthetic was joyous and radical.​[208]​  Although she discusses them as a historical moment in the development of both European art and, similarly, as a moment of the past in her own personal artistic development, the essay suggests that theirs is a past which demands excavation:     
The Zurich Dadas celebrated the end of the world, and of art with it.  However, the Russian Revolution of 1917 suggested the end of one world might mark the commencement of another world, one in which human beings themselves might take possession not only of their own lives but also of their own means of expressing the reality of that life, i.e. art.  It is possible for the true optimist to view the end the world with sang-froid.  What is so great about all this crap? Might there be something better? Surrealism’s undercurrent of joy, of delight, springs from its faith in humankind’s ability to recreate itself; the conviction that struggle can bring something better.​[209]​  

This emphasis on the avant-garde as an end-point which operates also as a new beginning extends implicitly from Carter’s own supposed closing words on Surrealism; her own ‘rejection’ of Surrealism, consigning them to her own personal history, marks also the beginning of her using them to initiate something new.  Because of Surrealism’s perceived conception and development by men and for men (the dominating figure of Andre Breton seeming to be central—something more recent commentaries question), its inability to ‘recognise [her] own rights to liberty and love and vision as an autonomous being’, Carter claims she ‘got bored with it and wandered away’.​[210]​  Yet in her work she returns repeatedly to Surrealism, referring to Surrealists textually in most of her major work and employing many of their textual devices in transformed guise.  We can see some trace of acknowledgement of that in ‘The Alchemy of the Word’, where Carter takes the juxtapositions of the Surrealists as the foundation of some of her own, finding in them things which can still be of use, critical and creative: 
The surrealists soon incorporated Marx, yet, with digestions like so many boa constrictors, were greedy for occult phenomena and utilised a poetic methodology based on analogy and inspiration.​[211]​  

I read this as indicative that she saw something in this tradition which would make room for her rights to liberty and love and vision, if it were adapted suitably to her own interests in the feminist consciousness; I argue that this is the essence of her engagement with Surrealism: continuing the project by transforming and updating its techniques.  Carter’s use of generic narrative forms is central to this.  


2: From The Infernal Desire Machines of Dr Hoffman to The Passion of New Eve: The alternating currents of Surrealism  
Carter’s most Surrealist work is that which makes most active use of generic modes to disjunctive effect; this manifests in the language and structures of The Infernal Desire Machines of Dr Hoffman and The Passion of New Eve as a strong conjugation of populist modes of writing and Surrealist imagery and concepts. 
 
I: The Machinery of Desire and the uses of Surrealist imagery
Both Desire Machines and New Eve employ Surrealist ideas in setting their scenes and initiating their plots.  Dr Hoffman’s machines are strongly connected to the idea of the modern metropolis as a material intersection between mind and place: 
Consider the nature of a city.  It is a vast repository of time, the discarded times of all the men and women who have lived, worked, dreamed and died in the streets which grow like wilfully organic things, unfurl like the petals of a mired rose and yet lack evanescence so entirely that they preserve the past in haphazard layers, so this alley is old while the avenue that runs beside it is newly built but nevertheless has been built over the deep-down, dead in the ground relics of the older, perhaps the original, huddle of alleys which germinated the entire quarter.  Dr Hoffman’s gigantic generators sent out a series of seismic vibrations which made cracks in the hitherto immutable surface of the time and space equation we had informally formulated in order to realise our city and, out of these cracks, well—nobody knew what would come next.​[212]​ 

This explicitly echoes the basis of the Surrealist dérive, that there are hidden spaces within the city which can be reached by wandering randomly, and have an altogether different atmosphere.  The concept has been handed down through the Situationist International as the idea of ‘psychogeography’, a correlation between randomly discovered urban space and liberation from everyday life.  (It is also a term revived by, among others, Alan Moore and Grant Morrison.)  In describing the material structure of the city as a place of preserved, concretized time, the disruption instituted by Hoffman, ‘nebulous time’, is directly akin to the social revolutionary forces which sweep New York in New Eve: something which connects mind with space in a concrete way.    
Evelyn experiences New York as a series of seismic disruptions in his own life, from being uprooted from England to being deprived of his job by physical expulsion from the university and then by the explosive demolition of the physical building embodying the institution; mental and physical disruptions echo one another, mental ones prefiguring physical ones.  While Desiderio’s description of life in a city under psychic attack is one of sustained degradation of the senses: ‘the cumulative psychological effect of all these distortions, combined with the dislocation of everyday life and the hardship and privations’ produce the same effect Evelyn finds in his escape from New York: ‘each one of us was trapped in some downward-drooping convoluted spiral of unreality from which we could never escape’.​[213]​  Evelyn’s apparent escape from the city is experienced not as release from chaos but as a descent into nebulousness like the journey in Desire Machines: 
Descend lower, descend the diminishing spirals of being that restore us to our source.  Descend lower; while the world, in time, goes forward and so presents us with the illusion of motion, though all our lives we move through the curvilinear galleries of the brain towards the core of the labyrinth within us.​[214]​

Evelyn and Desiderio's picaresque journeys are both physical and internal, marked out by the determinism found in the protagonist’s and other characters’ names.  Desiderio’s name means ‘desire’ and describes his own narrative in terms of a quest to recover a lost object of desire, Albertina; he embodies the narrative he is asked to undertake.  Similarly Evelyn’s gender transformation prepared for by the ‘New Eve’ of the title, is foreshadowed by his gender ambivalent name recalling Evelyn and Evelyn Waugh.  Both texts begin with a confessional style which indicates to the reader the nature of the narrative as it will unfold; Desire Machines indicates that it is based on desire and imagination being made concrete, New Eve indicates that it is concerned with the cultural imaginary of Hollywood.  Both are concerned with the distinctions, social and imaginary, between the real and the illusory.  They establish themselves through a series of contraries which conflict and are resolved, often violently, structured around a sequence of doubles which act as deferred objects of desire.  Desiderio finds that his interest, his desires, in various people prove to be desires for Albertina in multiple disguises; even his quest to stop Doctor Hoffman leads in this direction since Albertina is Hoffman’s daughter.  The culmination of his desires being realised results in his finally destroying the object of desire, killing Albertina, only to spend the remainder of his life thinking about her.  
Similarly, Evelyn desires the Hollywood movie star Tristessa but defers his desires on to ‘some girl or other’​[215]​ in London, and the mysterious Leilah in New York.  His own journey takes a significantly different turn from Desiderio’s when he becomes female but is otherwise structured by encounters with symbolic figures.  The generic markers of the texts are used against the generic expectations that they suggest.  This inversion is performed through the use of doubles which enact a Surrealist dialectic between rational and anti-rational positions.  
Doubling is key to Desire Machines: as numerous commentators have observed, the Minister of Determination and Doctor Hoffman double one another, forming a dualism which enacts Platonic philosophical positions as Andreij Gasiorek suggests; the acrobats of desire who gang-rape Desiderio are doubled by the centaurs who gang-rape Albertina later in the novel; and the Sadeian Count is doubled by the Cannibal-pimp encountered on the coast of Africa.  The Count acts as a surrogate for Doctor Hoffman, symbolising the free reign of Hoffman’s unleashed desires, liberation, become oppressive and violent: a Sadeian libertine.  Doubling also occurs between Desire Machines and New Eve: Albertina is doubled by both Leilah and Tristessa—women who are not what they seem; the Acrobats of Desire and the Centaurs are doubled by the brutal Zero and his harem; while Mother combines the mad-scientist characteristics of Hoffman with the ambiguities of his doubles The Count and the Cannibal-pimp.  Mother’s size is equal and opposite to that of the gigantic Cannibal-pimp, she is his dialectical opposite:  
Desire Machines:
[The Cannibal-pimp] wore the pelt of a tiger wrapped round his middle and the root-like toes which protruded from his sandals were struck with rings containing gems of amazing size and peerless water, as were his hands, which were so heavily be-ringed they looked as if they were mailed with jewels.  His appalling face suggested more than Aztec horrors and, now the curtain was open, I could see that the cave behind him was an arcade of human skeletons.​[216]​

Passion of New Eve:
[Mother’s] ponderous feet were heavy enough to serve as illustrations of gravity, her hands, the shape of giant fig-leaves, lay at rest on the bolsters of her knees.  Her skin, wrinkled like the skin of a black olive, rucked like a Greek peasant’s goatskin bottle, looked as rich as though it might contain within itself the source of a marvellous, dark, revivifying river, as if she herself were the only oasis in this desert and her crack the source of all the life-giving water in the world.​[217]​ 

Mother declares her intentions in dialectical terms, saying that ‘Woman has been the antithesis in the dialectic of creation quite long enough’,​[218]​ her response is a Surrealist assault on the symbolic order of patriarchy, saying biblically: ‘Hail, Evelyn, most fortunate of men! You’re going to bring forth the Messiah of the Antithesis!’.​[219]​ 
The oppositions between the Cannibal-pimp and Mother are, also, revealed as parodies of one another.  The Cannibal-pimp states that his reasons for ruling as a cannibal are derived from a Sadeian reading of Rousseau, a deliberate privileging of the non-rational and the physical over Enlightenment reason; he is the voice of absolute patriarchy, where patriarchy is not the invisible pressure of hegemony but deliberate and vindictive, and he speaks as a dark reflection of Enlightenment reason.  He is also a parody of the discourses of nineteenth-century adventure fiction speaking with the voice of benign colonialism while embodying the stereotypical, racist imagery of colonial texts.  As such he is a manifestation of the ‘anti-rational’: the stereotype ventriloquising the stereotyper’s attitudes, he declares he is ‘happy only in that I am a monster’, ​[220]​ and is ‘proud to say that not a single one of my harem […] has ever experienced the most fleeting ecstasy [or] slightest pleasure’ due to having their clitoris removed. ​[221]​  Mother both reflects and negates this stance, but as an equally problematic response, proclaiming herself ‘the Great Parricide […] the Castatrix of the Phallocentric Universe’,​[222]​ embodying the rhetoric of Valerie Solanas in the SCUM Manifesto (1968), she is about to wage a revolutionary gender-war.  The presence of such exaggerations is mutually exclusive in many respects, in Desire Machines and New Eve, such characters which appear as reflections of one another inevitably call forth the physical negation of one another.  
Negation between contraries is a critical concept which adds weight to the allegorical aspect of Carter’s fiction.  Elaine Jordan’s reading of Passion of New Eve’s allegory as essentially alchemical is useful to consider as a part of Carter’s interest in Surrealism both in this novel and in its relationship with Desire Machines:  
In The Passion of New Eve [the phases of action and commentary in the plot] are modelled on those of the alchemical search: first nigredo, the melting of the metals, as in the chaos of New York where blackness actually holds a promise for the future as yet unseen; then the whitening phase in which elements separate out, as in the fragments of American lifestyles Eve encounters; and finally rubedo, the red fire of revolution which may produce pure gold.​[223]​


The fires of revolution and the idea of a ‘highest point’ where contradictions can be resolved are also characteristics of the rhetoric of dialectics employed by Surrealists; this is why alchemy was an important metaphor for them to draw upon, particularly for women Surrealists such as Leonora Carrington in The Hearing Trumpet (1974): it is outside the socially regulated systems of meaning.  In Surrealist terms, alchemy operates symbolically but not metaphysically; it is always grounded in some social reality, as it is in Carter.   
Elaine Jordan draws attention to the Czech alchemist who Evelyn encounters in New York.  In that scene Carter foreshadows the events that will occur later in the novel, particularly through a symbolic print on the old man’s wall showing ‘a hermaphrodite carrying a golden egg’ that ‘exercised a curious fascination’ over Evelyn.​[224]​  This image forms a part-prophecy for Evelyn’s own transformation but also reveals the underlying ambiguity of his obsession with Tristessa.  Tristessa’s name is also foreshadowed in one of the alchemical books, ‘the Splendor Solis of Saloman Trismosin’, which is redolent of the name Hermes Trismegistus (Hermes the ‘thrice great’—great in alchemy, astrology and theurgy or greatest priest, philosopher and king, depending on the account).  The titles of the alchemical texts Carter introduces into New Eve, ‘Splendor Solis’ and ‘Atlanta Fugiens’, hint at apocalypse or coming new age, but the presence of such pseudobibliographic sources is also something common to Carter’s probable sources for such names: the early utopias of Thomas More, Francis Bacon and Margaret Cavendish, who all use punning or suggestive Latinate or Greek sources to emphasise to their knowing readership that the text is similarly a work of ‘experimental philosophy’ like the Surrealists.    
The Czech alchemist’s words about ‘fructifying chaos of anteriority, the state before the beginning of the beginning’ effectively signal that this is a modern novel of experimental philosophy concerned with working its thought experiments using the landscape of the contemporary city.​[225]​  The presence of ‘realist’ elements within these novels should thus be read as signalling the use of Realist rhetoric in such a way as to foreground its socially constructed nature; literal objects and symbolic objects exchange places in these Carter novels.  What Elaine Jordan writes of Carter’s short fiction is equally true of the lengthier fictions, that ‘The killing of the object of desire in [the stories of The Bloody Chamber] is not a killing of women, but a killing of masculine representations in which some women collude’.​[226]​  In this way we must read Carter’s texts as specific confrontations with a masculine cultural text which mimic it in order to force a Surrealist disjuncture.  Her fictions operate through a masculine cultural text’s rhetoric by analysing and identifying sub-culturally specific images one at a time and subverting them.  
The idea of representation as a form of subversion is thematised throughout both novels.  Doctor Hoffman describes the operation of his eponymous machines through the Surrealist conception of ‘objective chance’: ‘These machines were formulated on the model of objective chance, taking “objective chance” as the definition of the sum-total of all the coincidences which control an individual destiny’.​[227]​  Read metafictionally, this is a description of the function of plot.  The ‘desire machines’ themselves are ‘six cylindrical drums of stainless steel rotating on invisible axes’;​[228]​ they seem to correspond numerically to the layers of nebulous time which Desiderio has passed through between leaving the city (in chapter one) and entering ‘The Castle’(chapter eight).  If we take each chapter as representing a distinct area then they correspond to the various imaginary conflicts which Desiderio has faced: from anthropological to Gulliverian.  We might call ‘objective chance’ overdetermination: as such it has both socio-political and aesthetic dimensions.  Carter is incorporating Man’s Image of Woman into specific genre-based images of women in order to then set them into conflict; the imaginary lands and nebulous times operate as sets of symbols, genres or modes, the conventions of which contradict and resist one another.  
Carter makes her male protagonists in Desire Machines and New Eve undergo social traumas, objectification and humiliation, and violence and rape, in the course of their journeys, things which might be more commonly associated with female protagonists, as disruptions of expectation.  This disruption of expectation has a disjunctive Surrealist impact because it develops expectations predicated on generic language and convention before subverting them; as Carter says of her later character, Jack Walser, in interview with John Haffenden ‘it’s amazing how many people find it offensive when you do that to a chap,’ gendered expectation and genre expectation operate together.​[229]​  

II: The concrete and Surrealist materialism in the novels
I have indicated some of the ways in which Desire Machines and New Eve are two alternate variations of the same novelistic structure, working through some of the same problems using similar imagery.  Their conclusions are different in important respects but they also reflect one another in others: neither presents a complete resolution of the problems between masculinity and femininity which the plots enact.  This is, I argue, because they both represent the same Surrealist aesthetic working towards a higher moment: they are both forging a path for another, future text, to follow to produce Surrealist writing which could be useful to feminism: feminist Surrealism.  I will now briefly indicate where these ideas have some of their theoretical grounding in the Surrealist writings with which Carter was familiar from her time in Japan: the writing of Ado Kyrou.  
Carter’s time in Japan is described as an encounter with Japanese culture as a system of signs, Lorna Sage has already discussed the parity between Roland Barthes’ Empire of Signs and Carter’s Fireworks collection, particularly ‘Flesh and the Mirror’.    It was at this time that Carter was commissioned to translate Xavier Gauthier’s Surréalisme et Sexualité (1971)​[230]​ and read the work of Ado Kyrou on Surrealism, desire and the nature of the imagination.  This late encounter was described by Susan Rubin Suleiman in ‘The Fate of the Surrealist Imagination in the Society of the Spectacle’ as having a ‘tremendous effect’ which Carter described in conversation as being Japan’s ‘own version of 1968’.​[231]​    
Adonis Kyrou (1923-1985) was a late Surrealist with a deep interest in cinema and in popular and populist culture.  Greek-born, but based for much of his life in France, he wrote film criticism and created eight short films between 1957 and 1965, and one longer film, a version of The Monk (1972), based on M.G. Lewis’s novel, written by Luis Brunel with J-C Carriere.   Kyrou writes on populism and the marvellous as found in marginal culture, celebrating an anti-elitist (even anti-intellectual) Surrealism that he found in the low-art spectrum of cinema: ‘I ask you, learn to go and see the “worst” films; they are sometimes sublime’.​[232]​  His words on ‘erotic terror’ films are particularly suggestive for reading Carter’s Desire Machines where, on the subject of ‘the semi-pornographic shorts we used to see before the war in slot-machines’, he writes:  

 What could be more mysterious and unusual than those ladies in fur coats getting out of their bourgeois cars to plunge with dancer’s steps into the forest where they revealed themselves to us in some strange rite or other? [….] Automatism, objective chance, revolt and love have met the most poetic of rendezvous in an immense commercial machine which they can transform from top to bottom. (78-9)  

Carter revisits these ideas critically in Desire Machines, where the peepshow is based on the imagery of both pornography and Surrealist paintings, comparing the two.  In this section of the novel Carter suggests that both pornography and Surrealism present human forms, female in particular, as estranged.  In presenting female bodies as both fragmentary and excessively sexualised, abstracting a single aspect of female subjectivity, these images comment on the wider ideological superstructure which interpellates women as subjects:  ‘Exhibit one: I HAVE BEEN HERE BEFORE’ shows: 

The legs of a woman, raised and open as if ready to admit a lover, formed a curvilinear triumphal arch.  The feet were decorated with spike-heeled, black leather pumps.  This anatomical section, composed of pinkish wax, dimpled at the knee, did not admit the possibility of a torso. (44)

The female body in this image exists only in pieces orientated primarily around sex: the vagina forms a peepshow within the peepshow, acting ‘as a frame for a perfectly round hole through which the viewer glimpsed the moist, luxuriant landscape of the interior’.​[233]​  Fusing the metaphor of woman-as-terra incognita with the feminisation of unexplored land common to imperialist discourse, this interiority is a literal landscape, ‘a miniature but irresistible vista of semi-tropical forest where amazing fruits hung on the trees’(ibid.).  Carter is thus employing Kyrou’s suggestion that pornographic fantasy machinery can reveal hidden aspects of a society but is importing into the imagery a critical content which begins to raise questions about the mode of the narrative and Desiderio’s position as a man.  It is drawn from her critical view of the manifestations of sexual imagery and symbolism in Japanese culture.  
As has been observed by Lorna Sage and others, one addition to the pantheon of popular genres as they appear in transformed mode in Desire Machines is that of Manga, specifically the ero-guro manga, the ‘erotic grotesque’ comic books, whose content is primarily concerned with portraying naked flesh in bizarre conjugation with the demonic, which borrows from the imported transgressions of the European avant-gardes and gives them a uniquely Japanese modification (Romain Slocombe identifies elements of German Expressionism and George Bataille appearing in his own favourite practitioner of ero-guro, Suehiro Maruo​[234]​).  Carter’s own description of Manga from 1971 suggests that, ‘from their contents, they would appear to be directed either at the crazed sex maniac or the dedicated surrealist’; she sees them as arenas devoted to expressing ‘the latent content of life—pictorial lexicons of the most ferocious imagery of desire, violence and terror, erupting amid gouts of gore, red-hot from the unconscious.’​[235]​  
The comparison Carter draws indicates the nature of her ambivalence towards certain expressions of Surrealism: the transgressive techniques adopted by Surrealism necessarily flirt with some of the things it critiques; there is no way of knowing with certainty whether the ‘dedicated surrealist’ or the ‘crazed sex maniac’ forms the most significant part of the actual audience for such artistic projects.  The game of transgressive art in general is that it affronts the majority of its audience, whether actually épater le bourgeois or some more complex, deconstructive technique, to make a specific political point, it risks being seen as gratuitous.  Carter’s use of Surrealism in Desire Machines and Passion of New Eve demonstrates her awareness of this problem and her attempt to resolve it.  Neither text is necessarily a resolution though; as we shall see, they are both partial in different ways.   
Carter’s article on the portrayal of women in ero-guro manga as burned or ravaged doves discusses the ambivalence in the imagery for the purposes of feminist orientated critique.  Noting that, ‘whichever way the women go, they all go through the mangle’, she writes that there is something in the imagery which reveals not only a fear of the feminine but a specific fear of the transformative, futuristic feminine that makes masculinity obsolete:

If the ravaged dove is the norm, Woman in the strips is nevertheless a subtly ambiguous figure.  One series specialises in erotic futurology.  Again the artwork is at a high level.  The latent content presumably reflects the fears that haunt the doctor’s columns. (‘How can I enlarge my penis?’) A race of superwomen has by-passed the male in its search for sexual gratification, and, in designs of a peculiar purity, uses devices, masterpieces of Japanese technology, such as chairs with breast-massaging hands, and electronic lickers.​[236]​   
 
The symbolic ‘Woman’ is a powerful figure despite the repetition of imagery in which women are rendered powerless; Carter sees in the image of excessively sexualised femininity a masculine fear that the ‘ravaged dove’ is somehow more virile and independent than the male viewer.  Carter suggests these images produce an ambiguous femininity in implication which threatens patriarchal power by its very existence and so must be obsessively dominated symbolically.  In the grotesque and Surrealist nature of these images she finds a way of addressing both the culture in which she is a foreign observer, doubly coded as ‘Woman’ and ‘gaijin’, and a perspective for engaging with her own cultural background and heritage.  Here, Carter is in concurrence with Penelope Rosemont’s conviction that the Surrealist critique is necessarily concerned with material social interactions:
Surrealism begins with the recognition that the real (the real real, one might say, as opposed to the fragmented, one-dimensional pseudo-real upheld by narrow realisms and rationalisms) includes many diverse elements that are ordinarily repressed or suppressed in exploitative, inegalitarian societies.​[237]​

From this perspective Surrealism means that which is irreducible, and Surrealist art is that which strives to express something of the irreducible in lived experience.  This view of Surrealism embraces the expression of radical subjectivities in an environment where they have been marginalised.  But Carter is also problematising the ‘liberationary’ tendency towards transgression: her writing speculates whether there is an equality of expressing these divergent ‘realisms’, or if some remain suppressed.  So, while she is suggesting that the expression of such transgressive imagery can be employed and inhabited by the marginalised for emancipation, she also cautions against transgression undermining its own critique of central culture by licensing transgressions of those who are already culturally central over the transgressions of those on the margins.   By working through alternative views of how this might work dialectically she assesses the relationship between cultural centres and cultural margins to discover its normative and transgressive aspects and evaluate them in terms of lived experience through her characters.  
Women as they appear in The Passion of New Eve (1977) are explicitly dangerous, threatening and more technologically and sexually sophisticated than men.  Their danger though, comes from the fact of their marginalization and oppression within the framework of everyday life; it is a form which the narrator’s attitude towards women prepares us for: ‘The last night I spent in London, I took some girl or other to the movies’.​[238]​  They form gangs and movements in a gendered conflict: ‘a cop pointed out to me, inscribed on a wall, the female circle—thus: ♀ with, inside it, a set of bared teeth.  Women are angry.  Beware Women!’.​[239]​  This anger brings about a revolution, but it does not necessarily bring about a resolution of the ideas and problems which the novel has raised: if rationality and ideology have returned to reign at the conclusion of Desire Machines, ambiguity reigns at the end of New Eve.     


III: Conclusion versus Conflict

In both Desire Machines and New Eve, Carter suggests that the only way to live through direct experience of the contradictions of modernity is to reach an accommodation with their conflicts.  However, both texts suggest that their protagonists have not done so with complete success:  
Time lay more thickly about me than the mists.  I was so unused to moving through time that I felt like a man walking under water.  Time exerted great pressure on my blood vessels and my eardrums, so that I suffered from terrible headaches, weakness and nausea.  [….] Nebulous time was now time past; I crawled like a worm on its belly through the clinging mud of common time and the bare trees showed only the dreary shapes of an eternal November of the heart, for now all changes would henceforth be as they had been before, absolutely predictable.​[240]​

Not only does this return to rationality and ideology entail the pain of growing older, imagination and liberation have now passed with Desiderio’s youthfulness, it also entails the beginnings of a sense of loss and of nostalgia.  For all the dangers of the war of the dreams, Desiderio is clearly regretful that it is over.  
The movement through thickening time and the sense of time accreting around the character are also found at the end of New Eve, and, although the scenario is different and the conclusion does not mark a return to normal but is played out against the beginnings of a revolution, there is a similar ambiguity:  
Walls of meat and slimy velvet.  
Inward.
A visceral yet perfectly rhythmic agitation ripples through the walls which ingest me.  
I’m not so scared as once I would have been, to go worming my way through the warm meat of the insides of the earth, for I know now that Mother is a figure of speech and has retired to a cave beyond consciousness.  Everything takes place more slowly than you can believe possible.  I have been subdued to the leisurely pace of Eocene time.​[241]​

Here too, our protagonist is worm-like in moving through a substance which is like earth and yet not like earth.  Here again are the references to new definitions of time, this time is prehistoric.  Perception of time and space has been shaken just as the events of the story have shaken distinctions between genders and between characters and figures of speech.  The frame of reference Carter provides still emphasises the relevance of the imaginary to the material, not as its Other but as part of it, an element within it which is beyond its control, which can prove disruptive, but which is nevertheless something within the totality.  
These novels are alternate variations of a Surrealist judgement on Carter’s contemporary world in the 1960s and ‘70s; their symbolism and slippage are underpinned by materialism and, because Carter is dealing with what she sees around her, they are only partial responses.  Each offers something of a corrective to the other, and, as I shall suggest, to earlier Carter works, but they offer no fully realised synthesis.  These are revelationary texts which pose questions rather than offering answers.  Now I will discuss where some of these questions are derived from and where their solutions seem to lead.  

3: Nights at the Circus: Revolution and Resolution
If Carter’s novels The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman and The Passion of New Eve can be regarded as sustained attempts to negotiate with the dominant conflicts of modern culture through the dominant conflicts of contemporary aesthetic theory, then Nights at the Circus performs a double movement: it is both the culmination of this approach and a return to the roots of the conflicts in question.  Nights at the Circus returns to the historical basis of the twentieth-century avant-gardes: the revolutionary activism of Socialists and Suffragists and the experimental art and literature of the nineteenth-century.  It is a synthesis of the ideas of the earlier novels with a transformed version of a historical literary scenario.  Like the preceding novels, it takes the form of a picaresque journey from the centre of a city out into the wilderness.  Again, like the preceding novels, the transformations of characters in Nights at the Circus signal the transformation of political and aesthetic positions; in this way it works around a central tension between complicity and resistance.  

I: The Dialectic of Fevvers and Walser
Nights at the Circus makes full use of the techniques which Linda Hutcheon terms historiographic metafiction,​[242]​ a characteristic which places it against a background of postmodernist theory.  Yet the novel’s setting at the turn of the twentieth-century and its dialectical discussions of historical struggles for liberation, of European working-classes and women, place an emphasis on materialist, left radical critique which do not subvert the historical ‘truth’ of such struggles, as a postmodernist historiographic metafiction might, but celebrate them.  The metafictional aspect of the text revolves around the characters of Sophie Fevvers, an aerialiste and purveyor of artifice, of the marvellous and the anti-realist, and Jack Walser, a journalist dealing in the seemingly objective narrative description of realism; their jobs and characters are both related to specific attitudes towards metanarrative through their respective attitudes towards the telling of stories.  They seem to present a simple binary opposition between realism and fantasy which emphasises the rational on one side and the anti-rational on the other, where a postmodernist fantasy will be used to subvert a non-postmodernist realism, but more detailed examination presents problems for such a reading.  
If we consider the narrative structures of Desire Machines and New Eve, we can see a comparable gendered opposition developing between Walser and Fevvers as developed between Desiderio and Albertina and between Evelyn and Leilah/Lilith.  Walser is a passive figure whose experiences produced no permanent affect upon his interiority, he ‘had not experienced his experience as experience’, so that he is ‘like the boy in the fairy story who does not know how to shiver’.​[243]​  His life appears to be the stuff of great adventure fiction: ‘Call him Ishmael; but Ishmael with an expense account’, yet ‘sandpaper his outsides as experience might, his inwardness had been left untouched’.​[244]​  He is ‘unfinished’ somehow, roles and experiences are temporary, Carter’s narrator even comments: ‘I say he had a propensity for “finding himself in the right place at the right time”’ nevertheless ‘himself he never found, since it was never his self which he sought’.​[245]​  His character at the start of the novel is that of a ‘blank’, depthless character who exists only through his role: journalist and hard-boiled ‘man of action’.​[246]​  Walser enacts a stance of permanent ‘suspension of belief’, a form of incredulity towards the narratives of others: ‘he was necessarily a connoisseur of the tall tale’; he plans to write up his experience of Fevvers as part of a series of interviews ‘tentatively entitled: “Great Humbugs of the World”’.​[247]​  He represents one approach to postmodernity, a postmodernism of affectlessness where ‘experience’ is only experienced as narrative (as opposed to where ‘narrative’ refers to a systematising of sense experiences).   It is an irony that his postmodernist, ironical stance, is also implicated in the success of its object: his act of attempting to expose Fevvers as fake will have a positive effect, counter to that which might be presumed to be its intent: ‘do not think that the revelation that she is a hoax will finish her on the halls; far from it.  If she isn’t suspect, where’s the controversy? What’s the news?’.​[248]​  Postmodernist irony’s reversal is the positive value, not the negative limit of postmodern representation; postmodernist narratives not concerned with the difference between ‘truth’ and ‘story’ may seek to subvert dominant ideology but this quality is also present within the dominant ideology of postmodernity (such as media culture)—Walser’s position as journalist is already on the cusp of one postmodernism, but not in a subversive one.    
Fevvers’s characterisation contrasts with Walser in two ways: first, the excessive emphasis on polysemy by which she is characterised (which Walser is setting out to reduce) and a corresponding theatricality by which she performs both her femininity and the ‘authenticity’ of her origins.  From her very introduction she is described as having a ‘voice that clanged like dustbin lids’ with ‘marbly thigh[s]’ and her surroundings as ‘a mistresspiece of exquisitely feminine squalor’.​[249]​  Her grotesqueness represents, according to Mary Russo’s chapter from The Female Grotesque, the recovery of the body as site of political activism, writing that ‘Nights at the Circus is unique in its depiction of relationships between women as spectacle, and women as producers of spectacle’.​[250]​  
Second, abetted by Lizzie, Fevvers also presents an underpinning of social realism to her performances and to her tall tales, as here where she explains what happened to the fellow prisoners of Madam Schreck: 
Albert/Albertina got a post as ladies’ maid with our Jenny and though s/he says s/he is much confined by female garments all the time, Jenny would not be without her treasure.  Fanny returned to her native Yorkshire where, with the aid of her savings at Madame Schreck’s, she established an orphanage in a mill-town for the children of operatives killed in accidents on the looms, so she now has twenty lovely babies to call her “mama”.  Happily, since I came into my good fortune, I have been able to interest a good friend, the academician, Sir R—F— in Cobwebs.  He perceived her unique quality of vision and trained her hand to match her sight.  Now she had a fine reputation as a painter in chiaroscuro, so you could say that, though she had not come out of the shadows, all the same she had made the shadows work for her.  
‘As for the Beauty—,’
‘—she is with us still.’  
[….]
‘And, sir,’ concluded Fevvers, in a voice that now took on the sombre, majestic tones of a great organ, ‘we do believe…her dream will be the coming century.
‘And, oh God…how frequently she weeps.’​[251]​

Here the fantastic is presented as inextricably linked with concrete social situations and with art: Cobwebs’ artistic ability is an analogue for Fevvers’ own storytelling.  Fevvers’ interests constantly balance the subjective and the objective; Walser seeks to find a way to reduce them to one category: saleable narrative.  In doing so Walser is unknowingly removing the lived experience of struggle which the narratives of these other women’s lives within Fevvers’ story represent.  Maintaining his incredulity towards them as stories while deciding to report them flatly as such, another part of his ‘Great Humbugs’ idea, not only implicitly depoliticises Fevvers’ stories, it also separates them from her performance.  Fevvers’ story performance is part of her artistry but it is also part of the whole of what we understand by ‘Fevvers’ as person, artiste, myth, history, fabrication and fact. The inclusion within her fantastic stories of gritty social realism concerning the lives of the women she knew is integral; Walser attempts to separate them into saleable narrative fragments of reversible value because he does not see the dialectic between reality and imaginary as important to lived experience as a whole.        
 Classical mythology, biblical imagery, the music hall tradition, Toulouse Lautrec and Alfred Jarry are all invoked within the opening pages of Nights at the Circus in respect to the persona of Fevvers.  The novel thematises Surrealism by questioning the appropriateness and relative limitations of representation through the perspective of Walser, for whom the remainder of the text charts a series of dialectical movements from tentative suspension of disbelief to genuine belief in Fevvers based on a unification of the fantastical and anti-rational elements of her story with the ‘realist’ elements (which he is, initially concerned with verifying).  
Walser observed that the girl went no further than any other trapeze artiste.  She neither attempted nor achieved anything a wingless biped could not have performed, although she did it in a different way, and, as the valkyries at last approached Valhalla, he was astonished to discover that it was the limitations of her act in themselves that made him briefly contemplate the unimaginable—that is, the absolute suspension of disbelief.  
For, in order to earn a living, might not a genuine bird-woman—in the implausible event that such a thing existed—have to pretend she was an artificial one?​[252]​

Walser initially views Fevvers as an objectified woman, a mystery to be solved like an unopened lacquered puzzle box, not an equal being but a fantastic curiosity.  The error of objectification seems to be the lesson of her personal narrative, with Walser playing the audience-surrogate being taught that lesson.  His initial curiosity about her is detachedly journalistic, focussing on the details of her story with the impression that these details will uncover some unconstructed quality, perhaps an essential ‘truth’ about her, that he can sell as his own:  ‘the girl was rumoured to have started her career in freak shows.  (Check, noted Walser.)’.​[253]​   He also notes that ‘an acquired grace asserts itself, probably the result of strenuous exercise.  (Check if she trained as a dancer.)’​[254]​  What he is confronted with, however, during his reportage is a series of unverifiable assertions of varying plausibility and subjective and objective content which increasingly challenge the reality of his neutral worldview and force a reassessment of his interpretation of surface and role in the formation of identity.    
Fevvers’ narrative style, a web of self-mythologising recounted in a wide, exaggerated manner, is a steady refutation of the ability of Walser’s journalism to reveal ‘truth’ as meaning in what she says; she is the one in control of information, and, largely, of interpretation of that information: she seeks control over the structural code which directs the meanings which accrue around her.  But the most important aspect of this is the mixing of elements of ‘truth’ within the excesses of Fevvers’ narrative, it intimates that her style of self-publicity involves the manipulation of truth through direct and indirect means; she leaves the ‘bare facts’ available only where they might support her story and then speaking only such ‘truth’ as lends veracity to her own gloss; ‘truth’ matters to Fevvers only in terms of agency:  

‘My feathers, sir! I dye them! Don’t think I bore such gaudy colours from puberty! I commenced to dye my feathers at the start of my public career on the trapeze, in order to simulate more perfectly the tropic bird.  
In my white girlhood and earliest years, I kept my natural colour.  Which is a kind of blonde, only a little darker than the hair on my head, more the colour of that on my private ahem parts.  
‘Now, that’s my dreadful secret, Mr Walser, and, to tell the whole truth and nothing but, the only deception which I practice on the public!’​[255]​ 

The gilded ‘simulation’ of being more exotic than she is, is her only deception; arguably this is barely a deception, rather an exaggeration of characteristics already present, a question of makeup and performance.  If this is deception then the implication for gender relations suggests that the social interactions of men and women are centred around that deception, something which the subsequent pages on Fevvers’ upbringing in a brothel then support.  There is a critical edge to even the most seemingly unguarded statements made by Fevvers in this novel.  
Anne Hegerfeldt describes the disillusionment of Walser in terms of a totalising subversion of a ‘scientific’ viewpoint, writing that Lizzie and Fevvers’ manipulations of Walser by ‘absurdly applying the scientific method to a completely incongruous object’, a flying woman, function to ‘undermine the scientific paradigm, revealing how scientific discourse functions as a strategy of authorisation’.​[256]​  Instead, I read these scenes where Walser is ‘fooled’ to be rather concerned with interrogating postmodernist representation through story rather than questioning ‘scientific’ methods, given that, as a journalist, Walser’s frame of reference for checking facts is as based on the telling of (corroborative) stories as it is on objective (scientific) facts.  Carter is, I would say, concerned to demonstrate that subjective and objective representation must be taken together to realise a fully materialist representation (which is more in keeping with the ambitions of Surrealism).  It is thus not about wholly subverting but of dialectically moving between the two modes.  Walser himself stands for the constant sense of incredulity towards narrative throughout the first two sections of the text: his is the stance of postmodernism; ‘Fevvers’ is a self-creating plenitude which exceeds this and with which Walser is attempting to negotiate.    
Walser’s principal error is treating Fevvers as a mystery to be solved, a fantastic object to be either marvelled at or decoded, rather than perceiving her as a totality, i.e. as a person with whom he is interacting, as a subject of observation rather than an object.  The twists and turns of Fevvers’ ‘reality’ in the novel are all based on her play with and resistance to more hostile figures which each tries to reduce her to some kind of object of either teratology or marvel.  In this sense, Carter’s fiction is concerned with escaping, through a Surrealist dialectic, the idea of pigeonholing people (mainly women) as ‘either/or’ categories, as ‘exotic’ objects or forms, and as reductive interpretations.  Fevvers foregrounds this relationship, discussing her apprenticeship in the brothel in semiotic terms, saying: ‘for seven long years, sir, I was nought but the painted, gilded sign of love, and you might say, that so it was I served my apprenticeship in being looked at—at being the object in the eye of the beholder.’[Carter’s italics].​[257]​  
I will now discuss two of the more prominent attempts to reduce Fevvers: that of Mr Christian Rosencreutz and the Russian Grand Duke.  I argue that they represent two attempts to fix the meaning of Fevvers, one in terms of art and symbolism, the other through capital and rare objects.  Her conflicts with these figures signal the dialectical progression of her character.    

II: Mr Christian Rosencreutz: Art, Authority and Meaning
When Fevvers is kidnapped and taken to Christian Rosencreutz’s Gothic house intertextuality and overdetermination form a crescendo of imposed meaning which Fevvers escapes from to return to the real world.  It forms a parody of postmodernist play where the relation of the subject to concrete social circumstances is almost concealed by the emphasis on a plurality of meanings which deny Fevvers any voice; the play of signs and the subversion of the categories of ‘fantasy’ and ‘realism’ is determined by social agency.   Rosencreutz’s introduction is a monologue which does not allow for Fevvers to so much as introduce herself:  
‘Welcome, Azrael,’ he says.  ‘Azrael, Azrail, Ashriel, Azriel, Azaril, Gabriel; dark angel of many names.  Welcome to me, from your home in the third heaven.  See, I welcome you with roses no less paradoxically vernal that your presence, who, like Proserpine, comes from the Land of the Dead to herald new life!’​[258]​

From here the Gothic overdetermination of Fevvers is rendered more heavily by the feverish imagination of Mr Christian Rosencreutz than it has been by the reader, first through a riddle and then into a barrage of literary reference.  The crescendo of meanings he adds to the interpretations which have already been placed on Fevvers’ fantastic body become both grotesque and meaningless: this is the attempt to reduce the world to a single system of meaning which can be perceived in totality; that system may ascribe multiplicities of meaning to Fevvers but it will always regard her as an object with a meaning, rather than a subject engaged in the active generation of meanings.    
Rosencreutz terms Fevvers ‘“Queen of the ambiguities, goddess of in-between states, being on the borderline of species, manifestation of Arioroph, Venus, Achamatoth, Sophia”’. ​[259]​  Fevvers’ narrative scepticism brings us back down to earth, out of Rosencreutz’s idea of higher realms and into the material reality at hand beneath the rhetoric: prostitution and kidnapping.  The mystical language couching what is a scene of supreme female exploitation—Rosencreutz intends to sacrifice Fevvers—reads as a continuation of the narrative strategies Carter adopted in The Sadeian Woman, taking the language, the references and the style on board for what it can offer, but turning in her conclusion to offer a staunch critique of the social exploitation which was nevertheless involved.  
The scene with Christian Rosencreutz is a rehearsal of some of the meanings which have accrued around Fevvers throughout the text: the Greek classical and biblical imagery suggested by the story of Fevvers’ Hellenic birth and angelic wings, going as far as the dungeon-like display in the house of ‘Living Skeleton’ Madame Schreck.​[260]​  This renders much of the allusion of the preceding pages of the novel obvious, almost superfluous to critical elucidation.  Carter is using her intertextual techniques against themselves to demonstrate how they can operate to limit, as well as enhance, understanding in a material sense, Fevvers escapes symbolism through literalness: she can escape because she physically has wings and is able to fly.    
Understood as a self-subverting scene, Fevvers’ flight at the end of this sequence is an escape from a tyranny of imposed meanings which are to be read as not simply phallocentric (although Rosencreutz’s masculinism is obvious) but also as systemic to the mode Carter has chosen to write in.  It is a mimetic version of the desire Carter states in interview with John Haffenden (Novelists in Interview) to escape from both ‘mannerist’ representation and from the feeling that her fictions are similar to literary criticism, an escape towards engaging with social problems.  This is problematic: the act of writing against literature produces literary convention, so she writes an alternate form of criticism into her fiction precisely by working within and between these impulses.  
Carter has set up a novel full of intertextual reference, with a lead character who is particularly surrounded by them, and in whose person a number of disparate frames of reference coalesce.  She has built up the expectation that this character is to be either taken seriously in their fantastic form or, alternatively, ultimately uncovered in a return to something approaching realism.  This tension has been crucial from the opening page and has been discussed at length by Carter critics, notably by Paulina Palmer in ‘Coded Mannequin or Bird Woman’,​[261]​ where the ambiguities of Fevvers’ body are discussed as literalisations of particular discourses and discursive practices.  Fevvers’ body is a text to be read and, with a postmodernist heritage thus foregrounded, the novel appears to be operating in a postmodernist vein, which would effectively resolve some of the ambiguity, and it is not entirely what happens in the text.  Instead, at this point of greatest breadth of intertextuality so far, where Fevvers herself is being made most resolutely textual, Carter pushes the novel into self-parody.  She re-institutes the demand of the reader to find out what is ‘beneath’ the story we are being (extravagantly and exaggeratedly) told: the possibility of Realism is creeping back.  
The absurd figure of Mister Christian Rosencreutz is, we are told, an alias for a member of Parliament who has spoken against women’s suffrage, a name Walser, our investigative journalist is given but whom we as readers have no access to:

‘You must know this gentleman’s name!’ insisted Fevvers and, seizing his notebook, wrote it down.  She had a fine, firm, flowing italic hand.  On reading it: 
‘Good God,’ said Walser.  
‘I saw in the paper only yesterday how he gives the most impressive speech in the House on the subject of Votes for Women.  Which he is against.  On account of how women are of a different soul-substance from men, cut from a different body of spirit cloth, and altogether too pure and rarefied to be bothering their pretty little heads with things of this world, such as the Irish question and the Boer War.​[262]​  

These two textual details, the real name and the fact that we have no access to it, presuppose the reinstitution of some kind of Platonic historiographic realism, as if, given sufficient scrutiny of the records of Parliamentary speeches, it might be possible to find a correlate to his character.  Carter is not blurring the distinction between realist and anti-realist fictions (although she has done so elsewhere), but is rather setting each up as a competing set of expectations and allowing them to duel in the reader’s mind.  Through that duel she presents us with a series of moments where we are forced to reconsider our relationship with the text.  By taking both possibilities seriously simultaneously she can produce a series of Surrealist gestures within the novel: building up an expectation through ‘generic’ techniques of one kind only to upset it using another, and so on.  This novel is perhaps most important as a culmination of this technique as it has appeared in her earlier novels, Desire Machines and New Eve, because its conclusion might be argued to lead towards the historiographic realist, and towards the struggle for socialism in the twentieth century, as Nichola Pitchford suggests (A Companion to the British and Irish Novel, 2005), or it might lead to something altogether more textual and ineffable, a meditation on the nature of fantasy.  
We are left teetering on the brink of either possibility, suggesting that the culmination of Carter’s stance is that we must so teeter in order to really feel the force of historical events as both imaginary and concrete.  This is, if anything, an ending which suggests Socialist Surrealism.  Moreover, coming in 1984 it is anticipating the expansion of the process of historiographic play termed ‘Steampunk’.  Steampunk’s development as a mode draws on similar examples from post-1960s culture to those which inform Carter’s work, stories such as Mary Gentle’s ‘A Sun in the Attic’ (1985), first published alongside, among others, Joanna Russ and Tanith Lee in Dispatches from the Frontiers of the Female Mind (1985);​[263]​ it forms what might be termed ‘alternate fantasy’ (as opposed to alternate history), transplanting as it does the concerns of multiple historical periods and genres.  It is concerned with imagining the relationship of past and present as interpenetrating constructs within the popular imagination, revealing an interest in many of the same themes as Carter’s novel: the thematising of the past as a fantasy of the present.  Let us turn now to the materialism of fantasy.                  


III: The Grand Duke and the force of Capital

The episode where Fevvers meets the Grand Duke presents her as being caught between the poles of complicity and resistance to the power of capital.  She is aware of the relation of her own value to the Duke and that of relative economic forces: ‘If all the women in the world had wings, he’d keep his jewels to himself to play at ducks and drakes on the icy waters of the Neva.  My value to him is as a rara avis.’.​[264]​   The fantastical aspect of Fevvers, her wings as much as her performances, are all related to the material exchanges of commodity.  Her theatricality and artifice sell an image of herself as an art object whose exchanges she can control, but only to a certain extent.  The Grand Duke is the figure who represents the accumulation of surplus value as objects (‘dead labour’, Marx, Capital, v1), removed from the living world of labour and production: this is represented by the Grand Duke’s collection of eggs made from rare (non-organic and non-living) minerals, whose insides simulate life.  Lizzie’s voice becomes a Marxian (and metafictional) echo in Fevvers’ head at this point in the text, reminding her ‘All you can do to earn a living is to make a show of yourself [….] For you, its always a symbolic exchange in the market-place; you couldn’t say you were engaged in productive labour, now could you?’.​[265]​  
The power of the Grand Duke to make her into an object is greater than that of Christian Rosencreutz because it is the power of accumulated surplus value, wealth, to set a price on art objects; where Christian Rosencreutz was only in a position to fix her meaning as a sign in exchanges of knowledge—the Grand Duke is not interested in Fevvers’ meaning, only in her rarity as an object.  An art object can resist attempts to render its meaning authoritatively by polysemy, by irony and subversion; it cannot resist its own commodification, nor choose its own value in the market, the power of capital determines the value of rare objects.  In the encounter with Christian Rosencreutz, Fevvers’ ability to master her own polysemy is what allows her to escape (answering Rosencreutz’s riddle while managing to keep her miniature sword on her person); the Grand Duke can only be escaped by overcoming his ability to reduce her to a commodity, it is shown as a more precarious and dangerous negotiation: there are no windows to escape through and the Grand Duke is ‘a man of quite exceptional physical strength, sufficient to pin even her to the ground’.​[266]​  Her way around this is a problematic one: she exploits the other aspect of her being which might be subject to commodification, her feminine sexuality: ‘a deep instinct of self-preservation made her let his rooster out of the hen-coop for him and ruffle up its feathers, as he was ruffling hers’.​[267]​  
It is a negotiation between the threat of reduction, literalized in the fear that Fevvers will find herself shrinking to fit the miniature cage that the Duke has prepared for her, and the reduction to an object for male sexual desire.  Desire Machines and New Eve have already demonstrated that Carter views this balance with due caution.  The text elides the details of Fevvers’ actual escape in an almost filmic or cartoon-like blurring between an art object with a miniature train and the actual Trans-Siberian Express Fevvers boards.  This blurring coincides with the melting of an ice carving of Fevvers, another art object attempting to fix her representation; its melting seems to allow Fevvers herself to melt from one scene to another in the course of a sentence:  

Then came a wet crash and clatter as the ice-carving of herself collapsed into the remains of the caviar in the room below, casting the necklace which had tempted her among the dirty supper things.  The bitter knowledge that she’d been fooled spurred Fevvers into action.  She dropped the toy train on the Isfahan runner—mercifully, it landed on its wheels—as, with a grunt and a whistle of expelled breath the Grand Duke ejaculated.  
In those few seconds of his lapse of consciousness, Fevvers ran helter-skelter down the platform, opened the door of the first class compartment and clambered aboard.  
‘Look what a mess he’s made of your dress, the pig,’ said Lizzie.​[268]​ 

The Grand Duke’s grunt and whistle become the sound of the train leaving the platform and we are left with only impression, mirroring Walser’s loss of control over events in the earlier scenes in the book.  We are told earlier in the scene that ‘Walser would have recognised the sensation which gripped her; he had felt much the same in her dressing room at the Alhambra, when midnight struck the third time’.​[269]​  As readers we are presented with a Surrealist logic in the shift between the scenes, accentuating the severity of the encounter with the Grand Duke: we cannot reconstruct how she could have got away, we only know that she did and that it has proved very costly to her personally; we are denied sufficient access to the site of the scene, it is unrepresentable, traumatic and sexualised, at the very least a symbolic rape:  
The weeping girl threw herself into the woman’s arms.  It was the dark abyss of the night, into which the moon plunges.  In this abyss she had lost her magic sword.  The station master blew his whistle and waved the flag.  The train, slowly, slowly, began to pull its great length out of the station, dragging with it its freight of dreams.​[270]​

The dreams which freight this train are only magical in the way that Fevvers’ sword is magical, symbolically, but they are still material.  ‘Dreams’ here means marvels and fantasies, the circus, but also means hopes and aspirations; all of these things are tied to commodification and the power of capital, the escape is thus an ambiguous one: this train and its miniature are still suggestively close to one another.  
This encounter is the one which marks the beginning of the change for Fevvers where she gives up a part of the artifice and deception which formerly characterised her relationships.  Reciprocally, Walser’s own personality has been forced to on the external characteristics which have formerly never touched his interiority.  Fevvers is a figure whose meanings are constantly subverted and questioned by Walser until his own meaning, his field of cultural reference, becomes lost.  He then tries to fill this apparent (post)modernist lack with the culture of a ‘primitive’ tribe.  Here the novel takes on the questions of authenticity inherent in discourses which contrast modern with pre-modern.  Walser, seeming to be lost to modernity, joins a culture which has not yet become modernised, in the process bringing the forces of modernity with him.  His healing, brought about in a comfortingly authentic womb of pre-modern existence is a fantasy of being ‘outside’ history, or historical forces, which in his enactment he demonstrates to be nothing but an illusion (caused by a bump on the head).  He is rendered automatic in his reactions (supposedly a privileged position) yet it is his return from this state of blankness, a void symbolising the blankness of his interiority prior to this, which signals the evolution of his character.   It appears to be a Surrealist gesture Walser has performed: effectively destroying his preconceptions and acting unconsciously in order to surpass the states of both rationalism and irrationalism as inadequate to expressing the nature of his reality.  The irrational world of the Shaman is on the brink of extinction at the hands of historical forces of rationalism; Walser must find a way to overcome this which is compatible with his own materialist stance through a dialectic of rational/anti-rational.  He thus returns to himself, having found himself committed to a particular position, no longer untouched by experience as Fevvers is not longer quite so surrounded by tall tales.    Their union, in laughter, at the end of the novel, with Fevvers, naturally, on top, has been made possible by their mutual changes, by their responding to each other’s dialectical position and negotiating by making compromises as material subjects.  

Conclusions: Socialist, Feminist, Surrealist 

Carter’s novels emphasise the materialism of the imaginary life by emphasising the literariness of themselves while taking their fictional worlds seriously as such; it is important to distinguish this from other metafictional gestures where the intention is to wholly subvert the medium.  Carter is using the fictive medium to put forward a critical message about the material importance of fictions; like Ado Kyrou, she proclaims the value of fantasy from a standpoint which acknowledges its impossibility as its greatest power.  Kyrou writes that it is ‘as a frantic materialist that I love the impossible’,​[271]​ expanding this to a philosophical declaration that Surrealism can in fact only come about from a materialist standpoint.  He continues:  
So-called ‘supernatural’ phenomena are only unknown human forces or the magnificent symbols of terrestrial power.  Any religious, esoteric (in the theological sense), mystical interpretation of these phenomena can only diminish their liberating significance.  That famous ‘reason’ perturbed by the fantastic and immersed in surreality attains the authentic sense of materialism, which is not limited to its manifest content.  
Everything I know, everything I can find, everything that can move me, everything that exists is found on earth.  This everything is endless and the marvellous it conceals accepts no idealistic, deistic or any way non-existent accretion that destroys it.​[272]​  

To Kyrou it is the inexplicability or impossibility of the unknown forces of the universe which allows for the Surrealist comparison between the marvellous within the everyday world and the possibility of revolutionary activity: things that seem to be impossible, or are fantastically improbable, happening in a wholly human world, without attribution to supernatural agency or divine teleology, serve to demonstrate both the richness of the material world and its revolutionary potential through the very act of imagining the ‘impossible’.  Fantasy without a religious-theological content is fantasy as a cognitive estrangement of the unrepresentable fantastic content of the Real.  
It is clear that Carter’s thinking moves in similar ways to this.  Her words to John Haffenden when questioned on the relationship of the ‘highly stylized and decorative apparatuses’ of her novels to socio-historical reality, demonstrate a strongly Surrealist stance modulating the matter-of-fact tones of a Socialist: 
Obviously the idea that my stories are all dreams or hallucinations out of Jung-land, or the notion that the world would be altogether a better place if we threw away our rationality and went laughing down the street, or even the one that schizophrenia is an enriching experience, that’s all nonsense.  I can see how it must look to some readers, but the point is that if dreams are real as dreams, then there’s a materiality to symbols; there’s a materiality to imaginative life and imaginative experience which should be taken quite seriously.​[273]​  
  
Carter is responding in two ways to questions of literature’s aesthetic and political value in this question and answer.  First, it is a response to the Marxian ‘cultural studies’ approach to literature which attributes literature’s value as an object of study primarily to its sociological functions; this is something critiqued extensively elsewhere, see for example, Julian Markels’ discussion of the critical heritage attached to Raymond Williams and Frederic Jameson in The Marxian Imagination (2003).  Second, it is a rejoinder to the theoretical elaborations of the post-1968 generation of theorists who help build our notion of postmodernism, whose heritage combines elements of R.D. Laing’s anti-psychiatry movement with new critical terms such as ‘schizoanalysis’ developed by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari in Anti-Oedipus (French 1972, English 1977); Carter’s writings show she is clearly interested in the same concepts and questions but is obviously cautious about how to engage with them.      
The insistence on the importance of reading the faculty of the imagination into the material lives of people as active subjects is characteristic of Surrealism; it mirrors Surrealism’s interest in using the irrational, or what Carter describes above as ‘dream’, for rationalist, materialist ends: liberty and social justice.  Sarah Gamble observes that Carter’s relation to her sense of ‘Englishness’ and national identity was one suffused with contradiction, Carter’s use of Surrealism is of apiece with this.  She presents Surrealism and its suspicious reception by ‘The British’ quite indulgently, teasing intellectual rhetoric with the voice of its ‘other’, the ‘anti-intellectual’ masses.    She is ironic, and sarcastic, in taking on the common sense voice of the ‘ordinary Briton’ in such a way as to display multiple facets of her attitude towards such outlooks.  

The British could never take [Surrealism’s] philosophic pretensions seriously; none of the surrealists knew any maths, and besides, they kept dragging sex and politics into everything, including the relations between men and women and the individual and the state, where every good Briton know sex and politics have no right to be.​[274]​  


Carter presents sex and politics in all of her fictions as necessary parts of the expression of the whole subject.  Here Carter writes with the ‘commonsense’ tones of ‘the British’ that she is critiquing, something Sarah Gamble identifies as a central dualistic impulse in Carter’s writing in general.  Gamble compares the dualistic imagery of events designed to define ‘Britishness’ with Carter’s own take on national identity, finding ‘a peculiar synchronicity’ between ‘Carter’s rejection of homogenous concepts of national identity and selfhood’ and the 1951 Festival of Britain using the heraldic Lion and Unicorn to symbolise Britishness.  Gamble suggests that Carter is creating a dualistic relationship between fantastical and factual to expose already existing dualistic characteristics.    This use of ‘disjunction and contradiction’ which Gamble and others find in Carter’s fiction, ‘split as it is between fabulation and political purpose’, can be understood as use of Surrealist techniques.​[275]​   















Chapter Three: Alan Moore’s Immaterialist critique: superheroes and escape   
1: Alan Moore and Antinomian History
This chapter will analyse the relationship between politics and the imagination in the fantasy work of Alan Moore.  It will demonstrate that Moore’s fictions, in terms of their political commitment and their aesthetic practices, are based upon the resolution of political contradiction through the power of the imagination in a way which reveals him to be a modern antinomian.  In Moore’s work, fantasy landscapes symbolise the shared space of the imagination and characters represent or espouse political views and aesthetic practices which contest, share and affect that landscape; his superheroes fight to defend the imagination.  He self-consciously contextualises his work within a Gnostic Romantic tradition which favours the power of the imagination, modulating it with materialist critique.    
Moore’s fantasy work is underpinned by a desire to expose and celebrate the underground for its utopianism.  He is an antinomian insofar as he is explicitly concerned with visionary fantasy as a space which reveals the counter-histories of resistance to power, celebrating the unofficial and the alternative, and the possibilities of political utopias.   His fictions are also antinomian in that they draw upon a history of heretical, revolutionary and utopian writings by religious, cultural and political dissenters to demonstrate this.  In his recent publication Dogem Logic (Sept, 2009), Moore delivers a short history of subversive and unofficial publishing in Britain and its contestatory relationship with central culture entitled ‘Going Underground’.​[276]​  He provides a loose Romantic narrative which connects ‘Quakers, Anabaptists, Antinomians, Moravians, Muggletonians, Ranters, Levellers and Diggers’ with the language of post-1960s utopian groups who draw upon them,​[277]​ and explains the relationship he sees between the historical periods he draws together by blending historical idioms with those of 1960s underground writing and anarchist pamphlets:

Some of the Ranters […] preached a creed of sexual liberation and abandonment of earthly goods in pamphlets known as ‘fiery flying rolls’, prophetic texts penned by such worthies as the mighty Abiezer Coppe.  The Diggers were guerrilla gardeners who grew crops on common land that had been fenced off and enclosed by noblemen at the beginning of the [17th] century, while Levellers were two-fisted anarchists who wanted to get rid of noblemen and rulers altogether. (ibid.)

Moore then details how some meanings of ‘underground publishing’ have shifted historically from being religious and political to becoming the germ of an ‘alternative’ culture or set of ‘sub-cultures’.  His own contemporary interest lies in developing the cultural connections between the ‘alternative’ traditions of antinomian writing, running from Ranters and Levellers through to the underground publications of the ‘60s, International Times and Oz, and from The Village Voice to New Worlds and Savoy Books.​[278]​  Writing that ‘The underground press left a legacy of tolerant, progressive ideas that have much enriched society’ Moore celebrates the 1960s underground as the first place that working-class people from white, provincial England ‘heard about black power, gay rights or women’s liberation’, adding that ‘publications like Gay News or key feminist magazine Spare Rib would probably not existed without their more freaky forerunners to serve as inspiration’.​[279]​  Although this last assertion is open to critique (as other commentators have suggested, the underground press was viewed as inspiration only as often as it was seen as part of the problem​[280]​), Moore’s wider point is that wild and fantastical expressions of the imagination are among the essential preconditions for the cultural enrichment of society as a whole.  This can be seen in his allusions to visionary writing in his interviews and in the intertextual allusion of his comic book work.      
Moore’s view of the relationship between imagination and reality reflects the language of visionary nonconformists such as William Blake, John Bunyan and Margaret Cavendish, the Duchess of Newcastle, all of whom manifest as epitexts or intertextual appropriation in his work.​[281]​  Their names are used as constellations to navigate by in his writing and, as I shall indicate, his use of the visionary tradition is a way of recuperating the Romantic imagination for his own contemporary left radical position.  As his words on the nature of fantasy indicate, Moore’s thought is closely related to a 1960s tradition which combined psychedelic culture and fantasy with political dissent: 
Fantasy and psychedelic drugs are often held up as being, say, prime avenues of escapism. To me it’s just the opposite: Fantasy enables you to look at the real situation through a different lens.  Fantasy is incredibly important […] central to the human experience; this is not some frivolous sort of light, decorative thing.​[282]​  
   
Foregrounding fantasy as cognitive estrangement in this way links his work with the counter-cultural recuperations of visionary texts and religious antinomianism: to Moore, the imagination is the most important element of being human, the one which ties together and communicates between all others.  He borrows from Aleister Crowley the term ‘magick’ to designate this, meaning a written form of the imagination which links all other human faculties; for Moore, ‘magick’ is homologous with ‘fantasy’: it is conscious and mediated, and primarily written, and an affective medium which can address the real world through the imaginary.  Comic books are an important manifestation of this in popular media because they are among the fastest-publishable forms, because they are highly accessible and, most importantly for Moore they promote multiple approaches to the visual by presenting a unity of word and image which transcends both.  His specific relationship with the figure of the superhero as an expression of the imagination is central to his construction of the value of the comic book medium and of art in general.  It begins with a restatement of the problem of political fantasy: is superheroic fantasy escapist (ideological) or liberating.  
Moore’s personal outlook is informed by a working class perspective and strong affinity for left radical causes.  This is expressed through his advocacy of anarchist critique of contemporary society and campaigning for lesbian and gay rights, informed by his background and those of his closest friends.  In response to the introduction of Section 28 outlawing the ‘promotion’ of homosexuality, he organised and published the magazine, AARGH! (Artists Against Rampant Government Homophobia) (1988), headed by his poem The Mirror of Love promoting the history of homosexual culture.​[283]​  Elsewhere, he has also celebrated the ‘millennial Tourettes’ of Savoy books as a counter-cultural force, describing David Britton’s ‘acid voice’ and ‘constant indiscretions’ as a necessary reminder of the regional inequalities which still exist in contemporary Britain.​[284]​    
In the early part of Moore’s career we can clearly see that he uses superheroes as symbols of cultural forces, representing the dominant politics of their time, while lesser known superheroic characters convey either residual or emergent cultural formations.  In Swamp Thing (DC: 1983-87) Moore develops the Swamp Thing into a superhero character of the margins of human experience; he exists at the edges of the DC universe’s typical adventures, encountering Superman and Batman but rarely being acknowledged officially.  Through the series he develops in a way which comes to symbolise something of Moore’s interest in the cultural formation of the ‘margins’.  With major superhero characters the pressure of audience and editorial expectation exerts particular influence, but for a marginal character there is a greater degree of freedom to develop idiosyncratically.  Moore’s response to this in the 1980s was to deconstruct the power relations which superhero narratives generate and reveal the ideological assumptions that superheroes might implicitly support by extrapolating from historical circumstances.      


2: The Spatialisation of the Imagination 

As a writer who works with illustrative artists to create works based on a unity of word and image, Moore has said many times in interview that he works primarily through words to manipulate sense impressions in the mind of others; although this is mostly visual, as critics such as Annalisa Di Liddo has observed, Moore is known in the comics industry for giving far more sensory information to his collaborating artist that they can impart through the medium, Di Liddo suggests that this excess of sense impressions allows Moore to develop an ‘underlanguage’, ‘that is, an alternative idiom to common language, which results from the interaction of two codes: the iconic and the verbal’ through inviting his first reader, the artist, into a shared world to which they then contribute their interpretation.​[285]​  I suggest that this is one way Moore expresses the idea of the imagination as a landscape shared by writer, artist and reader.   
Spatialisation is central to the interpretation of Moore’s texts.  As Mark Bernard and James Bucky Carter observe in ‘Alan Moore and the Graphic Novel: Confronting the Fourth Dimension’, the meeting of time and space in the imagination is one of the keys to Moore’s oeuvre: the meeting of subjective and objective time in the reading space of the comic book page.  To them, the ‘fourth dimension’ is constituted by the readerly subjectivity encountering the spatialization of sequence and duration on the comic book:  
The term to us refers to a special relationship with space and time wherein the two conflate such that infinite multiple dimensionalities become simultaneously present.  When the reader’s interaction, his or her own space-time, is accounted for, this evocation of space-time becomes quite literal and expands exponentially.  The fourth dimension is bridged by human experience and interaction.  The spontaneous, real-time interplay of all these forces at once create an ethereal dimension of its own, also what we refer to as the fourth dimension.  Therefore the fourth dimension is defined as simultaneous multitudinous dimensionality deeply entwined in and part of individual experience.​[286]​
  
This attempt to explicate the specific relation of sequential art to the exchanges of the fictive and the imaginary owes a great deal to Moore’s discussions of ‘Idea Space’ as they appear in various interviews and in the comic books such as Supreme: The Return (see below).  Moore’s ideas on this subject owe their development to Art Spiegelman’s Breakdowns, a meditation on the (positional) relationships between ‘high’ and ‘low’ art forms, as well as their relationships with their viewer/reader, which also inform the analyses of Scott McCloud in Understanding Comics.  One of Speigelman’s key utterances is that ‘[i]n comics the page is the basic unit of thought’, from this he relates the practice of comic book art, as a unique combination of words and pictures, directly to the changing of the reader’s sense of time and space, and Viktor Shklovsky’s ideas on art and defamiliarisation:  
The purpose of Art is to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived and not as they are known.  The technique of Art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar’, to make forms difficult.  To increase the difficulty and length of perception…
Because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged.  
Art is a way of experiencing the Artfulness of an object.  The object is not important.​[287]​  

Bernard and Bucky Carter’s discussion of Moore borrows from the same shared tradition of Modernist art that Shklovsky is here discussing, they liken the work to Picasso, an explicit point of reference for Spiegelman and Moore, in an attempt to generate a terminology adequate to expressing one of the fundamental aspects of the graphic novel: ‘manipulation of the space-time continuum is so much a part and parcel with the very nature of sequential art that [the] bridging of time and space’ sought by Marcel Duchamp in Nude Descending a Staircase (1912) or Picasso in Guernica (1937), ‘is virtually seamless’ in the comic book mode in a way less common to other visual arts or literatures.​[288]​   
Metaphorically spatialising the imagination is an essential function of the superhero mode as fantasy for Moore.  Moore uses several terms for this idea: ‘Idea Space’ (Supreme: The Return), ‘The Immaterium’ (Promethea), and ‘The Blazing World’ (League of Extraordinary Gentlemen: Black Dossier​[289]​).  These descriptions draw upon constructions of the imagination from the visionary tradition in terms of a plane of existence occupied, chiefly, by visionaries and poets, and in these various series he invokes the names of Margaret Cavendish, John Bunyan, William Blake, Arthur Machen and David Lindsay as a tradition of visionary individual writers.​[290]​  The power of the imagination as a trans-historical force in a Romantic visionary tradition thus has a specific significance for Moore: the speculative and the fantastical as a form of dissent, of non-conformity.  This chapter will analyse how such visionary individualist tradition relates to its apparent antinomy in Moore’s working-class orientation and reveal how he might be understood as defining a strain of modern antinomianism.             
There is an important subtext to this attempt to unify the interests of the visionary tradition with those of the contemporary left: the problem of escapism.  Left radical and conservative traditions both concur that escapism is tied to a sense of individuation in the face of actually existing political situations, particularly in the case of idiosyncratic visionary writing.  Much of Angela Carter’s writing operates as a contra-escapist critique of the various subgenres it engages with.  Similarly, Moorcock has written polemically against escapism in the past due, as chapter one has discussed, to the proximity of theme and form between himself and writers whose escapism he opposes.  As we shall see, Moore’s early work in Watchmen and V for Vendetta in particular clearly follows this contra-escapist vein, but in his later texts, Moore problematises this. Where Moorcock suggests that escapism demonstrates a lack of perspective, Moore’s later work suggests instead that it is rather the case that escapism is one textual perspective among others, indicating that he no-longer finds the possibility of an escapist reading of his fantasy as being antithetical to the sense of material escape from the determining constraints of circumstance.  To understand why this might be the case we need to look at the cultural legacy of Moore’s most popular early fictions, two graphic novels which changed the industry, Watchmen (1986, 1987) and V for Vendetta (1982-83, 1988).    







I: Who Watches? Political critique and the pervasiveness of power in Watchmen 

In the 1980s Moore was concerned with using the figure of the superhero subversively, deconstructing the conventions of the superhero narrative to explore the political implications of metaphorical superpowers in the Cold War world.  This section is concerned with addressing the questions of how Moore depicted the 1980s political landscape using Watchmen and V for Vendetta as a critical aesthetic, the ways these two graphic novels have affected the reading of the superhero as a figure.  Watchmen extrapolates from post-war politics to speculate on how the presence of masked vigilantes and superhumans in America would have affected the outcomes of the McCarthyite ‘witch-hunts’ and the Vietnam War.  V for Vendetta concerns a dystopian future Britain with a fascist government; Moore uses these scenarios to explore what kind of political and social extremes might produce a superhero in post-war Britain.  In both texts Moore and his collaborators present superheroes as figures whose powers are seductive and liberating but dangerous, both morally and politically.  The reasons Moore became dissatisfied with the effect that texts such as these had on the development of the superhero genre can be understood by comparing them with the other defining text of the same era, Frank Miller and Klaus Jansen’s Dark Knight Returns (1986), a ‘revisionist’ Batman narrative which, like Watchmen, speculates how superheroes might operate as political figures.           
But what is a superhero? Roz Kaveney describes a superhero as ‘a man or woman with powers that are either massive extensions of human strengths and capabilities, or fundamentally different in kind, which she or he uses to fight for truth, justice and the protection of the innocent’.​[292]​  As Greg S. McCue and Clive Bloom observe in Dark Knights: The New Comics in Context (1993), the idea of the superhero is inevitably tied to particular cultural moments of upheaval or perceived upheaval.  Beginning with their origins ‘[c]omic books never sold as well as they did during the Second World War and the immediate post-war years [when] [s]uperheroes appeared in numbers that would darken the skies’ and ushered in what is now called the Golden Age of superheroic figures whose power and moral force were embodiments of ‘spirits of the age’, standing for the nation or modernity itself.​[293]​  ‘Forces beyond the control of normal men irrevocably alter the face of the planet and change the meaning of morality [….] in superheroes those forces are not the arbitrary ones of nature but have form and consciousness’; the forms those forces take in 1980s comic books such as Moore’s early works are familiar from Frederic Jameson’s conception of postmodernity as a cultural form of late capitalism.​[294]​  In the case of Watchmen, Moore undertook a deconstructive project to question the values of superheroes themselves.      
Watchmen, series 1986, collected 1987, with artwork by Dave Gibbons, introduced a historical materialist critique into the constructions of what superhero adventures can ‘mean’, forcing characters with powers and costumes into the specific political scenarios of the Vietnam conflict and Cold War.  Its imagery was explicitly styled after detective comics and its colour palette used shades of yellow, purple and green which encode connotations of bruising, injury and of decay.  In this text superpowers were not just metaphors of political power, they exercised political power in materialist contexts of propaganda and ideology, legislature (registering themselves) and warfare (facilitating a U.S. victory in Vietnam).  Its premise presumed that the appearance of superheroes in America would form part of the ideological conflict of the Cold War and speculated on what manner of effect the presence of these godlike figures might have on American confidence and the global balance of power.  Superheroes are both the ultimate symbol of American power in support of the official powers of the US, like the enigmatic and powerful Dr Manhattan, or they are renegade vigilantes like Rorschach who operate as outlaws with a violent and anarchic individualist ethos.  
This approach to the figure of the superhero also structures Frank Miller’s re-imagining of Batman in Dark Knight Returns (DKR), illustrated by Klaus Janson and it is worth comparing their approaches briefly.  Both DKR and Watchmen offer bleak visions of worlds where the optimistic, hyper masculine, hyper-patriotic, hyper real superheroes are living governmental propaganda: they are giants walking among us;​[295]​ they move in the circles of government or else are castigated as dangerous loose cannons and outlaw vigilantes.  Watchmen and DKR arrived together in 1986/87 and both capture a nihilism in graphic media which Guy Lawley identifies with the ‘70s and ‘80s punk phenomena in his article on ‘The Influence of Punk on Comics’.​[296]​ I argue that it is primarily Miller’s work which has defined the movement towards predominantly negative political portrayals of superheroes which Moore is now rejecting.  
Guy Lawley writes of DKR that ‘Miller’s anarcho-libertarian take on Batman may have had little direct punk input, but certainly reflected a post-punk mood’;​[297]​ this ‘mood’ determines certain aspects of the reading of both DKR and its contemporaneous text, Watchmen.  Miller and Janson’s Gotham City faces a wide social threat from a youth gang called the Mutants, this Mutant gang are uniformly shaven-headed, dressed in clothing with prominent zips and wearing stylised sunglasses over their eyes.  They are a mass force of youth-culture gone wild, their clothing a uniform drawn from images which had become Hollywood stereotypes of youth subcultures from skinheads to the burgeoning hip-hop b-boy fashions.  When this group are eventually defeated by Batman their followers divide into one small swastika-wearing group, and a larger one who adopt the bat signal and wear it on their faces, calling themselves the ‘Sons of the Batman’;​[298]​ suggesting that the society of the time is drawn to violent subcultures and the only response is a corresponding violence, they are ‘subverted as a force for social change by a newly politicised caped crusader’.​[299]​  Watchmen and DKR both express a simultaneous distaste for unproblematic hero-worship and a desire for significant shifts in social attitudes by showing the superhero as a site of desire and repulsion, as grotesque ‘monstrous’ bodies.  
In Watchmen we are presented with a range of divergent views and perspectives between characters while in DKR the dominant voice is always that of Miller’s Batman.  The same ‘mood’ comes to dominate both texts, but not the same voice.  The hard-boiled voice is employed by only one character in Moore’s novel, Rorschach, a vigilante with psychopathic tendencies.  Watchmen has a complex structure of narrative arcs, through interweaving storylines it presents multiple perspectives, Rorschach, Dr Manhattan, Nite Owl, Silk Spectre, bringing them together into a resolution.  Alternate chapters provide diverse viewpoints by focusing on different characters: Rorschach’s journal which introduces us to the plot is political reactionary, while the character of Daniel Dreiberg, Nite Owl, is more liberal.  The murder victim—Edward Blake—is a deeply unsympathetic character, sexually violent, misogynistic and politically cynical, he is also a government-sponsored masked vigilante known as The Comedian; the motives for the murder uncover a series of linkages between all of the characters and the politics of the world they live in.  Official culture supports the cynical and violent character of The Comedian, while liberals such as Nite Owl/Dreiberg find themselves marginalised alongside the reactionary Rorschach, placing them in morally compromised positions.  The novel presents a bleak spectrum of alternatives where superheroes are either misguided or their responses to society are morally suspect.  Moore is presenting the superhero as a figure whose very strength leads to delusion: people avoid dealing with political problems, deferring to superheroes, and political crises deepen; the novel suggests that superheroes primarily function as the dark reflections of social violence.   
From Rorschach’s journal we learn his opinions of the city and its inhabitants, and his own politics: 

The streets are extended gutters and the gutters are full of blood and when the drains finally scab over all the vermin will drown.  The accumulated filth of all their sex and murder will foam up about their waists and all the whores and politicians will look up and shout ‘save us!’…
…and I’ll look down, and whisper ‘no’.​[300]​

Rorschach is the superhero vigilante presented as a psychotic obsessive.  He complains about the pernicious influence on society of ‘lechers and communists’ who lead people astray, and berates ‘all those liberals and intellectuals and smooth talkers’ as the source of the crime he fights.​[301]​  As Di Liddo points out, the psychotic undertone is formed using borrowed phrasing from serial murderer writings such as David Berkowitz’s ‘Son of Sam’ letters and Carl Panzram’s Journal of Murder,​[302]​ implying that any of the vigilante superheroes who have a double-life would be considered on a par with the most abnormal pathologies in our world.  
The tone of Rorschach’s plot arc suggests a demythologising of the superhero.  It is figured both in his self-determined mission, to ‘unmask’ The Comedian’s killer, and in his constant insistence on the essential meaninglessness of the world he inhabits: ‘[e]xistence is random.  Has no pattern save what we imagine after staring at it for too long.  No meaning save what we choose to impose.’​[303]​  Rorschach’s voice speaks of a lack at the heart of the superhero narrative, a quest for a meaning defined by an empty core.  His is the voice which introduces the world of Watchmen.  
The other character’s perspectives offer further deconstructions of the idea of the superhero.  Ozymandias, ‘the smartest man in the world’, offers another perspective: totalitarian utilitarianism; for him the superhero is one who does that which is ‘good’ for the majority of people irrespective of its material and moral cost.  He saves the world from nuclear war by perpetuating an alien invasion hoax which kills thousands of innocent people in New York.  The Comedian discovers the plot, and so Ozymandias kills him: ‘I picture him swimming to the island, dagger in teeth, penetrating its installations.  What he found must have come as a terrible blow.  Imagine… the perfect fighting man discovering a plot to put an end to war’.​[304]​  Ozymandias reveals that The Comedian was the only person who ‘understood [….] He knew my plan would succeed, though its scale terrified him’;​[305]​ the violent cynicism of The Comedian, the covertly-sanctioned superhero, and the utopian absolutism of Ozymandias, reflect one another in their view of mankind.  This is the bleak nature of Watchmen’s deconstruction of the superhero: the strongest superhero characters in the novel are predominantly brutal, psychotic or else possess a totalitarian utopian vision which they implement at the cost of as many lives as it takes.  
The liberal characters, Daniel Dreiburg (Nite Owl) and Laurie Juspczyk née Jupiter (Silk Spectre), who concern themselves with fighting crime less brutally and rescuing people from burning buildings are relatively ineffective.  The others argue that they are either fighting ‘only the symptoms, leaving the disease itself unchecked’ (Ozymandias​[306]​) or, more starkly, ‘[i]t don’t matter squat because inside thirty years the nukes are gonna be flying like maybugs’ (The Comedian​[307]​).  Their efforts are dwarfed by the overarching political situation of the Cold War which renders the crime-fighting and rescuing activities of a superhero effectively meaningless; it is a relentless critique of the idea of superheroes as a form of escapism that fails to engage with the totality of the material political situation, of which their adventures form only one part.      
Dr Manhattan, meanwhile, is the only superheroic character whose perspective might be considered as significantly ‘above’ these problems.  He finds himself distanced from events personally, while being co-opted symbolically by the politics of the time; he is, like Watchmen as a text, caught in an agonistic relationship with the categorisation of the ‘superhero’ itself.  The same militaristic forces who employ The Comedian select Dr Manhattan’s name for him, it is ‘chosen for the ominous associations it will raise in America’s enemies’.​[308]​  His superheroic identity is ‘something gaudy and lethal’,​[309]​ beyond his control, fashioned to define a militaristic Cold War identity politics: ‘The superman exists, and he’s American’ [emphasis Moore’s]. ​[310]​       
Because Dr Manhattan perceives space and time as a unity, his character is uniquely placed to reflect on all the events of the novel; his perspective is presented as that which is analogically closest to that of a demiurge within the fiction.  He experiences the differences between moments in time as a spatially divided simultaneity, viewing past, present and future as co-existent: when characters object to his lack of engagement with the world he responds ‘I can’t prevent the future.  To me it’s already happening.’​[311]​  His views of the other characters are distant and analytical: on meeting the Comedian he observes: ‘Blake is interesting.  I have never met anyone so deliberately amoral’, his position is like a disinterested reader.​[312]​  
Dr Manhattan’s powers are equated with the power of the imagination by Adrian Veidt, Ozymandias: observing that the sciences of eugenics, quantum physics and transportation have taken giant leaps forward, he says ‘we owe it all to you [Dr Manhattan].  With your help our scientists are limited only by their imaginations’; Dr Manhattan responds, ‘And by their consciences surely?’​[313]​  His words and Veidt’s suggest something of the political divide which the text is drawing between the imagination and the enacting of the imagination, and between the politically committed and aesthetically distanced perspectives.  Dr Manhattan is presented as uncommitted to anything human, possessed of a perspective on the lives of all of the characters which is omnipresent; he is unwilling to actively affect the pattern of those lives (as he sees it).  
Watchmen suggests that perspectives which are not politically committed risk being co-opted; the superhero figure is inherently flawed in this text, superheroes are a political warning against the dangers of power and ideology.  From beginning to end, the figure of the superhero is placed in an uncomfortable position between being read as a liberationary figure or an embodiment of ideals and being read as symbol for the corrupting influence of power.  The ‘solution’ for the characters is death or retirement to concentrate on their non-superheroic lives, or, in the case of Dr Manhattan, for him to leave the universe of humanity altogether; in Watchmen the only solution is to exile the superhero and remember them as ideals or as history.  

II: Being ‘Committed’: V as modern antinomian

V for Vendetta is a highly charged political response to Thatcherism.  It evaluates the relative possibilities of ‘escape’ and ‘escapism’ of comic book culture through a strident satire of 1980s Britain.  The collected edition opens with the following statement from Moore: 
It’s 1988 now.  Margaret Thatcher is entering her third term of office and talking confidently of an unbroken Conservative leadership well into the next century.  My youngest daughter is seven and the tabloid press are circulating the idea of concentration camps for persons with AIDS.  The new riot police wear black visors, as do their horses, and their vans have rotating video cameras mounted on top.  The government has expressed a desire to eradicate homosexuality, even as an abstract concept, and one can only speculate as to which minority will be next legislated against.  I’m thinking of taking my family and getting out of this country soon, sometime over the next couple of years.  It’s cold and mean-spirited and I don’t like it here anymore.  
Goodnight England.  Goodnight Home Service and V for Victory.  
Hello the Voice of Fate and V FOR VENDETTA.​[314]​  

His statement is uncompromising: V for Vendetta extrapolates from his personal observations to an explicitly fascist future England where minorities both sexual and ethnic have been legislated against by official government policy.  The superhero figure that will emerge in response to this extreme situation is an antinomian one.  If the liberal superheroes were ineffective in Watchmen it was because their opponents had out-manoeuvred them, making them outlaws or assets of power; V will be different.  
V for Vendetta presents the figure of the superhero as the equal and opposite mirror of the political forces of power; V is implicitly opposed to law and order because they are tied to a politics he is resisting.  This is accomplished aesthetically in a number of different ways which signify a break with some commonplaces of the superhero genre: the primary example is the way Lloyd and Moore completely eschew the traditional ‘fx’ of superhero comic books, right down to the ethereal subtitles of thought bubbles.  When we are presented with an internal monologue it appears in captions around the image without a thought balloon; the firing of a gun is a flash at the end of a gun barrel; ripping fabrics or breaking materials are simply shown, the visual clues to what is happening must be followed carefully by the reader.  The pages of V for Vendetta perform a peculiarly spartan form of visual Realism where violence remains understated, sudden and unpleasant rather than extended and overblown; when we see, at the destruction of the Larkhill Concentration camp, figures falling, half in shadow, clutching their faces, the caption explains: ‘the ammonia, the grease solvent and all the other stuff.  He’d been making things with them.  Mustard gas…and Napalm’.​[315]​  This suggests its seriousness to the reader, deliberately stripping away certain conventions to force a kind of engagement which requires more attention to gesture and word without signposts.  As a superheroic fantasy narrative its inherent anti-realism is being simultaneously reversed and exploited.  As a superhero, V is the same odd mix of extremism and illogical idiosyncrasy as Batman, but placed in a Realist setting the incongruity of the masked vigilante stands out starkly for being too much, too extreme, for reality to bear: it is the same technique that Frank Miller’s DKR employs, juxtaposing the ordinary with the extraordinary.  
V’s actions become problematic; he is murdering people in grisly and ironic ways and his motives for doing so come increasingly to seem irrational, making him a figure of insanity as much as a symbol of resistance.  David Lloyd’s grinning Guy Fawkes mask, a synthesis of Joker and Batman, creates an impenetrable and ambiguous persona which, seeming initially to be countered by his actions against the corrupt and extremist forces of the fascistic state, change from being the actions of a Robin Hood-figure outlaw to something far more problematic.  Alternative motivations begin to emerge during the course of the narrative; what seems to be the theatricality of an eccentric in one scene seems in another to be the absolute idiosyncrasy of a psychotic obsessive, allowing for no alternatives or plurality but simply inverting the values of the prevailing authoritarianism.   
V is a more of a call to imaginary arms, than a character.  V uses demotic registers from popular fiction, theatre and song, appropriating cultural ‘insiders’ (Shakespeare, Marlowe, etc.) for the purposes of his own ‘outsider’ perspective.  His ‘shadow gallery’ is filled with artworks, music and literature, and decorated with playbills for theatre and cinema; everything from Morecambe and Wise to White Heat and Macbeth cover the visible surfaces of V’s secret hideout.  His first words, rescuing Evey from some secret policemen (agents of The Finger) who are about to gang rape her, are a quotation from Macbeth, and when first introducing himself to Evey, V describes himself in theatrical and fantastical terms as ‘the king of the twentieth century […] the bogeyman [,] the villain…the black sheep of the family’.​[316]​  The fascistic government has outlawed most of the texts which V quotes from; his use of them is a recuperation of the history of art and literature for an unofficial cultural position.  
The whole of book three (written later) is related to a reference to Enid Blyton’s Magic Faraway Tree (1943) which appears in book two: V speaks the lines of Blyton’s Moonface, welcoming the children to ‘the Land of Do-As-You-Please’,​[317]​ which then forms the subtitle of book three and refers both to V’s interest in promoting anarchy and the freedom of the imagination: ‘with anarchy comes an age of ordnung, of true order, which is to say, voluntary order’.​[318]​  Political liberation is thus linked with spatialization and with fantasy in literature and art.  V’s use of the ambiguous spaces of literature and art to symbolise the ‘true order’ of anarchism in this way opens up the ambiguities of his own character: the politically committed authoritarian government represses art because of its ambiguous potential.  V is only resistant to authority because of his own polysemy: underneath his mask he could belong to any proscribed minority, and his actions may have more than one meaning.  The authorities’ commentary on V illustrates the power of uncertainty in V’s character:  
[Detective Inspector Finch to head of state, Adam Susan:] The first motive is revenge.  He escapes from Larkhill and vows to get even with his tormentors.  
The Parliament bombing and the other stuff is just a smokescreen.  
The whole exercise was an elaborate, chilling vendetta.  
That’s the explanation that I find most reassuring, funnily enough.  
Because that means he’s finished now.  That means it’s over.  
The second motive is more sinister.  Like I said, everyone who could have identified him is now dead.  
What if he’s just been clearing the ground? 
What if he’s planning something else? ​[319]​

It is this ‘other’ thing, this unknowable problem which cannot be guessed at by the police or state because they do not share the mindset of V; as a marginal person acting as a figure of resistance he is a cipher, an utterly ex-centric persona to them, whose identity is neither fixed nor, ultimately apprehensible.  He provides them with some idea of what identity might be concealed by the mask but erases any definitive trace, inviting speculation and projection; V is an Everyman figure.  V’s masked persona is anarchic in the possibilities it conceals by un-fixing the codes of identity by which the authorities might classify him in favour of a succession of theatrical masks.  When tormenting the man who represents the political leadership’s propaganda wing, Louis Prothero, The Voice of Fate, he dresses as Mr Punch, confronting the voice of authority with the voice of carnival.  His words to Evey as he dresses up for the encounter blend Shakespearean allusions and the music hall, just like the posters on the walls of the shadow gallery: 
I’m going to remind them about melodrama.  About the Tuppenny rush and the Penny Dreadful.  You see Evey, all the world’s a stage, and everything else… Is Vaudeville.​[320]​   
   
In brightly striped suit and straw boater he takes Prothero through a mock-up of the Larkhill camp where Prothero was warden and V interred.  His violence is bloody and brutal and although the destruction he effects carries humour it is ‘a sort of black poetry […] a sort of gallows humour’.​[321]​  V plays the intelligencer and creator of intrigues, like Jacobean and Elizabethan tragic characters such as Barabas, Marlowe’s Jew of Malta, or Shakespeare’s Aaron the Moor of Titus Andronicus or Iago, V’s motives are ambiguous and vary between sympathetic and eccentrically irrational.  Like these characters, V is also (perhaps) a minority figure ‘cast vicariously as both victim and villain’.​[322]​ 
The diary of Dr Delia Surridge which might reveal details about V has pages torn from it, prompting important questions: ‘What was on the missing pages, eh? His name? His age? Whether he was Jewish, or homosexual, or black or white?’​[323]​  All these characteristics are held back from the officials of the state who would wish to characterise him accordingly.  His identity, seeming so fixed with its rictus grin like Mr Sardonicus, is anything but; anybody could be underneath that Guy Fawkes mask.  This is a distinctly different formulation of the superhero from those presented in Watchmen: V is the superhero as the figure of the mob, an antinomian anarchist superhero.      
It persists beyond the death of ‘V’ as an individual: as he is dying he gives Evey instructions in the form of a puzzle for her to solve: ‘[y]ou must discover whose face lies behind this mask, but you must never know my face’.​[324]​  From this riddle, Evey draws a number of possible conclusions, just like the authorities’ speculations on V’s ‘true’ identity above, before finally imagining her own, younger face underneath the mask and donning it herself.  As one of the policemen hunting for V observes of the crowds who gather waiting to see V at the conclusion of the novel: ‘they’re not the terrorist’s followers or anything [….] But he’s become some sort of all-purpose symbol to them’.​[325]​  By the conclusion of the story Evey has become V and instigated a riot that may lead to revolution and chosen a new sidekick and heir of her own.  As a superhero, V’s power is that he is like the literary sources he quotes from and the mob he incites, irreducible to singular definitions; he represents the negation of authority and of official narratives which seek to fix identity in the irreducibility of art and human subjectivity.      
The realism of the text’s themes of political oppression and the moral consequences of behaving like a masked vigilante are thus contrasted with a strong thread of performativity, theatricality and entertainment, and the power of art and the imagination.  V’s home is, he explains to Evey, structured conceptually to represent the faculties of the mind: 
[Evey] “Those three rooms upstairs are joined with the piano room below.”
[V] “Indeed. Imagine we’re inside your mind, each area with its skills and functions: knowledge, pleasure, creativity…
All that remains is to make the proper neural connections.”​[326]​ 





III: Tom Strong: Continuity and Counter-Reading


In his recent comic book work, Moore has altered his use of ambiguity.  As part of his work on the superhero narrative, Geoff Klock gives a reading of Moore’s character Tom Strong which stands out significantly from the subsequent development of the character.  It forms a kind of counter-reading which sees Tom Strong (1999-2005) primarily as a satire of Golden Age comic book superheroes such as Doc Savage, Man of Bronze, or Superman’s earliest incarnations, something closely akin to Watchmen and V for Vendetta.  In How to Read Superhero Comics and Why (2002) Klock summarises it as follows:  ‘Tom Strong brings back the days when superheroes were simpler, and when no one noticed the questionable politics to which they unwittingly assented’.​[329]​  He then goes on to develop an argument that Tom Strong functions to satirise the readerly acceptance of superheroes by presenting an essentially authoritarian persona – super-strong, paternalistic, super-intellect – as a benign force, while uncovering the similarly authoritarian ideologies of openly fascistic ‘science-villains’:
In Tom Strong, Alan Moore plays with the traditional identification of the reader with the hero, exposing the degree to which superhero narratives  boil down to a choice among various modes of fascism whose biggest differences are the respective logo designs of their dictators.​[330]​

Klock bases this reading on the affinities between Tom Strong’s background as an experiment in eugenics and artificial gravity magnification by his Victorian scientist father, and those of his totalitarian and Nazi-themed opponents.  He concludes that although ‘Tom Strong has been praised for reviving dark and depressing comic books’, which follow the model foregrounded by Miller’s DKR and Moore’s Watchmen and V for Vendetta, the ‘real trick’ is that ‘Moore has returned us to the early days of the superhero narrative by reminding even the most sceptical and intelligent reader how primed she is for fascist propaganda’ in the form of sympathy for authoritarianism.​[331]​  In Klock’s view, Moore’s superhero fictions are primarily a subversive misprision of ‘the superhero’ concerned with revealing submerged ideological assumptions to his reader.  
However, Klock is writing as if Moore’s view of superheroes were unchanged, this reading is based on the first few episodes of Tom Strong.  After this the character’s world is further complicated by expanding the narratives of the other characters, such as Tom’s wife Dhalua, and their daughter Tesla, and alternate Tom Strongs such as Tom Strange.  I suggest that it is only the individual early episodes which Klock refers to, such as ‘Tom Strong versus the Swastika Girls’,​[332]​ which operate in the way he suggests.  His reading is effectively a ‘misreading or misprision’ of Tom Strong which extrapolates its points from the political stance toward superheroes found in V for Vendetta and Watchmen.  It overlooks the fact that Tom Strong is more consistent in making friends with his opponents than having them as the recurring ‘arch-villains’ which the early episodes initially cast them as, and that Tom is presented to us as a genuinely sympathetic, flawed but thoroughly moral, character and not as a veiled fascist.     
Klock’s book draws heavily on Harold Bloom’s ideas of influence in The Anxiety of Influence (1973), A Map of Misreading (1975) and Agon (1978), to explain the relationship between superhero continuity and the creative urge of the individual authors/artists.  The most important phrase of Bloom’s, for Klock, is ‘misprision’ which he uses to describe the way comic book writers react to each other’s work and to the medium as a whole: 
Influence, as I conceive it, means that there are no texts, but only relationships between texts.  These relationships depend on a critical act, a misreading or misprision, that one poet performs upon another, and that does not differ in kind from the necessary critical acts performed by every strong reader upon every text he encounters.​[333]​  

Klock draws on this concept of ‘misprision’ and the intertextuality of texts in his critical reading of Moore’s Tom Strong, but in finding a continuity between it and Watchmen he fails to acknowledge the major discontinuity with Moore’s early view of superheroes; Klock’s own reading is a form of misprision which foregrounds the nature of the debate that Moore is engaging with through the character of Tom Strong.  This character and the structures of his adventures, read after they have been developed further, clearly indicate an attempt to present an alternative to the morally questionable superheroes of Watchmen in a way which is a political break with that text.  The defining characteristic of the Tom Strong books is optimism; they present a view of the world where superheroes can be strong moral examples, espousing a left liberal ethos where Tom even concludes episodes by apologising to his daughter and her new boyfriend ‘Val, Tesla, I want to thank you again for everything you did, and to apologise for how I was earlier.  What can I say? I’m a Victorian parent’.​[334]​   Tom represents a return for Moore to the complex origins of the superhero genre to explore its points of political tension but also to reconstruct it, asking: what cultural developments does the superhero express and what values might a superhero express other than political pessimism? Moreover, Tom Strong is only part of Moore’s wider project to answer this political question; this project spans several series of America’s Best Comics (ABC) which include Moore’s most explicit statements on the social and political value of superheroes.      

4: Imaginary spaces and the visionary tradition: reconstructing superheroes and Idea Space 


Moore uses space as his central metaphor for his fictions; the imagination is the ultimate common ground, it is where all of the political contraries represented by superheroes can be resolved.  Space is an important metaphor for comic books in general, as Art Spiegelman and Scott McCloud have indicated, but for Moore it has a particular resonance:  
Having had these experiences with magic—or things that I believe to have been experiences—the best model that I can come up with for consciousness is consciousness as a form of space.  There was a quote from the British Journal of Consciousness Studies, which seemed to be taking up a similar idea: they were talking about something called qualla space, but it seemed that they were talking about something broadly.  They were saying that this qualla space was a space in which mental events could be said to happen—which is pretty much what I mean by ‘idea space.’​[335]​  

The term ‘idea space’ bridges Moore’s work, it appears in his work on Supreme: The Return.  The character of Supreme is based on Superman, but rather than being a reporter his alter-ego is a comic book writer, thereby thematising the process of imaginative creation and re-creation integral to writing and reading superhero comics; the ‘owning’ of the superhero by new writers and artists and by fans is literalized using alternate Supremes.  In one of his adventures Supreme encounters a being who is the ‘Fountainhead of all existence’​[336]​ in the form of a giant disembodied head of a Golden Age comic book writer called ‘King’, based on Jack Kirby, who tries to explain his existence in terms of living ideas: 
 [The ‘King’] It ain’t the physical stuff that’s important.  It don’t last, you know what I’m sayin’?  
What’s important is the idea of a thing.  See, all we are is ideas.  
[Supreme] You’re saying people are ideas?
[The ‘King’] Sure.  The ideas we have, the ideas other people have about us, the ideas we have about ourselves…what else is a personality?
And the thing about ideas over bodies is, ideas don’t die, and all we are is ideas.​[337]​   

This conception of ‘ideas’ interacting through human subjectivity and as human subjectivity is a radical one because it proposes that identity and political reality can be challenged by the subject. It bears similarity to certain ‘postmodernist’ conceptions, but it is governed by Moore’s interests in visionary and antinomian literature: Moore proposes that the production of meaning through the imagination is life.  Moore’s ideas here are expressed in terms very similar to Blake’s description of the body as but one part of the soul in The Marriage of Heaven & Hell.  Moore also, compares this conception with the work of Margaret Cavendish, and her ‘speculative philosophy’ text The Blazing World (1666) and John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress.  The Blazing World addresses its characters and readers interchangeably: the spirits in the narrative observe that ‘every human creature can create an immaterial world fully inhabited by immaterial creatures, and populous of immaterial subjects, such as we [the spirits of the Blazing World] are, and all this within the compass of a head or scull’. ​[338]​ Cavendish also adds that it is possible for one person to visit the ‘immaterial world’ of another, as her readers do visit hers by reading; this is where Moore’s fictions borrow their spatialization of the imaginary from: Bunyan’s and Margaret Cavendish’s narratives emphasise both their own fictive nature and their own potential importance because of that fictional nature as shared spaces or common ground.




I: The landscapes of Top Ten and League of Extraordinary Gentlemen


Top Ten concerns the relationship between American industrial modernity and the Greco-Roman heritage of superheroes as a genre, read as the expression of a globalised American identity.  Its corollary is The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, an exploration of post-Imperial British identity politics from a post-war cultural perspective.  Between them Britishness and American-ness, and their relative discontents, are explored through the manifestation of ideology in the interplay of real and imaginary architecture and technology, history and fiction.  
The architecture of Top Ten for example is Futurist and of Olympian scale, as if it was built by ‘Ray Bradbury, Fritz Lang and Zeus’, ​[339]​  baroque in its exuberance, expressing the American city as a kind of dreamscape of modernity itself; it is nationalistic because it implies that the city is the nation, and, going further, that the city is the world.  This has its corollaries in histories of comic books as a genre.  M. Thomas Inge writes in Comics As Culture: 
Coming into existence as it did in 1933, at the end of the era of industrialisation in America, the comic book was an original and powerfully attractive culmination of several mainstreams of national culture and technology.​[340]​  

The chapter this is taken from is headed ‘American Industrial Culture and the Comic Book’ and Inge goes on to list the defining factors in their development as: ‘the invention of the colour press and its application to the comic strips in newspapers’; ‘the intense interest of Americans in folk tales and mythology of the heroic variety’; and ‘the rapidly expanding influence of motion pictures’ which promoted a more general culture of visual storytelling.​[341]​  All of which certainly define the development of the contemporary comic book from its origins, and are undoubtedly economically and culturally determinant factors but are not all necessarily uniquely American, even in combination, but the superhero is.  The superhero captures essences which brings the genre closer to the ideas visually associated with America: size and scale, ambition and potential.  The superhero can ‘leap’—or overreach—tall buildings, and nowhere at that time had tall buildings in such abundance as does America.  A superhero’s physical and/or mental prowess is equivalent to or greater than that of many ordinary people, and, as if to demonstrate this, we see them mingle with the largest crowds in the most densely populated of American cities (whilst maintaining a distant connection with the mythology of Small Town America, as a repository of Values in the case of Superman).  The superhero has thus long been seen as an expression of the positive powers of the imagination; it is only in his recent work that Moore has rediscovered or returned to, explorations of this same position.  
Moore returns to the superhero in the context of superhero teams as a social metaphor.  The development of the superhero team has long been defined by an uneasy balance between dominant or majority cultural interests and minority cultural interests because it presents superheroes as a social microcosm.  Superhero teams also demonstrate the oscillations between the economic determinants of combining different, distinct heroes with separate narratives and motivations (and audience shares) with the ability to produce engaging stories which can make good use of each character’s personality and continuity as characters.  In all such combinations the specific powers of the individuals reflect upon or are reflected by their personalities: a clash of powers is always a clash of ego, and a conflict of opinion, if not always ideology.  In creating the specific team-narratives of League of Extraordinary Gentlemen and Top Ten Moore is clearly drawing inspiration from The Avengers (Marvel) and Justice League America (DC) in developing continuities which are self-contained yet open to wider expansion; his narratives are discrete from these precedents but are also able to reflect on the underlying structure of character exchange and political difference which such narratives develop.  As British adventure fiction can form an imaginary support to British imperialist expansion, but one also capable of critiquing of that relationship, so American superhero comics implicitly support mythologies of American cultural dominance but are just as capable of critique.  In these two series, Moore is playing on the similarities between the relative genres as well as their differences; their ambiguities are made into careful interrogations of national(ist) mythologies.  
Moore uses the literary history of the superhero mode to comment on contemporary culture by historicising what is meant by ‘hero’ at specific moments in cultural history, and speculates what the figure of the superheroes might mean to us in the future.  The League and Top Ten series can be read as archaeologies of cultural histories of the superhero genre, exploring the relation of the superhero group to political power in a way which is as critically inflected as Watchmen and V for Vendetta but which is no longer concerned with subverting the mode.  Moore now uses superhero groups and individuals to explore corresponding responses to politics without the dystopian overtones of his earlier novels.  League and Top Ten both deal with economic and politically expansionist ideologies—the relationship of ‘heroes’ to post-Imperial Britain and post-Cold War America—but their use of the superhero is more ambivalent.  
Alongside the satirical elements there is a note of celebration and of nostalgia to the textual environments of Moore’s ABC work: his characters symbolise and represent positions but are also intended to be read as people; the landscapes of these books are thus both a shared symbolic landscape and a shared physical one.  League of Extraordinary Gentlemen is an exaggerated textual vision of the Victorian era as a kind of hyper-Victoriana, while, comparatively, Top Ten’s Neopolis is a city of the modern American (pop-cultural) mind drawn from the visions of the future associated with Hugo Gernsback, which informs the backgrounds of Golden Age comic books.  Neopolis exists in a retro-futurist world, a place where technology advanced faster and further than reality but, being styled after Golden Age superhero universes, maintain a certain nostalgia in the shapes and forms it gave to buildings, something both Futurist and classical.  The League’s London is a city of the Victorian British mind; this is the ‘idea space’ which Moore sets up, where the description and depiction of neighbourhoods and districts do not have ideological content but are ideological content.  These series link political and nationalist fantasies with literary fantasies as extensions of one another rather than as contexts or corollaries; their symbolic content is drawn from the ideologies which dominate their respective eras.      
Moore signals his interest in the antinomian potential of the superhero as a figure of resistance to authority by exploring the division between official history and unofficial history.  In League, Moore posits a literary continuity, or ‘meganarrative’ based on the co-existence of all fictional creations and characters in literary history; it is loosely modelled on Philip José Farmer’s ‘Wold Newton Family’, which unified all of the early nineteenth-century super-human characters ‘under the premise that a meteorite which landed near Wold Newton in 18th-century Yorkshire irradiated a number of pregnant women and thus gave rise to a family of mutant supermen’ linking Tarzan with Doc Savage, Phileas Fogg and others.​[342]​   Moore’s later collection Black Dossier extends the scope of his own superheroes much further back into literary history, using techniques borrowed from historiographic metafiction to detail the histories of earlier Leagues within an overarching spy narrative.  
Because the existing continuities, the canons, of the fictional characters will produce contradictory accounts and overlapping events, placing them into a single ‘history’ where they can share spatio-temporal ground together requires that their stories be tested against one another as dissenting versions, or differing histories, in tension with one another.  (Hence the French group known as Les Hommes Mysterieux—featuring Fantomas and Monsieur Zenith the Albino—clashes with the British League of Extraordinary Gentlemen.)  In the process, what develops is a series of parallel narratives of official and unofficial histories of literary characters.  The Invisible Man, Jekyll & Hyde and Allan Quartermain are recruited as secret state assets; their literary lives and deaths remain their official histories, operating as a vast continuity of cover stories for hidden conflicts.  The stories of the League are thus what Matt Hills identifies as ‘counter-fictions’: Hills derives the term from the historiographic use of the term ‘counter-factual’ to define speculative or ‘alternative world’ writing, adding that many ‘literary-critical appropriations of possible worlds theory […] have failed to take seriously the intertextuality of fictional worlds as well as their divergence from “factual” or “historical” interpretive givens.’​[343]​  ‘Counter-fictionality’ often works against metafictionality insofar as it encourages awareness of the fictionality of the narrative while simultaneously avoiding the distance from the characters and plot that a metafictional break might create.    
In League the recruitment of the characters foregrounds this conflict of public and private stories.  The official reasons (eventually) given for the League’s first mission is to steal the miracle substance Cavorite (a creation of H.G. Wells) from a sinister Chinese crime lord in Limehouse (obviously Dr Fu Manchu, but never named except as The Doctor) who intends to use it to build flying machines to threaten London.  The unofficial history of this is that the League are actually working for crime lord Professor James Moriarty who is officially acting for British Military Intelligence as ‘M’, but in fact is unofficially using his position (and the League) to wipe out his nearest rival.  The first book is thus heavily invested in questioning the nature of separations between official and unofficial government policies, and concerns the indistinct lines which delineate popular notions of ‘heroes’ and ‘monsters’ in fiction and politics.  (Les Hommes Mysterieux, for example, are in their brief comparative description, no more or less ‘monsters’ or ‘heroes’ than the League, the distinction depends on whether they are allies or enemies.)  In the process, the lines between what is sanctioned and unsanctioned socially are problematised by the role of Moriarty, who cheerfully blurs all distinctions between crime and the policing of crime, and between enemies and allies, operating as a central cipher for the moral and ethical compromises of the League and its activities.  
In embodying a vision of progress—multicultural ideals of progress, some compatible and others antagonistic—these texts necessarily form both a critique of contemporary modernity, and also a celebration of the heterotopian space of the imagination as a shared arena of multicultural contacts.  The positive and negative aspects of multiculturalism have concrete expression in the city of Neopolis, for example in the forms of ‘unusual vehicles’, homes and costumes, and all co-exist in uneasy interactions—Monster Atoll for the Giant Creatures, South Green for Ferro-American and other Artificial Intelligences—offering a vision of shared points of reference which transcend this multiplicity of differences.  In this environment, ‘heroes’ are people who interact by not deliberately harming others and try to benefit others, while one who acts selfishly might be a ‘villain’.  Behaviour and ideology are permanently telegraphed, signposted, proclaimed and performed, signalled by costume, transformed here into subcultures of fashion.    
On the other hand, Top Ten approaches the superheroic team-up and/or crossover from a different social angle, concerning the police-as-superhero-team.   The title is the slang name for the police department: Precinct 10, on parallel Earth number 10 in the contemporary city of Neopolis, where everyone has some sort of superpower or secret identity (and hence the concept of the ‘super hero’ is rendered meaningless).    The plot and character arcs blend together tropes from television programmes such as NYPD Blue and Hill Street Blues, while the backgrounds of the panels are filled with intertextual and artistic references to the history of comic books from Tijuana Bibles and the pulp magazines to Matt Groening’s Futurama and Moore’s own early work in a density matching real-world advertising and labelling’s dominance in the urban environment.  
Despite a stated intention to return to a more innocent form of comic book superhero than the dark, corrupt vigilantes of Watchmen, Top Ten has many dark undertones in its superficially light-hearted universe; Moore is still writing ‘gritty’ stories concerning spousal abuse, murder, racial prejudice, corruption, child abuse rings, but mixing them with far more fantastical and positive moments which are typical symbolic subtexts of superhero comics: he joy of flight, social acceptance, falling in love, even getting a new job with new responsibilities.  The artwork of the series, from Zander Canon and Gene Ha, has the ability to oscillate in a few panels from one tone to the other forming a visual corollary to the demands of character and story; arguably this is more ‘realistic’ to a story about the police since it is, like medicine and other emergency services, such a job of extremes.  Moore is creating complex characters and complex interpretive frameworks for them within the superhero mode as an attempt to use it to represent the complexities of actual modern life in both its purely physical and symbolic dimensions because whimsy and the fantastic are parts of the Real.  For Moore, real life is also symbolic life because it encompasses the life of the imagination and must therefore be complex and contradictory in its expression.  By depicting the contradictory elements of the imaginative life—the co-existence of the monstrous and the superheroic, the official and unofficial—Moore’s fictions reveal their political critique.         
Top Ten’s cast encompasses different attitudes and frictions between characters, each of which has an ideological basis, and these become defining points of the stories, leading to satirical vignettes on racism, sexism and homophobia.  The shifts in tone come with changes in situation from character to character, moving from one plot-thread to another.  For example, important contrasts exist between the apparently easy acceptance of Jack Phantom as a lesbian within the police department as opposed to Captain ‘Jetlad’ Traynor’s closeted homosexuality; this, despite the fact that Traynor is shown being in a loving relationship of twenty-five years with his partner, remains a secret from his colleagues throughout the series.  It is a subtle intimation of the presumption of gender roles centred on male-dominated professions such as the police, that a gay man could feel himself less acceptable in the job than a lesbian, showing the friction between Traynor’s work and home life. 
Comedic elements, such as the infestation of Ultramice (mouse-sized parodies of known super heroes, replete with costumes) are underpinned by some revealingly racist character responses to Ferro-American ‘Scrap Music’ being played very loudly in the same apartment building: ‘Hell, Duane! Hatin’ clickers is just natural…they take folks’ jobs, stink o’oil all the time’.​[344]​   Even while creating a more optimistic vision of superheroes, and a more whimsical, fantasy world, Moore continues to focus upon the interrelationship of gender, class and sexuality in their marginal and culturally central manifestations.  This is important for the series as a whole: the story arcs are determined by a dialectical relationship between central power and marginal life.  
Top Ten’s universe is centralised around authoritarian power.  The earth where we find Neopolis is a marginal parallel dimension among a myriad of others relative to the core universe of Grand Central.  Society on Grand Central is organised along classical mythological lines, as John ‘King Peacock’ Cocteau learns when visiting as part of a murder investigation.  When asking the Customs Satyr whether Grand Central is a world where the Roman Empire never fell, he is aggressively told: ‘No. Your &%$£-hole [sic] world is some freak parallel where it did […] I see they even let Nubies in their Praetorian Guard [emphasis in original].’​[345]​ Classical culture is the core of all the multiple cultures for which Ten is merely a backwater.  Key to Grand Central’s society is organised violence in the form of the arena (gladiatorial combat) and an absolute delineation of authority and power to the elite:   
[Legionnaire Briaerius:] The Commissioner Herself passed down the information.  We were surprised, you being a Nubian…
I’m sorry…
You don’t object to that term do you?
[King Peacock:] No.  No, I don’t suppose so.  
[Legionnaire Hercula:] Nubians here are slaves, mostly.​[346]​  
           
As a representative of a liberal culture, King Peacock’s entire frame of reference is here incompatible with that of Grand Central’s authority figures.  In this universe there are ‘Heroes and Chimerae and Godlings’,​[347]​ but tellingly no notion of heroism being derived from opposition to villainy; heroes do great deeds, Chimerae and Godlings simply exist, all regulated by their place in a social order maintained or guaranteed by divinity.  Chimerae presumably live and die monstrously, Godlings as sacrifice or surrogate, and heroes tragically; all of which is presumably determined according to the impulses of hubris and the dictates of nemesis.  
This classical core defines the corruption plot of Top Ten books one and two as well as being the symbolic centre of its multiverse: Grand Central is where King Peacock follows the trail of a killer, the murder case which opened on our first introduction into the city of Neopolis.  As with Moore’s use of Jack the Ripper in From Hell, it is a case which joins the lowest social orders of Neopolis (in the form of a pair of young drug dealers) all the way out in Parallel Ten to the upper echelons of power in the hub of Grand Central: Commissioner Ultima.  The very forces of law and order and authority are called into question in the course of the investigation which is investigation actively hampered by Commissioner Ultima herself and by the authoritarian Roman culture which she represents.  Grand Central is effectively the mythic core of Eurocentrism: classical culture and myth as an ideal and idealised representation of ‘great’ European culture whose terms define our ‘great’ cultural artefacts.  
The underlying mythic structure of central authority is destabilised by the plots of Top Ten as the relationships between characters destabilise the relationship of the superhero to the superhero mode: by exposing, through the lives of the characters, the contradictions.  Contradiction becomes a necessary part of understanding how these series relate to fantasy: the liberal democracy of Top Ten is resting uncomfortably on a classical culture whose inherent violence is something it claims to be fundamentally opposed to.  The stories of Top Ten present the dichotomy of a modern ideology which places egalitarianism at its heart coming to terms with its ties to the anti-egalitarian philosophies which have brought it to its dominant status. 
The stories in Top Ten and League provide an archaeology of contemporary globalised political forces: liberal doctrines and imperialist doctrines each struggling to act as the defining power.  Top Ten cannot on its own offer a full resolution of this, but taken with the rest of the America’s Best Comics line, we can understand it as part of our own agonistic relationship with cultural history.  By humanising his superheroes while retaining their symbolic value Moore encourages the reader to relate to them as characters while simultaneously understanding how their symbolic power affects our view of them.  Top Ten and League use superheroic fantasy to demonstrate how ideology places symbolic value on our everyday activities within our culture which we do not control; they suggest that superheroes can help us to understand this and to begin to change it.  


II: The Superhero and the visionary imagination: Idea Space, The Immaterium and the Blazing World as the resolution of all contraries

The Romantic elevation of the superhero to a representative of the popular imagination is hardly new or original but Moore’s specific conception of it is highly distinctive.  It has become a commonplace for many commentators to compare the superhero genre with the Epic, sometimes reaching for Gilgamesh and Beowulf but most often citing the Iliad and Odyssey.​[348]​  As Roz Kaveney notes in Superheroes! Capes and Crusaders in Comics and Films (2008), superhero comic books of the Marvel and DC universe, with their interlacing plotlines and diverse use of the same characters and frame of reference, constitute the largest narrative constructs in human history, exceeding both classical mythology and epic poetry, which they incorporate in limited ways. ​[349]​  Moore takes the logical step of writing all of the fictional precursors of those superhero universes into a single frame of reference, placing them spatially in respect to one another from the peoples of Robert E. Howard’s Hyperborea, Lovecraft’s Leng and Moorcock’s Melniboné to the Arabian Nights and Odyssey.  This assembly takes different forms in League of Extraordinary Gentlemen: Black Dossier and Promethea, indicating different nuances of approach.  As we shall see, Moore considers contrary perspectives on the imaginary essential to capturing a sense of the social value of fantasy.  
For Moore, it is the ability of fantasy to accommodate contrary readings and ideological positions within the same imaginary space which gives it its use for political critique: it can be both an ideological battleground and a place where all such battles can be resolved.    The fantastic landscapes of the Immaterium (Promethea) and the Blazing World (Black Dossier) represent the unification of the symbolic and the material to produce an immaterialist political critique.  
        
i) Promethea
Promethea is simultaneously a superheroine comic book working through a long history of comic book conventions with regard to the expression of female subjectivity and sexuality, mostly marred by stereotype, and also an extended philosophical essay, in the form of Socratic dialogue, on the power of the imagination.   
Introducing the series, Moore begins with an engagement with the pulp history of comics through the apocryphal ‘history’ of Promethea.  This introduction is an exercise in laying out the parameters of the new superheroine’s world(s) through pseudo-scholarship which sets up enough mystery surrounding her ‘secret origins’ to drive a superheroic plot through the first few volumes.  From an incarnation in the poetry of Charlton Sennet to a supporting role in Little Margie in Misty Magic Land, and an adventure series from the pulp era entitled A Warrior Queen of Hy Brasil.  Moore gives his reader tantalisingly plausible glimpses of a potential continuity sketched in the form of an academic narrative, one based on the histories of pulp heroes Tarzan, The Shadow, Batman and Wonderwoman.   
In the idea space of the Immaterium, the character Promethea is subject to a process of deconstruction and reconstruction.  Her ‘original’ author is revealed, the pulp author Marto Neptura, as a quasi-demiurgical character:  
‘Marto Neptura’ was as nonexistent as Promethea herself, being merely an invented house-pseudonym under which a great number of nameless hack writers churned out what were usually (it must be said) both uninspired and uninspiring pot-boiler narratives of the ‘Spicy Fantasy’ school.​[350]​  

The unveiling of these nameless hacks becomes an important part of one of the early Promethea adventures where she deconstructs the massive figure of Marto Neptura (swollen to the proportions of an S&S sorcerer) by differentiating between the different styles of the writers who make up the house for which Neptura is the collective pseudonym.  This is an important first step since it introduces the Promethea readership to one of the central aspects of the adventures: their metaphoric nature is as important to the reading of them as the more literalised superheroic readings, the ‘adventures’ we are being presented with are to be read in multiple ways.    
Because Promethea’s adventures take place within the realm of the Immaterium, this enables Moore to use the adventures to discuss the nature and social value of fantasy explicitly as well as metaphorically within the series.  He accomplishes this through a series of picaresque journeys, Socratic dialogues and symbolic conflicts.  Promethea’s revelation of her own powers then leads to an apocalyptic revelation which enables Moore to conclude a number of the other lines from his America’s Best Comics imprint at the same time in an apocalyptic moment.  It is a gesture which directly recalls the visionary tradition that Moore’s work draws upon.  In his introduction to Lindsay’s A Voyage to Arcturus (Savoy edition), Moore traces a lineage of visionaries obsessed with portraying varying forms of apocalypse leading from the Duchess of Newcastle’s New Blazing World down to Lindsay in a form of psychic-psychological mapping which his own work constantly strives toward:  
Lacking a genre, wanting for a Waterstone’s taxonomy, the Duchess floats her astral travelogue, her publication, as an exercise in what she terms ‘experimental philosophy’.  Subtle whiff of séance parlour in the wording.  Channelled information, whether by the pen or the planchette.  The pearl-strung islands, beading on a thread of ink, of mediumistic spittle, mantic slobber.  Now land-masses are implied by tangled clots of automatic scrawl: logogeographies.​[351]​  

Promethea is clearly also a work of experimental philosophy, one with which Moore is attempting to reach a wide popular audience.  His terms above may yet be provided a wider usage than Moore gives it here: ‘logogeographies’ signifies (with an awareness of its tongue-in-cheek coinage) something of the visionary antinomian project which underpins his work: a shared space of language which political contraries can co-exist within.  In the above passage he conflates the occult interpretation of ‘inspiration’ (the taking in of the spirits) with the idea of fictions coming to life through the investment of the reader as ‘channelled information, whether by the pen or planchette’.  The imagination, for Moore is both mundane and extraordinary, and is concerned with apocalypse in the sense of revelation: 
The constant sense that one good Ghost dance would roll back the Earth, roll back the grimy politically ravaged cities and reveal the shiny countryside beneath.  The sense that one good Blakean diatribe, one nicely-droned Enochian call, one glossolalic rant could push us past the rim of language, past the edges of the world language defines, constructs for us, and into the divine, the happy hunting grounds, the mapless lands of the unspeakable.​[352]​  
          
The apocalyptic aspect of visionary writing holds a fascination for Moore because of the formal and theoretical aspects of portraying the unportrayable, what Rosemary Jackson associates with the fantastic; it is the moment of revolution as much as the end of a system.  It also requires the conception of the possibilities of a world beyond that revolution, the post-revolutionary moment, Age of the Spirit, a return at a higher level, Ragnarok, apocalypse—all imply a sense of rebirth as well as of ending.  
Moore thus uses ‘apocalypse’ in terms both modern and medieval interchangeably (multiple ends of histories imply multiple beginnings of new histories), from what Frank Kermode identifies as the millennial ‘vague connotations of doom’​[353]​ (which owe as much to the Cold War as the history of biblical imagery) to antinomians of the English revolution and interregnum, and the English visionary tradition.  
Moore’s most important texts all contain some moment of unfolding which comes as a revelation to one or more of the major characters: Ozymandias explaining his plan in Watchmen, the LSD trip of the Police Detective Finch at the site of the Larkhill concentration camp in V for Vendetta, through to the ones which mark out more intimate forms of human destruction in From Hell and A Small Killing.  These moments are not merely climaxes but intellectual and emotional steps up and out for the characters and the reader.  This is made more explicit in Promethea using experiments in image and text styles, breaking with panel layout conventions and reconfiguring images.  At the end of Promethea, book 5 everybody in the world is unified as the Immaterium becomes part of the material world.  
As the US President authorizes ultimate military force—a nuclear strike against Promethea’s New York to save the world (echoing Watchmen)—the Generals refuse to launch missiles because, thanks to the inclusive power of the imagination, they are no longer sure that they are not in the city being targeted; one moment they know they are in Washington, the next they feel they are in New York.  The collage images of this section of Promethea, showing a crisis of contrary revelation and a blending of mental (if not also physical) geography, create the impression of a ‘global village’ of metropolises and towns.  Small details of big cities are thrown together with similar details from cities and towns and even villages, so that, at least for the duration of the effect, the whole world is imagined as living next door to each other.  This moment of radical confusion is shown impacting every character within the story.  All cities and towns are one in the final stages of this ‘revelation’ because the space of the imagination can connect anywhere to anywhere else, and any one person to another.  Promethea has become the heroine of the collective imagination, foregrounding the underlying message of the texts: that fantasy is an important means of communicating ideas.     




In League of Extraordinary Gentlemen: Black Dossier we are presented with a further political defence of Moore’s antinomian stance in respect to literary history.  His writing in Black Dossier (2008) must be seen in the context of his concluding passages from Promethea, as a restatement of the power of the imagination.  Where Promethea uses the form of a ‘mainstream’ superhero comic to convey its thesis on the political importance of fantasy, Black Dossier is far more ‘underground’ in sensibility.  The Black Dossier in question is a historical account of the formations of the different Leagues from different ‘periods’ of literary history, each narrated in a different style from Shakespeare and John Cleland to William Burroughs and Jack Kerouac, with illustrations in styles varying between 1940s propaganda and 1950s comics to Gilray satires.  The text is a compendium of narratives and illustrative forms bound together intratextually by a 1950s spy narrative where the Black Dossier of the former Leagues is stolen from the Ministry of Love following the fall of the Big Brother regime.  
The narrative continues Moore’s interest in the cultural margins and unofficial history.  All former Leagues have been designated as ‘unpersons’ by the Big Brother regime and therefore their adventures have been suppressed under the governmental prerogatives of the post-war England briefly known as Airstrip One.  The adventures of books one and two are wholly suppressed and the heroes are outlaws.  The overarching target of this complex metafiction is contemporary repression of representation and the suppression of dissent the world over.  Moore thematises the misappropriations of national identity by repressive regimes and state secrecy.  Those in power are satirised viciously in the process as either incompetent dinosaurs or cynical mercenaries.  Among them are the aggressively nationalistic right-wing Bulldog Drummond, and a cynical young man named Jimmy Bond.  Drummond’s character in this is that of a politically reactionary idealistic man, who is out of step with his time, and effectively a fossil to modernity, a useful but expendable asset.  In this book Imperialist expansion has taken the form of Military-Industrialist Capitalist expansion and the old Empire has been effectively sold off to American allies, revealing the values of nationalistic Imperialism as values of political convenience only ever serving those in power.  Mina and Allan are not politically convenient and so have been labelled as traitors; Drummond is too loyal to the past and so, being potentially inconvenient, is sent after them to die ‘heroically’ for his country (or rather for the economic interests of some powerful people in that country).  Moore suggests that denying the existence of a problematic character such as Drummond within the fantasy of national identity is as damaging as consciously perpetuating Drummond’s politics.  
Black Dossier is launching an attack on the notions of political representation through the misappropriation of previous generations of heroes and villains, placing them into complex relationships where the social norms they seek to defend or oppose are questioned in relation to their possible role in formulating political norms.  A key moment at the end of the narrative comes when Mina and Allan Quartermain are rescued from their pursuers, Jimmy Bond, Hugo ‘Bulldog’ Drummond and Miss Night, by the figure of ‘Golliwog’ (the term never appears in the text—he pronounces it ‘Galley-Wag’), recently returned from Toyland.  The visual surprise of this appearance, and his mighty vocal powers, which force the pursuers to take cover momentarily, demonstrates Moore’s connection with underground comix as a realm of subversion and cultural interrogation.  They are saved from being shot by Jimmy Bond by someone who appears (to the normative, official eyes of this world) to be nothing but a caricature.  The descriptions of this figure in the official narrative of the stolen dossier reveal how Moore is using him.  
In an earlier part of the dossier the Galley-wag is described as ‘possibly suffering from birth deformities’ and although ‘being little more than five feet tall’ possessed of ‘enormous bulk and weight’.​[354]​  He is effectively a super heavy character made from ‘dark matter’: one official state commentator observes that ‘his skin colouring [is] recorded as ‘matt black’ since it apparently was textured in a manner that did not permit even expected normal highlights’.​[355]​  In other words, he is actually an alien who is misinterpreted or mis-perceived, chiefly by the figures of authoritarianism and state control; the Galley-Wag is misinterpreted as ‘Golliwog’, a racist stereotype, to the post-imperialist eyes of agents Night, Bond and Drummond.  This can only be challenged by expanding the viewer’s perspective to view all of history (acceptable and otherwise, official and unofficial) simultaneously.  This is one reason why it is particularly suggestive that it should be the Galley-Wag who flies Mina and Allan to the Blazing World: it is only from this unifying imaginary realm that they can gain a perspective on all of history and their own places within it.    
Visually Kevin O’Neil’s illustration for Moore is stepping into the territories of comix publication which have been staked out by underground artists for years, not least among them R. Crumb and his controversial character Angelfood McSpade: taking on the caricature and grotesque depiction of previous generations and re-writing it within a context where its uncomfortable history (of white discrimination) is foregrounded.  This figure’s presence raises the debate which Comics Journal commentator R. Fiore addresses in his article ‘The Misapprehension of the Coon Image’ where he argues against the deliberate omission or editing out of historical documents of racist caricatures as a dangerous act of historical denial akin to historical revisionism: a damaging act of repression.​[356]​  The Galley-Wag is, like Allan and Mina, an adventurer who suffers misrepresentation by official narratives and takes up a contrary position; symbolically he embodies the political critique of post-1960s underground fictions.  
Moore’s antinomian impulse is unified with his political stance in Black Dossier.  The antinomian post-1960s thought which defines Moore’s exercises in intertextual exploration of the League of Extraordinary Gentlemen books is unified with earlier definitions of the poetic character which find it to be the essence of resistance to authority and confinement, from William Blake’s insistence on the ‘true poet’ being ‘of the devil’s party’ in The Marriage of Heaven & Hell to the ‘chameleon poet’ described by Keats where he writes that 
The poetical character is everything and nothing […] it enjoys light and shade – it lives in gusto [in the sense defined by William Hazlitt​[357]​], be it foul or fair, high or low, rich or poor, mean or elevated.  It has as much delight in conceiving an Iago as an Imogen.  What shocks the virtuous philosopher delights the chameleon poet.  It does no harm for it to relish of the dark side of things, any more than from its taste for the bright one – because they both end in speculation.​[358]​ 

The superhero is Moore’s surrogate for the ‘chameleon poet’.  The League books and Promethea thus show Moore’s historiographic fictions to be one way of describing a larger argument about the social value of fantasy fiction as an expression of the liberating power of the imagination.  (Moore’s interest in Romantic poets is also in evidence from his novel Voice of the Fire which features a chapter in the voice of John Clare, ​[359]​ and in the sections of Iain Sinclair’s Edge of the Orison where he and Sinclair discuss poetry.​[360]​)  Moore uses the contraries of political ‘commitment’, in the form of explicit debates about social justice and an antinomian questioning of authorities, as the first gesture in a dialectic of imaginative deconstruction and reconstruction.  The superhero as Moore now uses it is the symbol of the relation between material life of the everyday and the immaterial life of ideology, identity and imagination.  Fantasy is the space in which this can be demonstrated.  


Conclusions: Immaterialist critique, The Common Ground
For Moore fantasy is central to human subjectivity; like the Blazing World, it alters to reflect changes in the individual and society while retaining something essential.  Equally it can be shared by any number of readers but retain uniqueness.  This is expressed in an epilogue to Black Dossier, where he describes the nature of the Blazing World as the realm of the fictive, whose inhabitants are both ‘the tales that soothed your infant brow’ and the consolation and escape from ‘grey responsibility’.​[361]​   These words are spoken by Shakespeare’s Prospero, who was the secret originator of the first League at the behest of Faery Queen, Glorianna, a League which included John Bunyan’s Pilgrim, making these characters into superheroes (even giving Prospero a code-name: ‘two “O”s and a seven is your sign’​[362]​).  Prospero concludes the text metafictionally with a statement on the importance of fantasy: 

The very personality that scrys this epilogue was once unformed, assembled hastily from borrowed scraps, from traits admired in others, from ideals.  
Did fictional examples not prevail? Holmes’ intellect? The might of Hercules? Our virtues, our intoxicating vice: while fashioning thyself were these not clay?
If we mere insubstantial fancies be, how more so thee, who from us substance stole? [….]
On dream’s foundation matter’s mudyards rest.  Two sketching hands, each one the other draws: the fantasies thou’ve fashioned fashion thee.​[363]​ 


Writing that ‘on dream’s foundation matter’s mudyards rest’ privileges the material content of the imaginary life in the relationship between fantasy and reality; it is not idealist, as it seems, but proposes a complex relationship between the material and the physical favouring utopian political projects.  The implied dialectical relationship between the physical and imaginary proceeds from the Escher analogy whereby it is functionally impossible to describe which happens first, change in the material reality or in the imagination, because the two are constantly creating (drawing or writing) one another.  The allusion to visual play with perspective and the illusion of depth also reflects on the form of the art work in this part of the book: The Blazing World ‘blazes’ because it is presented in Red/Green 3D. These 3D sections of Black Dossier demonstrate Moore’s philosophy of imagination pictorially: two unique perspectives on the (Blazing) world which appear contrary on one level can function together to generate a third perspective of depth or solidity.  The Blazing World in Black Dossier is drawn in Red/Green 3D and its inhabitants are described as expressions of one type of impulse or Radiance, ‘red like Mars’ or ‘Venus green’. ​[364]​  This obviously connects them with the binaries of masculine and feminine symbolism, suggesting that it is only through combining contrary perspectives that we can see a whole (i.e. 3D) world either fantasy or real.  Illusions of perception are Moore’s way of explaining his philosophy of the imagination.  It is an assertion of the perpetual innocence of the imagination, even in the face of grim political problems, and a re-valuation of escapism.  Prospero concludes the text with the words:
Here is our narrative made paradise, brief tales made glorious continuity.  Here champions and lovers are made safe from bowdlerizer’s quill, or fad, or fact.  
Here are brave banners of Romance unfurled…
…To blaze forever in a Blazing World.​[365]​  

This conclusion to Black Dossier is an assertion of the power of fantasy to provide ‘escape’, not as the comfort food of ‘escapism’ but as the most essential act of being: the exercise of the imagination to call up imaginary champions and lovers, to be used by everyone to make their lives their own.  Or, as Prospero puts it, ‘not thou alone, but all humanity doth in its progress fable emulate […] we apparitions guided mankind’s tread, our planet, unseen counterpart to thine, as permanent, as venerable, as true’.​[366]​  To Moore, the difference between political perspectives is a question of perspective and colour, the imagination required for the promulgation of either approach, and the attempt to communicate understanding through artistic expression, is the real purpose.  The shared material of the imagination is infinitely flexible in its application because it is never entirely the same but always changes according to our demands of it; imagination is politically committed when we need it to be, and aesthetic when we need it to be and Moore’s superheroes are literal heroes of the imagination: they represent our own relationship with our immaterial life as subjects with imaginary lives.  
His visionary antinomianism is maintained by the constant reinscription of the material relationships between contraries of perception, positive and negative, and by the constant process of dissolution and coagulation of those oppositional impulses.  His underlying thesis as it is now articulated is that the immaterial realms of the imagination are as important to us as our material lives and we exist in a constant exchange between the immaterial and material, whether we are attempting to change the world for the better or just a small detail of daily life.  Superheroes are just one important way that we explain to ourselves what we are in our particular political and material circumstance through fantasy.         
Chapter Four: Grant Morrison’s Superheroic Avant-Garde: Postmodernism, Surrealism and Situationism.  
Morrison’s Avant-Gardism:
In his fantasy writing Grant Morrison uses superheroes for cultural critique.  He does this using a combination of Surrealist and avant-garde techniques to link the fantastic worlds of superheroes with the lived experience of contemporary modernity as a world defined by multinational consumerism.  This manifests in his marginal work and creator-owned graphic novels as an overtly anarchist aesthetic, and in his mainstream comic book series as conflicts between superheroes and supervillains which mimic the language of corporate culture and place those conflicts into a trans-national context of capital exchange.  
There are two key problems which his superhero projects work through: whether they should strive towards ‘realistic’ engagement with real-world politics or an allegorical version of such; and the question of whether superheroes are inherently apolitically ‘escapist’ or can provide political engagement as a material ‘escape’ from dominating ideology.  In responding to these problems, Morrison explicitly thematises them within his work in terms of an ongoing debate between ‘seriousness’ and ‘absurdity’ as effective and desirable ways of describing the world through fantasy.  His work shows clear affinities with Surrealism and I will argue that his use of even mainstream superheroes such as Batman and the X-Men is inflected by Surrealist and Situationist political and cultural critique.  
In these mainstream titles Morrison’s politics manifest as critiques of corporate culture, multinational capital and government secrecy.  The absurd, Surrealist dimension of this work appears in the form of reflexivity and play with the comic book medium and the superhero form.  Morrison typically does this by introducing authorial or artistic characters with demiurgic functions, and famously, in the case of Animal Man, through a climactic sequence of successively more extreme metafictional breaks leading to the superhero meeting his writer, ‘Grant Morrison’; for these reasons, his work is typically categorised as postmodernist.  
However, in recent interviews Morrison described his own intentions towards his writing in terms which resist readings of his work as postmodernist, saying ‘[s]ecretly, I’ve always felt I had more in common with the modernist approach than with postmodernism, but I can see where the connection might arise’,​[367]​ and , ‘I think post-modernism is a misnomer anyway—post-modernism is actually the decadent, recombinant phase of culture which appears prior to modernism in a given cycle’(echoing Frederic Jameson’s summary of The Postmodern Condition) which he says, in his opinion, ‘should properly be called pre-modernism’.​[368]​  Morrison’s words clearly echo contemporary avant-gardist Stewart Home’s introduction to Morrison’s prose collection, Lovely Biscuits (1998).   In his introduction, Home writes that ‘from certain twisted angles, Morrison’s output exhibits a closer affinity to paradigmatic examples of modernism’ than to his ‘“po-mo” contemporaries’.​[369]​ Home’s literary and artistic output interrogates the use of postmodernism in popular and literary culture from a left radical position;​[370]​ it is likely, given Morrison’s personal acquaintance with Stewart Home, that his distinctions between modernism and postmodernism could have been formulated in conversation with Home and his avant-garde circles.  As a distinction of phases of the avant-garde, Morrison’s description of postmodernism as a ‘decadent, recombinant phase’ resonates with the distinctions Donald Kuspit makes in his book The Cult of the Avant-Garde Artist (1993). Kuspit describes the sense of decadence felt by the modernist as follows:
To be modern means to be split between a deep fear of decadence and an equally deep wish for rejuvenation.  [….] Modernity can be defined as the desperate search for means of rejuvenation—symbolised by the value placed on newness—to counteract decadence[.]​[371]​

For Kuspit the ‘[a]rchaeological, mannerist archness’ of self-reflexive art functions ‘as both defence against decadence and as a new kind of decadence: that is the postmodernist method’.​[372]​   Beneath the complexity of Kuspit’s argument, working through distinctions between ‘avant-garde’ (modernist) and ‘neo-avant-garde’ (postmodernist) art—while negotiating the problem of ‘pseudo-avant-garde art’—is the assertion that there are essentially two kinds of art: one which is geared towards some kind of therapeutic function, helping the individual cope with and express something fundamental about the (modern) world, and that which is divorced from reference to individual life (by cynicism or cultural pressure) and that is thus non-therapeutic.  For Kuspit, true avant-garde art is that which strives for a therapeutic effect; for left radical avant-gardists drawing on the traditions of Surrealism, as espoused by Stewart Home, it must also be tied to a political statement in order to avoid being ideological.  
Although Morrison’s statements on postmodernism may be as much a resistance to cultural definition as an attempt to grapple with the underlying cultural questions, this too is a technique of avant-garde rhetoric; Kuspit observes that artists such as Duchamp and Picasso contradict themselves ‘to remain uncategorizable and “infamous”’, where ‘[u]ltimate avant-garde fame comes from being categorized as uncategorizable, that is, as utterly individual’, a state where their art can ‘remain freshly provocative and enigmatic, even to grow in enigmatic power and mystery’, to capture the imagination.​[373]​  Stewart Home also uses self-contradiction in his work both to resist narrative closure in his novels and to resist cultural definition of his work, something Morrison’s texts clearly strive towards.​[374]​  Kuspit finds such impulses to be fundamentally ambiguous, but capable of fulfilling a therapeutic intent in terms of both the individual and their relationship with society; while Home emphasises the necessity of the avant-garde to be politically resistant as well as therapeutic, and I argue that Morrison’s work operates similarly to unite the personal and political.    
In many of his books Morrison emphasises the therapeutic value of (superheroic fantasy) art: Crazy Jane in Doom Patrol uses multiple personalities with multiple superpowers to process childhood and life trauma while other members of Doom Patrol Rebis (a hermaphrodite and threefold being) and Cliff Steele (Robotman) attempt to use their own powers to help each other at various points in the series; Morrison’s Joker and Batman each employ their peculiar ‘powers’ to deal with every trauma of modernity, and both reach a dreamlike accommodation with their opposites in Arkham Asylum: A Serious House on Serious Earth, where Batman concludes ‘sometimes it’s only madness that makes us what we are’​[375]​ and suggests that therapy is the healthy expression of that in opposition to repression.  The therapeutic and political evaluations of art, and of superheroes in particular, are split between Morrison’s early works such as Animal Man and Dare, which speculate on whether the idea of superheroes encourages passivity, and the later works, which champion superheroic fantasy as an explicit resistance to apathy, indolence and decadence, through the invocation of wonder; this is something he emphasises particularly strongly in later works such as The Filth, New X-Men and Seven Soldiers of Victory.  Morrison indicates that the central questions of his work remain ones concerned with the tensions between escapism and realism.  His work oscillates between taking an aesthetic, distanced view and a politically committed one on contemporary events: saying in interview, ‘[t]he new is always shocking but I’d rather be shocked than mollycoddled and lied to’.​[376]​ Morrison makes a case for politically ‘committed’ anti-escapist conceptions of fantasy, but is concerned in the process that his fictions should ‘take up arms on the side of the dreamers and the outcasts and the outsiders’ through imagination because ‘the world of imagination sometimes gets short shrift’.​[377]​  In this split the differentiation depends upon whether superheroic fantasy is to be considered positively or negatively for its escapism, its anti-realist qualities and its frivolity as an art form.  
Therapeutic uses of fantasy appear in The Invisibles, Batman and Son, Batman: The Black Glove and Batman R.I.P in ways which link healing with political action.  In these books Morrison suggests that the violent, hard-boiled style adopted by many DC and Marvel superheroes after Dark Knight Returns (1986) and Watchmen (1986/87) is actually itself a form of escapism which reduces human subjectivity to violence and conflict; the fantastic is, for Morrison, a way of relieving this tendency by celebrating absurdity and imagination as a fuller expression of human subjectivity in both personal and political terms simultaneously.  
Art in Morrison is constantly alluded to as an expression of human subjectivity, and, as well as informing his imagery, also forms an important metaphor for the superhero.  He interprets art in broad terms; in addition to comic books, he works on ‘fringe’ or small-press fictions, film scripts, music, stage plays and a Glasgow newspaper column.  Examples of his work in other media include: his forthcoming film from Dreamworks entitled Sleepless Knights; interactive media work such as the computer game adaptation of the new version of Battlestar Galactica;​[378]​ and contributions to artist-led projects such as the Anyway round-robin anthology of graphic narratives organised, edited and published by Tom Morton and Catherine Patha.​[379]​  Morrison uses references to art (such as Surrealism), avant-garde theory (such as Situationism), and literature and music, as ways of evoking the value of subjective experience through celebrating the absurd and fantastic content of reality.  
Surrealism and avant-garde art appear as a source of rupture, from the openly surreal adventures of the Doom Patrol, to the fight at an art opening in Batman and Son where Bruce Wayne, looking at Lichtensteinian canvases and a Hirst-parody ‘monster in formaldehyde’, tells us that he finds ‘[a]ll this comic book stuff way too highbrow for me [,] I collect tribal art, schizophrenic painters, “outsider” work I believe they call it’ (before fighting off ‘Ninja Man-Bats’ using the exhibits).​[380]​  While, in the post-apocalyptic Seven Soldiers of Victory the ‘numinous ruins’ of Mars are described in their accompanying captions as showing ‘[a] dereliction whose melancholy traces reveal themselves in the parched and wounded canal beds [,] In singular, uncanny forms [,] Like the troubling, oneiric flotsam that haunts the canvasses of Yves Tanguy’.​[381]​  Elsewhere, in the final sequences of New X-Men: Here Comes Tomorrow, Cassandra Nova Xavier, comments that Max Ernst ‘was [her] favourite artist’, ‘“Europe After the Rain”, I still love that one [it is] [l]ike some sad memory of a future that never happened’.​[382]​  This is exactly how some of the stories Morrison offers the reader will appear after they have been reintegrated into their respective superhero narrative continuities: as disjunctive fantasies that perhaps are easier to read as if they ‘never happened’, i.e., as ‘Imaginary Tales’, but which retain the capacity to haunt that superheroic narrative and to convey a message by their resistant content.  
The avant-garde allusions in his writing are similar to that of contemporaries such as ‘avant-pulp’ SF author Jeff Noon, with whom Morrison collaborated on an aborted television script for Channel 4 in 1995,​[383]​ and Steve Beard, an associate of Stewart Home who has collaborated with Jeff Noon on hypertext fiction mappalujo.com.  Beard is a style journalist, cultural critic and SF author whose writing demonstrates interests in common with Morrison.​[384]​  Both Steve Beard and Jeff Noon are known for coining neologisms which fuse avant-garde references and science fiction tropes in ways which are comparable with Morrison’s.  Beard’s ‘ambient hyperfiction’ in Digital Leatherette (1999), Perfumed Head (1998) and Meat Puppet Cabaret (2006), blends references to Voodoo ‘loas’ and shamanism with Lovecraftian and cyberpunk parodies and are set in futuristic or imaginary Englands such as ‘the Ukanian Combine’ where cybernetic or divine entities fight over access to the human consciousness through corporate logos and advertising.​[385]​  While Jeff Noon’s ‘metamorphiction’ as it appears in his experimental poetry in Cobralingus (2001) and ‘avant-pulp’ fictions such as Vurt (1993) and Pixel Juice (1998), present multiple alternate and future Britains of ‘the Golden Age of Appearances™’ where people no longer have names, ‘rather we have logos or corporate identities or else brands and trademarks’.​[386]​  These writings take elements of avant-garde cultural critique, such as the Situationist ‘society of the spectacle’, and formulate narrative conflicts based on those elements where futuristic or fantastical beings can be simultaneously aliens, ancient gods, artificial intelligences and a metaphor for aspects of the human conscious experience, resulting in dense, intricate and fragmentary stylized writing very similar to Morrison’s work.  
Morrison’s tendency towards stylization and fragmentation is used to parody the superhero mode from within.  He imports critique inspired by the Situationist International into the medium of the superhero comic book, using superheroes to demonstrate key aspects of Debord’s theses in The Society of the Spectacle (1967). ​[387]​  Debord writes that ‘[t]he spectacle’ is ‘a social relationship between people that is mediated by images’​[388]​ such as brands and logos which permeate commodity culture; spectacular society ‘corresponds to the historical moment at which the commodity completes its colonization of social life’ and ‘the world we see is now the world of the commodity’.​[389]​  The world of commodity and image is the fantastic landscape that Morrison’s supervillains occupy and develop for their own ends, and that his superheroes contest to protect others.  

1: The Superheroic-Critical Method
For Morrison the content of the message is as important as the modernity of the medium; his use of the superhero form resists definitions of postmodernism while acknowledging that the superhero comic is perhaps the most paradigmatically ‘postmodernist’ of cultural forms.  Morrison ties superheroes to materialist critique of social relations; his mainstream superheroes and villains have a direct and explicit relationship with  the linkages of global capital.  Morrison is working with a contemporary formulation of how superheroes function collectively that he and other writers (chiefly Geoff Johns, Greg Rucka, Mark Waid and Keith Giffen) have helped shape in, among other series, 52 and Final Crisis, but which is particularly strong in Morrison’s work: superheroes and supervillains are individuals who can directly affect socio-political change on a global scale.  Superpowers constitute the ability to manipulate the overdetermined assemblages that affect regional, national and global culture: supervillains dominate the world, superheroes save the world.  In his recent Batman fictions, Morrison reminds us that Lex Luthor’s Lexcorp and Lexmart, and Bruce Wayne’s Waynetech, represent the moral codes of their owners.  In Batman and Son, we see a large splash-image with a truck prominently bearing the supervillainous slogan ‘Lexmart: Dominating the retail industry worldwide’, creating a parallel between capital’s dominance through global marketing and the supervillainous quest for world-domination.  Elsewhere Batman hands out Waynetech business cards to young prostitutes to get them off the streets, saying ‘I hear these people are hiring reception girls’ using the billionaire status of Bruce Wayne to give lasting economic support to his attempts as Batman to affect the region of Gotham.​[390]​   In Batman R.I.P., the supervillain Dr Simon Hurt and the criminal organisation The Black Glove supersede the supervillainous qualities of previous Batman opponents and also Bruce Wayne’s economic power: The Black Glove ‘are operators at the highest level’,​[391]​ who boast that there is ‘no court on the planet we can’t buy, no judge or jury beyond threatening or bribing’ concretely linking supervillainy with exploitation.​[392]​  While in New X-Men, Morrison draws correspondences between Dr Charles Xavier’s moral authority and telepathic powers and his economic resources: Professor Xavier has ‘a personal fortune valued at three point five billion dollars’, while the Xavier institute ‘teaching staff includes at least three millionaires’, all committed to a doctrine of equality and tolerance.​[393]​  
In Marvel Boy, the enemies that the alien superhero Noh-Varr has to face include creatures from the ‘concept dungeons’, ‘dangerous ideas’ such as ‘Idealus, The Fictional Man’ and ‘Hexus, The Living Corporation’.  Hexus ‘grows by hiring new employees and devouring its rivals’.  It ‘imitates what people want’ before sending ‘logo spores out to new worlds and new victims’ while ‘on the original host world, Hexus continues to replicate endlessly, consuming everything even itself.’​[394]​  In the more recent Batman Reborn: Batman and Robin episodes the disgruntled former-Robin Jason Todd sets himself up as Red Hood, a vigilante to rival to Batman.  His conception of how to accomplish this is based on a marketing book ‘Getting the Best Out of Your Brand’; he declares ‘[t]hat’s all Batman is now—a brand, a logo, an idea gone past its sell-by-date’, adding ‘we’re making him obsolete’.​[395]​ What Jason Todd ignores here, revealing his perspective to be flawed, is what Noh-Varr ultimately uses to overcome Hexus: the material consequences of the content conveyed for the lived experience of people.  Noh-Varr uncovers Hexus’ internal secrets (i.e., both its ‘secret soda recipes’ and its true nature as a hostile life form) to its rivals and to the world.   Hexus is destroyed by people reclaiming their social agency from it en masse, saying ‘it controlled our minds […] we were our jobs’.​[396]​  Similarly, the image of Batman is defined by his attitude towards the world based on specific principles which value people; Jason Todd’s Red Hood does not have these values, only slogans.  Chief among these principles is that Batman does not kill;​[397]​ Jason Todd’s Red Hood does kill criminals and consequently sparks a violent escalation with the ‘Alpha Enforcer for the Penitente Cartel’ coming to Gotham.​[398]​  Morrison indicates that he considers the content conveyed by the medium is more important for lived experience than the pervasiveness of the medium itself.            
He demonstrates this in Doom Patrol, where one of the key villains of Doom Patrol, the identity-less Mr Nobody, leader of the Brotherhood of Dada, functions as a sort of mobilised blank space around which many meanings can orbit without ‘penetrating’ to the ‘real’ core or centre of his ‘character’.  Mr Nobody is described as ‘The Spirit of the twenty-first century, the abstract man.  The Virtual Man.  The Notional man […] Herr Niemand… “Mr Nobody”’. ​[399]​  He renames the Brotherhood of Evil (from the original comic book series) as the Brotherhood of Dada and in the process raises innumerable questions of identity and art whose comedic and slapstick resolutions then provide the impetus for the plots of the series.  But the same ideas underpin Morrison’s work on the relationship between Batman and his villains in Batman and Son, Batman: The Black Glove and Batman: R.I.P.  
Art appears as a concept applied to crime from the other side: the members of supervillain society The Black Glove actually say that their scheme for breaking the Batman ‘will be a work of art’.​[400]​  While The Black Glove’s recent recruit, Le Bossu, addresses the Joker as a master artist, saying: 
There are so many of us here who were inspired by your relentless invention.  
Your élan, maitre.  [….]
Scorpiana, El Sombrero, Pierrot Lunaire…
All of us, we revere your flamboyance, your dedication to your art.​[401]​  

The Joker’s art is that of murder and chaos, but as Batman’s opposite he is also Batman’s collaborator; all of the Joker’s attempts to kill the Batman simply result in the creation of more elaborations of their relationship.  The Joker describes himself as having been ‘driven literally in. sane.[sic] trying to get [Batman] to loosen up’, ‘every single time I try to think outside his toybox he builds a new box around me’.​[402]​  The adventures of the Batman are determined by Batman because he ‘thinks of everything’.​[403]​    In Morrison’s conception of it, Batman’s superpower is a demiurgic one which comes close to metafiction; Batman imagines and prepares for every possible scenario and villain before they exist:  
Every day I run through a thousand different scenarios.  
I work out ways to defeat villains with MOs and pathologies that haven’t been thought of yet.  
I imagine a thousand potential death traps and plot my escapes.​[404]​  

Batman scripts his own actions and then, like a collaborating artist, the hypothetical villain appears to complete the scenario; Batman even records his adventures knowingly for his implied audience: ‘I practice that self-conscious hard-boiled style Alfred loves to read’.​[405]​  Morrison presents multiple versions of Batman: Bruce Wayne, his son Damian Wayne in the near future, and Dick Grayson in the immediate future, but in each instance the persistence of Batman is, for Morrison, a mannerist performance, a fantasy of what it would be like to be Batman which has positive, therapeutic effects for each character who takes on the mantle.  In the same way, Morrison suggests, superhero narratives can have some positive therapeutic effects for readers: they demonstrate the positive value of the imagination and raise awareness about real-world problems in a popular medium while providing levity and escape.
Underlying Morrison’s work is a strong sense of the importance of material struggle as it affects people.  Although, as Roz Kaveney observes, ‘[w]hat he finds scariest, and makes most scary, are nightmares so ineffable as to be vague when you try and think about them’,​[406]​ his horrors are always linked to some materially tangible negative aspect as well, typically violence and exploitation.  Where Morrison’s texts describe positive fantastical things or become whimsically fantastical it is as part of a sense of ‘material’ including also the subjective experience such as psychedelic experience, literature, art and music.   What Morrison typically means by art in this context is that which disrupts the norm, shocks the sensibility out of apathy or unleashes a utopian desire for thinking about the world in a different way.  As he says in interview: ‘[m]y idealism about the future isn’t guarded; I’m an out-and-out utopian’.​[407]​  
Morrison’s descriptions of his life and family background give some indication of how he views this impulse towards utopianism in art:  
My dad was a trade union activist and was jailed as a Committee of 100 ‘spy for peace’ in the ‘60s, so I grew up in an atmosphere of educated working-class dissent, protest and teenage punk rock rebellion.​[408]​  

This strongly politicised childhood is visible in his early work, such as Dare, a historically revisionist version of Dan Dare that draws links between post-war British identity and fantasies of colonising the stars in a context of 1980s British politics.  In Morrison’s version, Dan Dare is brought out of retirement to act as a propaganda tool for the re-election campaign of Prime Minister Gloria Monday.  Monday is head of the Unity Party, which has ‘been in power for ten years now’ and is seeking ‘five more years to bring [her] policies to fruition’.​[409]​  Its critique of Thatcherite Britain is accentuated by the role she asks Dan Dare to play: a symbolic poster model who harks back to the war against the Mekon and the Treens.  The utopian rhetoric of the Unity Party posters (‘Dare to Look to the Future’) contrasts with the insistence on the recent history which Dare’s old sidekick, Digby, insists upon: 
‘You killed children.  Children.’ [….]
I hear you’re working for the Government now.  
Half the folk in this country are starving and homeless thanks to Gloria Monday and you’re helping her to get back in.​[410]​  

Digby gives a short revision of the history of Dan Dare’s ‘heroic’ adventures based on the economic exploitation of the Treens: ‘Treens work for next to nothing, so we call them “Goblins” and employ them in their hundreds’, following the development of organised social resistance where ‘a protest against atrocious working conditions becomes a full-scale uprising’, the government calls in the army, culminating in the intervention of the heroic Colonel Dan Dare ‘Right before the election’.​[411]​  Populist British newspaper rhetoric is lampooned for unproblematically supporting government power through a parody of the famous ‘Gotcha’ headline which greeted the sinking of the Belgrano, in the form of a headline which reads: ‘Gobble This: Our Lads Nobble Treen Warship’.​[412]​  
When Gloria Monday is proven to be in league with Dan Dare’s old enemy, the Venusian dictator, The Mekon, her reasoning uses the terms of politics and representation which Morrison later articulates in terms of the spectacular society:
We did it for power.  
Politics is about power and the more powerful one becomes, the more one’s aesthetic of power becomes… refined, shall we say?
The more its pursuit becomes an end in itself.​[413]​ 

Politics and aesthetics are united here through the ‘aesthetics of power’ which defines his supervillains as implicitly fascistic and totalitarian; he later transforms this into an aesthetic of control over image in the spectacular society.  The ‘Dare to Look to the Future’ rhetoric also recalls the lines of Italian of Futurism which moved towards fascism.  
Morrison’s early narratives such as this show the material basis of his critical vision as a critique of authoritarian power.  It is a critique which recurs in his work through tropes of class conflict where his texts engage in a conscious process of thematising wonder while also working through political questions regarding group identity, gender, sexuality, race and class; it is an anarchist-inflected critique.   Class conflict appears as a constant theme in Morrison’s fictions, as in The Invisibles: Say You Want a Revolution, where, in a strongly satirical scene, homeless people are pursued through the streets of London by aristocrats in foxhunting regalia shouting ‘cut off the breasts to blood the children’,​[414]​ and more recently in an ambiguous scene from Batman: The Black Glove, where Joe Chill, the murderer of Bruce Wayne’s parents, rationalises his life by saying ‘[i]f it ain’t the rich preying on the poor like vampires, you tell me what else it is? [….] anything I ever did I can justify as class warfare[,] class warfare’​[415]​ echoing both Marx’s vampire capital and 1980s anarcho-leftism.  Morrison is saying that in viewing life in this way, Joe Chill has incidentally created the Batman, his justification for his actions justifies the reciprocal (and greater) force that Batman brings to bear on crime in general, but both positions are left hanging in an space, a vicious circle of causes and effects: ‘I made you? I made Batman [,] They’ll all kill me if they find out.’​[416]​  
Morrison’s fictions present superheroes as fundamentally divided symbolic entities: they symbolise power at the service of the disenfranchised, but they remain symbols of a dominant power despite the side they choose because the superhero form is dominated by particular ideas of society and identity.  Morrison’s writing undergoes a shift from questioning whether superheroes are really a suitable mode for dealing with real world problems, towards asserting the value of superheroic fantasy as a subjective artistic experience which can mediate the real world in a therapeutic way.  These two questions interact: Morrison’s fiction constantly asks what the value of individual subjective therapeutic expression is in respect to political solutions to real-world problems.  His fantasies function as attempts to imagine different ways of conceiving and resolving the dichotomy of group needs and individual needs as an ethic of representation.   This manifests in the conflict between the ‘committed’ drive towards direct political allegory and satire, using Dare to comment on Thatcherite Britain, sits beside Morrison’s insistence on an absurdist ‘aesthetic’ approach to the world in general, where the liberation of the imagination through surrealism and humour proceeds in art as the corollary of activism in the real world.  In the following section of this chapter I analyse how these pressures work together in his breakthrough texts for DC comics Animal Man and Doom Patrol.    

2: Surrealism, Between ‘realism’ and ‘wonder’: The Functions of Metafiction and Magic Realism in Animal Man and Doom Patrol
In an online discussion in 2006 Morrison describes his avant-gardist desire to subvert or change ‘mainstream’ superhero comics in terms of ‘magical’ thought experiments within populist media.  His use of the term ‘magic’ here must be understood, on the one hand, similarly to Alan Moore, as referring in part to the connectivity of the faculty of the imagination with the senses, and on the other, as being similar to Stewart Home and Steve Beard’s use of it as a conceptual language which deliberately blurs the distinctions between subjective and objective experiences to emphasise the materiality of the subjective:   
Beyond Marvel and DC as corporate entities lie the Marvel and DC universes and I have a great scientific interest in these little living paper worlds with their own internal cosmological structures and laws. These miniature universes even continue INDEPENDENTLY of their creators. We can enter them and destroy characters, maim worlds, run utopian ideals to their destructive conclusions, re-run, delete, annihilate...and put it all back the way it was if we choose. They can even outlive us as Jack Kirby, Joe Simon and many others would surely remind us if only they could interact with the material plane like they used to. As a magician using comics as a medium for the purposes of effecting 'magic' ('magic' like 'comics' is another one of those terms which really obscures its subject), I enjoy getting my hands on corporate icons recognised the world over and charging them with new intent. ​[417]​ 

For a comic book writer such as Morrison, dealing with and rewriting the ‘little living paper worlds’ of Marvel and DC there are many contrary demands to negotiate with: editorial expectation, readerly expectation and the history of the characters as they have been written by generations of other authors.  The conjunction of these demands is referred to as comic book continuity.  

i) Continuity and Surrealism

Continuity affects how characters are understood by writers and artists, and by their audiences; it constitutes their meaning.  In the DC and Marvel universes the pre-existing and long-established histories and traditions of the characters both a resource for innovation and a resistance to it (how much can they be changed? how ‘original’ can they be? how much experiment and speculation will the audience accept?).  Continuity applies primarily to the most famous characters and teams of mainstream superhero comics, such as Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, X-Men, The Avengers, Spiderman and the like because they are most economically important.  It can also be used to make minor characters more ‘meaningful’, because it consists of all the superhero stories set in the given universe of either Marvel or DC.  Roz Kaveney writes that continuity is a historically unique phenomenon: a ‘casual remark by Nick Lowe in the course of a train journey [reminded Kaveney] that, by now, these two continuities were the largest narrative constructions in human culture (exceeding, for example, the vast body of myth, legend and stories that underlies Latin and Greek literature), and that learning to navigate them was a skill-set all of its own’.​[418]​  In The Power of Comics: History, Form and Culture, Randy Duncan and Matthew J. Smith describe ‘continuity’ as follows:
Continuity is the relatedness among characters and events said to inhabit the same fictional universe, and it can pose a problem for creators trying to deal with decades of backstory.  Marc Singer believes it is not a story which persists in the minds of comic book readers, but rather a state of being.  Expanding on a term borrowed from Neil Gaiman, Singer refers to the alluring aspect of unchanging superheroes as a ‘state of grace’ that consists of the hero’s power, appearance and behaviour.​[419]​

Continuity treats characters not as functions tied to a narrative purpose, but attitudes which may or may not point towards to any ends.  This then raises the question of how characters can be adapted to import ‘new intent’ if their content is so overdetermined by generations of collective work given that the companies which own the characters, and take the author function, can only ever allow them to be ‘charged’ with enough ‘new intent’ as to be sufficiently different to interest a new audience but similar enough to the established versions to maintain as much interest from the old audience as possible.  These are problems of form which Morrison responds to using avant-garde techniques.  
In The Role of the Reader, Umberto Eco links the meganarratives of DC and Marvel continuity directly with Surrealism.  He observes that the events which occur in the superhero narratives of the DC and Marvel continuities exist in a fluid relationship with the material history of their original writing and publication.  Although time passes the characters always remain roughly the same age; the past of characters such as Superman and Batman is always the recent past, even when the events which make up that past may have been written over several decades.  The ‘present’ of continuity is always the shifting moment of now; superheroes in continuity exist in a dream-like relationship with modernity, an ‘oneiric climate’, ‘where what has happened before and what has happened after appear extremely hazy’ and in each narrative ‘[t]he narrator picks up the strand of the event again and again, as if he had forgotten to say something’.​[420]​  To Eco, this is caused by the superhero narrative’s struggle to balance the impulses of the mythic (timeless) narrative, and the novelistic narrative (which is ‘particular’ and ‘historic’).  He finds it comes to the fore in Imaginary Tales and Untold Tales which re-tell ‘events already told but in which “something was left out”’,​[421]​ where there is a strange anxiety about how to place the things which occur.  Not only does the narrative become more or less elaborate according to the needs of the individual story writer but the relation of the character to the world becomes more or less dream-like.    
This dream-like quality, the ‘oneiric climate’, produces an effect which is already tacitly surreal in its logic: history, despite seventy years of writing, only ever refers to recent history (approximately the preceding decade) and all early adventures and origin stories occur within that recent history.  Grant Morrison’s mainstream superhero narrative begin by uncovering this tacit surrealism present in continuity and then using it reflexively as a way of incorporating critique into the mode using metaphors which contrast dream-logic with strict history, and cyclical or static activities with actual historical progression as a political gesture.  I will now show how Morrison uses metafictional techniques to accomplish this in Animal Man. 

ii) Metafiction in Animal Man       
Animal Man is a breakthrough text for Morrison; although it was originally secondary to his pitch for Arkham Asylum, ​[422]​  Timothy Callahan characterises it as the text where Morrison begins to move away from the shadow cast by Alan Moore with Swamp Thing to become a distinctive voice in 1980s comics.  Observing that Morrison’s opening four episodes are written in imitation (or pastiche) of Moore, he analyses the ways that the remainder of the series moves away from this and towards more mannerist work.  Through self-conscious and reflexive scenarios, Morrison interrogates the value of comic book superheroes in general; he begins with a metafictional episode called ‘The Coyote Gospel’.  
‘The Coyote Gospel’ tells the story of Crafty Coyote, the first being in his world to question why the animals (based on Loony Toons) fight constantly; Crafty approaches his creator and asks for peace.  This section begins Morrison’s debate with the violence of the ‘realistic’, that is hard-boiled, trend within superhero comics, generally identified with Miller’s Dark Knight Returns (1986) and Moore’s Watchmen (1986/7): Crafty, as a saviour-figure, symbolises Morrison’s concern with promoting the frivolous power of superhero narrative.  For going against the natural order the ‘creator’ sends him to ‘the dark hell of the second reality’, adding ‘“while you live and bear the suffering of the world, I will make peace among the beasts”’.​[423]​  Crafty is killed and resurrected repeatedly, in ways imitating Wyle E. Coyote, until he is shot by a silver bullet fired by someone convinced he is Satan; Animal Man witnesses him die, falling cruciform at a crossroads, and the reader sees the ‘creator’ add the final paint dash of blood to his body.  This scene points towards the ultimate metafictional revelation that Animal Man must undergo: Crafty’s story of cartoon animals fighting in an ‘endless round of violence and cruelty’ violence for entertainment reflects Animal Man’s serialised conflict with animal-themed supervillains, while Crafty’s confrontation with his creator foreshadows Animal Man meeting his writer. ​[424]​   
The final episode of Animal Man culminates in a scene which is clearly informed by the metafictional breaks of ‘magic realist’ texts where Animal Man meets ‘Grant Morrison’; Morrison confirms this in interview with Timothy Callahan, saying ‘in the ‘80s, I was reading a lot of magic realist writers, like I was really into Borges and Italo Calvino and Thomasso Landolffi’.​[425]​  Despite reference to these writers in respect to this story, the particular details of the episode reflect far more closely those of the famous ‘Epilogue’ from Alasdair Gray’s Lanark: A Life in Four Books (1982) where Lanark meets his own author (Morrison sometimes alludes to reading Gray in interviews): 
‘‘I will start,’ said the conjuror, ‘by explaining the physics of the world you live in.  Everything you have experienced and are experiencing, from your first glimpse of the Elite café to the metal of that spoon in your fingers, the taste of the soup in your mouth, is made of one thing. [….] Print.​[426]​  

When Gray’s ‘author’ then explains to Lanark that he is a character constrained by a fictional world designed to be miserable for the sake of narrative tension, he responds as follows:   
Lanark gaped down at the foolishly nodding face and suddenly felt it belonged to a horrible ventriloquist’s doll.  He raised a clenched fist but could not bring himself to strike.  He swung around and punched a painting on an easel and both clattered to the floor [….] went to a tall bookcase in a corner and heaved it over.  [….] The author sat there looking distressed, but the paintings and easels were back in their old places, and glaring around Lanark saw that the bookcase has returned quietly to the corner and books, folders, bottles and paint were on the shelves again.​[427]​  

Alasdair Gray’s characters Thaw and Lanark who become one another, and the cities of Glasgow and Unthank that they inhabit, are obviously closer to home for the Glaswegian Morrison, and the meeting of Animal Man and his writer ‘Grant Morrison’ is structured in quite a similar way, mixing dialogue with absurd actions that have no permanent effect.  ‘Grant Morrison’ says to Animal Man: ‘I’m more of a demiurgic power.  Someone else creates you to be perfect and innocent and then I step in and spoil everything.  It’s a little bit satanic I suppose.’​[428]​  Animal Man loses his temper when ‘Grant Morrison’ says ‘I can make you say and do anything [….] It’s all here, this is where I write the wrongs of the world’, whereupon Animal Man kills Morrison.  He picks Morrison up and, smashing him through the window, impales him on the frame and broken glass, which, like Lanark smashing his author’s bookshelves, proves not to have ‘really’ happened in the next frame.   
‘Morrison’ then tells his character that his function is to raise the political questions that he wants to raise through a populist medium: 
You care about animals because I wanted you to draw people’s attention to what’s happening in the world.  
In my world, in the real world, I can’t do anything about the things that upset me.  All I can do is join protest groups and write this comic.​[429]​  
  
‘Grant Morrison’ then goes on to speak directly to the reader, recommending that readers concerned about animal abuse should ‘join PETA who are involved in active, non-violent campaigns on behalf of animals[,] That’s People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals’.​[430]​  Morrison’s metafictional flourishes are put directly at the service of his political interests.  
Animal Man asks why, with his demiurgic powers, ‘Morrison’ cannot bring his family back to life.  ‘Morrison’ responds by raising the problem the real Morrison continues to work through in his subsequent writings: he says that it would be considered unrealistic:  
Pointless violence and death is ‘realistic’.  Comic books are ‘realistic’ now, we thought that by making your world more violent, we would make it more ‘realistic’, more ‘adult’.  God help us if that’s what it means.​[431]​

Having said this, ‘Morrison’ then returns his family to life and gives Buddy Baker a happy ending.  The despair ‘Morrison’ expresses at the idea that extreme violence and death should be the determinants of realism seems to be out of character with Morrison’s authorial interests in shock and the avant-garde, but these aspects of Morrison’s work are always connected at some level with absurdism.  His work uses Surrealism to emphasise ‘wonder’ as a counterbalance to his use of violence; as he emphasises in the quotation at the beginning of this section: superhero comic books can ‘run utopian ideals to their destructive conclusions’ but they can, crucially, be put ‘back the way it was’. ​[432]​  Superhero narratives provide space for Surrealism because continuity is cyclical and is continually rewritten; it has the potential to act as a testing ground for spreading utopian ideas and for questioning the inevitability of ‘progress’ by comparing its own cyclic nature with that of the commodity exchanges which direct ‘continuity’.  ‘Continuity’ is a microcosm of contemporary capitalism: it is composed of iterations of the same thing, homologous with the commodity form.    
Animal Man concludes with a monologue on ‘wonder’ as a source of utopian thought.  ‘Morrison’ tells us about an imaginary friend he had when he was young, Foxy, who lived in ‘a utopia ruled over by peaceful, intelligent foxes’,​[433]​ to whom he used to signal from Angus Oval.   ‘Morrison’ repeats the actions of his young self, signalling with a torch to his imaginary friend, in an appeal to a sense of wonder against a reductive sense of realism in what seems at this stage to be a strongly postmodernist position (a light signals back when ‘Morrison’ has walked away) very much in favour of the arguments supporting magic realism by Anne Hegerfeldt, that it is defined by ‘its inversion of the Western categories of “real” and “fantastic”’.​[434]​  Animal Man colours the audience expectations of Morrison’s work as ‘postmodernist’ because of its metafictionality, but this is only part of what Morrison is engaged with in the series.  
In Animal Man episodes vary between realist moments such as having Animal Man taking time away from Justice League Europe to visit England because he ‘promised to help out some foxhunt saboteurs’, ​[435]​ and others thematising the rupture of avant-garde artistic creation in the form of an alien doomsday bomb.  The doomsday weapon is used by a particular caste of the Thanagurians, Hawkman’s people, the ‘Art Martyrs’.​[436]​  An art martyr called Rokara Soh has been chosen to deliver a ‘performance’ that will disrupt the tectonic plates of the earth using a ‘lifebomb’ that will replay the life experiences of the artist, detonating at a moment of supreme emotional climax, ‘a simultaneous telepathic transmission will bombard spectators with everything I have ever said or done or witnessed [,] my life will flash before your eyes’ while the earth is devastated by a ‘seismic poem’.​[437]​  
The story is written as part of a DC continuity storyline for the Invasion miniseries crossing several superheroes’ narratives: different alien races join forces against Earth, refuses most of the conventions of such invasion narratives by centring on an artist figure, and concerning itself with the idea of artistic creation and destruction as a form of therapy.  Rohara Soh’s ‘lifebomb’ is a work towards the invasion effort designed to reconcile his father’s ‘utter contempt’ for his choice of career (‘he wanted a warrior son and I, an artist, had humiliated him’​[438]​), by appearing as a work of art that will literally immortalise the artist in the minds of the Thanagarians while also aiding the invasion plans.  The detonating sequence concludes with a memory of producing a fractal artwork which expresses his life: ‘it is my father.  It is me.  It is the finest, most powerful work I will every produce [….] I stare at it for a whole day, weeping sometimes. Then I destroy it.  And I am set free.’​[439]​  Bathetically, the device is switched off by Hawkman at the last moment.  
The avant-garde disruption of the ‘lifebomb’ that would help destroy the (DC Universe) world as we know it is undermined by the superheroic action of pressing the off-switch.  This same structure is played out again in a later, more metafictional, Animal Man episode where an alternative universe Superman brings a doomsday bomb through from a lost version of the DC Universe (DCU), via the imagination of the Psycho Pirate.  Two, different aliens stand by watching the counter on the bomb, speculating that either ‘The bomb’s continued existence’ after the alternate superman has been sent back to the imaginary realm he is from ‘seems to suggest that the world is to suffer destruction after all’, ‘or it simply serves some dramatic function’, ‘or exists to make a philosophical point’, are interrupted by Animal Man switching it off: irony trumps drama.​[440]​  This is the dominant tone of Morrison’s other major work at this time, Doom Patrol.  

iii) The avant-garde in Doom Patrol
Morrison uses Surrealism both structurally and thematically in Doom Patrol.  The Doom Patrol are empowered by virtue of being as strange or estranged (from normality) as their opponents: their powers are estrangements of form and their narratives respond to the alienation of modernity.  Morrison gives them methods of defeating their opponents which include automatic writing, William Burroughs’ cut-up techniques and transportation into the unconscious.​[441]​  Their adventures follow up the Surrealist critique of everyday life as an alienated experience under capitalist modernity: 
The Surrealists have responded to the partitioning of lived experience with a double strategy: the first stage unmasked the depth of alienation inherent in modern society, and the second move reintegrated splintered life by a fusion of the conscious and unconscious mind.  
Consequently, the individual were given the same value as the collective forms of the social. One could dispel alienation by restlessly exposing, disassembling, and rebuilding morality, knowledge, aspiration and desire[.]​[442]​

The members of the Doom Patrol represent those who have been most alienated by modernity: Crazy Jane has multiple personality disorder, a paradigm of fragmented subjectivity; Cliff Steele has an unfeeling robotic body, representing the mechanisation of human life; while other members such as Dorothy are physically held prisoner by their own childhood traumas in the form of psychically-created imaginary friends.  Their adventures not only help them to heal, they also imply that the continual process of fragmentation and healing performs a social and political function.            
In Doom Patrol: The Painting that Ate Paris, Morrison creates a direct reference to the disruptive power of avant-garde irony by explicitly referencing Dadaism, through a confrontation between the Doom Patrol and the Brotherhood of Dada.  The Brotherhood of Dada is a new version of the Brotherhood of Evil which proclaims: ‘“Good”! “Evil”! Outmoded concepts for an antique age [….] From this day on we will celebrate the total absurdity of life, the gigantic hocus pocus of existence.’​[443]​  This series explicitly thematises the conflict between the realist approach and the more fantastical, wonder-orientated approaches to the superhero mode.  Morrison confirms in interview with Timothy Callahan that his first thoughts when offered Doom Patrol were how he could ‘tie it into all the stuff I was getting into at the time, like Situationism, and a lot of art history stuff, and surrealism’.​[444]​ His solution was to recontextualise avant-garde concepts drawn from art history within the exchanges between superheroes and supervillains: a transformation by détournement.  
Morrison’s superheroes fight to maintain their identities against supervillains who seek to overthrow reason.  The dialectic of superheroes and supervillains at the centre of Doom Patrol is a battle between absurdism (in favour of wonder) and realism (attempting to remove wonder and the fantastic).  Individual characters, from Cliff Steele and Rebis in Doom Patrol, to Mr Nobody of the Brotherhood of Dada represent a dialectic of rational/anti-rational; in Doom Patrol: Magic Bus, the brief story of US government assassin John ‘Yankee Doodle’ Dandy, sent to kill Mr Nobody, stands synecdochally for all the characters.  Although John Dandy ostensibly takes the side of order and rationality, of government, he too has ‘gone quite zany and scratchy since his sojourn in the lost city below the Pentagon’.​[445]​  He is fighting against wonder and anti-rational forces but those same forces are the source of his powers.  Like the Doom Patrol he demonstrates the inherent absurdity of attempting to use fantastic, excessive figures to support a reduction to ‘realistic’ forms such as the ‘gritty’ superhero.    
The plotline of The Painting That Ate Paris is a blend of avant-garde ideas the Brotherhood of Dada steal a ‘hungry painting’, existence of which is couched in complex art-history: Coleridge describes to Thomas de Quincy ‘a painting which, it is said, possesses the power to physically devour those who behold it’ which ‘as Coleridge described it, is the work of Piranesi, that same artist whose delirious visions of vast engines, splendid stairs, abyssal chasms, &c. &c. have so haunted my own dreams’, but this one is destroyed and a ‘many years later, a duplicate was created’ by ‘the brilliant, unstable Max Bordenghast’ and is mentioned by ‘the English occultist Austen Osman Spare’. ​[446]​  This is the painting that ‘eats’ Paris; it functions as a ‘desire machine’, unleashing the energies of concepts in physical form.  Like the chapters of Angela Carter’s The Infernal Desire Machines of Dr Hoffman (1972), the layers of the painting operate according to their own laws, determined by artistic convention rather than rational logic.  
The Doom Patrol become separated and face the members of Brotherhood of Dada alone in the different ‘levels’ of the painting.  Each level conveys a different atmosphere: from ‘light falling like snow, like chamber music [,] light as snow’ to represent the ‘impressionist department’, to ‘sizzle and shock of molecular motion’ indicating a ‘level is based on the principles of Futurist art and architecture’.​[447]​  The secret of the painting is that it contains the ‘Fifth Horseman’ of the apocalypse, which is hiding in the ‘Surrealist level’.​[448]​  
The Fifth Horseman is called ‘“Extinction [….] He bringeth the end of all time, all space, all life! The end of all gods!”’.​[449]​  The Horseman ‘takes ideas and converts them into energy [,] surrealism, symbolism, cubism, futurism—they all provide strength for the rider’,​[450]​ it gathers power from the layers of meaning contained in each of the artistically themed layers of the painting.  The Doom Patrol can only save the world with the help of the The Brotherhood of Dada, who steer the Horseman into ‘the Dada world’ where it becomes the literal translation of ‘Dada’,​[451]​ appearing outside the painting next to Superman and a number of other members of the Justice League as a hobbyhorse, ‘stripped of meaning, reduced to absurdity’.​[452]​  The threats to the universe that the Doom Patrol fight against thematise the absurdity of the idea of the ‘threat to the universe’ as a motif for the inherent Surrealism of superheroes motif: all superheroic adventures have to threaten to destroy or disrupt the universe of the fiction, the force of continuity (audience expectation and editorial guidance) directs this disruption into a cyclical pattern of threat and resolution.  
Morrison’s superheroes confront the cyclical forces of continuity as a symbol of modernity itself: capitalist modernity demands eternal renewals, ‘progress’, which does not disrupt expectation.  This is the nature of the left radical critique of culture that the Situationist International take from Surrealism: that culture does not change, it merely exchanges images (whose values are imaginary), without transforming them.    
Morrison uses the superheroes to represent the transformation of images; his superheroes are images which he charges with alternate cultural content to transform the meaning that they have in the symbolic exchanges of modernity.  In Doom Patrol he does this by copying Surrealist techniques to devise superheroes which deliberately resist the symbolic logic which superheroes necessarily partake in (such as national identity, as discussed in chapter three).  Morrison’s idiosyncratic characters for this series, particularly Danny the Street (a sentient, travelling roadway) and Flex Mentallo, Man of Muscle Mystery, were devised in ways similar to those used by Dada and Surrealism: ‘[t]hey were “found objects”—most of the characters in Doom Patrol are derived from dream diaries, conversations with friends […] or fragments of songs I was listening to or movies I was watching at the time’.​[453]​  Doom Patrol thus represents an attempt to employ avant-garde methods as well as themes from avant-garde art, to bring the resonances of Situationism, Surrealism and Dada to bear on the DC universe.  
Expanding on his use of Surrealism in Doom Patrol, Morrison explains that ‘the characters Damn All and Darling Come Home [sinister imaginary friends] from issue #25 were the actual imaginary friends of a friend’ while the villain Red Jack ‘was inspired by re-reading [Peter Barnes drama] The Ruling Class’, adding ‘the character even quotes from the play’.​[454]​  The Ruling Class (1969) is about the family Guerney’s attempts to prevent the 14th Earl, Jack (who refuses to acknowledge this name), from inheriting the family seat because he believes himself to be God, something he has in common with Morrison’s super-character Red Jack.  
Morrison terms The Ruling Class a ‘primal influence’ on him for its blend of social satire and absurdism: one scene features the interruption of a ‘monstrous eight-feet beast [….] dressed incongruously in high Victorian fashion’ when the family confront the 14th Earl with his real name, Jack.​[455]​    This play is one of several such influences, also including David Sherwin and Lindsay Anderson’s similarly Surrealist take on English class structure If….(1968), which is mentioned in The Invisibles.  Morrison’s use of Surrealism is based on blending such borrowings with ones from diverse sub-cultural fields: 
With Danny the Street, I was signing in Dublin with Brendon McCarthy [….] We were talking about the drag artiste Danny La Rue, whose name obviously translates as Danny the Street. This conjured the image of a transvestite street with tough macho stores all done up with fairy lights.  I combined this idea with a street I believe I hallucinated in Paris and added the notion that Danny the Street could travel around the world and insert himself into any city anywhere.  This element of his abilities was based on my misremembering Danny La Rue’s signature tune ‘On Mother Kelly’s Doorstep’, which I was sure began ‘on mother Kelly’s doorstep I wandered the earth’. [….] The final touch was creating his origin story, where I decided he was the only material remnant of those fabulous otherworlds of our imagination and dreams—like Wonderland, Slumberland, Never-Never Land, or Oz, places that hide in wardrobes and down holes.​[456]​ 

The characters from Doom Patrol are thus drawn from diverse sources of artistic history, cultural bricolage and dreamlike elements.  Doom Patrol’s conflicts are often conceptual ones whose solution rarely requires, or is rarely helped by, physical conflict: Doom Patrol: Crawling From the Wreckage features a struggle against a city conceived as a thought experiment; Down Paradise Way features a war between two alien races resolved when the Doom Patrol encourage them exchange conflict for potlatch; while in Magic Bus, when the Brotherhood of Dada are finally killed, the stakes are explicitly those of wonder versus realism and the Doom Patrol do not to intervene when Mr Nobody re-starts the revolution of everyday life using the remnant of the hungry painting, declaring: ‘[t]here’s a world of wonder in this magical painting, an infinity of novelty and opportunity [….] [a]nd I think if we all wish hard enough we can dissolve the boundary between the painting and this “real” world’, before being attacked by US government agencies.​[457]​  ‘Realistic’ violence is opposed to avant-garde disruption and wonder, with the letter as a privileged position of insight.  
Morrison’s drive towards a sense of wonder in superhero comics is an attempt to mediate the violence and shock that he sees as structurally necessary to creating tension and drama within the mode, as ‘Grant Morrison’ explains to Animal Man: superheroes ‘settle the moral argument by beating [their ‘ideological opposite’] into the ground.  Don’t laugh.  That’s the way we deal with things in the real world, too.’​[458]​  Mainstream superhero continuity can convey arguments, can be a working through of political positions; the mode can accommodate politically committed content.  Although Morrison treats this concept ironically in Animal Man it remains important to the structure Fantastic Four: 1234, New X-Men, The Invisibles, The Filth, Seven Soldiers of Victory, Batman R.I.P., and All-Star Superman.  What these series all show is an attempt to balance the demands of a hard-boiled, realistic aesthetic expectations, in the form of references to sex, drugs and violence, against those of wonder, in the form of Surrealism, metafictional rupture, self-reflexivity, comedy and irony.  This balancing act between these contrary forces is realised through conflicts between a status quo which maintains stasis, or ‘continuity’, in opposition to demands for change which echo those of liberation groups and artist manifestos.  
In the following part of this chapter I explore how Morrison’s later fictions develop in a rather different direction in respect to some of the play with metafiction and Surrealism of these early works while retaining the underlying critique.  The pivotal texts here are his lengthy creator-owned series The Invisibles, about anarcho-occultist superheroes fighting the ultimate conspiracy, and its reflection, The Filth, a graphic novel about the ultimate police force who maintain the ‘social health’ of the world.   

3: Occult Anarchist Superheroes: The Problematic Postmodernisms of The Invisibles  and The Filth
i) The Invisibles
Morrison’s work on The Invisibles is defined by his interest in several overlapping discourses present in contemporary counter-culture: the intersection of Situationist theory and anti-consumerist anarchism, and the intersection of psychedelic experience with the form of postmodernist occultism termed Chaos Magic.  Morrison employs these discourses to formulate a world where a fantastic war between occult forces is taking place in the interstices of contemporary global capitalism.  These forces appear as either aliens or angels at different times and contrary explanations are given for their forms throughout the series, but in each case they correspond to aspects of human consciousness.  He emphasises the relationship between this allegory and his personal views in interview, saying: ‘I don’t “believe” in spirits or aliens, for example, but I have had instructive and life-changing encounters with aspects of the human conscious experience which do a pretty damn good job of behaving like angels or ultra-terrestrials’, a similar perspective to Alan Moore.​[459]​  
Morrison’s public statements on his actual interests in the occult are thus often contradictory, sometimes using occult language in the context of consumer culture or corporate language to describe occult practices, a rhetorical blurring which causes some consternation, such that Roz Kaveney even suggests ‘Morrison’s occultist anarchism makes him less political a writer than other British writers of superhero comics’.​[460]​  Although Morrison’s use of ‘magic’ does demonstrate slippage between ‘lifestyle fantasy’ (Stableford) and a metaphorical use of magical language to designate consumerism and responses to consumerism, we should recall that such slippage is also used rhetorically by members of the Surrealist group as a materialist metaphor for irreducible elements of the subjective experience (such as ‘love’ and ‘Art’), something common to the diverse writings of André Breton, George Bataille and Leonora Carrington.​[461]​  Morrison’s emphasis on the metaphorical uses of magic and the occult consistently places his fictions into a politicised materialist perspective; ‘magic’ is the metaphor by which he explains the subjective experience of the conditions of life within the system of commodity exchanges.    
Morrison uses Situationist theory throughout The Invisibles in dialogue with the ‘magical’ language, the interplay between these idioms structures Morrison’s explications of the relationship between material relations of the ‘society of the spectacle’ when described objectively and when described subjectively.  It manifests in the interplay of revolutionary and counter-revolutionary groups, in the series using the concept of the ‘psychogeographical dérive’ (a ‘drift’ through urban environments to discover hidden spaces and/or new ways of using urban spaces; see Merlin Coverly Psychogeography​[462]​), and even in the name of key character King Mob is a taken from a ‘pro-Situ’ group newsletter.​[463]​  Situationist critique is founded on the idea that ‘images’, i.e. brands and logos, as the culmination of commodity, govern material existence, dominating the imagination; Situationists attempt to transform these images by radically altering the contexts of their appearance or placing them in disjunctive situations which reveal how they dominate the imagination.  This extends to using urban spaces for disjunctive activities such as walking through areas never ordinarily walked through to using public business spaces for ‘playful’ activity.  An early exchange indicates the underlying Situationist influence of The Invisibles:
[Dane McGowan:] ‘Now where are we going?’
[Tom O’Bedlam:] ‘Nowhere in particular.  The Paris Situationists used to call this sort of thing a dérive—drifting aimlessly through the city, making it new and strange.  The Street of Little Girls, Sun Street, The Ocean Bar and the Square of the Appalling Mobile.  
People look at us and see the poor and the mad, but they’re looking at us through the bars of their cages.  There’s a palace in your head, boy.  Learn to live in it always.’​[464]​      

This is a variation of Situationist critique expressed in terms familiar from Shklovsky’s ‘Art as Technique’, ‘defamiliarisation’: it proposes realising the social value of artistic practice as therapeutic response to modernity.  Situationist theory or ideas drawing on Situationist theory (‘pro-Situ’) can thus lend themselves to either aesthetic or social practice; Morrison’s fictions explore both uses.  
In The Influence of Postmodernism on Contemporary Writing (2005) David Punter, describes Morrison’s The Invisibles in terms which are paradigmatically postmodernist.  He claims that the Invisibles themselves are defined by their postmodern uncertainty, ‘prone to moments of extreme doubt about what they are doing and why they are doing it’, they are ‘never sure whether in fact they are enacting someone else’s narrative: whether, indeed, their story has already been written—and drawn—for them’. ​[465]​ Punter sees them in terms of their fragmentation and uncertain position of agency foremost.  While Morrison argues that in themselves the Invisibles do not serve any force of change but can agitate for viewing the function of the superhero in different terms: namely as an inspiration to action and as an imaginary bulwark to defend the subject, a form that anyone can adapt to themselves to some extent.   The Invisibles explicitly asks whether superheroes encourage people to receive political critique passively.  Morrison thematises this problem through the character of the anarchist-superhero King Mob.  
In the early episodes of The Invisibles the relation of an anarchist-superhero to revolutionary thought is questioned by being explored from the perspective of a social outsider: new recruit to the Invisibles, Dane McGowan.  Dane’s rebelliousness and antipathy towards authority sees him attempting to burn down his school—when caught, breaking a bottle on his teacher’s head—and being remanded into a new ‘intensive probation programme’, the judge saying ‘[t]his young man will learn to his cost that we have been developing new ways to deal with his brand of “rebellion”.  He will learn the hard way’.​[466]​  The message of the section, barely alluded to here, but later made clear by both the Invisibles and the agents of the Outer Church, is that what Dane here thinks of as a form of resisting society and socialisation is nothing of the kind: society has professions for tolerating the violence of supposed revolution and Dane is merely placing himself more firmly within a pigeonhole, prearranged and awaiting his ‘rebellion’.  His revolutionary impulse is assimilated and neutralised, a process Morrison compares to the process of writing fantasy fictions about revolution.  When he subjects his own anarchist superhero to Situationist critique.  
Under the influence of a hypnotic light used by a rival Invisibles ‘cell’, King Mob is forced to confront the fundamental problem of subversive superhero fictions:
The most pernicious image of all is the anarchist-hero figure.  
A creation of commodity culture, he allows us to buy into an inauthentic simulation of revolutionary praxis.  [….]
The hero encourages passive spectating and revolt becomes another product to be consumed.​[467]​  

Words of critique imposed upon the Invisibles appear as scripted language intruding into their word-balloons in a typewritten font.  Their words show the direct use of Situationist jargon imitating the specific critique of central culture proposed by the Situationists, employing détournement within the medium of comic books.  The Situationists hailed comics as: ‘the only genuinely popular literature of our century’ and called détournement ‘the exact opposite of pop art, which breaks comics into pieces’ which ‘aims at restoring to the comics their greatness and meaning’ as a medium for critical thought.​[468]​  Morrison describes the Situationist autocritique as one of the most important moments in the series, saying:  
When you finally get to the autocritique, the Situationist attack on the Invisibles, exposing its hidden racist or establishment agenda, it turns out they do serve the status quo.  It’s just a bunch of guys dressed up in a stereotyped image rebellion.  [….] The anarchist figure, the hero, is just a projection, which stops us from being heroic in our own life.​[469]​

Morrison extends his immanent critique of the superhero mode not just to the aesthetic dimension but to the social value of that form.  From The Invisibles we can see that Morrison demands that superheroes be understood as extensions of materialist critique; they may be the inspiration for political action but they are limited in their ability to function politically.  Emphasising the limitations of the form within its own terms demonstrates that Morrison’s political critique in The Invisibles is not limited to satirising the forces of conformity but also extends to those of anarchism.    
This is complicated still further by the reappearance of the Invisible John-a-Dreams, long thought to have gone over to the Outer Church.  John-a-Dreams has occupied positions on both sides of the central anarchist/conspiracy binary of The Invisibles.  Asked if he has become one of ‘them’ he responds: ‘[y]es […] the question is, who are they’.​[470]​  John’s role here is to extend the ‘auto-critique’ of the series itself, he estranges our view of the conflict between the anarchist superheroes and the supervillianous conspiracy, saying gnomically: 
When fear is all there is, there is no fear.  Eternal pain is no longer pain.  When we remember them and recognise them for what they are, they cease to enslave us.​[471]​  
 




The Filth (2003/4) enters into a dualistic relationship with The Invisibles.  The world of The Filth takes on pornography, international terrorism, (apparently) alien beings, superheroes and Borgesean worlds-within-worlds.​[473]​  Morrison describes The Filth in therapeutic terms, using art as a form of metaphoric inoculation:  
I'm deliberately injecting the worst aspects of life into my reader’s heads in small, humorous doses of metaphor and symbol, in an effort to help them survive the torrents of nastiness, horror and dirt we're all exposed to every day - especially in white Western cultures, whose entertainment industries peddle a mind-numbing perverted concoction of fantasy violence and degrading sexuality while living large at the expense of the poor in other countries.​[474]​

In pursuing this, Morrison uses a disjunctive and fragmentary style in the series to illustrate the stark contrasts of wealthy libertarians ‘living large’ on a floating utopia with lives of ordinary people living in terraced housing.  The series’ story arcs move from a small terraced house in a grey English town, all the way to Venice and Los Angeles, and include an ephemeral supervillain named Spartacus Hughes who can take any human form he chooses.  The story centres around a lonely man named Greg Feely who is either having a nervous breakdown or who may actually be a false identity assumed by Ned Slade, superheroic member of a global police force called The Hand.  The disjunctive shifts in tone and colouration between the sections dealing with Greg’s life and Ned’s adventures allow Morrison to maintain a sense of ambiguity as to which is ‘true’ throughout the story.  
The narrative of Ned Slade sometimes appears to be Greg Feely’s own escapist fantasy to offset his ‘authentic’ terraced existence and the misery of being bullied by his neighbours because they suspect him of being a paedophile, while at other times the relationship between them is more metafictional and complex.  The hard-boiled, realist sections concerned with Greg Feely’s council estate are subverted by the invasion of the intense and fantastical, such as cosmonaut and professional assassin Dimitri-9 (a talking, dope-smoking chimpanzee).  The world of The Filth is also a highly sexualised one which focuses around the lonely masculinity of Greg Feely and his regular purchase of tabloid newspapers and the appearance of unsolicited pornography addressed to ‘the man who lived here before’.  In the fantastic sections Greg comes home to find a naked black woman named Miami waiting for him in his shower who tells him that his real name is Ned Slade and he works alongside her in a secretive international police organisation called The Hand.  Miami greets Greg with the words ‘[b]ehold, I got bored and gave myself a comb-over’, making herself into a literal reflection of Greg as ‘an old bald man’.​[475]​  Maimi is presented as knowingly manipulating her image as a black woman to undermine the sexual fantasy scenario of female sexual availability.  She describes Greg Feely as ‘a disgusting disguise’​[476]​ for ‘Ned Slade’ to adopt and repeatedly questions why a highly-trained operative of the Hand would use such a secret identity, forwarding the suggestion to the reader that Ned Slade would not fantasise ‘Greg Feely’ but Greg Feely might fantasise being an apparently desirable super-agent such as ‘Ned Slade’.  
The Hand forms a kind of trans-national-nanny-state operating across the borders between countries.  The policing of reality performed by The Hand clearly suggests that realism is a reductive ideological formulation.  Morrison is making a very similar argument to that of Alison Lee in Realism and Power, that realist fiction and television advertising are actually the dominant form of social behavioural policing which we interact with every day rather than, say, CCTV or the police:  
Television and advertising share with the Realists a sense of absolute value and an impetus towards didacticism.  Consider, for example, the ideology proposed by most television emanations where a discrete and easily definable “good” triumphs over an equally recognisable “evil”.  The “evil” can range from assault to a lack of personal hygiene, and the “good” from a successful trial verdict to deodorant soap [….]  No matter what the specifics, however, there is the assumption of “common sense” in this structure, of a shared notion of what constitutes (and semiotically signals) “good” and “evil”, and of the desirability of one over the other. ​[477]​

The Filth deliberately conflates the realms of the policing of crime and the regulation of hygiene and social desirability in its plots and characters: The Hand is a metaphysical police force who embody all of Foucault’s regulations of health, sanity, crime and sexuality rolled into one: their ‘beat’ supersedes all other authorities and covers all social interactions, embracing phrases such as ‘social hygiene’ and ‘supercleansing’.  The Filth, like Animal Man, employs metafiction, using demiurgic characters and character-authors throughout the episodes.  Again, like Animal Man it echoes Alasdair Gray’s Lanark (1981); the connection between the mundane world of Greg and the fantastic one of Ned reflects the realist sections on Duncan Thaw and the fantastic worlds inhabited by Lanark in Gray’s novel.  It can be thought of in terms of Morrison’s continuing engagement with the texts of the new ‘Scottish Literary Renaissance’.  
In The Scottish Novel Since the Seventies (1993) Gavin Wallace observes that, following the appearance of Gray, alongside others such as James Kelman, literary criticism in Scotland was made to awaken ‘in a reconfigured country’ to new approaches to historical and political experience that brought fresh awareness ‘to the limitations in its myths of dualism; to alternate representations of linguistic fissure; [and] to ossified stereotypes of community, class and gender.’​[478]​  Morrison seems to be invoking and even satirising this sentiment since many of his characters, especially in The Filth, are as fluid in their gender and sexual choices as they are in their apparent nationality.  Greg is probably English and Miami is probably American; the Chimpanzee Dimitri-9 is Russian; while Agent Cameron Spector, to whom falls the task of revealing to the amnesiac Greg the nature of the world they inhabit as operatives of The Hand, speaks in a Scots demotic accent, partly, Morrison has said in interview, just for the subversive pleasure of having a strong Scottish accent perform an expository function in an American-published comic.    
The forces of The Hand are not the terrifying authoritarian figures they first resemble, and resistance to them is not the revolutionary gesture that it appears to be.  When Greg Feely/Ned Slade confronts Le Pen, the sinister insectoid presence at the centre of The Hand, Le Pen is revealed to be a physically and mentally scarred autistic girl permanently operating the machinery, and Greg is made to feel like a bully.  In a gesture of overdetermined globalised consciousness she is, beneath her ant-like mask, a victim of African civil conflict.  Agent Miami says accusingly to Greg in the dénouement: ‘[j]ust ask yourself where you were on the day she got raped and torched in a field in Chad.  Buying cat food?’,​[479]​ playing on the role of outraged masculine avenger that Greg has adopted in this sequence, something he has earlier described as ‘hard-boiled “Ned Slade” mode’,​[480]​ one dependent upon a view of the female body as a site of either desire or outrage.   
Perception of The Hand as being threatening to human freedom leads to the construction of a grand conspiracy, a superheroic form which swamps the narrative which has been accompanying this all along: Greg Feely’s cat dies and his life loses its meaning as he suffers a breakdown.  A global conspiracy would at least affirm that there is ‘meaning’ in the world; in this way all of the grand conspiracies and the whole episodic structure can be read as psychotic episodes or phases in the mental breakdown of his faculties.  
The narrative of The Filth has a multiple-layered structure which can be mapped to understand its critique of globalised power relations on a local, personal scale: the outermost layer as the world as we know it from the conventions of Realism as they apply to the world of Greg Feely: symbolised by the global news media that shout from newspaper banner headlines surrounding Greg Feely in the commute to and from his office job.  Nested within this but concerned with defending it, is the hyperreal world of The Hand and its myriad agents, such as Greg’s alter ego Ned Slade, who are able to access all points of the world in minutes.  In the course of the book it is revealed that their world is (possibly) a microcosm centred around the mundane life of Greg Feely.     
Third, nested again within this is what is termed a ‘Bonsai Planet’, a scale-model simulation of Earth populated by microscopic artificial intelligences called ‘I-Life’ (a reference to Jeff Noon’s ‘A-Life’ from Pixel Juice); their social structures and buildings echo those of the Realist world and the buildings of The Hand respectively.  Finally, there is a parallel metafictional layer which reflects upon the other layers: that of the Paperverse.  
The Paperverse is the key; it is a 2-dimensional universe full of superheroes and superpowers which The Hand exploit as a kind of imaginary farm for ‘growing’ new technologies, and is obviously a reconception of Morrison’s view of the ‘living paper worlds’ of mainstream superhero comics.  The Paperverse is the cultural ‘margin’ to the ‘central’ regulating culture of The Hand, it is also the land of the imagination, bringing elements from it ‘out’ into the ‘real’ world brings with it powers in the form of weapons or knowledge.  As a superhero comic it foregrounds the relationship of Morrison as a comic book writer, in that he is borrowing from the central or dominant mode of comic book writing to create something which is definitively more marginal: a creator-owned comic book (see Scott McCloud’s Reinventing Comics​[481]​). The relationship of the Paperverse to The Hand mirrors that of Grant Morrison’s writing as a whole to the American superhero comics industry itself: a source of ideas and invention for reinvigorating the central canon (continuity) but also a source of avant-garde disruption and possible rupture.    
The Filth concludes with Greg/Ned finally confronting ‘Mother Dirt’, the mysterious authoritarian force in charge.  Using the insights (and weapons) of all the layers of his reality, he finds that dark, oozing dirt is at the heart of it all: the metaphor for all the violence, misery and sexual degradation that The Hand are in charge of policing and preventing.  He asks ‘[w]hat am I supposed to do with this?’ and is told ‘spread it on your flowers, Greg’;​[482]​ by the final pages flowers are starting to spring up in bin-bags left on the street and Greg/Ned has begun to interact meaningfully with his neighbours.  The clash between ‘realistic’ and ‘fantastic’ elements is resolved here as Greg/Ned finds the fantastic within the real which has produced a small but significant therapeutic effect for one person; one person’s world has been changed by journeying through the ‘aesthetic’ distance of an estranged vision of reality.  This experience allows them to take a more ‘committed’ engagement in the world.   


4: Postmodernism as Decadence in New X-Men and Seven Soldiers of Victory
Morrison’s recent work for mainstream superhero comics introduces a new tone to this existing repertoire, critique of postmodernism as decadence.  In New X-Men (Marvel, 2001-2004) and Seven Soldiers of Victory (DC, 2005-2006) respectively, Morrison’s writing demonstrates a wider critique of consumerist postmodernity.  Both series resist the ideology of individualism, which defines Greg Feely’s life in The Filth, and treat group activity as the defining structure of meaningful social engagement.  The two narratives of superhero groups Morrison constructs relate cultural activity to biological and ecological activity to form a layered critique of consumerist ideology.  In both, Morrison presents two versions of ‘postmodernism’: one self-absorbed and decadent, the other egalitarian and progressive, and suggests that our present social position is closer to the former than the latter.    Morrison’s New X-Men and Seven Soldiers of Victory both use metaphors of evolution and extinction in a way explicitly connected with the idea of cultural decadence.   
In New X-Men Morrison employs a structure of story arcs focusing on the responses of different groups to a global catastrophe to develop the underlying theme of evolution.  From the first pages of book one, called E is for Extinction, a motif of life and death struggle becomes the guiding metaphor.  Mankind is on the verge of extinction, a genetic trigger precipitated by the appearance of the mutants.  Apparently to counter this threat, Morrison’s new super villain, Cassandra Nova, decides to unleash a brand new type of genocidal Sentinel robot upon the mutant-run country, Genosha, effectively declaring a species-war on every mutant on Earth.  Continuing the evolutionary theme these Sentinels customise and employ all available technology of a given area into their own bodies.  They represent a technological equivalent of the mutants, out-evolving their rivals; they are faster, more aggressive and more efficient than the anthropomorphic Sentinels of yore.  
It is quickly revealed that Cassandra Nova is a malignant telepath whose powers are a match for those of Professor X: she is the equal and opposite force of aggression to his pacifism because, it transpires, she is the twin sister of Charles Xavier, whom he killed in a life or death psychic struggle while they were both in the womb;​[483]​ she doubles Professor X as both a twin and reflection.  She supplants Charles Xavier, taking over his body and exposing his ‘school for the gifted’ as a haven for mutants live on television, causing human-mutant race riots and making the X-Men come out from behind their costumes and masks.  Cassandra’s appearance begins the series of life and death struggles which will define the movement of the plot from episode to episode, where oppositional individuals and groups conflict and overcome one another.  The progression through this play of oppositions then rapidly forms new groups and new identities, demonstrating cultural evolution through synthesis of interests and ideas.  
Morrison presents two visions of synthesis for human-mutant differences as political solutions in the new social order.  The X-Men guided by Charles Xavier represent the Left-liberal doctrines of pluralism, conservation, co-existence and social justice.  They are opposed by a human supremacist group calling themselves the U-Men.  This group are ideological consumerists who see mutants as nothing more than raw materials to be exploited and describe mutants as a dangerous genetic elite which they naturally wish to supplant.  They are led by a man called John Sublime, whose book, The Third Species—a Right-wing tract—proposes the forcible integration of mutant attributes, via DNA and body part grafts, into a select group of humans, forming what they term ‘the transpecies movement’.​[484]​  The title of Sublime’s book is an obvious allusion to the concept of the ‘Third Way’, itself a position whose coinage stems from the roots of fascism.​[485]​  
We see one of Sublime’s adolescent followers using the language of fashion subcultures to justify killing a fellow student to take his x-ray eyeballs, saying: ‘uncool is the new cool.  I’m proud to be weird.  I’m proud to be part of the international U-Man Army.’​[486]​  This statement is clearly a grotesque parody of postmodern appropriation; it suggests that the idiom of revolution is often used to justify lifestyle choices by ‘rebellious’ members of socially dominant groups.  This is then related to John Sublime’s fully-indoctrinated followers in their ‘space suits’ who parody religious fundamentalism: they speak in a Nietzschean-individualist manner about ‘sealing [themselves] in ‘perfection’, having ‘left the fallen world behind… Our rules are post-human rules now... A whole new morality’.​[487]​  Sublime himself uses the rhetoric of self-help and self-esteem: ‘my book is about empowering the different, celebrating the strange’, and ‘body modification philosophies’ concerned with ‘releas[ing] the mutant within’​[488]​.  He makes public statements which emphasise a sense of entitlement, asking ‘[w]hy can’t we share the future and become the superbeings we all deserve to be?’.​[489]​  These public words are clear attempts at appropriating the left’s championing of the disenfranchised, while his private words to Scott Summers (Cyclops) and Emma Frost (White Queen) are nakedly power-hungry: ‘[y]ou mutants think it’s your turn to rule the world, but there’s a third voice, a third species—man plus.  And to us, you’re just livestock.’​[490]​  He is the supervillain as self-conscious capitalist exploiter; his public words are knowingly ideological, a deliberate false-consciousness, he reveals his real rapaciousness as a consumerist in private.  
Morrison’s political construction of this scenario returns to the model of the Situationist International, whose political activities were predicated upon the parody and undermining of Left and Right wing politics by showing the ways in which they function as co-dependant oppositions.  In Sublime, we see a vicious right-wing ideology employing the language of liberation and diversity associated with left-liberal philosophies to disguise its true intentions.  He represents a peculiarly unpleasant, satirical allegory of postmodernism: he and his followers sample the ideologies of the past and appropriate the rhetoric of liberation struggles and oppressed minorities to serve a cultural supremacist agenda.  Sublime is the dark side of postmodernism; his philosophies justify the exploitation which underpins aggressive consumerism while using liberal rhetoric to distance himself from such.  He is the opposing reflection of the X-Men’s pro-mutant, peaceful liberation struggle.  
In Morrison’s conception of the X-Men, to be a mutant is a state of continuous unfolding.  He introduces secondary-level mutations to existing characters to emphasise the inherent (and necessary) instability of the definition of ‘human’ on an evolutionary level.  This then affects the behaviour of pro-mutant and anti-mutant groups and hence of mutant political factions, pressing the theme of political and cultural evolution through a constant, violent process of supersession.    The process of aggressively overcoming one another culminates in a possible future that Morrison outlines as a series-concluding arc, collected as Here Comes Tomorrow.  Humanity is extinct but for the last representatives ‘Rover and I’, a boy named Tom Skylark and his pet ‘Sentinel Mark 1’, while Hank McCoy, The Beast, has, á la Age of Apocalypse, become a tyrant who clones endless ‘crawler chimerae’ in his ‘Bio-foundries’.​[491]​   The Beast, possessed by ‘Sublime [in] aerosol form’,​[492]​ uses the stored DNA samples of all the old X-Men as raw materials to exploit.  He gives his ‘crawler’ soldiers powers the heat/force vision from ‘“Cyclops” traits’, and enables them to replicate themselves instantly using ‘“multiple man” codes’;​[493]​ postmodernist appropriation thus appears to be a form of exploitation of biopower and natural resources simultaneously.  As the new incarnation of Sublime, The Beast’s ambition is to bring about ‘evolution’s end’​[494]​—a phrase which clearly echoes Francis Fukuyama’s The End of History—using the diverse (DNA) samples of the X-Men to produce a homogenised future.  
‘Sublime’ then reveals itself as ‘the “first genome”’ which brought about the propensity towards violence in sentient life, fighting to become the dominant life form: ‘we bartered our genetic innovations with increasingly more organised lifeforms[….] Even humanity, the “crown of creation” had no defence against us […] we lived inside him’.  Mutants were the first threat, ‘with their potential to breed strong, invulnerable offspring’.  Sublime’s response was ‘to infect them with aggression [to] divert their great energies into mindless conflict’.​[495]​  Sublime presents conflict itself as a deliberate evolutionarily negative impulse which divides humanity and mutants against each other and themselves to ensure the supremacy of its viral form.  This is a political gesture: Sublime artificially introduces violence and competition into biology and culture together; symbolically, this concurs with Morrison’s underlying critique in The Invisibles and The Filth: superheroes must fight, as a way of diverting social energies so that the status quo can be maintained, an allegory of superheroic continuity as an endless series of identical conflicts. 
In Seven Soldiers of Victory (2005-6), the world of the DC Universe is threatened by the invasion of Queen Morgayne, also called Gloriana Tenebrae, a name which recalls Gloria Monday from Dare, who, like that sinister Prime Minister, seeks power for its own sake.  Drawing on a mixture of Arthurian writing and Celtic myth, Gloriana Tenebrae is the Queen of the ‘Sheeda’ (also spelled as in the Irish original, ‘sidhe’), who live a billion years in the future on a dying earth.  They survive this hostile environment by time travelling to prey on other, preceding, civilizations in a manner which evokes a sense of the totalitarian ‘aesthetics of power’: 
Ideas, resources, fashions, technologies.  We will slake our thirst on the juices of their accomplishments…. We will feast on the fruits of their industry! [….] In their death agonies the empires of the earth will revitalize our stale sciences, our dead arts.​[496]​    

This is another critique of postmodernism: the Sheeda are the supreme decadent civilization, attracted to the decline and decadence of each civilization of the earth in turn to drain it not just of materials but even of its concepts and its history.  
Gloriana, in disguise as ‘Miss Friday’, taunts an Arthurian knight, Justin, by explaining what is wrong with language in the twentieth/twenty-first century world: ‘all men are liars in this age’, ‘words can mean anything and everything [….] what once was truth is pliable, untrustworthy and slippery now’.​[497]​  Justin (actually a female knight, also in disguise) is from a Golden Age, ‘the first Arthurian Epoch, 10,000 years ago’ where language sounded entirely different and ideas of truth are more fixed.​[498]​  What has attracted Gloriana Tenebrae to the present age are the things that confuse and even revolt Justin: that flexibility of ‘truth’ is precisely what she wishes to use in order to ‘revitalize’ her own culture.  The Sheeda are attracted to cultures when they have become ‘ripe’, i.e. when they have become sufficiently decadent and similar to their own that they can be comfortably assimilated without resistance, i.e., when they are sufficiently postmodern.   Gloriana Tenebrae’s civilization moves through time, she recontextualises herself ahistorically to points at the decline of other civilizations, physically and metaphysically appropriating elements from all other times and cultures to sustain the totalitarian perspective of her own culture in its state of decadence.  The Sheeda represent a ‘postmodernism’ that presents itself as an apolitical, totalitarian absolute, something that appears as a cultural given, naturalized and internalized as such:         
The Sheeda are the pinnacle of natural selection [….] The last living species clinging to life on a dying earth! Consuming their own history to survive [….] They’re not fairies, not aliens.  They’re us…One Billion years from today! The Sheeda are what man will finally become! [emphasis in original].​[499]​  

Sublime also constructs himself in terms which naturalise his rapaciousness: genetic destiny.  He presents himself as the absolute fundamentalist postmodernist who makes everything into itself by inhabiting the positions which oppose it virally: another metaphor for consumerism and corporate culture.    
In New X-Men: Here Comes Tomorrow the threat posed by the John Sublime/Beast-Sublime is the same as that of Gloriana Tenebrae.  The multi-species descendants of the X-Men who still adhere to ‘The Xavier Creed [which] has always stressed integration’, live in ‘the Manhattan crater’ in ‘megamerica’. ​[500]​ There they have gathered together art and architecture from all over the world, ‘trying to preserve the achievements of the past before they’re all used up as fuel or compost in the race to dominate the biosphere’.​[501]​  Cultural rapaciousness is unified with biological rapaciousness in the characters of Sublime and Gloriana Tenebrae; both of them present a world of homogeneity formed by appropriating all previous historical periods which act as ‘fuel’ for their ideology of consumption.  
The two post-apocalyptic worlds of these series are defined in the same terms: cultural dominance justified by naturalising rhetoric; both also result in a self-destructive authoritarian dead-end, the ultimate decadence as postmodernism.  Gloriana Tenebrae and Sublime are effectively the nightmare version of the ultimate ‘postmodernists’.  Seven Soldiers of Victory is a conflict between two different conceptions of what might be called ‘postmodernism’: one which is historically situated and subject to change, effectively calling for change, a politicised ‘postmodernism’, and one which is static.  The Seven Soldiers and the X-Men are presented as an antidote to this kind of decadence.  They too are composed of elements drawn from diverse sources, even ahistorically through time like Justin, but they have a unity of purpose which is different from the maintenance of the status quo that Gloriana Tenebrae seeks: they are fighting for change and progress.  




Conclusions: Superheroic and Supervillainous roles as avant-garde critique

Morrison uses the underlying structures of superheroic fantasy to disseminate avant-garde ideas by identifying the affinities between superhero fantasy and the formulation of the subject under capitalist modernity.  This can be seen in the radical conceptions of individuality which characterise both his superheroes and supervillains as postmodern subjects; fantasy homologous with postmodern subjectivity at its extremes of ideological compromise and subversion simultaneously.  
Morrison’s villain in The Filth is a ‘parapersona’ suggestively named Spartacus Hughes, who informs his opposite that ‘[a]nyone can be Spartacus Hughes’, in the same way ‘anyone can be President [a]nd the President can be anyone’; Hughes is ‘an anti-person’, acting like a virus: ‘reproducing myself into the future the only way I know how.  By violence’.​[502]​  Hughes is like the commodity form itself, always the same and always different, like Sublime in New X-Men he can take on or ‘infect’ new bodies.  There is a liberating potential to Hughes and Sublime however, both characters effectively function as multiple names like Wu Ming, formerly the Luther Blissett Project, as explained in the Luther Blissett Manifesto: 
The Luther Blissett Project has been launched in the Summer '94 by an international gang of revolutionaries, mail artists, poets, performers, underground 'zines, cybernauts and squatters. A multiple name, if it was used outside small circles of radicals, would be a practical solution of problems such as the relation between community and individual, or the quest for identity. [….] Luther Blissett is a-dividual [not subject to individuation], because the character has many personalities and reputations; Luther Blissett is also a con-dividual [actively resisting individualism through collective definition], because many individuals share the name; Luther Blissett is a multitude as well as a 'decentralized subject', a project aiming to what Karl Marx called 'Gemeinwesen' (i.e. the common essence of the Wo/Mankind, the awareness of the global community).’​[503]​ 

Morrison’s friend, the avant-gardist Stewart Home is among those who have taken up the use of multiple names, including Luther Blissett, in an attempt to use fiction to actualise the above metaphors for contemporary global community.  His comments on the experience are illuminating for considering Morrison’s rhetorical use of superhero roles.  Home writes that ‘[t]here is no fixed referent, merely a fiction created by those using the name’ but ‘as soon as you use a multiple name, by sharing the identity and adopting an arbitrary signifier, you immediately find that you are in a position to mould both the signifier and what is signified’, ‘by doing something as Luther Blissett, you find yourself actively shaping the identity.’​[504]​  Home has even suggested that ‘Stewart Home’ can be treated in the same way, in his satirical second introduction to Suspect Device: A Reader in Hard-Edged Fiction, he writes of the ‘Stewart Home Project’, ‘launched on 24 March 1979 by the Celtic bards K.L. Callan and Fiona MacLeod’ so that ‘diverse individuals’ could ‘produce a body of work that would be credited to a fictional author called Stewart Home’.​[505]​  These are very similar to the terms Morrison has the butler Alfred use for the passing of the Batman mantle from Bruce Wayne to Dick Grayson following the events of Batman R.I.P: ‘think of Batman as a great role, like a Hamlet or Willie Loman… Or even James Bond.  And play it to suit your strengths.’​[506]​  The power of the superhero for Morrison is that, for a differently structured set of economic reasons, it is very similar to the idea of ‘open names’ and can thus be reinterpreted in avant-garde terms, is structurally disposed towards being inhabited by avant-garde rhetoric. 
Morrison thus values the positive, liberationary possibilities offered by what Brian Stableford terms ‘lifestyle fantasy’​[507]​ modulated with his own sense of absurdism through his use of Surrealism.  To Morrison the whole world is intrinsically absurd, so that a Surrealist response makes most sense of the actual functions of contemporary capitalism.  He draws the analogy with continuity in interview:  
Until the day when the publishers allow characters to grow old, die and be replaced, there can be no real use for ‘continuity’.  Otherwise allow characters to simply go on forever with no pretence towards real time and under the full understanding that this is an imaginary world made by generations of workers.​[508]​

‘Continuity’, however, determines the worlds of superhero comics as they actually exist, so Morrison uses that as part of his development of a critical aesthetic.  Because superheroic characters exist in an implicitly Surrealist environment of ‘continuity’ they have the most absurdist capability to offer critique on the shifting moment of capitalist modernity as constant cycle of iteration and constant demand for reneawal.  Their oneiric climate co-exists with the insistence of modernity on its forward-looking progression.  Superhero histories are a blend of absurdity and realism, originally formed according to the demands of previous moments of modernity, which are ceaselessly adapted and re-adapted, added to and taken away from by generation after generation of artists and writers, so importing into them a critique of modernity can spread that critique through the same cultural channels.  In the course of twenty years Morrison’s particular position shows considerable change but his attitude towards the superhero is that it represents an important fantasy mode, one which has a strong positive power for its audience.  
Today Morrison concludes that superheroes have the potential to be ‘utopian role models’ which act as symbolic anchors for grounding ‘hopeful images of humankind’s future potential’ against the ‘[t]error-stricken, environmentally-handicapped, overpopulated, paedophile-haunted world that’s being peddled by our news media’.​[509]​  Morrison’s view of the value of the superhero is similar to that of a character in Seven Soldiers of Victory who writes:
In the fury of bright crayola colors, broken bones, and sound effects that can burst your ear drums if you let them, the themes may seem unfamiliar but, trust me, those are human stories, writ large [….] When you use your x-ray vision to really, really LOOK…every day is mythology.​[510]​  

These words are those of a reporter turned superhero.  The newspaper, called the Manhattan Guardian reports on the ongoing adventures of its own superheroic avatar Manhattan Guardian, fighting injustice and rescuing those in need: it is a paper that depends on writing good news and happy endings.  The therapeutic implication of this is clear: fantastic elements in superhero comics are an optimistic force in modernity, they express hope as a virtue in a modern idiom to counter depairing views of modernity which appear in other populist media.  Morrison does not insist that politically ‘committed’ forms should predominate, but rather insists that ‘aesthetic’ forms have a material content which invokes a sense of wonder with politically liberationary implications which can form part of a forceful political debate: continuity’s cyclicality, in embedding absurdism and multiplicity over narrative and singularity also embeds a constant desire for change that can be put to utopian or politically radical use.      
Chapter Five: China Miéville’s Marxism: A Dialectical Materialist Aesthetic of Fantasy

1: Marxist Dialectics and Literature
As both an activist and as a scholar of international law China Miéville’s Marxist commitment is central to his work; he stood as a parliamentary candidate for the Socialist Alliance in 2001, and has published his PhD thesis on jurisprudence, Between Equal Rights: A Marxist Theory of International Law (2005).  As a fantasy novelist Miéville has twice won the Arthur C. Clark Award for novels set in his secondary world of Bas Lag.  Carl Freedman has commented significantly on the importance of Marxism to understanding China Miéville’s fictions, identifying a ‘Marxist urban sublime’ in Miéville’s first novel, King Rat (1999),​[511]​ and then later comparing it with the image of revolution in his third Bas Lag novel, Iron Council.​[512]​  Following on from Freedman, Rich Paul Cooper has since related Miéville’s world-building techniques as a fantasy novelist directly to the Marxist concept of dialectical materialism.​[513]​  I read Miéville’s fantasy novels in terms of the dialectical relationships which define them, analysing the relationships of characters within their social strata and ideological outlook as a Marxist critique of contemporary modernity in an immersive fantasy world.  
Miéville has put forward his reconception of Marxism’s relationship with fantasy theory in interviews and essays for publications such as International Socialism (2000),​[514]​ Historical Materialism (2002)​[515]​ and Red Planets: Marxism and Science Fiction (2009), uniting his political and aesthetic interests in the public sphere.​[516]​  But what is at stake in an attempt to unify fantasy fiction and Marxism?  Reviewing the Historical Materialism ‘Symposium on Marxism and Fantasy’, Istvan Csicsery-Ronay describes the possible significance on an international level for the worlds of theory and literature:
If it can be done, fantasy receives the imprimatur of the critical Left (which matters more in the UK than the US, yet may come to matter a good deal more here as the Empire gets rolling, over us as over everyone else) and perhaps a reconciliation with the mass of Tolkienites and computer gamers.  It may also contribute to a transformation in Marxist aesthetics[.]​[517]​  

How this transformation might occur has been suggested by Mark Bould, who has written in ‘The Dreadful Credibility of Absurd Things’ that a Marxist theory of fantasy could provide Marxists with an illuminating new conception of the nature of individual subjectivity under capitalism.​[518]​ This chapter will argue that Marxist dialectical materialism forms the foundation of Miéville’s aesthetic in these fantasy works and that the developments within these novels are guided by an emergent Marxist theory of fantasy as a means to reconceive individualism within Marxism.  To understand how dialectical materialism might apply to the context of literature we must first ask: what is meant by dialectical materialism?  
In Keywords (1976), Raymond Williams explains that the tradition of dialectics which underpins Marxist philosophy derives from several roots: he writes that the term ‘dialectic’ in Plato referred to ‘the art of defining ideas, and, related to this, the method of determining the interrelation of ideas in light of a single principle’.​[519]​  This extends to most Western philosophy, but Williams explains that the use of it in Marxism is drawn  specifically from German idealist philosophy which ‘extended the notion of contradiction in the course of discussion or dispute to a notion of contradictions in reality’ to describe the fundamental principles of the world.​[520]​ Williams continues: 
For Kant, dialectical criticism showed the mutually contradictory character of the principles of knowledge when these were extended to metaphysical realities.  For Hegel, such contradictions were surpassed, both in thought and in the world-history which was its objective character, in a higher and unified truth: the dialectical process was then the continual unification of opposites, in the complex relation of parts to a whole.  A version of this process – the famous triad of thesis, antithesis and synthesis – was given by Fichte.​[521]​

Williams explains that ‘Hegel’s version of the dialectical process had made spirit primary and world secondary’ but in Marxism ‘[t]his priority was reversed and dialectics was then “the science of the general laws of motion both of the external world and of human thought”’.​[522]​  Dialectical materialism is, broadly, the expression of these ideas in the material world; it is more typically termed historical materialism to emphasise that it refers to human rather than natural processes.  
Historical materialism holds that the contradictions which can disrupt or destroy the capitalist system are produced by it even as it negates its own preconditions.  This is sometimes called the ‘negation of the negation’ because it produces opposition to the social relations of capitalism from within;​[523]​ Marx explains in Capital:
The monopoly of capital becomes a fetter upon the mode of production, which has sprung up and flourished along with, and under it.  Centralization of the means of production and socialization of labour at last reach a point where they become incompatible with their capitalist integument.  [….]
The capitalist mode of appropriation, the result of the capitalist mode of production, produces capitalist private property.  This is the first negation of individual private property, as founded on the labour of the proprietor.  But capitalist production begets, with the inexorability of a law of Nature, its own negation.  It is the negation of negation.   This does not re-establish private property for the producer, but gives him individual property based on the acquisitions of the capitalist era: i.e., on co-operation and the possession in common of the land and a means of production.​[524]​  

The idea of negation here means the process of creating alternative social relations from the conditions of things as they exist; this has an aesthetic dimension, because the realm of art and literature are the realm of cultural production.  Marxist dialectical materialism, then, is concerned to explain social development and the economies of human interaction including the cultural sphere: ‘[w]hat the component of dialectics asserts is that concrete reality is not a static substance in undifferentiated unity but a unity that is differentiated and specifically contradictory, the conflict of opposites driving reality onwards in a historical process of constant progressive change, both evolutionary and revolutionary, and in its revolutionary or discontinuous changes bringing forth genuine qualitative novelty’.​[525]​  A Marxist aesthetic practice must reflect the dialectic; its central consideration is the question of how to do so, given that the forms of art and literature which are dominant are determined by their commodity status under capital.  
Marxist aesthetic theory asks whether the most appropriate aesthetic response to the commodity status of art under capital is to use the representational modes which are most favoured in the conditions of the world as they are (the most popular and/or accessible, and  typically realist), incorporating committed Marxist content into the form, or to use a more aesthetically defamiliarised form (such as Surrealism, Futurism or the fantastic) to resist existing forms of representation as being ideologically bound to capital.  Lenin, for example, believed Futurism and such avant-garde forms to be flawed at best, ‘double-dyed stupidity and pretentiousness’ at worst, favouring Socialist Realism;​[526]​ while Trotsky, more supportive of the principles of literary and artistic freedom, observed that ‘art is always a social servant and historically utilitarian’ whatever its aesthetic.​[527]​  As Dave Laing’s The Marxist Theory in Art (1978)​[528]​ and Cliff Slaughter’s Marxism, Ideology and Literature (1980)​[529]​ indicate, these debates from the early twentieth-century persist into later twentieth-century literary study, taking different formulations between Trotsky and Lukacs, and between Gramsci, Althusser and Benjamin on the question of the ideological role of art and literature.  
In Marx’s conception, ideology is the phenomenological correspondence of capitalism which ‘conceals the contradictory character of the hidden essential pattern by focusing upon the way in which the economic relations appear on the surface’. ​[530]​   He writes that ideology is ‘very much different from, and indeed quite the reverse of, [the] inner but concealed essential pattern’ of how capitalism actually works.​[531]​  Commodity forms are ideological because they distract people from how the relations between commodities actually function; they do this by encouraging a focus on, and investment (economic or emotional) in, their epiphenomenal qualities rather than their place in a system of exchanges that regulates and determines social interaction.  The key question for Marxist aesthetics is whether any particular form of literature – realist, Surrealist, or some other mode – would be more or less compromised, by being too abstract (experimental, avant-garde or mannerist) or by being too commodified as an existing form (reproducing the status quo within its representations) to provide a dialectical critique of existing social relations.  How does this affect Marxist theories of fantasy literature in particular?  

2: Marxist Fantasy Theory
Marxist fantasy occupies a particularly contested space within Marxist aesthetic theory.  Istvan Csicsery-Ronay Jr. summarises the debates on the nature of fantasy and its significance for Marxists in his review of Miéville’s ‘Symposium on Marxism and Fantasy’ for Historical Materialism:  
Fantasy […] was, like sf, also experiencing a boom in the late 1960s and early 1970s, fuelled by the first paperback editions of Tolkien’s books.  In the culture wars of the time, Left sf scholars came to associate sf with progressive modernism, utopian hopefulness, and social criticism, clearly positioning sf in opposition to the right-wing, proto-fascist world-view supposedly inherent in sword-and-sorcery fantasies like Robert E. Howard’s Conan the Barbarian series and the medievalist nostalgia of Tolkienesque ‘high fantasy’.  It was a distinction similar to the one Lukacs made between the realistic historical novel and ‘legitimist pseudo-historicism’—a model of political aesthetics that still informs much of the academic Left’s thinking about fantastic writing.​[532]​  

In broad terms, fantasy has historically been considered at best as backward-looking and escapist, complicitly ideological, and at worst as actively reactionary and right-wing.  Escapism is a condition of ideology whereby the commodity status of the literary object has been mystified in its consumption as a commodity.  Left critics, seeking to demystify, to expose the relations concealed by ideology, find an affinity between Marxism’s future-orientated revolutionary rhetoric and SF which presents fantasy as its opposite following the distinctions drawn by Darko Suvin based on the concept of ‘cognitive estrangement’ (which he derives from Brecht’s Verfremdung effekt and Shklovsky’s ostranenie, see introduction).  As Suvin explains, cognitive estrangement separates SF from other modes in several ways:
The estrangement differentiates [SF] from the ‘realistic’ literary mainstream of the 18th to 20th century.  The cognition differentiates it not only from myth but also from the fairy tale and the fantasy.  The fairy tale also doubts the laws of the author’s empirical world, but it escapes out of its horizons and into a closed collateral world indifferent toward cognitive possibilities.  It does not use the imagination as a means to understand the tendencies in reality, but as an end sufficient unto itself and cut off from real contingencies. ​[533]​
  
To be cut off from ‘real contingencies’ is to be an inherently escapist form; myth and fairytale are both identified by Suvin, following Gramsci, as ideological forms which conceal the actual character of social relations under capitalism (Suvin borrows from both Gramsci’s Prison Notebooks and The Modern Prince in Metamorphoses of Science Fiction).  Suvin locates fantasy as the commodity form which is most equivalent in its operations to ideology.  For Suvin, fantasy takes part in the obfuscation of social relations (it is complicit in the negation of social relations under commodity capitalism) and he constructs SF as the negation of fantasy’s ideological estrangement, therefore, for Suvin, the cognitive estrangement of SF operates as the ‘negation of the negation’ of fantasy: fantasy is inherently more ideological and SF is inherently more dialectical materialist.    
Marxist theorisation of fantasy has been influenced by this differentiation, particularly in the interventions of critics such as Frederic Jameson who follows Suvinian distinctions.  Jameson identifies SF as a form which not only mediates between the contrary aesthetic demands of faithfulness to, and negation of, the real in literary representation, but as a form which has a unique affinity for Marxist socialism through its association with the utopian tradition.  Jameson locates a Marxist aesthetic in the practices of utopian writing in general and with science fiction in particular as representative modes which are concerned with resisting and imagining alternatives to present conditions: Jameson follows Darko Suvin’s argument that ‘cognitive estrangement’ uniquely characterises ‘SF in terms of an essentially epistemological function’ as a form which interrogates the existing world, while constructing ‘the more oneiric flights of generic fantasy’ as implicitly passive and, by implication, escapist and ideological.​[534]​  




3: Miéville’s Marxist Fantasy Theory   

China Miéville has several strategies for asserting the value of fantasy to Marxists.    Miéville argues that fantasy is not inherently escapist,​[539]​ nor inherently more ideological than SF,​[540]​ arguing instead that the insistence on the cognitive logic of SF opposed to ‘supposedly cognition-less fantasy’, ​[541]​ is itself an obfuscation of the literary qualities of rhetorical persuasion and surrender of textual authority to an author function (suspension of disbelief) which characterise both SF and fantasy as forms which are equally bound to ideology: ‘[f]antasy, then, in its form as well as its many contents, is no less an ideological product than SF is[….] nor is it more so’.​[542]​      
Miéville argues, contra-Suvin, that viewing SF and fantasy as overlapping forms is more than a ‘rampantly sociopathological’ extension of market categories,​[543]​ it reflects a familial resemblance between them which can be detected in the rhetoric of both modes.  To illustrate this, Miéville pursues Carl Freedman’s Suvinian argument that SF can be recognised as a genre because it produces an ‘estrangement effect’, whereby the rhetoric of its construction leads the reader to accept it as SF.  From this perspective, SF can be said to be based on ‘the attitude of the text itself to the kind of estrangements being performed’.​[544]​  Miéville counters by referring back to writers from Verne and Wells to Isaac Asimov, that this cognition effect is actually dependent primarily on persuasion, not on any supposed rigorousness unique to the cognitive estrangements of SF:
The cognition effect is a persuasion.  Whatever tools are used for that persuasion (which may or may not include actually-cognitively-logical claims), the effect, by the very testimony of SF writers for generations and by the logic of the very theorists for whom cognition is key, is a function of (textual) charismatic authority.  The reader surrenders to the cognition effect to the extent that he or she surrenders to the authority of the text and its author function.  [….]
Nor is this a marginal concern for SF.  Wells’ is not a theory of SF as hoodwinking: it is extremely unlikely that many of his readers would ever have been convinced of the possibility of gravity-repellent Cavorite, but because of the particular kind of authority in the text, a cognition effect is created even though neither reader nor writer finds cognitive logic in the text’s claims.  Instead, they read/write as if they do [emphasis Miéville’s].​[545]​   

Miéville is arguing that SF’s cognitive form is not based on the rigorous cognitive logic Suvinian criticism claims for it but rather that it is structured by the same principles as fantasy: the audience is reading as if the impossible were possible based on the authority of the text and the author function.  Miéville’s fictions demonstrate this same basic underlying premise: they unify elements which have been identified by, among others Andrew M. Butler and Joan Gordon,​[546]​ as cross-generic, and as part of a wider cultural trend in SF-fantasy.   
On a wider social level, Miéville writes that the fantastic (in either SF or fantasy) can provide uniquely useful approaches for incorporating political critique of ideology into fiction.  He argues that the existing social relationships of life under capital are founded on relationships between commodities which are essentially fantastic in nature because the laws governing them are primarily imaginary, and because commodity relations, in turn, affect real social relationships, so therefore ‘“reality” is a grotesque “fantastic form”’.​[547]​  Miéville writes:
I am claiming that the fantastic, particularly because ‘reality’ is a grotesque ‘fantastic form’, is good to think with.  Marx, whose theory is a haunted house of spectres and vampires, knew this.  Why else does he open Capital not quite with an ‘immense’, as the modern English translation has it, but with a ‘monstrous’ (ungeheure) collection of commodities?  

Miéville questions the extent to which any fictional representation can be considered intrinsically more or less ideological than any other, while also asking  whether ideologically determined social relations under capital can be considered ‘realistic’.  This rhetorical strategy implicitly questions the newness of contemporary commodity relations: it suggests that the society of the spectacle and the critical apparatuses which follow it, such as Baudrillard’s simulacra and the postmodernist theories which draw upon Baudrillard, are already implicit in Marx’s conception of dialectical materialism and of the haunting and monstrous forms by which he characterises the commodity form.    
From this perspective, which Miéville elaborates in Historical Materialism and Red Planets, it is clear that he considers fantasy to be one of the more appropriate responses to this situation.  In this way fantasy can be seen as the most important mode for Miéville to relate his practice as an activist, his theory as a Marxist and his aesthetic interests as a novelist, because, like the forces of capital, it is concerned with the relationship of a non-rational, imaginary system to the real world.  Miéville argues that imagining the impossible is part of the ordinary processes of labour, he writes:
Consider Marx’s distinction of ‘the worst of architects’ from ‘the best of bees’: unlike for any bee ‘At the end of every labour process a result emerges which had already been conceived by the worker at the beginning, hence already existed ideally.’  For Marx, human productive activity, with its capacity to act on the world and to change it – the very mechanism by which people make history, though not in the circumstances of their choosing – is predicated on a consciousness of the not-real.  The fantastic is there at the most prosaic moment of production.​[548]​
    
In writing this, Miéville is obviously acknowledging an intellectual inheritance from the kind of visionary and avant-garde post-1960s radical traditions articulated by Alan Moore and Grant Morrison, situating their thought within a Marxist framework. Istvan Csicsery-Ronay raises an important critical point about this in his review of the Historical Materialism symposium.  He writes:
There is no reason why the process of thinking the not-possible should not be compatible with an ‘idealist’ notion of the imagination as a faculty that works with historical conditions as if it were, in some way, autonomous from them.  Unless the dialectic inheres in matter (the vulgar Marxist position par excellence), then thinking the never-possible is something that human minds bring to the mix—an ‘idealist embarrassment’ at the heart of historical materialism.​[549]​  

For Miéville, this idealist trace has pre-existing material circumstances in a human subjectivity which consists of conscious and unconscious drives determined by material capitalist social relations; he views the imaginary in this relation through the matrices of Surrealist and postmodernist aesthetic practices.  His interpretation of the dialectical materialist aesthetic is a broad one, reclaiming categories considered to belong to postmodernist discourse; as he says in interview with Joan Gordon, he is resistant to postmodernism while being attracted to the innovations typically associated with it: ‘[y]ou can use certain deconstructive techniques, for example, without being a postmodernist’, ‘I don’t think it’s fair that hybridity, uncertainty, blurring identities, fracturing, formal experimentation, or the blurring of high and low culture should be ceded to postmodernism! I want all that, and I’m a classical Marxist’; crucially, he adds, ‘[f]or me, much of that list is about dialectics, which is something that underpins a lot of what I think about’.​[550]​  Polysemy and hybridity, and the subversion of binary categories for Miéville are phases within the overarching dialectical perspective; hence his work situates debates from disparate radical traditions within an overarching dialectical materialism.  Miéville is uniting politically committed and aesthetically distanced impulses at a higher point of insight derived from dialectical materialism; he clearly draws on the ‘supreme point’ of Surrealism. ​[551]​            
For Miéville the act of writing politically within fantasy is an act of ‘engaging both with politics in general and with the politics of genre’ because it intervenes in the realm of the imaginary through a form which may be considered to derive from outside his chosen form in a way which consciously echoes the work of New Wave writers of the 1960s, blending pulp and avant-garde frameworks.​[552]​  Miéville’s interest in fantasy is derived from two impulses which operate in tension and which he shares with, among others Moorcock and the New Wave writers: the tendency of generic formula fantasy to codify fantasy, and the contrary power of Surrealist uses of fantasy as idiosyncratic aesthetic forms.  In interview with Joan Gordon (2003), ​[553]​ Miéville describes his own approach to writing as beginning from mood and setting and particular but specific images, ‘totally abstracted from any narrative’ drawing on Surrealist notions of the paradoxical image, inspired by his fondness for ‘in particular, […] the works of Max Ernst, Yves Tanguy, Hans Bellmer, and Paul Delvaux’.​[554]​  These images are then ‘systematised’ through a form of bestiary-making which he consciously derives from the ‘mania for cataloguing the fantastic’ of the Role Play Games (RPGs) such as Dungeons & Dragons he played as a youth (‘I’ve not played for sixteen years […] but I still buy and read the manuals occasionally’).​[555]​  The tensions between the respective attractions of fantasy drawn from fantastic images, things which are surreal and defy classification, and the ‘superheroically banalifying’ approach to fantasy of reducing fantastic creatures and scenarios to statistics involved in RPGs, are what Miéville identifies as primary to his own writing process.  
Miéville writes that the Surrealists are useful for radicals for the way in which ‘they examine questions of power and oppression in the very form of their work’.​[556]​  He states that he sees ‘the best weird fiction as the intersection of the traditions of Surrealism with those of pulp’, implying that his own work is defined by the dialectic of disjunctive imagery and estranged systems constantly acting against one another.​[557]​  In this schema, the codification of fantasy into statistics represents a kind of escapism which is commodified and anti-fantasy or Surrealism represents an escape from the ‘banalifying’ of fantasy because it refuses to be confined or codified into a form which can be wholly commodified but the two co-exist as a discourse.  Miéville’s novels are all about the struggles of individuals to create a space to express their subjective experience through the contrary demands of politically committed and aesthetically distanced practices.  

4: Marxist Subjectivity in Miéville
Miéville’s Bas Lag novels concern attempts to describe the social individual in Marxist terms; the characterisation and plot conflicts are linked attempts to conceptualise a radical model of individual subjectivity.  The material determinants of subjectivity are central to the character conflicts which drive the plots of his Bas Lag texts.  This appears in Perdido Street Station and The Scar through the direct deformation of subjectivity (and the body) by the powers of government and through the subtler pressures of socialisation producing ideologically determined conceptions of individuality.  

i) Transformations of subjectivity 

Miéville’s writing reveals the ideological content of categories as determinants of social relations signalled through the use of prefixes such as ‘un’, ‘ab’ and ‘re’, each of which corresponds to a social category and a mode of thought.  Perhaps his most succinct expression of the significance of particular prefixes can be found in Un Lun Dun (2007), when the lead character, Deeba, is attempting to understand the distinction between the categories of things she knows and the categories of similar fantastic things as she is presented with them.  
In UnLondon, any umbrella that gets broken is made a servant of a man named Brokkenbroll and becomes an un-brella controlled by him: Deeba says, ‘“[y]our umbrellas are broken.”’. He responds: ‘“[y]our umbrellas are sticks,” […] “My unbrellas are awake.”’.​[558]​  Mending the damage to one of these sinister un-brellas changes it into a re-brella with a mind of its own, more like a benign pet, and not subject to the will of Brokkenbroll.
‘It’s not an unbrella any more.  It’s something else.  When it was an umbrella, it was completely for one thing.  When it was broken it didn’t do that any more, so it was something else and that’s when it was Brokkenbroll’s.  His slave. [….] It’s something new.  It’s not an umbrella and it’s not an unbrella.  It’s…
“What are you? Muttered Deeba.  “A rebrella?” Whatever it is, she thought, it’s its own thing now.’[Italics in original].​[559]​ 

Miéville’s point is that choices, and the autonomy to make them, create distinct differences in subjectivity.  His texts propose ways in which this might then be expressed through a vocabulary of social categorisation flexible enough to accommodate multiple perspectives: transformations in subjectivity are expressed through estranging prefixes to draw attention to them as transformations which are both fantastic (ideological) and concrete (physical).  
Miéville’s conceptualisation of the effect of social transformation on subjectivity is performed most spectacularly in his Bas Lag novels through the Remade of New Crobuzon.  The Remade are criminals whose sentence is to have their bodies permanently altered by being ‘thaumaturgically’ welded to animal, vegetable or mineral components according to the whim of the magister sentencing them.  They are effectively transformed into monstrous chimerae to act as a frightening spectacle of the power of the judiciary through the ‘punishment factories’.  
Miéville creates a disjuncture between the ‘fitting’ of the crime and the punishment which is expressed through the callous disjuncture between the bodies of the Remade and the parts welded to them; their bodies are effectively made useless to them and to society by their punishment (barring exceptional cases who are welded to industrial machines or suchlike so that work for the power of the state can form part of their punishment).  It is summed up, in chilling fashion, by New Crobuzon art critic Derkhan:  
‘I was in court the other day, saw a Magister sentence a woman to Remaking.  Such a sordid, pathetic, miserable crime…’ She winced at the remembrance. ‘Some woman living at the top of one of the Ketch Heath monoliths killed her baby [….]
‘Her baby’s arms are going to be grafted to her face.  “So she doesn’t forget what she did” he says.’ 
‘Remaking’s an art, you know.  Sick art.  The imagination it takes!  I’ve seen Remade crawling under the weight of huge spiral iron shells they retreat into at night.  Snail women.  I’ve seen them with big squid tentacles where their arms were, standing in river mud, plunging their suckers under-water to pull out fish.’​[560]​  
 
Miéville’s Remade are a kind of man-made ab-human.  The term ‘ab-human’, is William Hope Hodgson’s coinage, it refers to non-human agencies with the power to affect the world in a material way and to affect humans in turn; Hodgson’s abhumans vary between being anthropomorphic animals in form (as in The Boats of the Glen Carrig (1907) or House on the Borderland (1908)) and being strangely animated objects possessed by some kind of life and sinister intelligence, as in his stories of Carnacki the Ghost-Seer, expressions of ‘the alien horror of an unsympathetic universe’.​[561]​  Unlike William Hope Hodgson’s abhumans, Miéville’s Remade are the product of capricious human power; Remaking is human viciousness treated, by the ignorant, as if it were a natural phenomenon; it demonstrates how ideology naturalises the un-natural expressions of power through hegemony.  Their ‘punishments’ are ironic Foucauldian spectacles of the exercise of totalitarian rule.  Comparatively, Miéville’s fellow Marxist fantasy writer Ian R. MacLeod uses mutation into ‘changelings’ or ‘trolls’ as a consequence of exposure to the magical substance Aether, which stands for capital-as-labour in his novel The Light Ages (2003).  For MacLeod, alienated labour directly produces grotesque deformations of the subject because Aether has its own logic; for Miéville, the process has a more direct stamp of agency.   
Remaking symbolises the deformation of consciousness into absolute categories which determine or limit subjectivity inflicted by some social agency, an ideological state apparatus defining people as criminal, convict and slave, as opposed to citizen, individual and person.  With their bodies marked by the power of the state in such a way as to render them permanently disenfranchised within New Crobuzon society, the Remade are a racialised social group subjected to all of the worst normative pressures which that implies.  They are an underclass seen as differentiated from the labourers by the moral index of their physical marring; it is a vision of criminality overdetermined by social pressures and then (socially) naturalised into the kind of ‘degeneration’ of 1890s novelists.  However, in Miéville, the whole, the totality, is always capable of overcoming the shortfalls of the part, the partial and the atomised, and this takes place in the transformation from ‘Remade’ to ‘fReemade’.  
Dynamic movements between social states described using ‘Out’, ‘Un’, ‘Ab’ and ‘Re’ prefixes follow a shift in the power relation between individuals; the change from ‘Remade’ to ‘fReemade’ describes the movement from being defined objectively by someone else towards that of being subjectively defined in a (relatively) empowered way, autonomously.  Hence the movement from Remade being indentured criminals, the objects of state power, to being fReemade, independent subjects who are outlaws (beyond or outside the state’s power).  These have obvious corollaries with the use of revolutionary shifts in prefixes employed by Rastafarian and Black Muslim groups, as in ‘outformer’ for informer or ‘overstand’ instead of understand, terms used to conceptually differentiate dominant social consciousness from the ‘double-consciousness’ of black liberation activism (see Paul Gilroy There Ain’t No Black in the Union Jack (1987)).  The ‘Remade’ into ‘fReemade’ shift also suggests the steps towards taking back negative language and affirming or owning it, of the ‘Black is Beautiful’ kind, or even the more controversial, and still hotly debated, inversion of ‘nigger’ into ‘nigga’​[562]​ of which Miéville, as a fan of hip hop and Drum n Bass, is well aware.​[563]​  
Through these transformations Miéville insists on the direct relation of discursive categories to actually existing social relations.  He makes extensive and systematic use of this as a practice in the construction of his texts, creating a complex interrelationship of cultures within the city-state of New Crobuzon and describing them from the perspective of characters taken from quite radically different backgrounds.  The oppositional relationship of social groups with contradictory interests demonstrates their dialectical interaction with the social totality, it produces a dialectical materialist construction of society.  This can be perceived in the persona and physiognomy of the criminal gang leader, Mr Motley, whose relationship with the city’s social structures is a microcosm of the political structure of the city itself. 
Mr Motley is Miéville’s supervillain; he is beyond the ability of the law to punish him through Remaking because his entire body is made up from fragments of a myriad other creatures.  We encounter him when the artist Lin, is commissioned to make a life-size sculpture of him; Miéville’s physical description of Motley is a model of the individual body as a dialectical unity:  
Scraps of skin and fur and feathers swung as he moved […] feelers twitched and mouths glistened. [….] Tides of flesh washed against each other in violent currents.  Muscles tethered by alien tendons to alien bones worked together in uneasy truce, in slow, tense motion.​[564]​  

The contrary parts of Motley’s whole are internally contradictory but nevertheless support the whole ‘in uneasy truce’.   Motley’s body synthesises the characteristics of the criminal gangster; defying the similes of pulp fiction for a Surreal literalisation, his animal-like qualities are shown using animal parts: he ‘returned [Lin’s] gaze with a pair of tiger’s eyes’ and ‘gesticulated vaguely at his own body with a monkey’s paw’, saying: ‘[t]his is not error or absence or mutancy: this is image and essence…This is totality’.​[565]​  As a crime lord, Motley supersedes the possibilities of the punishment he is beyond the punishment of the law symbolically because he cannot be Remade to become more grotesque than he is already; we later discover that he is also collaborating with agencies within the government and so is beyond the law literally as well as symbolically, validating his assertion that his body represents both ‘image and essence’.  Lin only remembers him in arresting fragmentary images—‘one hand terminating in five equally spaced crabs’ claws; a spiralling horn bursting from a nest of eyes’​[566]​—because that his what his totality is composed from: disjunctive parts such as might be grafted on to the body of a condemned man to make them a Remade.  He has a dialectical view of himself as a totality of contraries which appear to be antagonistic to one another but actually form a unity.  His body is a microcosm for New Crobuzon as Miéville presents social relations as a complex matrix of interactions which determine how the individual can act but, crucially, are also affected in complex ways by the actions of individuals.  The dialectic relationship of individual and society is clearest in the structure of the plot of Perdido Street Station and the actions of the characters Yagharek and Isaac; through them, the plot demonstrates the distinction between abstract and concrete individuals.  

ii) Abstract individualism and concrete individualism
The importance of a concrete understanding of individual subjectivity to Miéville’s conception of both fantasy worlds and Marxist theory is encapsulated by the following exchange from Cheryl Morgan’s 2001 interview with Miéville for Strange Horizons:  

Cheryl: One thing that particularly fascinated me about the book, and I was disappointed that you didn't spend more time on it, was the garuda philosophy. The free garuda in the Cymek desert have this militant attitude to personal responsibility to go along with their personal freedom. It sounded like something that libertarians should read.
China: It was very important to me. One of the things that angers me about politics is the way that the individual has been claimed for the right. I accept that the right has this notion of the individual as an abstract political entity, and I accept that some leftists have a quite vulgar notion of the individual being unimportant. But I think that individuals are very important. And by individuals I mean real people that understand their own nature, not as an abstract, but as something that exists within a social matrix. With the garuda I tried to come up with a society that was radically communist, and because of its communism treats the individual with great seriousness and respect.​[567]​

In Perdido Street Station we encounter a lone bird-man, a garuda, from the Cymek desert who has been cast out for being ‘too too abstract’ an individualist, not considering his place within the social matrix; he has committed the crime of ‘choice theft in the second degree…with utter disrespect’,​[568]​ for which he has had his wings sawed off.  Yagharek comes to New Crobuzon to find someone to help him fly again and meets the scientist Isaac Dan de Grimnebulin; Isaac does not understand what ‘choice theft’ implies and, judging the punishment by the standards of Remaking, agrees to help.  
Over the course of the novel we are taken throughout New Crobuzon society as Isaac attempts to find a way to help a wingless garuda fly: in this way we are slowly shown how the different cultures and groups within New Crobuzon act upon one another; we are taught the difference between being an abstract individual, whose agency is unquestionable, separate from social context, and being a concrete individual who exists and acts autonomously within particular socially determining parameters.  The novel acts as a Bildungsroman of the dialectical consciousness of the individual.  
Miéville explores the concrete differences in subjectivity between different people within the same society, based on differences in race and class, through Isaac’s quest.  Isaac, attempting to meet up with some of New Crobuzon’s small population of garuda to study how they fly, has to travel to a slum neighbourhood, a place which goes by the evocative name of Spatters:  
‘Almost all the garuda in the city live in those four buildings.  There probably aren’t two thousand in the whole of New Crobuzon.  That makes them about…uh…nought point fucking nought three per cent of the population…’ Isaac grinned.  ‘I’ve been doing my research, see?’  
But they don’t all live here.  What about Krakhleki?
‘Oh sure, I mean, there are garuda that get out.  I taught one once, nice geezer.  There’s probably a couple in Dog Fenn, three or four in Murkside, six in Gross Coil.  Jabber’s Mound and Syriac each have a handful, I’ve heard.  And once or twice a generation someone like Krakhleki makes it big.  I’ve never read his stuff, by the way.  Is he any good?’ Lin nodded.  
‘Right, so you’ve got people like him, and others…you know, what’s the name of that fucker…the one in the Diverse Tendency…Shashjar, that’s the one.  They stick him in to prove the DTs are for all xenians.’  Isaac made a rude noise.  ‘’Specially the rich ones.’​[569]​

Isaac and Lin’s discussion here hints at multiple cultural barriers and glass ceilings, from ghettoisation to tokenism, which divide, striate and stratify New Crobuzon’s different peoples.  Miéville’s presentation of New Crobuzon culture is one which constantly emphasises social struggle simultaneously with social cohesion, depicting complex and subtly nuanced networks of interaction which resist simplistic or reductive readings.  This feeds back into the material presentation of the city as a virtual entity which is, on one hand, composed of and determined by these interactions, while on the other hand being the materially determining factor which restricts or facilitates such interaction.  Miéville presents the relationship between subjectivity and ideological superstructure dialectically.  
Miéville implies that the social mobility of the garuda population of New Crobuzon is limited by economic factors and a suspicion of xenians which is in turn partially internalised to produce ghetto communities.  The concrete manifestations of xenophobia are present in this terse little scene and made obvious in interracial relations in New Crobuzon through the prominence of the very term ‘xenian’.  Isaac, a visitor to the slums of New Crobuzon, is in unfamiliar territory; as part of the Bohemian set of artists and writers he has an awareness of them which is conscious but distanced, aware, but only vicariously.  The flats themselves are the alien environment for Isaac, unfriendly and inhospitable to someone from his class and background:  
The stairwell was grey and unlit except by light filtering round corners and through cracks.  Only now, as they emerged onto the seventh floor, did the stairs look as if they had ever been used.  Rubbish began to build up around their feet.  The stairs were grubby rather than thick in fine dust.  At each floor were two doors, and the harsh sounds of garuda conversations were audible through the splintered wood.​[570]​  

These are harsh sounds for harsh surroundings, ‘ethnic’ sounds, distinct from those which Isaac is used to; Miéville here satirises Isaac’s position: Isaac is too fat and unfit to make the ascent up the stairs of the flats and when asking the locals if there is any hope that the lift might work is told with relish: ‘[n]ever got put in, squire [….] Best be getting started’;​[571]​ garuda can fly and no-one but garuda would step inside a garuda ghetto.  
Miéville places Isaac into interaction with different peoples of different classes on their terms, rather than his own, to show how and why Isaac’s bohemian intellectual perspective flounders.  When the local garuda ‘big man’ instructs the garuda to refuse Isaac’s offer of money for time to study their flight capabilities, and tells Isaac to leave, Isaac fails to see the problem until the situation is already escalating:  
‘Steer clear of groundcrawlers! And steer clearest of the anthros.  They’re the worst, they’ll tear you up, take your wings away, kill you dead! Don’t trust any of ‘em! And that includes fatboy with the fat wallet over there.’  For the first time in his tirade he looked up at Isaac and Lin.  ‘You!’ he shouted, and pointed at Isaac.  ‘Fuck off out of it ‘fore I show you exactly what it’s like to fly…straight fucking down!’​[572]​

Isaac has made the assumption that other groups within society will have exactly the same relationship with the ideological superstructure of that society as himself: the same relative trust and security in most environments; the same relative level of political and economic enfranchisement; and the same standards of personal and cultural empowerment.  He has unconsciously whitewashed the differences out of people in an act of accidental cultural imperialism (perhaps the most pervasive kind).  This is also indicated by Isaac’s decision to gloss over Yagharek’s crime of ‘second degree choice theft…with utter disrespect’.​[573]​  
The cultural ignorance of Isaac’s partial perspective sets in motion the violent events of the plot.  Isaac does not perceive the social matrices which are mobilised by his abstract individual desire to know how flying things work:
Someone’s paying for winged things.  [….] Small-time hoods heard it from drug-dealers; costermongers told it to decayed gentlemen; doctors with dubious records got it from part-time bouncers.  
Isaac’s request swept through the slums and rookeries.  It travelled the alternative architecture thrown up in the human sumps.​[574]​  

As a result of Isaac’s words passing through these black market channels, some deadly creatures called slake-moths are released from the Research and Development department of the secretive Parliament.  Isaac’s abstract sense of himself as an individual in society is disconnected from this chain of events.  His attempt to put right the crisis he has unwittingly set in motion forms a counterpoint to his early ignorance.  Hunting down the slake-moths takes Isaac through all of the ‘slums and rookeries’ his request for flying things has already passed through.  
Isaac is, in a different way from Yagharek, a ‘too too abstract’ individual, who has not considered his own place as a concrete individual within society, and consequently has accidentally taken part in releasing a deadly threat to the whole city.  Only at the end of the novel is Yagharek’s crime of ‘choice theft second degree’ explained to him by a female garuda, Kar’uchai: she says ‘[y]ou would call it rape’ but emphasises that this is itself too abstract (possessive individualist) a way of thinking about it, the crime is choice theft because ‘choices beget choices’.​[575]​  It is then that Isaac starts to see how many choices can be curtailed by any one choice: ‘[w]hat he saw most clearly, immediately, were the vistas of choice that Yagharek had stolen [….] [t]he choice not to have sex, not to be hurt [….] [t]he choice not to risk pregnancy’, and if she did get pregnant ‘[t]he choice not to abort’ or ‘[t]he choice not to have a child’.​[576]​  Isaac unconsciously glossed Yagharek’s crime as incomprehensibly foreign, not questioning enough or not asking the right questions, enacting a form of essentialism on Yagharek’s entire culture based on his own singular view of one individual garuda abstracted from any social context.  Isaac reneges on his promise to help Yagharek fly; Miéville leaves the moral problems of this decision unresolved at the conclusion of the novel, but the underlying cultural assumption is only part of the overall problem which has been articulated: abstract individualism can function not to preserve individuality but to reduce it.  The plot of the novel demonstrates ways in which abstract individualism fails to account for the consequences of actions; Miéville’s response to this is not to diminish individual agency in the face of social pressures but to explore how they affect individual actions against greater contexts.  The relationship between abstract individual perceptions and socially concrete individual perceptions also structure the plot of Miéville’s second Bas Lag novel The Scar, this time on an international scale.      

iii) International law and concrete individuals
The Scar, tackles the relationship between the accidental cultural imperialism of abstract individualism and more aggressive manifestations of cultural imperialism in powerful states; The Scar implies that abstract individualism’s corollary on the scale of nation-states is aggressive expansion or piracy and Miéville shows the individual and international scales as related dialectically.  The central character in The Scar is from Lin and Isaac’s group of friends, scholar Bellis Coldwine; Bellis flees New Crobuzon and encounters other city-states and other peoples across Bas Lag.  As such the perspective that determines how we perceive the world of Bas Lag outside of New Crobuzon is that of a New Crobuzoner intellectual from bohemian circles.  The Scar explores the economic relationships of dominance which can lead towards the interpellation of cultural dominance within an ostensibly multicultural space.  It draws thematic links between the attitudes of New Crobuzoners abroad and New Crobuzon’s expansionist ideology and economic power (which makes New Crobuzon such an economically attractive place for so many different peoples and cultures it then ghettoises).
In The Scar Miéville engages with questions of subjectivity and equality through the contrasts between identity abroad and foreignness.  The novel is set at sea and concerns a pirate utopia and a quest to find a mythical place where possibilities exist as a physical resource.  All of The Scar’s central characters tell stories in different registers which reflect the perspective of their social position: Bellis Coldwine writes caricature and parody of crewmembers on board the ship, alongside her epistle-cum-journal which helps define the relationship of The Scar to the idea of The Novel through the epistolary form; the Remade man Tanner Sack, indentured below decks at first, tells stories and recounts myths, thereby acting as a counter-narrative to Bellis’ epistolary novel; while the trader and spy Silas Fennec uses rumour and gossip to manipulate public opinion, in multiple registers, while using written evidence to manipulate the perceptions of Bellis herself.  Each of these characters’ voices is determined by their concrete social situation.  
Setting his novel at sea allows Miéville to explore both the ambiguous and intervening spaces between different city-states, or polities, and between different forms of geography where the rules of society and nature respectively are different.  The events of The Scar occur in a space where everything is negotiable and dependent upon perspective: from property and law to the evidence of the senses and especially cultural prejudices.  Understood dialectically, these differences are part of an overarching unity: the sea can be read as a metaphor for the totality of capitalist exchanges as a globalised economy, with differing polities establishing discrete territorial claims over artificially-segregated elements of a single unified, and unifying totality: ‘[e]ach inlet and bay and stream has been classified as if it were discrete.  But it is one thing’.​[577]​  Here Miéville presents an assertion of a Marxian perspective on internationalism; each polity, despite its protestations, is ecologically related to and engaged with all the others via the fluid medium of the sea, which also stands for the movement of things which are traded by sea.  
The novel is a pirate adventure narrative set on the high seas and features foreign lands, strange customs and massive beasts.  There is a certain quotient of swashbuckling ship-to-ship combat and an epic naval battle, plus a number of occasions for spying and deception.  In the process of moving through these it also constitutes an extended comment on intercultural relations and cultural imperialism.  It works through some of the ideas Miéville discusses in the text which formed his PhD thesis, Between Equal Rights: A Marxist Theory of International Law.  
The title of the thesis is a reference to Marx’s maxim ‘between equal rights, force decides’, and an indication of what kind of answers to expect when questioning the nature of international law: 
Maritime law has been at the heart of international law since its earliest incarnation.  Certain key issues in international law and relations cannot be made sense of without understanding the centrality of the sea in international law: the fundamental relationship between international law and international trade; the consolidation of the state in the seventeenth century; and the transition to modern capitalism.​[578]​  

In his representation of the sea in The Scar, Miéville provides us with a concrete example by which polities physically, and politically and linguistically, demonstrate their underlying power inequalities.  It is an example where metaphor and politics can be shown as concretely related based on social relations: the imaginary plateau of the sea is claimed and named contrarily by different polities but it is always the same totality.  The sea is also a powerful space for imaginary adventure, representing a permanent wildness of piracy and unknown creatures.  This is why The Scar is set on a pirate utopia, the floating city of Armada built from a vast flotilla of stolen ships.  
The Scar of the title is a material location in Bas Lag where raw possibilities (perhaps quantum probabilities, perhaps alternate universes, Miéville leaves it undecided) can be tapped into and mined: this is the object or location the pirate leaders of Armada, the Lovers, are seeking because it contains great power.  In using this literalised metaphor as the object of a quest, The Scar seems to be based partly on a counter-reading of postmodernist philosophy which informs Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s Empire (2000), where they attempt to formulate a critique of contemporary global capital and international law.  In Between Equal Rights, Miéville deals with the ideas of Hardt and Negri’s Empire, and certain motifs in The Scar echo this engagement.  Empire traces the transnational exchanges of capital and determines them to be a new force, the regime of empire, which affects the totality of gloabal exchange: globalisation is formulated as a kind of repressive tolerance which can only be resisted from within the flows and transnational exchanges which characterise it.  In The Scar, the city of Armada exists nomadically at the literal border between the powers of all other states: floating according to the dictates of its own leaders, across the non-territory of the open sea.  It is thus a state without fixed borders and an implicit challenge to states with borders, fulfilling some of the demands of the nomadic ideals proposed by the postmodernist philosophers who influence Hardt and Negri, Deleuze and Guattari.  
Deleuze and Guattari’s work in Anti-Oedipus (1972) and A Thousand Plateaus (1980) attempts to conceive a model of non-capitalist exchanges based on the idea that the social power of resistance proceeds horizontally against the hierarchical structures of capitalist exchange, in essentially anarchic exchanges between groups on the fringes of capitalist dominance; they describe this using a metaphor based on the model of spreading plants and fungi, in opposition to the hierarchical or ‘arborescent’ structures they identify with capitalist production, the rhizome.  To express their idea of horizontal exchanges which can resist the logic of capitalism Deleuze and Guattari use the rhetorical refrains ‘and…and…and…’,​[579]​ and ‘either…or…or’​[580]​ as conceptual motifs to convey their ideas of how heterogeneity and multiplicity can form resistance to the functions of modern global capital exchange through non-hierarchical and nomadic forms of organisation.  Deleuze and Guattari celebrate the liberating potential of polysemy in opposition to binary oppositions and fixed categories as a way of imagining new social possibilities; their philosophy can thus be identified as related to Left anarchism.  In Connected: What it means to Live in the Network Society (2003), Steven Shaviro proposes that their philosophy is of particular relevance to fantastic writing, and draws on Miéville’s Perdido Street Station among other texts to illustrate his own use of their philosophy.  Shaviro links Deleuze and Guattari with Miéville’s theorisation of fantasy as an expression of revolutionary potential implicitly present in Marx, he writes:
The Marxist idea of crisis, Bataille’s notion of expenditure, and Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of undecidability, are all ways of walking in between—of invoking extrabeing—in order to oppose the solidity, the inertia, and the seeming self-evidence of the actual.  They are ways of finding ambiguous points of potential, gaps in the linear chain of causality, unexpected openings to new, emergent processes.  Where deconstruction can only see undecidability as the aporia of rational thought, leading to a paralysis of the will, Deleuze and Guattari rather welcome it as a stimulus to both thought and action: ‘the undecidable is the germ and locus par excellence of revolutionary decisions’.​[581]​  

Shaviro concurs with Miéville that it is the potential of refusal which characterises the revolutionary potential of the imaginary; where Shaviro writes ‘[t]he absence of any cognitive grounding for our actions is precisely their condition of possibility’,​[582]​ he echoes Miéville’s conception of fantasy as that which inheres in material labour, but Miéville takes this conception further.  Deleuze and Guattari suggest that resistance to global capital is essentially non-hierarchical and nomadic; Miéville, following Hardt and Negri, seems to suggest in The Scar that nomadic and non-hierarchical relationships will always be determined by inequalities in social power.  For Shaviro ‘[c]risis, undecidability [and] expenditure’ are the metaphysical concepts which best describe the network society,​[583]​ they are conditions of postmodernity, but Miéville’s Marxist theory of international law illustrates how these conditions might be said to characterise all global exchanges, including those of pre-networked societies, through the global character of capitalist expansion as it negotiates social problems such as sovereignty which determine how civil societies interact.  Miéville writes:
It would be a postmodern commonplace to claim that civilization (or anything else) is defined by its ‘other’, in this case the ‘uncivilized’.  However, in this instance the crucial antithesis of ‘civilized’ was ‘semi-civilized’—those states which were neither beyond the purview of law, nor sovereign, but ‘quasi-sovereign’ [….] Semi-civilized is not, as it might appear, a mediating fudge between two opposites, but the generative problematic for the taxonomy of ‘civilization’.  Because ‘civilization’ is not a discursive strategy for ‘othering’, but a result of the paradoxes of actually-existing sovereignty.​[584]​


Day is not night—but neither is it dusk or dawn or eclipse—undecidability in one category can produce hierarchies even as it undermines them; the themes of The Scar are the same as those of Between Equal Rights, and those present in Perdido Street Station.  Miéville’s common underlying thesis that the crisis of undecidability proceeds not from the utterly unlike (binary oppositions) but from the identifiable, the similar and the shared: what appears to be a categorical blur creating a plateau of equality between ‘binary’ terms still operates according to social power relations.  This political thesis can be seen in all of Miéville’s monsters and peoples, from the Remade and fReemade to the garuda and grindylow and from New Crobuzon itself to the floating city of Armada to the other cities encountered or described in The Scar: what is equal in one way will form, under the social conditions of capital, hierarchies of power—but full knowledge of this permits the possibility of autonomous activities such as resistance.  
For example, the city of High Cromlech, is described as a city where the living and the dead exist side by side but Uther Doul’s description of it (as an indigene) presents a series of more fluid categories based on social processes: 
‘It’s a misconception,’ he said, ‘to think that High Cromlech is all thanati.  The quick are there too.’ [….] ‘We are a minority, it’s true.  And of those born every year many are farm-bred, kept in cages till they’re of strength, when they can be snuffed and recast as zombies. Others are raised by the aristocracy until they come of age, and are slain and welcomed to dead society.  But…’
His voice petered out, and he became introspective for a moment.  ‘But then there’s Liveside.  The ghetto.  That’s where the true quick live.  My mother was prosperous. We lived at the better end.
‘There are jobs that only the living can do.  Some are manual, too dangerous to risk giving to zombies – they’re expensive to animate, but one can always breed more of the quick.’  His voice was deadpan.  ‘And for those lucky enough, for the cream – the livemen and livewifes, the quick gentry – there are the taboo jobs that the thanati won’t touch, at which the quick can make a decent living.’​[585]​

Multiplicity in such passages as this is linked to concrete social positions.  There are several kinds of death in this speech: the living who are to become zombies are ‘snuffed’, while the gentry are ‘slain’; the ‘taboo’ jobs of the livemen ad livewifes remind us inevitably of the historical status of Jews in Christian Europe.  Doul’s mother has herself ‘put down’; ‘Livewife Doul became Deadwife Doul’, she was not ‘recast’, like a tool or an animal with a purposive role, but chose to join dead society.​[586]​  The distinction between the living who are ‘farm bred’ and the ‘true live’ who are a ‘minority’ is a question of categories of becoming and of cultural definition (a fluid construct dependent upon an arbitrary relationship with concrete social ‘givens’ such as class).  Later we learn that there is yet another category, socially tolerated but not given status, the ab-dead such as vampires who form a lesser caste, existing equally between the other two categories in biological terms but beneath both in social terms; Doul’s decision to leave this polity can be seen as an act of autonomy which resisted a social order in which he would otherwise have to have had himself ‘put down’ to advance socially, or face loss of social status and being ‘snuffed’.  The Scar draws comparisons between New Crobuzon and the other cities described through character exchanges which reflect dialectically the cultural assumptions of particular city-states.  
The prose of The Scar is intensively freighted with further comparisons; where in Perdido Street Station this might have functioned to suggest the multicultural perspectives held within the overweening hegemony of the city state of New Crobuzon, in this second novel it serves the more pointed purpose of reminding the reader that the story takes place in a space which is literally between cultures.  The first passage referring to the magical (thaumaturgic) liquid commodity Rockmilk describes it as being worth ‘several times its considerable weight in gold, or diamonds, or oil or blood’;​[587]​ while the people known as the grindylow of the Gengris are thought to be ‘aquatic daemons or monsters or degenerate crossbred men and women, depending on which story one believed’;​[588]​ and later, the leviathan-creature, the avanc  (‘The mountain-that-swims, the godwhale, the greatest beast ever to visit our world’​[589]​) is described as moving using ‘fins or filaments or paws or gods knew what’.​[590]​  Each comparison suggests interpretive uncertainty or undecidability instead of singular ‘truth’ (we never, for various reasons, find out what limbs, if any, might provide the avanc with motility) but between them there are always power relations.  Miéville demonstrates the power of culturally determined interpretations to the reader through the focaliser of Bellis Coldwine, whose perspective is a similar kind of abstract individualism which characterises Isaac in the early part of Perdido Street Station.        
Through Bellis’ eyes Miéville gives us a perspective on the foreign people, known as grindylow, of The Gengris which illustrates the limitations of a non-dialectic perspective.  The way Bellis interprets what she sees gets to the heart of the novel’s themes of subjectivity and equality.  Her first encounter with the grindylow is through the text of Silas Fennec’s notebook and Bellis’ reading of it demonstrates the shortcomings and prejudices of her abstract perspective:  
There were lists of words: the jottings of someone trying to learn a foreign language.  
‘Most of that stuff’s from The Gengris,’ [Fennec] said.  
[Bellis] turned slowly through the pages of nouns and verbs, and came to a little section like a diary, with dated entries written in a shorthand code she could make little of, words pared down to two or three letters, punctuation dispensed with.  She saw commodity prices, and scribbled descriptions of the grindylow themselves, unpleasant little pencil sketches of figures with prodigious eyes and teeth and obscure limbs, flat eel-tails.  There were heliotypes attached to the pages, executed furtively, it seemed, in dim light; unclear sepia tints, discoloured and water-stained, the monstrosity of the figures they depicted exaggerated by blisters and impurities in the paper.​[591]​  

Bellis here accepts Fennec’s diary on an abstract level, not connecting it with the concrete social relationships that Fennec must have engaged in to collect the information it contains; she essentialises the grindylow in much the same way Isaac did with the garuda in Perdido Street Station.  The problem of the scene for Bellis Coldwine, is precisely one of reading.  She cannot ‘read’ Fennec, as here she cannot read his shorthand: ‘[s]he tried to parse him, to understand the grammar of his actions and reactions, and she could not.’​[592]​  Fennec’s intentions (and hence his deceptions) remain opaque to her even when they are displayed in plain sight, because Bellis does not interpret them in terms of their social context; abstraction conceals their meaning.  
Fennec’s mission, the story he tells to Bellis, amounts to Only-You-Can-Save-New-Crobuzon-From-The-Grindylow and somewhat overshadows the book which Fennec deliberately leaves vague: he allows Bellis’ abstract interpretation to conceal the social relations implied by his notes.  It is her leafing through Fennec’s book which divides his text into sections for us, which she (and we) read separately.  First, the ‘jottings’ of language; second, a section like a diary full of dates and figures; thirdly, physical descriptions with ‘heliotypes attached’.   All of this is followed by maps and what we are told are ‘suggestive sketches of machinery’ from The Gengris, and finally ‘scrawled diagrams of gashes and tunnels […] and mechanisms like locks and sluices.’​[593]​  Read dialectically, this could be seen as a narrative of a totality but Bellis, in separating each section into disjointed fragments and impressions, does not see it as such.  Like her impression of the grindylow it is all ‘teeth and obscure limbs’ without the coherence of a body.​[594]​  This bulging notebook, which Bellis abstracts into dissonant parts, is a unified corpus of text.  
The jotted lists of words, taken in conjunction with ‘commodity prices’ imply the presence of sophisticated trade and culture as well as language.​[595]​  In the context of depictions of objectified anatomical sketch and ‘furtive’ heliotypes, they imply something more sinister than trade or cultural exchange: they imply the study of people as things.  Bellis does not read the significance of this because the grindylow are not fully ‘people’ to her; they are ‘aquatic daemons or monsters or degenerate crossbred men and women’,​[596]​ forms outside her experience of people or culture.  Possible questions as to the motives for taking pictures of people without their permission cannot therefore occur to her because the grindylow are inscrutable semi-people (three-fifths-human, perhaps).  Thus, when Bellis sees in the midst of this anthropological dissection of grindylow language, culture, physiology, geography, technology and resources, the incongruous appearance of recognisably familiar diagrams of ‘mechanisms like locks and sluices’​[597]​ (i.e. human mechanisms imposed at the end of an assessment of non-human ones) she draws little inference from it.   To her such anthropological dissection is politically neutral, despite the oddity of the familiar mechanisms being appended to it.  
The attempt to describe social relationships is a political act: because Bellis reads Fennec’s notebook as abstract sections she does not see the ideological implications of objectifying the grindylow as a people.  The narrative of Fennec’s notebook begins with the language of the grindylow (standing for their cultural metanarrative) but concludes with the imposition of human machinery, New Crobuzoner civilization imposed over that of The Gengris, suggesting imperialist expansion and conquest.  Yet the perspective required to make this assessment of Fennec’s text is missing at this point from the narrative of the novel and so it is not just Bellis who is misreading what is being presented to her but us as readers as well.  Miéville is demonstrating to us the dangerous assumptions of cultural imperialism by putting his reader in the position to misread ‘foreign culture’ as ‘monster’.  Miéville’s very choice of genre points us in this direction: pirates, lethal mosquito-people, sharks and similar creatures all flowing across the high seas; like readers of Hodgson’s Boats of the Glen Carrig we expect the unfamiliar to be monstrous and threatening and the humans to be adventurous and resourceful in this context, being focalised around Bellis forces us to make the same errors of judgement.    
Throughout The Scar, Miéville present critiques of both postcolonial and cultural supremacist assumptions, for instance let us consider the scenes at the climax of Silas Fennec’s narrative thread, detailing his escape from and recapture by the grindylow.    Bellis thinks they are seeking a small fetish which Fennec had in his possession, the magic capabilities of which he used to move about Armada undetected.  The grindylow leader corrects Bellis with understandable contempt:  
‘For this you think we came? This stone thing? Our magus fin?  Like primitives you think we abase ourselves before gods carved in rock? For hocus-pocus in trinkets? [….] You think we are children, we siblings, to cross the world for a puissant toy?’​[598]​

They re-read Fennec’s notebook for her; where Fennec claimed it showed a grindylow plot to invade New Crobuzon Bellis realises that the story she was told was a precise inversion of the truth, a mystification of ideology: the grindylow’s motivations in pursuing Armada were similar to her own in betraying it, to save The Gengris from New Crobuzon.  New Crobuzon is the foreign force which has been operating by stealth, and which is planning an invasion to open up new trading routes and effect a massive shift in economic power.  The Grindylow leader’s words lend Bellis a fresh, non-human, non-New Crobuzoner, set of eyes with which to regard the information in Fennec’s book:  
‘The salp vats.  The weapon farms.  The castle.  Our anatomy.  A gazetteer of the second city.  And see here,’ it said with opaque triumph, ‘coastline maps.  The mountains between the ocean and the Cold Claw Sea.  Where our placements are.  Where there are fissures, where the rock is weakest.’​[599]​

Miéville presents us with a counter-subjectivity to question the primacy of Bellis’ narrative similarly to the contrast between Isaac’s cultural gloss and those of the garuda in New Crobuzon.  Perdido Street Station and The Scar demonstrate how the social forms of a society determine, in insidious ways, the formation of individual subjectivity within it.  Having thus established the character of New Crobuzon as an imperialist, expansionist power in the international arena (The Scar), and its society as a multicultural one governed by a secretive parliament and a covert militia, a polity whose problems and internal tensions are recognisable as critiques of liberal democracy (Perdido Street Station), Miéville turns next  to the possibility of revolution and how that might affect subjectivity.      


5: Revolutionary Subjectivity as Resistance: from Slake-Moths and Scars to the Iron Council

How is the revolutionary impulse expressed in the Bas Lag novels?  Miéville concludes his first two Bas Lag novels with radical expressions of subjectivity in moments of crisis which unleash undecidable energies with the potential to change the societies in which they occur; for narrative reasons, related to the concerns and agendas of the characters in each text, they do not result in social revolutions but do represent revolutionary energies as fantastic forms which defy existing social structures.  At the conclusion of Perdido Street Station, Miéville has Isaac defeat the alien menace of the slake-moths.  Steven Shaviro describes them as manifestations of ‘vampire-capital’ which leaves its victims as ‘zombie-consumers’,​[600]​ themselves consumed; the slake-moths feed on the consciousness of their victims, leaving them as husks, devoid of subjectivity.  Shaviro terms them ‘exudations’ of capital, writing that ‘[a]s psychic vampires who prey on imagination and thought, they enact the appropriation and accumulation of human mental creativity’.​[601]​  Miéville has Isaac defeat them by creating simulacra of consciousness, causing them to overfeed until they burst.  He does this by performing a dialectical unification of two seemingly incompatible models of subjectivity to produce a state of radical undecidability
A simulacrum of human subjectivity is created by combining the minds of two of Miéville’s equally surreal creations: the Construct Council, and the Weaver.  The Construct Council is a machine intelligence composed of ‘will to existence and aggrandizement, shorn of all psychology’,​[602]​ subjectivity as consciousness.  For the Construct Council, when describing its own genesis, consciousness is conceived as a dialectical process of which its own expansion is the only inevitable result: ‘[o]ur viral minds connected and our steam-pistoned brains did not double in capacity, but flowered [,] [a]n exponential blooming [,] [w]e two became I’.​[603]​  This is a dialectical unity, but it is used by the Construct Council at the service of an absolute desire for control through collectivist assimilation: the Council is a collective which denies the value of the individual.  Contrarily, the Weaver is an individualist entity which sees no need for collectivism.  The Weaver is a giant, sentient spider which lives entirely on an aesthetic level whose subjectivity is ‘an endless unfathomable stew of image and desire and cognition and emotion’.​[604]​  These are contrasted with the mind of an unwilling human participant who Isaac and company have kidnapped.  The combination of the Weaver and the Construct Council’s consciousness through Isaac’s ‘crisis engine’ is rendered as an equation which is realised as ‘x=y+z’ where x is the human mind, represented by the character of Andreij, the Weaver’s mind is y and the Construct Council’s mind is z.  
Miéville’s interest in the concepts of totality and hybridity as part of a dialectic view of society are manifested in this scene through the calculations performed by the crisis engine: ‘y and z were unified bounded wholes.  And most crucially, so was x, Andrej’s mind, the reference point for the whole model.  It was integral to the form of each that they were totalities’​[605]​—the crisis engine then compares this model with its simultaneous antinomy ‘x≠y+z’, producing a radical undecidability as an emergent quality of attempting to resolve multiple contrary understandings of subjectivity.  The Weaver and Construct Council can be read as contrary interpretations of the fantastic as mechanistically codified or as radically undecidable, and as oppositional politics of genre, or as a unification of generic modes, as Mark Bould does.  
For Mark Bould, this scene is key to Miéville’s theory of fantasy, he relates it to Miéville’s negotiation with the politics of genre:
[T]he lesson that Miéville offers is that the emergent level is not merely the product of the others: by adding y to z one may produce x, but x itself cannot be reduced to y plus z [….] Just as in Perdido Street Station the khepri Lin is not a woman with an insect’s head and the garuda Yag is not an eagle with a man’s body, so the novel is not ‘a science fiction story set in a fantasy sub-creation’.​[606]​  

Bould relates the undecidability of subjectivity in this scene with the undecidability of genre category, but it can also be said to be more directly a negotiation with Suvin’s distinction between SF and fantasy.  The Weaver is a wholly individualist subject whose speech is obfuscatory and confusing, an analogue for the Suvinian conceptualisation of fantasy as a wholly ideological construct, pure estrangement.  The Construct Council, as an artificial intelligence whose collectivist philosophy rejects the status of the individual, forms a counter-ideological construct of SF as a mechanically materialist form which devalues the non-cognitive.  These models both are and are not sufficient to describe either the Weaver or the Construct Council: as reductive models they suggest that each is incomplete unto itself, but, contrarily, both are also ‘unified bounded wholes’.​[607]​  This can be seen as an exploration of cognitive estrangement; the unity of the like and unlike, in this moment of crisis is a double movement of de-alienation of alien creatures, and the defamiliarisation of human consciousness.  The crisis produced represents the form of the fantastic itself in the sense meant by Rosemary Jackson, fantasy as ‘hesitation’.  The energies of undecidability unleashed by this radical exploration of subjectivity and form are potentially revolutionary, they do not alter the social world of New Crobuzon because their energies are diverted into the destruction of the slake-moths, saving the city but maintaining the status quo.  
Similarly, in The Scar Miéville presents the eponymous Scar as a place of revolutionary potential on Bas Lag, but one which is sought purely for the power of a single dominant social group.  At the climax of The Scar, Armada, towed by the avanc, finally gets close to the mysterious location of ‘The Scar’, the place where the Ghosthead Empire broke the world and where ‘possibilities’ can be mined. The nature of this ‘Scar’ begins to suggest itself through small details: ‘[o]bjects put down were discovered inches from their place—in places where they might have been left, but had not been.  Things that were dropped broke and then were not broken, and perhaps had not been dropped but waited on the side.’​[608]​  This has been prepared for by Uther Doul’s Ghosthead artefact, the‘Mightblade’ (‘[m]ight not meaning potency, but potentiality’) the ‘Possible Sword’, earlier in the text.​[609]​  When activated the Mightblade can simultaneously deliver all the blows that it might have struck in combat: it implies that the nature of The Scar is a location where things that might be real, potentialities both possible and impossible, are real.  However, this presentation of the Scar could itself be fictitious, a tall-tale told by the cactus man Hedrigall to affect the power struggles taking place within Armada.    
Miéville focalises the description of The Scar solely through Hedrigall.  He seemed to have fled earlier in the novel but when he reappears, claims to be an alternate Hedrigall, the last survivor of an alternate Armada which literally fell into The Scar.  The other characters are forced to question themselves, speculating that he is ‘[e]ither mad…’, ‘[e]ither he is a liar, or…’ or some other,  undecidable possibility. ​[610]​  We are left with hanging ellipses over the opposites of ‘either/or’ which leave them unresolved.  Hedrigall’s story, his version of events, is presented ‘with a trained fabler’s eloquence’ but also with ‘a trauma that was frightening to sense’.​[611]​  Since the omniscient narration never takes is as far as The Scar itself we are left only with Hedrigall’s (potentially) tall-tale and the knowledge that it might serve the political purposes of at least one of the factions on board Armada.  The scene functions as an allegory of metanarrative: the ‘truth’ of the story is unverifiable, but how it is interpreted by figures with political power will determine how people react to it; it is overheard by Bellis Coldwine and Tanner Sack (‘Tanner was known, and he was respected’, ‘You listened to Tanner, and you believed him’​[612]​).  Miéville’s development of the conclusion suggests that even with a multiplicity of metanarrative options and a sense of undecidability, some narratives will always have more power than others based on actually existing social relations (Tanner believes Hedrigall’s story of The Scar, the Lovers do not so there is a coup because Tanner has the respect of the mass of Armadans, not because he is correct or otherwise).  Social relations determine the acceptance or rejection of the fantastic, that is, of revolutionary potential.            
Miéville’s plots in the first two Bas Lag novels concern revolutionary potential whose energies are managed by the forces of law and order (Perdido Street Station) or by an internal power struggle (The Scar).  In Iron Council Miéville returns the reader to New Crobuzon in a way which reiterates and transforms the world of Bas Lag as we know it from the preceding two novels; the novel engages with questions of revolution and the preservation of the revolutionary spirit across time and distance.  In the text Miéville unifies the radical expression of subjectivity with the generation of social crisis, creating circumstances which might allow a radical commune such as the Iron Councillors to imagine themselves as a unified force in a successful revolution.  
The plot of Iron Council concerns a group of political rebels who are leaving the city-state of New Crobuzon to seek out a group of other renegades, sympathisers who they can inform about the stirrings of revolution within their former home.  New Crobuzon is at war both within and without: abroad it is fighting a war of ‘liberation’ against the Tesh; at home the Parliament is attempting to put down an uprising centred around several dissident groups.  Two groups of rebels form the loci of the plot: Ori and the members of the Runagate Rampant (or ‘Double-R’) on the one hand and Judah Low and the members of the separatist group, The Iron Council on the other.   The Iron Council itself is originally a vast train, the vanguard of the Transcontinental Railroad Trust (TRT).  Its purpose is to lay tracks across the continent and thereby advance the Imperialist expansionism of New Crobuzon.  Judah Low was originally a land-surveyor sent out into the swamps and mangroves to prepare the way for the railroad, and witnessing the creation of golems as a means of self-defence by the stiltspear tribes who are being displaced from their land by the railway sides with the natives, turning against the TRT.  Judah Low’s name connects him with the story of the Golem of Old Prague and the narratives of Rabbi Liva, or Judah Bezalel Loew, a figure who preserves and defends his people when they are under threat: ‘[a]nd he was named Judah Liva, the Lion, for he would be like a lion who does not permit his cubs to be mangled’.​[613]​
Judah becomes a golemist; golemism is explained as the making meaningful of inherent potential within unliving materials, ‘not order[ing] it but point[ing] out the order that inheres unseen, always already there’, ‘what we do is an intervention [….] a reorganisation’.​[614]​  This metaphor returns us to the significance of Judah Low’s name: the terms ‘intervention’, ‘reorganisation’ and ‘order’ as true order carry concepts of community action and are freighted with Marxian and anarcho-communist connotations.  This is followed with a designation of ‘[g]olemtry [as] an interruption [….] a subordinating of the static IS to the active AM’, ​[615]​ which makes the Golem the very embodiment of Marx’s description of labour from Captial, vol.1: a living processing of the material, the very act of using.  When Judah puts his golems to use as a revolutionary break away from the TRT, golemism embodies the seizing of the mode of production from capitalism.  The revolutionary break, the act which created the Iron Council from the train, breaches the nature of imposed authority and the nature of the labourers’ existence:  
Out ahead, protected by cactus and Remade guards, is a track-laying team.  They move frenetic, in a sped-up mumming of their usual work, over a rubble of nimbostratus stone.  They are picked off by militia targeteers, falling wounded or killed over the rails, and their comrades push them aside and continue their urgent work.  Judah comes in fighting.  The militia will not stop the train: they will kill many but there are only yards left, and even with the cull of track-layers (another man down with a blood blossom) the train will go through.​[616]​

Here Miéville borrows the language of the carnivalesque: in its very desperation to escape and fight through the last of the rocky obstacles to outrun the militia, work and festivity and the sacrificing of life have become mingled into the ‘sped-up mumming of their usual work’.  
Social relations are unchanged by the crises in the societies of New Crobuzon and Armada in the first two novels: Remade are overdetermined criminals, fReemade are outlaws, each ossified into social strata; Armadan social hierarchies are firmly grounded even if Armada itself is a floating, fluidly-defined structure.  The formation of the Iron Council is qualitatively different because the first thing it does is disrupt and refute social distinctions such as worker, criminal, Remade, prostitute and surveyor, and actively organise its society differently.  In turning the microcosm of its world upside down socially it results in a sympathetic concrete change in the city of New Crobuzon, the macrocosm from which it has broken away: it becomes, as a whole, a symbol of revolutionary potential.  The Iron Council comes to exist for itself, that is, for the sake of its common community.  
As a self-creating community, the ‘perpetual train’ takes up its own founding principles of indentured labour and social marginalisation and re-lays them in a different way, crucially, for itself.  The constant drawing up and re-laying of the two miles of track on which the train sits both allegorises this class, gender and race inflected struggle and also embodies it since the workers (free and Remade) down tools and strike to protest together for better pay and then take over and use the means of production for themselves.  Instead of producing the continent-spanning railway intended by Weather Wrightby and the TRT they produce themselves, a small nomadic commune which subsists and survives on its own limited resources and goodwill and trade from other communities.  The very movement of the Iron Council has a kind of poetry of toil devoted to it.  
The poetry of the Iron Council’s motion is symbolic: it is labour which is no longer alienated from those who produce and perform it but it is also a joy in industry: the production of a hybrid of the living and the mechanical dancing to a shared rhythm.  It is presented as a dance, because the train’s wheels are dogged by daemons of motion, elementals of rhythm living off the piston’s mechanised beat and of the movements of the people who make the Council.  This is the power of mechanically (re)produced music as a work of art which moves, or motivates, people viscerally: mechanism and flesh responding, each to the other, for the liberating pleasure of having freedom to move; every time they ‘work’ they express their freedom and maintain their independence from New Crobuzon.  Thus, the Iron Council manifests as a utopian community, an ideal of self-making or self-determination and empowerment in the face of historical circumstance.  Labour for the Iron Councillors is more about co-operation than competition but temporal by the necessity of a violent opposition to New Crobuzon militia.  
Ultimately the Iron Councillors do not either overthrow or get crushed by, the militia, because Judah Low intervenes.  He creates a time-golem which freezes the Iron Council just before it can arrive: the Iron Council is preserved as a revolution which has not arrived but is still coming.  It is the ambiguous freezing of the Council that prompts online discussions of Iron Council, such as that of Scott Eric Kaufman, to consider the revolution of the Iron Councillors as a failure: 

Miéville says that he doesn’t believe that someone who lives before the revolution can really depict the post revolutionary society, so therefore he couldn’t really have written it as succeeding. He also couldn’t write it as a failure because that would be typical noble-but-doomed tragic defeatism. So he had to freeze it; Judah’s failure is his. Judah is of course a golemist, and what greater golemist than an author? The righteous execution of Judah seems to some extent to be an authorial recognition of (perhaps inevitable) failure. I will dub this phenomenon Demiurgic Guilt.​[617]​  

I suggest that Iron Council’s plot does not ‘fail’ the revolution but changes the terms on which we must read the revolution and the revolutionary within Miéville’s novel; moreover, in its conclusion it even changes the terms on which we read it as a novel.  The final scenes where Judah creates the time-golem form an elevation of Judah’s skill as far as he can physically take it, and also an elevation of the novel’s mode of address as far as Miéville can take it.  He has to freeze the Iron Councillors in time, effectively take them outside the text and onto a different plane, not just to avoid or defer the climactic failure or success of their proposed revolution, but specifically to create the persuasive impression and idea of a possible revolution for his reader by placing the Iron Council into a radically undecidable state; the Iron Council becomes an artefact wherein is preserved the revolutionary spirit.  


Conclusions: If Iron Council is a Marxist Fantasy, what does it do for us?

I have shown the ways in which Miéville’s conception of fantasy functions as a realisation of a Marxist dialectical materialism.  In demonstrating this it has become apparent that Miéville’s conception of fantasy is unorthodox and actually draws upon the forms and approaches of anarchism, Surrealism and post-1960s antinomian and New Left manifestations discussed in relation to Moorcock, Carter, Moore and Morrison in the present thesis.  Not only do his aesthetic interests demonstrate their political content but his politics has an aesthetic corollary.  He has said in public appearances that his fondness for ‘maximalist’ prose in fantastic fiction is because it provides a sense of being ‘excitedly, radically humble before the extraordinariness of the world’ when it invokes both the material complexity of the development of the material world, and revels in how that makes a person feel as a person in that material world.​[618]​  In that sense, he locates revolutionary potential in the interaction of human, individual subjectivity with material artefacts as a meeting of the real and fantastic which has a concrete social effect on other people.
We can see the importance of this if we reconsider Iron Council in light of the Benjaminian concept of the artefact.  The power of an artefact as a material expression of the imaginary, capable of inspiring revolution is also important to Miéville’s contemporary, Ian R. MacLeod’s The Light Ages (2003) where an artefact made of quartz, the chalcedony, is created by the female troll/changeling Mistress Summerton, and invested with magic powerful enough to create a change in this world: ‘[t]he stone spoke to me, and I knew it would speak to others when its time came [….] And the little things that happened to me through those long and empty years of waiting’, including the plot of the novel are ‘all part of the same vast but inexplicable spell’ conjured up by the revolutionary desire.​[619]​  However, there is a significant difference from Miéville’s Iron Council, even the creator of this artefact is cynical about the ability of the revolution to create a significantly better world, it is more like an act of desperation.  Miéville is more optimistic: the Council will be an inspirational artefact which will affect changes in the future; where the chalcedony, as an object which forms part of the text, has affected the characters within MacLeod’s novel, the Iron Council becomes an artefact only at the end of the novel, extending its effect beyond the novel.  The novel draws a clear analogy between the creative endeavour that has gone into the act of forming and maintaining the Council as a commune and the creative endeavour of fantasy.  Preserved, it represents the act of fantasising as an analogue for revolutionary struggle and has become an art object with the potential to inspire others and which is ultimately immune to attempts at co-option by the powers of ideology because it is irreducible.  Freezing the Iron Council in time distances them temporally suggest that politically committed politics can only be expressed effectively through an act of aesthetic distancing; Judah Low’s fellow revolutionaries disagree and kill him, but the existence of the time golem allows the Council to be passed on to future revolutionaries.    
The time golem ‘stood into its ablife, a golem of sound and time, stood and did what it was instructed to do, its instruction become it, its instruction its existence, its command just be and so it was’.​[620]​   Miéville renders the Iron Council an undecidable but persistent demand for the future possibility of revolution.  Sympathisers of the Iron Councillors write that ‘Tomorrow the Iron Council will move again’​[621]​ and the final words of the novel are ultimately optimistic, upholding the ideal of the Iron Council in speech the way Judah preserves the Council in time: ‘Years might pass and we will tell the story of the Iron Council and how it was made, how it made itself and went, and how it came back and is coming, is still coming’, ‘They are always coming’.​[622]​  Miéville makes the Iron Council a representation of the revolution of the future: it has become a memorial that can be revisited (physically by its sympathisers) and a story of the fantastic nature of revolution.  It is also a metaphor for fantasy as a desire for the impossible which can exist as a story of its own impossible desire for difference and change.  The events of the narrative from the rebellion of Remade and workers, to travelling across the Cacotopic Stain, have left traces in the fantastical and mundane elements which compose the Iron Council as a rich expression of its own creation as a fantasy.     






















Radical Fantasy: Towards a Vernacular Modernism

As this thesis has demonstrated, Michael Moorcock, Angela Carter, Alan Moore, Grant Morrison and China Miéville use fantasy in a variety of ways to express their left radical politics; analysing their work illuminates a series of interlocking debates over the distinctions between different ideological uses of the term ‘fantasy’.  The questions which have been raised are central to Left socio-political perspectives on literature in general and fantasy literature in particular: What is the social value of fantasy literature (escapism or engagement)?; What values do specific techniques of fantasy writing tacitly perpetuate (aesthetic distance or political commitment)?; and: What techniques can be used to engage politically with these ideological formulations?  I have argued that these questions structure the relationship of fantasy as a literary form to the material world and have analysed how each writer has engaged with these questions in different ways.  
As Left radical critique might be described as that concerned with expressing the relationship between the material world and the politics of changing the world, so Left radical fantasy writing for the authors discussed above describes the relationship between fantasy as the literature of the imagination and the real world as a place in which that literature interacts with human material circumstances.  This thesis forms an addition to the understanding of fantasy as a mode consisting of fuzzy sets by exploring how wider cultural fields affect the positioning of writers within the mode; it is an attempt to illuminate another axis from which to map fantasy as a social form.  As the analysis of Moorcock, Carter, Moore, Morrison and Miéville has already concluded, fantasy literature is important to people as individuals and as groups for its ability to provide a bridge between the possible and impossible and between the material and immaterial.  Conceived in this way, fantasy can function as a mediating form to give a sense of how to grasp the ways in which imaginary forms have concrete affects on our lives.  For this reason it will continue to be of interest to diverse Left radical writers.     
All of the authors in this study use dualism to show how simplistic oppositional categories produce their own resistance.  I have analysed how this demonstrates their commitment to a materialism which relates the physical world to the worlds of the imagination, and have argued that this represents a politicisation of the primary function of fantasy fiction itself.  The attempt to overcome this dualism is central to the project of political engagement: it is the attempt to use the uniquely contrary characteristics of fantasy as a means of representing the contradictions of the material world.  Overcoming such dualism without reinstating it in transformed guise is the theoretical point of highest insight implied by all of the writers here, expressed, variously, in Surrealist, dialectical materialist, antinomian Romantic, avant-gardist and Marxist terms.          
The dualisms which the fiction attempts to resolve or overcome are represented as presently intractable but theoretically surmountable: Moorcock’s use of
Order and Chaos, Entropy and Law; Carter’s use of rational and anti-rational; Moore’s use of official and unofficial, material and immaterial; Morrison’s use of government-corporate conspiracies and anarchists or social outsiders superheroes and supervillains; and Miéville’s use of hybrid or chimerical individuals and polities.  In each case they use fantasy to show that the terms of the dualisms are reversible, but that reversal is not enough to supersede the present generic/social formation that determines them.  
Their writings can thus be seen to have anti-fantasy qualities which bring them into line with the analysis of anti-fantasy by M. John Harrison.  In his essay ‘The Profession of Science Fiction’, Harrison discusses his own use of anti-fantasy and its relationship with generic fantasy, and with the mode of fantasy as a whole.  He states succinctly, although from a non-politically tendentious perspective, the nature of the relation between fantasy and anti-fantasy as a dialectical one: 
Identify the illusions central to the genre.  The clearest illusions we have are to do with ‘meaning’ and ‘choice’, with self-determination, problem-solving.  Sf draws illusions of this nature across our fears: of death, of the ordinariness of our lives, of the consequences of our actions.  A fantasy-world is precisely one in which action has no consequences.  [….]
Subvert these illusions, not for the sake of it, or for political or literary reasons, but because to do so might be to reveal – for a fraction of a second, to yourself as much as the reader – the world the fictional illusion denies.  [….]
Recognise (all too slowly) that these two poles of the dialectic – the writing of fantasy/the subversion of fantasy – make a discourse.  This is in itself a form of escape.  A discourse can be solved.  It is like a chess problem.  The world cannot be solved[.]​[623]​  

Here Harrison is here dealing with the tendency in fantasy towards codification which is complicit in ideology and its counter-tendency to resist ideology, the same tendencies which I have identified in the work of Moorcock, Carter, Moore, Morrison and Miéville.  The discourse which is formed by fantasy/anti-fantasy can provide the hallmarks of the very thing which it is initiated to avoid (whether for political, as in the case of the writers here, or for the more aesthetic and philosophical reasons Harrison proposes).  Perhaps the key question is whether or not this is really a problem of fantasy so much as one of being human which, in any particularly codified generic mode of artistic representation, is inevitably writ large.  Harrison later writes in the same essay that anything which functions as an ‘escape from emotional and social demands’ is ‘a retreat from life’ whether it is widely considered to be escapist or not; crucially he includes other forms of human activity here, writing that ‘[i]n this sense the walls of Verdon Gorge are as much a fantasy-world as Middle Earth’ to the climbing community he counts himself among, while ‘the wreckage of Sheffield is the landscape of a political fairy-tale’ written by conservative politics under Thatcher.​[624]​  The dialectic of fantasy/anti-fantasy can be seen as the fundamental division between commitment and distance which is inherent in activities intended to provide release from the pressures of modern capital.  Its persistence seems to be due to a fundamental characteristic of the form: the inherent undecidability of fantasy as an ideological form or as escape from ideology.  The persistence of the dialectic is not then a failure of form but a consequence of seeking engagement through the form.  
Mark Bould’s argument that ‘it is the very fantasy of fantasy that, at least potentially, gives it space for a hard-headed critical consciousness of capitalist subjectivity’, similarly to Harrison, suggests that the persistence of the dialectic between form and subversion of form in fantasy actually provides for its most radical uses.​[625]​  The political fantasies of Moorcock, Carter, Moore, Morrison and Miéville work through this dialectic in different ways as I have demonstrated, but their various conclusions resonate analogically: any particular form within fantasy generates a position which places it within a genre, contributing to the codification of fantasy and its support for ideology.  But its nature as a fantasy means that it can be re-imagined (without necessarily recourse to a rationalist epistemology) and used to subvert the new position, and so on: its logic suggests an aesthetic of permanent revolution, of continual re-engagement.  To refer back to examples already used: superhero continuity and the conventions of Sword & Sorcery place specific demands which can be subverted; subverting them by the creation of characters such as Elric and Jerry Cornelius, or Rorschach and the Comedian creates a precedent for re-codification, but simultaneously shows that this too can be reversed.  
Mark Bould’s speculation that fantasy could be considered a ‘vernacular modernism’,​[626]​ might be expanded considerably in relation to contemporary culture using Miéville’s description, after Marx, of commodity capital as an imaginary form which affects (and distorts) real social relationships, where he writes that ‘“reality” is a grotesque “fantastic form”’ and therefore fantasy can claim a mimetic representative function.​[627]​  Popular contemporary genre fantasy exhibits the same characteristics which Steve Beard describes in modern media culture: ‘an integrated circuit where “reversibility” is the positive condition, not the negative limit, of their continuing successful performance’.​[628]​  Because fantasy is a form which is very strongly subject to the forces of commodity it can be used to demonstrate that reversals such as this are the positive value, rather than the absolute limit, of commodity forms in their late capitalist mode within its own structural constraints; but crucially it can critique its own position in this process in a way which draws analogies between its own genre forces and the forces of the media culture by which commodities interpose themselves in actual social relationships.  
In media culture, there is the implicit assumption that commodity capitalism is, if not considered synonymous with the Real, then is the only way through which the Real can be glimpsed: as Steven Shaviro writes ‘[t]he media sphere is the only “nature” we know’, it purports to describe the world in its totality.​[629]​  Fantasy performs the same action with an entirely inverse starting position: where we are solicited by media culture to accept the reality of commodity relations under capital as the totality of the Real, we are solicited by fantasy to accept a known impossibility (a world that could never actually exist), in pretence, as the totality of a world.  Radical fantasy is that which acknowledges its own impossibility to express the reality of the world in the process of composing, with every appearance of verisimilitude, a thoroughly credible world, implicitly questioning the ‘truth’ of representations of the real (realism or media culture) which fail to engage with the imaginary content (ideology) actually determining material social relations.         
I have sketched some of the affinities between radical critique and fantasy in respect to the diverse forms that fantasy can take, and detailed how these have been used.  The analysis here can be extended further in a larger project: the historical manifestations of resistance, from anarchism and Surrealism to Situationist and Marxist critique, could, for instance, be contextualised in light of diverse protest groups of the contemporary anti-capitalist movement.  The effect that recent resurgences in popular protest in the wake of new wars in Iraq and Afghanistan might have had on our idea of possible worlds is of increasing importance.  As is the degree to which economic models might be described as having an essentially imaginary content in light of the global economic conditions post-2008, and how that in turn affects how we perceive both our own position in the world as subjects, and the operations of ideology upon our imaginations.  If we stake a claim on fantasy as our vernacular modernism, then radical fantasy can provide us with an important lens through which we can estrange the epiphenomena of the commodities which surround us, and render ourselves ‘excitedly, radically humble before the extraordinariness of the world’ the more fully to grasp how we might set about the task of changing that world by realising our own extraordinary potential. ​[630]​          
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